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ABSTRACT

The computerized Quick-Reacting General War Gaming System (QUICK) will
accept input data, automatically generate global strategic nuclear war
plans, simulate the planned events, and provide statistical output
summaries. QUICK has been programmed in FORTRAN for use on t1- NMCSSC
CDC 3800 computer system.

The QUICK Programming Specifications Manual (PSM) consists of three
volumes: Volume I, Data Input Subsyntem; Volume IT, Plan Generation
Subsystem; Volume III, Simulation and Data Output Subsystems. The
Programming Specifications Manual complement!, rhe other QUICK Cnmputcr
System Manuals to facilitate maintenance of the war gaming system.
This volume, Volume II, providcs the programmer/analyst with a technical
description of the purpose, functions, general procedures, and programming
techniques applicable 'o the programs of the Plan Generation subsystem.
This volume is in six parts: Parts A and B provide a description of
the programs which make up the Subsystem: Parts C through F contain
the associated program listings. Companion documents are:

1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Computer System Manual CSM GD 9A-67
A nontechaical description for senior management personnel

2. ANALYTICAL MANUAL
Computer System Manual CSi AM 9A-67 (three volumes)
Provides a description of the system methodology for the non-
programmer analysts

3. USER'S MANUAL
Computer System Manual CSNI UM 9-67
Provides detailed instructions for applications of the system

4. OPERATOR'S MANUAL
Computer System Manual CSNI OM 9A-67
Provides instructions and procedures for the computer operators

xi



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCrION

The QUICK system consists of four functional subsystems: the Data Input,
Plan Generation, Simulation, and Data Output subsystems*. This volume,
Volume 1I of the Programming Specifications Manual, describes the QUICK
Plan Generation subsystem, hereafter referred to as the Plan Generator.
The general concept of operation of the QUICK system and the analytical
aspects of the design of the Plan Generator are presented in the
Analytical Manual, Volume II, Plan Generation subsystem. A detailed
description of the user-input parameters required for operating the
Plan Generator is contained in Chapter 3, Plan Generation Subsystem,
User's Manual, Volume II.

This chapter provides a general overview of the functions performed by
the programs of the Plan Generator. Each of these programs is discussed
in detail in a separate chapter of this volume. Within each chapter,
the initial sections describe the concept of operation and provide a
description of the input/output files and common blocks associated with
each program. Subsequent sections of the chapter describe the sub-
routines which constitute the program.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The Plan Generator operates using the target system and weapon resources
supplied to it from the indexed data base prepared by the Data Input
subsystem.

The information included in the data base is categorized by CLASS (e.g.,
bombers) and by TYPE within class (e.g., B-52). Fifteen classes may be
used to describe the targetable-type installations included in the data
base. The data categories currently associated with each target class
are shown in table 1. These classes are identified within the system
by referencing the value of the attribute ICLASS, the class number. The
attributes*" assigned to the items of ICLASS 1 through 5 and ICLASS 14
define the item not only as a target but include the attributes which
establish its offensive/defensive capabilities and characteristics. In

*The QUICK subsystems are also referenced by the names Input subsystem,
Plan Generator, Simulator, and Output subsystem.

**For attribute descriptions, see appendix A.
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addition t. these target classes, nine auxiliary data classes arc used
to enter weapoi-type data such as the specific composition of a bomber
payload. The auxiliary classes are identified within the system by the
class name shown In tablcI.

The Plan Generator is actually a sequence of programs that are-executed

in series. Each computer program is a separate processor that resides

by itself in the memory of the computer. When a processor has completed

its assigned operations, it writes on tape. or disk all information
that will be rbquired by later processors and then returns control to

the computer's monitor system. The monitor then calls the next
processor into memory.

the ihformation that must be transmitted from one processor to the next
consists of two 'basic types. The first is data required by all processors.
These data, which logically could remain in the memory at all times, arc
assembled by progran PREPALOC and read into a file called BASFILE (or
base file). This file is then read into.memory by each succeeding
processor. The second type of data is that which is developed by a
processor as input information fpr later stages. Its transmission via
tape or disk is conventional and requires no particular comment here.

Figure 1 illustrates the flow within the Plan Generator. The basic input
tape contains a compldte und consistent indexed list of all Red and Blue
game objects. The output of PLANSET for a single run of the Plan Generator
includes either Blue weapons and Red ,targets for a Blue plan, or alternatively
Red weapons and Blue targets for a Red plan. Thus, two complete runs of the
Plan Generator from the same indexed data base file are npcessary to provide
the plans required for the operation of the-Simulator. The role of the
various programs within the Plan Generator is as follows.

PLANSET: This program processes the indexed data base and selects
the offensive system;and target data appropriate for the
plan. In addition, the program aggregates the offensive
weapons into groups and prepares the target list for
input to program ALOC.

PREPALOC: This program precomputes much of the information required
by later processors. It organizes the input data for
efficient use by other components of the Plan Generator.
In addition, it provides capabilities for planning factor
modification and fixed weapon assignment specific~ation.

The basic data manipulated:by this program include the
distance and attrition factors for the weapons, the
geographic description of the air defense zones and the
bomber penetration corridors, the weapon characteristic
tables (e.g., warhead and payload tables), and the target
characteristics.
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Table 1. QUICK Classes
(Sheet 1 of 2)

TARGET CLASSES

ICLASS CLASS NAME DATA CATEGORY

1 MISSI!.EI Offensive missiles

2 ';JMBliR Offensive bombers

3 TANKHR Tankers

4 DEFCONTR Defensive command and control

S INTCPTOR Interceptor aircraft

6 C/C Offensive command and control

7 NUCSTOR Nuclear storage sites

8 AIRFIELD Airfields

9 NAVAL Naval targets

10 TROOPS Troops

11 CONIUN Communications

12 MISC MiscCllancous

13 Ut/I Urban/industrial targets

14 ABMDEF Area antiballistic missile
(ABM) defense components

15 (Reserved for future use)
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Table 1. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 af 2)

AUXILIARY CLASSES

CLASS NAME* PURPOSE

WARIEAD Provides warhend characteristics; e.g., yield

ASM Provides characteristics of air-to-surface
missiles; c,g., speed, warhead

PAYLOAD Identifies weapons and penetration aids
carried by a missile or bomber

DBLDATA Contains time-dcpendent destructi.on-before-
launch (DBL) probability tables

ZONE Establishes the area of bomber air dcfensc

zones

POINT Provides latitude and longitude for zone,
route, and refuel points

BOUNDARY Establishes the boundaries of bomber air
defense zones

CORRIDOR Identifies penetration corridors and
associated attrition parameters

LEGS Defines the penetration and depenctration I
route logs

*The auxiliary classes are not assigned numbers; i.e., the attribute.

ICLASS is not applicable to these classes.

4
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ALOC: This program performs the allocation of weapons to targets.
Using a generalized Lagrange multiplier method, an optimal
allocation is generated subject to several forms of user-
input allocation constraints. These constraints include
specification of minimum and maximum desired damage levels,
restriction of weapons to specified subsets of the target
system, and specification of weapons allocated to specific
targets by the user. Within these constraints, the program
generates the allocation which maximizes the expected value
destroyed in the tar:get system. Program ALOC is also
referred to as the allocator.

EVALALOC: The main function of program EVALALOC is to provide a
summary of the allocation produced in proram AOC and
to calculatc an expectcd-value estimate of its results.
In addition, the program has the capability of evaluating
the effect upon the results of variations In input values
for weapon and target parameters. Program UVALALOC may
be run either before program ALOCOUT or after program
PLNTPLAN.

A[OCOUT: -ALOCOUT optimizes the location of aim points for target
complexes and collects all the strikes ass'.igned to each
weapon group by the allocator, so that detailed plans
for each group can be formulated by FOOTPRNT and POSTALOC.

FoOrPRNT: This program processes the target assignments and assigns
individual re-entry vehicles to aim points, within a
geographic pattern known as a footprint constraint, for
weapon groups possessing a multiple independently
targetable re-entry vehicle (MIRV) capability.

POSTALOC: This program processes the weapon groups, one group at a
time, and associates the individual strikes with specific
missiles and specific bomber sorties. (For bombers
carrying multiple warheads, several strikes must be
combined in a single sortie.)

PLNTPLAN: This program accepts the basic missile and bomber plans
output by POSTALOC, adds details required by the Simulator,
and finally arranges the plans in the specific format
required by the Simulator (EVENTAPE) or in a convenient
readable form for manual observation (PLANTAPE , or use by
other systems.

7



INTRFACE
and
TABLE, These programs ar .ial-purposo processors which

providL an interf. etween QUICK and other systems
(they provide no output used within QUICK). These
programs extract and reformat data from QUICK-developed
files and output data which can drive the Eve~it Sequence
Program (ESP), the Nuclear Exchange MOdel TNEMO), and/or
a NMCSSC damage assessment system gu-T as REST-1l or
SIDAC (REsource STatus Damage Assessment Model Ill, and
Single Integrated-Damage Analysis Capability System).

QUICK GENERAL-PURPOSE UTILITY PACKA-E

In addition to the main programs of the four QUICK subsystems, QUICK
employs a general-purpose utility package. This utility package consists
of programs, subroutines, and functions which perform a variety of
support tasks common to two or more system programs. These programs
and routines are discussed in chapters 2, 3, and 4 of the Programming
Specifications Manual (PSM), Volume I, Data Input Subsystem and, where
appropriate, in chapter I of the QUICK User's Manual, Volume II (see
Special-Purpose Utility Routines). Appendix B of this volume contains
a list of the entry points within the utility programs.

The QUICK System Filehandler

The QUICK system filehandler uses a word stream concept of operation.
For the calli.ng program, the filehandler retrieves or sends a stream of
words from/to the input/output (I/O) devices. Thus, the programmer
need never consider the makeup of the logical or physical records on
the tape or disk for filehandler files. Only in the filehandler itself
need the maintenance programmer be concerned with the physical character-
istics of I/O. In the using program, input/output on filehandler
files consists of a word stream. The program merely requests transfer
of a number of words to/from the device. Thus, a description of the
physical record structure of filehandler files is irrelevant to the
maintenance programmer except when he is maintaining the filehandler
subroutines themselves.
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All programs of the Plan Generation subsystem use the filehandler in
conjunction with input/output operations. The filehandler subroutines
and their functions are summarized below. A detailed description of the
QUICK filehandler is contained in chapter 2 of the Programming Specifica-
tions Manual, Volume I.

SUBROUTINE FUNCTION

ALOCDIR Initializes disk file directory

INITAPE Initializes filehandler
DEACTIV Removes file name from active list
SETREAD Prepares file for reading
RDWORD Transfers one word from file input buffer

to common /TWORD/
RDARRAY Transfers block of words from file iznplt

buffer to user-specified core storage area
SETWRITE Prepares file for writing
WRWORD Transfers one word from common /TWORD/ to

file output buffer
WRARRAY Transfers block of words from user-specified

core storage area to file output buffer
TERMTAPE Terminates files after reading or writing

and releases buffer area for use by other
files

COMPUTER STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

The NMCSSC CDC 3800 computer provides a maximum of 65,534 words of core
storage. Excluding the requirements of the operating system, the core
storage requirements of the programs of the Plan Generator are as follows.

PLANSET ... ....... 55,900*
PREPALOC ...... 50,400
ALOC .......... ... 55,800
ALOCOUT ... ....... 55,000
FOOTPRNT ... ...... 48,200
POSTALOC ....... . 54,900
PLNTPLAN ... ...... 45,700
EVALAOC ....... .. 44,600
rNTRFACE ....... . 18,J)0
TABLE ........... ... 13,500

* Decimal words.
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CHAPTER 2
PROGRAM PLANSET

PURPOSE

PLANSET prepares the data files required by the Plan Generator to develop
a plan for one side. It forms weapon groups, prepares the target list,
computes and normalizes the class value factors, calculates the repre-
sentative attributes for complex targets, and creates the WINFILE
(weapon input file) and TINFILE; (target input file) required by program
PRFPALOC. Note that program PLANSET must be processed by progra DECLARES
before being executed.

INPUT FILES

The principal input to PLANSET consists of the indexed data base,
INDEXDB OR INMODDB, generated by program INI)EXR or program BASEMOD of the
Data Input subsystem. Several user-option data cards are also accepted,
which specify:

1. Vulnerability data to be used for blast damage calculations

2. The command and control reliability factor for each region in
the plan

3. A request that missile retargeting be used for all missiles
with reprogramming capability

4. A range multiplier RANGEMOD to be used when determining whether

a weapon is sufficiently within range of a weapon group to be
added as a group member

5. The SIDE for which.a plan is to be generated

6. Names of each attacking weapon type

7. The maximum absolute difference in DBL probability MAXDBL that
is allowed between the first and last weapons of a weapon group

8. The class name and value of an exemplar target for each class in
the current plan

10
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9. The values of the attribute TASK to be given priority when
assigning the lead target of a complex

10. rhe alphabetic portion of the values of Lhe attribute DESIG to
be given priority when assigning the lead target of a complex

Ii. Print options allowing a print of the target list weapon
group list, and/or complex target list.

OUTPUT FILES

Program PLANSET prepares the TINFILE (target input file) and WINFILE
(weapon input file) to be used in program PREPALOC. The TINFILE (see
table 2) contains a 29-word block of descriptive information for each
target to be considered in the current plan. The targets are placed on
the TINFILE in a random order which facilitates evaluation of the alloca-
tion process used in program ALOC. The target input file (TINFILE)
includes three types of targets:

1. Simple target: one target element

2. Complex target: several target elements either exactly
collocated or within the lethal radius of a single weapon
(a one-megaton weapon is considered) so that they must be
treated as a single target complex

3. Multiple targets: actually several independent identical
targets such as separate missile silos in a Minuteman squadron
that are close together (relative to the range of the weapon),
but far enough apart that each target element must be treated
as an independent aim point.

Each complex target is represented on the TINFILE in an aggregated form
representing the total value of the complex as required by ALOC. This
aggregated representation on TINFILE is paralleled by auxiliary detailed
target data on WINFILE which includes a specific representation of each
target element as a separate simple target. Similarly each multiple

target is represented on TINFI,E by a single representative target (of
the appropriate multiplicity) as required by ALOC. This representative
target is also paralleled by a list of specific coordinates for each
target element in the auxiliary target data on WINFILE,

11



Table 2. TINFILE Format
(Sheet I of 2)

MAXIMUM VARIABLE
BLOCK TYPE LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

Header TAPETYPE Run or data base identification

number

DATE Date of run initiation

IDENTN0 Run identification number

TSIDE Side

NTGTS Number of targets in data base

Target Block
2 through 29 TGTNAME Target name
(NTGTS I) INDEXNO Target index number

DESIG Target designator code

TASK Target task code

CNTRLOC Target country location code

FLAG Target flag code

= 1 for simple
target

multiplicity
for rmultiple

TGTSTATUS1 Target Status: target element
complex number
for complex
target element

TGTLAT Target latitude

TGTLONG TargEt longitude

TGTRAD Target radius

VTQ Total original value of target

M Number of hardness components

Hi Lethal radius first hardness
component (1MT)

H2 Lethal radius second hardness
component (1Mr)

FVALI1 Fractional value of first
hardness component

12



Table 2. (cont.)
(Shet 2 of 2)

MAXIMUM VARIABLE
BLOCK TYPE LNGTII OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

NK Number of time components

FVALT1 Fractional value of first time
component

FVALT2 Fractional value of second

time component

TAU First time componcnt

TAU2 Second time component

TAU3 Third time component

IHCLASS Target class name

ICLASS Target class number

IJTYPE Target type name (or number
complex target elements if
class is complex)

TARDEF State of local bomber defense

MISDEF State of terminal missile
defense

MINKILL Minimum kill probability required

MAXKILL Maximum kill probability desired

MAXCOST Maximum (weapon cost/target
value) acceptable to achieve
MINKILL

13



Table 3 shows the format of the WIN:ILE. It lists 17 separate blocks

of information. (The column "BLOCK" includes both a general descriptor
which specifies the type data being output and a conon block designator
(shown parenthetically) which indicates the associated PLANSET common
blocks. The variable/array names shown are those associated with this
data in subsequent programs of the Plan Generator.) The first block con-
tains header information which Includes the run identification together
with information on the size of the succeeding blocks. The second block
contains the breakpoint tables which reflect the indexed structure of the
game data basc. The next six blocks contain point information which
describes bomber routes, corridors, depenetration corridors, recovery
bases, and directed refuel areas. The next block contains the descrip-
tions of the air defense zone boundaries. The tenth block contains
information on complex and multiple targets which augments the target
data contained on the TINFILE; it contains information on each complex
and multiple target element. The next six blocks provide data which
define the offensive force. This includes the warhead, ASN (air-to-
surface missile), and payload tables and weapon system information by
region, type, group, and base. The final block contains information on
the tanker units which support the bomber force.

CONCEPT OF CERATION

Four intermediate files may be used by program PLANS[-T in processing the
required weapon and target data.

1. Intermediate group file (LTGRP): Information pertaining to each
weapon in a group and to each tanker is written onto the inter-
mediate group file, LTGRP. For each weapon group element, LTGRP
contains a six-word record in the format of array GRPX (IGRPX)
in common block /3/. For each tanker squadron (item cnt;'y
in 1CLASS three) a 12-word record is written in the format of
array TANK (LTANK) in common block /3/, preceded by a one-word
code. The code is -1 for tankers which have been preassigned
to refuel areas in the data base, and -4 for those which are to
be automatically allocated. The end of file is signalled ny a
single word, ENI)GROUP.

2. Intermediato target file (LTTGT): All targe'. data are stored
on the intermediate target file LTTGT. For each individual
target (except elements of multiple targccs), LTT'GT contains a
31-word record corresponding to common block /1'11/. For each
multiple target, there is a record consisting of the 31 words
corresponding to common block /TD/ followed by, for each
member target, eight words in the format of array MLTX in
common block /MLTX/. The target data end with a dummy target

14



Table S. WINI'1IE Format
(Sheet I of 7)

MAXI MUM
LENGrTI /

ACTUAl, VARIABLE
BLOCK 'IYPI LI-N'l TI OR ARRAY DrSCRTPTION

Iloader I TAPUTYPE Major run or data base identifi-
(WE) (each) cat ion

22totali
I)ATE D.1te of run ili ri at ioI

I lINTNO Ident i fi cation numiiber

ISIli Side

NRTPT Number of route points

NCORR Number of corridors

NI)PTN Number of dcpenetration corridors

NRI:COVIiP Number of recovery bases

NRIF Number of refuel areas

NBNDI1Y Number of points in list
describinrg zone boundary

NREG Number of regions

NTYPE Number of weapon types lsetd in
this plan

NGROUP Numnber of weapon groups

NTOTBASIi Totail number of weapon bases

NPAYLOAD Number of entries in pay load
index table

NASMI'YPII Number of entries in ASNI table

NWlID'IYPII Number of entries in warlheadtablIe i

NTANKBAS Number of tanker Imses

NCOMI'LEX Number of comple~x targets

NCLASS Numhr of offensive weapon
classcs (presently 2)

NAI.IIR ]:ttV her of alert condit ions

(presently 2)

NWORTYPIi Numbr of cor" dor Ivi.s
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Table 3. (cont.)'
(Sheet 2 of 7)

MAXIMU 

I
LENGTH/
ACTUAL 'VARIABLE

BLOCK TYPE LENGMh OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

Breakpoint 500 INDBEG(250) Smallest index number for each
Tab les type
(DPOOL) TYPENAM!(250) Type names in order of

increasing index number
N1TARCLS CUMN0O(15) Cumulative number of types

45 , in each class.
*BTYPES(1S) Number of BLUE types in

each class

INDCLAS(J5) Smallest index number in
each class

Corridor 25/(NCORTYPE KORSTYLE(S) Power of y versus x
Type Charac- X 5)
teristi Cs
terstc 1IILOATTR(S) Ratio lo~w to high altitude ::

(DPOOL) attrition (less than 1)
DEFRANGE(5) Characteristic range of

corridor defense

ATTRSUPF(S) Suppressed high altitude
attrition per nautical mile

ATfRCORR(5) Uhsuppressed high altitude
attrition per nautical mile

Corridor 150/(NCORR PCLINK(30) Precorridor link
Point X 5) PCLAT(30) Latitude of corridor origin
(DPOOL)

PCLONG(30) Longitude of corridor origin

PCZONE(30) Defense zone in which:
corridor is located

PCTYPE (30) Corridor type

Route 800/(NRTPT RPLINK(200) Route point link
Point X 4) RPLAT(200) Route point latitude
(DPOOL)

RPLONG(200) Route point longitude
ATTRLEG(200) Attrition in route point seg-

ment ending with this point
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Table 3. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 7)

MAXIMUM
LENGTI I/
ACTUAL VARIABLE

BLOCK TYPE LENG11I OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

Depenetration 150/(NDPEN DPLINK(SO) Depenetration corridor link
Corridor X 3) DPIAT(5O) Denenctration corridor latitude
r oint
/DPOOL/ DPLONG (50) Depenetration corridor

longitude

Recovery 600/(NRECOVER RECLINK(200) Recovery point link
Point X ) RECLAT(200) Recovery point latitude
/DPOOL/

RECLONG(200) Recovery point longitude

Refuel 40/(NRP RELAT(20) Refuel point latitude
Point X 2) RELONG(20) Refuel point longitude
/iOPOOL/

Boundary 1000/(NBNDRY BPLINK(200) Boundary point link

Point X 5) BPLAT(200) Boundary point latitudei " /D)POOL/
BPLONG(200) Boundary point longitude

BPZONE(200) Zone circumscribed by this
link list

NEXTZONE(200) Zone exterior to line defined
by this point and point to
which it links

Complex, Variable TGTNAMr|
Multiple in 29- and " 29-word record as on TINFIL- for
Target 8-word. each element of a complex target
Data segments 'MAXCOST
ITD/ , (NILT X/ 8-word record for each multiple

target element; variables shoWn below

TGTNAl41l Target name

[NDLXNO Target index number

DESIC Targct designator code

TASK Target task code

CNTRYLOC Target country location code

FLAG Target flag code

TGTLAT Target latitude
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Table 3. (Collt.)
(Shect 4I of* 7)

IMAX f MUM

ACIAL VARIABILE
BLOCK TYPE 1, 1:N GTII OR ARRAY DLSCRIPTION

TIG111ONC Target I ongi t de

ZZ"ZZZZZZ 81IZZZZZZZ-Z L'fld sentinel
Warhecad

'a b Ic 15 o/(Nwi i iPpp YIA)C5) Yi clId
/2/ > )p1J)(5o) Dild jII b1;,hii ty

PFRAC(Sa) Fison fract ion

ASM Tabl1e 100/ (NAS.TYPEi IWII)ASM(20) ASM warhead type

/2/ X5) AGEASM(20) ASM range

RELASM(20) ASM reli abili ty

CtHPAS(20) UlP of the ASMI

SPLiLDASIM(20) ASM speed

Payload 400/(NPAYLOAD NOBOML31 (40) Numbeir of bowmb; of type I
Tible X 10) 1IwNI ) (4 0) Type index of first bomb
121

NO BOM 2 (4 0) Number of bombs --,f typec
IWII2 (4 0) Type idex of Secondi bombt

NASM(40) Number of ASNs

I ASMI(3 0) ASM type

NCM(40) Number of couterncastircs

N 1)1:COYS (4 0) Number of decoys
NADF COYS (.10) Mumrbel of, a rea decoys

IM I RV(4 0) IMIRV sy..stem iderit ification
num11belr

flog!il 20/ NRIG CCRFL (20) Comand anrd Cont rol e Ci ab ilit y
121

Weapon Trype 1600/ (NTY1E Ii I WTYP1E1 (8 0 Weapon typo namlie
/2/ X 20) RlANGEl (80) Weaponl rnge (latut ical 'ni les)

cE:P (So) Wea1pon CIT (a1veraged)

S1111:1(80) W0;aponI speeCd (LiotS )

AILiRTO I X(80) Woa pot dc Iay wihen Onl a 1 e t
status



Table 3. (cont.)
(Sheet 5 of 7)

MAXIMUM
LENG11I/
ACTUAL VARIABLE

BLOCK TYPE LENGTII OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

NALRTDLY(80) Weapon delay when not on alert
status

RANGEDEC(80) Weapon range decrement for low
altitude flight

ICLASS(80) Weapon class index (1 for
missilus, 2 for bombers)

NOPERSQN(80) Number weapons per squadron

SPDIII(80) Speed at high altitude

SPDLO(80) Speed at low altitude

SPDASII (80) Dash speed

RANGEREF(0) Weapon range with refueling
(nautical miles)

REL(80) Weapon reliability

NMPSITE(80) Number of weapons per site

IREP (80) Reprogramming index

IRECMODE(80) Recovery mode index (1 for
normal recovery probability,
0 for no recovery, -1 for
low recovery probability)

IPENMODE(80) Penetration mode index (I for
normal use of corridors, 0 for
corridors not used)

ISIMYPE(80) Weapon type index used by
the simulator

FUNCTION(80) Weapon function code (lollerith)

Weapon Group (200 blocks, NWPNS(200) Total number weapons in entire
and Base each block = group
/GRPX/ +NGO10P NVEIGRP(200) Total number vehicles in group

blocks, each WLAT(200) Latitude averaged
block =

14 + 5 (NBASL)) WLONG(200) Longitude averaged

TRFG Regional index
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Tablc 3. (cont.)
(Sheet 6 nf 7)

MAXIMUM
LENGTII/
ACTUAL VARIABLE

BLOCK TYPE LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

ITYPE(200) Type index used by Plan
Generator

IALERT(200) Index alert status (I for
alert, 2 for nonalert)

DBL(200) Probability of destruction

beforc launch

IREFUEL(200) Refueling area index (0 if
none assigned, -1 for buddy
refueling)

YIEID(200) Yield of bomb averaged

ISTART(200) Starting index number for group

NBASE(200) Number of bases in group

IDBL(200) Index to time-dependent DBL
data tables

PKNAV(200) Single shot kill probability

against naval targets

IBASE(1) Index of first base

BASELAT(1) Latitude of first base

BASELONG(1) Longitude of first base

IPAYLOAD(l) Payload index of first base

VONBASE(1) Number of first vehicle/Number
per base

IBASE(2) Index of second basc

BASELAT (2)

BASELONG (2)

IPAY LOAD (2)

VONBASE (2)

IBASL (3)

(NBASFI)
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Table 3. (cont.)
(Sheet 7 of 7)

MAXIMUM
LENGn f/
ACTUAL VARIABLE

BLOCK TYPE LENGT i OR ARRAY DESCRIPTIONTanker 6 00/(NTANKBAS INDEXTK Tanker index number/3/ X 12) TKLAT Tanker base latitude
TKLONG Tanker base longitude

IREFFK Refuel area assigned to
tanker base

NPSQNTK Number of tankers per
squadron or base

NALRTK Number of alert tankers
per base

SPEEDTK Tanker speed in knots

DLYALTK Alert delay
DLYNTK Nonalert delay
ITOS Total time on station
ITYPETK Tanker type index
RANGE Tanker range
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record containing XXXXXXXX in word 2. Following the target data,
the GRP(IGRP) array from common block /GROUP/ is written to
enable the core storage it occupied to be reused. It is read
back to core after the target data has been processed (in sub-
routine TGTSORT).

S. Sort files LSRTA and LSRTB: When the complex target print (see
User's Manual, Volume If) is requested (optional) two sort files,
LSRTA and LSRTB, are used to sort the data pertaining to complex
targets. Each record is a 30-word copy of one column (3 constant)
of the array ICPLX(I,J) contained in common block /12/. The
records are sequenced by complex number. The end of the file is
signified by a dummy record containing 999999 in word 30.

PLANSET (flowchart shown in figure 2) begins processing the indexed
data base by calling subroutine SKIPFILE and reading in the breakpoint
tables from the end of INDEXDB (or INMODI)B). The input data cards then
are read and their information stored. The weapon type names specified
on input data cards must be listed in the breakpoint tables (under
TYPENA4E); if no match is found, an error message is printed and the item
is ignored. For all missile and bomber types appearing in-this plan, an
index (NTYPE) is assigned sequentially and stored in array LTYPE. For
types which are not in the plan, the corresponding words of LTYPE are
zero.

The first item is then read from INDEXDB (or INMODDB). It is assumed
(a data base requirement) that items in classes WARIEAD, ASM, PAYLOAD,
and DBLDATA precede potential targets for which INDEXNO has been defined.
Type data for WAR11EAD, ASM, PAYLOAD, and DBLDATA are retrieved and stored
in the corresponding arrays, indexed by type. Geographic type data also is
retrieved and stored in memory for items in classes POINT, CORRIDOR, and
LEGS for the attacking side, and for items in classes POINT and
BOUNDARY on the defending side.

Items in classes (ICLASS) 1 through IS are separated into defending side
(targets) and attacking side (weapons), and processed accordingly.

Target Processing

Targets for which the input class value is zero (i.e. an exemplar targct
is not defined for the class or the exemplar target is assigned a value
of zero) are not to be included in the plan and hence are ignored in the
processing. Otherwise, the data base attribute VAL (relative value
within class) for each item is accumulated within its class. When the
exemplar target specified by the data card for each class is encountered
on the data base, a message is printed and the value factor

data card value for exemplar target
data base VAL for exemplar target



is calculated. After the entire data base has been read, the accumulated
values (VALs), together with the value factors for each class, are used
to compute the final normalized class value factors.

Multiple targets now are made up for missile sites which do not belong to
a complex. A multiple target consists of at least two and no more than
five consecutively indexed sites from the same squadron, Whenever an
eligible missile site is encountered, a check is made to see if a
multiple target is currently being processed. If not, one is started
by retrieving the target data and storing it in the array MULT. The
target counter (NTAR) then is incremented by one, as is the counter for
the number of sites in the multiple target (NMULT), and the attributes
NAME, INDEXNO, DESIG, TASK, CNTRYLOC, FLAG, LAT and LONG are stored in
the array MLTX. If a multiple target was being processed, the new site
is added by incrementing the site counter NMULT and storing the appropriate
attributes in array M1,TX. Subroutine WRMULT is called whenever a multiple
target is to be terminated; this occurs if any of the multiple criteria
fail.

Targets which are not missile sites are separated into individual targets
and targets which belong to a complex. For individual targets, the
target data are retrieved and immediately written on an intermediate
target file (LTTGT). When a complex target is encountered, the number of
targets in the complex is incremented and stored by complex In array
NCPX. The maximum complex index (ICOMPLEX) is found and stored under
MAXICOMP. Target data then are retrieved and stored in the target array,
ITD. The first target in each complex is indicated by placing a "1"

under ITD(30); for all other targets in the complex a "2" is placed in
this word. After counters for the number of complexes (NCOMPLEX) and
number of targets (NTAR) have been incremented. ICOMPLEX is stored
under ITD(7) to distinguish the target as belonging to a complex, and
the target data array is written onto the target file (LTTGT).

Weapons Processing

If the item being processed is the first site of a missiie squadron
(ISITE = 1) or a bomber on the attacking side, and if it is the first of
its typc to be processed (ClIK(ITYPE) = 1), weapon type data which are the
same for all weapons of the given type are retrieved and stored in the
array WIP. In the case of a missile, however, before PLANSET fills the
Wi' array, it checks the retargeting flag (IRETARG). If on, the user has
requested that the data base attribute IREP (reprogramming index) be
considered for all missiles. PLANSIT then calculates and stores for the
current missile type the factors that later will be used to modify the
number per squadron, number on alert, alert DBIL probability, and
reliability for all missiles of that type. The new values will reflect
the type of reprogramming capability indicated by IREP. If the IREIARC
flzig is off, no modifications for retargeting capabilities are made
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(these calculations are described in the Analytical Manual, Volume II,
Chapter 2, Missile Reprogramming).

After WTP has been filled, missiles and bombers are aggregated to form
weapon groups. A weapon group consists of weapons from up to 150 bases.
If all the weapons on a given base are nonalert, weapons of the same
type are considered as one group. Otherwise, a group is comprised of
those weapons on a base which have the same alert status (IALERT), type
(ITYPE), region (IREG), and naval data (IDBL, PKNAV). In addition,
missiles must be carrying the same payload, and bombers must have the
same refueling index (IFUILL). The maximum number of warhrads allzwed
per group is set at 1000.

Bomber units which do not refuel and missile sites must lhe
within a geographic region which, for alert weapons, has a radius equal
to a certain percentage of the range of the weapon. This percentage is
read into the variable RANGEMOD at the beginning of the program; if the
percentage is no: specified in the data cards, it is assumed to be 15%.
For nonalert wea-,ons, this distance criterion is automatically doubled.

In order to form aweapon group, the required radius is expressed in
terms of latitude (DLAT) and longitude (DLONG), and the number of bases
(NTOTBAS) is counted. If some bombers are to be used as tankers for
refueling purposes (i.e.., if IREFUEL = -2), the number in conuission and
the number on alert are cut in half. The number of weapons and total yield
ofthe warheads carried by each vehicle on the base then are computed. Up
to 200 groups can be formed for use in the Plan Generitor. However,
PLANSET processes and prints information for up to 2a0 weapon groups to
enable theplanners to adjust their data base should more than 200 groups
be forijied.

In addition, if the weapons have a time-dependent destruction before launch
probability (DBL), then the spread in DBL between the first and last
weapons must be less than the input parameter DMAXDBL. If the number of
weapons on a base is sufficiently large that this criterion is not met,
these weapons are split up. After the weapons are ;vlit, the program
checks to determine if the weapons can ho' added to an existing group
or if they must begi i a ne, group.

When a new group is started group data are retrieved and stored in array
GRP. The corresponding index to GlP and the attributes INDFXNO, ,AT,
LONG, and PAYLOAD are placed in the first five words of the array GRPX
as each new Lase is added to the group. An index to vehicles on the basc
(ISTART) and the number of vehicles either on alert or in commission (NX)
are packed into the sixth word of GRPX. rhe array is written immediately
onto the intermediate group file (,TGRP). As each new base is added, the
group centroid is adjusted accordingly. If. there are both , lert and
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nonalert bombers on a given base, the alert bombers are tested for
group assignment first using the distance criterion RANGEK3I); the
nonalert bombers then are tested using the criterion 2 x RANt'MOUD.

funker bases are not included in the group assignment. As each taner basu
is encountered, tanker base data are retrieved and stored in the array
TANK. If the tankers on the base are to be automatically allocated
(IREFUEL = 0 or < -4), ITWORD is set to "-4"; for preassigned tankers
(IREFUEL > 0), ITWORD is set to "-1". If IREFUEL = -3, an error message
is printed and IREFUEL is reset to automatically allocate the tankers.
For bases with IREFUEL = -1 or -2, the same error message is printed and
the next data item is read. Otherwise the number of tanker bases
(NTANKBAS) is incremented and array TANK, preceded by ITWORD, is written
onto the group tape.

After all data base items have been processed, the total numbers of bomber
refuels (NBOMB) and tankers (NTANK) are compared. If there are more
bomber refuels than tankers, the bombers on the nonalert base with the
largest range are changed to refuel once (IREFUEL - -4) if they originally
refueled twice, or to nonrefuel (IREFUEL = 0) otherwise; NBOMB is decre-
vnented by the number of bombers on the base. This process continues
until there are more tankers than bomber refuels. If IREFUEL is changed
to zero for all the nonalert bases before the bomber-tanker balance is
achieved, the alert bases are then examined and IPEFUEL is changed as
above. When the bombers and tankers have been balanced, the average
yield per warhead for each group is computed, along with the index to the
corresponding weapon array (WTP) and both are stored in the appropriate
group array.

The intermediate target and group files (LTTGT and LTGRP) now are ter-
minated, and a check is made to insure that all comiplexes have at least
two targets. Then point data (route points, depenetration points, etc.)
and tables are printed, and subroutine AROVRFLIV is called to print
messages indicating any array overflows which occurred during processing.
Finally, PLANSET calls subroutine SHUFFLE which will control the reading
of 1,TTGT and LTGRP, and the generation of TINFILE and WINFILE. When
SHUFFLE returns, PLANSLT terminates.

COMMON BLOCK DIEJINI'ITION

The common blocks used by program PLANSET are describcd in table 4.
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Table 4. Program PLANSFT Common Blocks

(Shoot I of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY* DESCRIPTION

CLASNAML CLASNAME(15) Hollorith name for. Class I

CLASVAL(15) Relative value for Class I

CUMVAL(15) Total value for Class I

VALFAC(IS) Fraction of total data base
value for Class I to be applied
in the current plan

DIRECTRY MLTCOMP/ Multiple target data array,
FML'rCOMP(I,J) where for target J:
(I = 8, I 1: target name
J = 600) 2: target index number

3: target designator code
4: target task code
5: tar-get country location

cude

6: target flag code
7: target latitude
8: target longitude

LOOK(30) Hold area for LSRTA and LSRTB data

DPOOL IB(200) Index to point table for boundary
point I

LINKB(200) Tndex of a leg linked to the

current point (by side)

ZONEB(200) Defense zone enclosed by a set

of linked bcundary points

NEXTZB(200) Adjacent zoine

ICIIKFLG(2,)) Names of arr:tys which have
overflowed

ICHKNUI(20) Number of items in overflowed
arrays

IC(30) Index to point table for corridor

point I

LINKC(30) Index of a leg linked to the
current corridor point

*Parenthetical values indicate array dimensions. All other elements are

single word variables.A
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION
DPOOL ZONEC(30) Defense zone in which corridor
(cont.) is located

ITY(30) Corridor type

ID(50) Index to point table for
depenetration point I

LINKDCSO) Index of a leg linked to the
current depenetration point

KORSTY(S) Parameter to adjust mode of
corridor penetration, Power of
y versus x

HILOAT(S) Ratin low to high altitude
attrition (less than I)

DEFR(S) Characteristic range of corridor
defense

ATTRS(5) Suppressed high altitude attrition
per nautical mile

ATTRC(5) Unsuppressed high altitude
attrition per nautical njle

IL(200) Index to point table for leg I
LINKL(200) Index to leg linked to current

leg point

ATRI,(200) Attrition parameter for leg
ending with this point

I-MASW'(10,10) rime data for Pil, data tables
DBLASIV(10,10) Probability data for DI, data

tables

NT1MES(IO) Number of entries in Ith table
TIMESTRT(200) First launch tiime for group I
NALLOW(200) Maximum number of weapons that

can be added to group I
BLAT(200) Zone latitudc
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Table 4. (cunt.)
(Sheet 3 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

DPOOL BLONG(200) Zone longitude
(cont.) RLAT(200) Latitude of route point I

RLONG(200) Longitude of route point I

LINKR(200) Index to the leg linked to
recovcry point I

RECLAT(200) Latitude of recovery base I

RECLONC200) Longitude of recovery base I

IRECP(,TY(200) Capacity of recovery base I

INDREC(200) Index of recovery base I

RFLAT(20) Latitude of refuel point I

RFLONG(20) Longitude of refuel point I

CUMN O(IS) Total number of types in Class I

BTYPES(15) Number of BLUE types in Class I

INDCLAS(I5) Beginning index number for
Class I

INDBEG(250) Beginning index number foc
type I

TYPENAME(250) A list of types in the order
referred to by INDBEG

NTYPS Total number of missile and
bomber types

C|1K(250) Contains flags for types iii this
plan; coi'responds to TYPENMIE
array

PG(12) Vulnerability data for VLRAD

PA(12) Vulnerability data for VLRAD

QG(8) Vulnerability data for VLRAD

QA(8) Vulnerability data for VLRAD

ITEMP(SOO0) Temporary array used to hold
target numbers assigned during
first pass in subroutine TGTSORT
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Table 4. (coat.)
(Sheet 4 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAi DESCRIPTION

DPOOL ITANK(I,J) Each column J contains the 12(cent) (I = 12, words of tanker squadron
J - 200) description as in array TANK of

common /3/. The data stored is
for tankers which are pre-assigned
to refuel areas

JTANK(I,J) Same as ITANK, except used for
(I = 12, tankers to be automatically
J = 200) assigned to a refuel area by the

plan generator
GROUP GRP/IGRP(I,J) Data for weapon group J

(I = 14, I = 1: total number weapons
J = 210) in group

2: total number vehicles
in group

3: latitude averaged (group
centroid)

4: longitude averaged

(group centruid)
5: geographical region index
6: type index
7: alert status (1 = alert,

2 = nonalert)
8: DBL probability for alert

vehicle
9: payload index for missiles,

refuel index for bombers
10: yield of bombs averaged
11: starting index number for

group
12: number of bases in group
13: index to time dependent

DBL data table
14: single shot kill

probability against i.aval
targets

INDGRP(210) Group breakpoint table

NWDSGRP Number of words per group
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 5 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

GROUP JTCT(2500) The TGTSORT-assigned target(cont.) -.umber for elements in complex I
LCPX LCPX(2500) Index to ICPLX array for first

element of complex I
ICNUM(125) List of complex numbers currently

stored in ICPLX
ICPNT(125) The first column of ICPLX

containing the complex number
stored in ICNUM(I)

ICNDX(12S) Indices to ICNUN in ascending
complex number order

LTYPE(250) Weapon type number assigned by
PLANSET. Corresponds to
TYPENAME array in common block
/DPOOL/

MAX MAIRDEZ Area ABM defense zones (20)
(contains the
QUICK maximum MALERT Alert conditions (2)
li-mits) MAST4YP ASM types (20)

MBNDRY Boundary (200)
MCCREGN Command/control (20)
MCLASS Weapon classes (2)
MCNTRYS Country codes (250)
MCORR Penetration corridors (30)
MCORTYP Corridor types (5)
MOPEN Dpenetration corridors (points) (50)
MDEPNLG Deponetration legs (SO)
MGROUP Weapon groups (200)
MPAYLOD Payload types (per side) (40)
MRECOVR Recovery bases (points) (200)
MRECV1,C Recovery legs (60)
MREF Refuel points (directed) (20)

so



Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 6 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

MAX MRTLEG Route legs (200)
(cont.) MRTPT Route points (200)

MSPERMT Sites per multiple target (5)

MTANKBS Tanker bases (5)

MTARCLS Target classes (15)

MTARCOL Targets, collocated (4000)

MTARCPX Target complexes (total) (4000)

MTARERS Targets per collocation island (100)

MTARGET Targets (allocator) (5000)

MTARIND Target index numbers (12000)

MTARSEC Targets per earth sector (4000)

MTARTEI TGTS with terminal interceptors

(ABM) (500)

MTARTYP Target types (total) (250)

MTARVAL Target complex with value > 0 (2500)

MTELMCM Target elements per complex (40)

MTOTBAS Weapon bases per group (150)

NTYPE Weapon types (missiles + bombers
per side) (80)

MVULN Unique target vulnerabilities
within the game base ((6)

M1WEAPGP Weapons per group (missiles +
bombers) (1000)

MWHDTPE Warhead types (50)

MZONEPT Zone points (200)

MZONES Zones (63)

MTARPCL Target types per class (40
missiles + bombers/20 = others)

MISC IN/FIN(5) Array to which exemplar target
input option cards are read
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Table 4. (cont.)

(Sheet 7 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

MISC ITTAPE(5) Array containing data for TINFILE
(cont.) header record

MLTX MULT(31) Array containing multiple target
data. Entries correspond to those
for common block /TD/

MLTX/FMLTXI,J) I words of data for the Jth
multiple target element

(I=8,J=15) I 1: target name
2: target index number
3: target designator code
4: target task code
5: target country location

code
6: I-rget flag code
7: target latitude
8: target longitude

NMULT Number of elements inithe current
multiple target

PRCNTL JJJTGTS Contents of target entry on print
option card

JJJGP Contents of group entry on print
option card

JJJCPX Contents of complex entry on print
option card

PRIOR IPTASK(48) Array into which TASK priority

option cards are read

IPDES(96) Array into which DESIG priority
option cards are read

MPTASK Number of TASKs in IPTASK array

MPDES Number of DESIGs in IPDES array
ISUBT Task flag: (f 0, only I

character in TASK

RETARG REDUCF(40) The factor to be applied to
NOPIIRSQN for missile type I when
retargeting is considered
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Table 4. (cont.) :1(Sheet 8 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

RETARG RDBL(40) The now ALERTDBL for missile
(cont.) type I when retargeting is

considered

TAPES LTIN Logical unit for WINFILE

LTTIN Logical unit fo-r TINFILE

LTTGT Logical unit for intermediate
target file

LTGRP Logical unit for intermediate
group file

LTDB Logical unit for INDEXDB input

LSRTA Logical units for sorting complex

LSRTB target information for sequenced
printout

TAU TAU(90) Time components of all elements
of a complex

HC(60) Hardness components of all
elements of a complex

V(90) Values corresponding to TAU or

1IC

INDEXT(90) Array containing ordered indices

FV(3) Fractions of total value
corresponding to V

T(3) Array containing time components
for single target

TBOX(3) Not used

VBOX(3) Not used

1(2) Array containing hardness
components for single target

FVII(2) Array containing fractions of
values lcst for single target
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Shoot 9 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

TD rD/ITD(31) Target data array, where the
information contained for each
target is:

TGTNME I = 1: target name
INDEXNO 2: target index number
DESIG 3: target designator code
TASK 4: target task code
CNTRYLOC 5: target country location

code
FLAG 6: target flag code
TGTSTATUS1 7: target status =1 for

simple target, =multiplicity
for a multiple target
element, =complex number
for a complex target
element

TGTLAT 8: target latitude
TGTLONG 9: target longitude
TGTRAD 10: target radius
VTO 11: total original value of

target
M 12: number of hardness

components
HI 13: lethal radius first

hardness component (1MT)
H2 14: lethal radius second

hardness component (1MT)
FVALII1 1S: fractional value of first

hardness component
NK 16: number of time components
FVALTI 17: fractional value of first

time component
FVALT2 18: fractional value of

second tine component
TAUI 19: first time component
TAU2 20: second time component
TAU3 21: 'hird time component
IIICLASS 22: target class name
ICLASS 23: target class ntunbcr
IIITYPE 24: target type name (or

number complex target
elemnts if class is
complex)
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Table 4. (co:it.)

(Sheet 10 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

'rD
(cont.) TARDEF 25: state of local bomber

defense
MISDEF 26: state of %,-rminal missile

defense
NIINKILL 27: minimum kill probability

requi red
'AXKIIL 28: maximum kill probability

dcsi.red
MAXCOS'r 29: miaximum (weapon cost/

target value) acceptable
to achieve MTNKILL

TGTSTATUS2 30: target status =0 if

single or multiple target,
=1 if lead element of a
complex target, -2 if
additional element of a
complex target

'I'GTNUM 31: target number assigned
by subroutine TGTSORT

VT NT Dummy - filled as needed

I DAT' Ilollcrith date

IDENTNO Data input identification number

LSIDIi Side

NRTPT Number of route points

NCORR Number of corridors

NDPEN Number of depenetration corridors

NRECOVER Number of r :overy points

NRIF Number of refu,,l points

NBNDRY NumbUr of boundary points

NREG Number of regions

NTYPIi Number of weapon types

NGROUP Number of weapoo groups

NTOTBASE. 1otal nui' or of bases
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Table 4. (cont,)
(Shoot 11 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

WT NPAYLOAD Number of entries in payload

(cont.) index table

NASMTYPE Number of ASM types

NWHDTYPE Number of warhead types

NTANKBAS Number of 4anker bases

NCOMPLEX Number of complex targets

"CLASS Numher of weapon classes

NALERT Number of alert condiLions

NCORTYPE Number of corridor types

MAXICOMP Total number of complex targets

NCPX(2500) Number of elements in complex I

2 WIlD/IIAID(I,J) Warhead tablu, where for each
(I = 3, J M 50) warhead type J:

I = 1: yield
?: dud probability
3: fission fraction

ASMT/IASMT(I,J) ASM table, where for each ASM
(i = 5, J = 20) type J:

I = 1: ASM warhead type
2: ASM range
3: ASNI reliability
4: CEP of the ASM
5: ASM speed

PLD/IPLD(IJ) Payload table, where for each
(I = 10, J = 40) payload typc J:

I = 1: number of bombs of type
1 (for MIRVs, the
nm'mber of IRVs)

2: type index of first bomb
3: number of bombs of

type 2
4: type index of second

bomb
5: number of ASIs

ASM type
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 12 oj 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

2(cont.) I = 7: number of countermeasures
(bombers). 

Degradation
factor (missiles)

8: nu;:ber of decoys (for
NIRVs, the number of
terminal decoy, per IRV)9: number of irea decoys

10: MIRV system identification
number

8GN(20) Reliability factors for each
command-a:id-control region I

WTP, lWrP{I ,J)
(I = 20, J 80) Weapon t;,ble, where for each

weapon t),pe J:
1: weapon type name
2: weapon range (nautical

miles)
3: weapon CEP (averaged)

(nautical miles)
4: weapon speed (knots)
5: weapon delay before

launch when on alert
status (hours)

6: weapon delay before
launch when not on alert
status (hours)

7: weapon range decrement
for low altitude flight8: weapon class index (1 for
missiles, 2 for bombers)

9: number weapons per
squadron (missiles),number in commission
(bombers)

10: speed at high altitude
(knocs)

11: speed at low altitude
(knots)

12: dash speed (knots)
13: weapon range with refueling

(nautical miles)
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 13 of 14)

BLOC_ VARIABL ORARRAY DESCRIPTION

2 I = 14: weapon reliability
(cont.) 15: number of weaponp per

site
16: reprogramming index

(for missile squadron)
17: recovery mode index (1

for normal recovery
probability, 0 for no
recovery, -1 for low
recovery probability)

18: penetration Mode index
(1 for normal use or
corridors,.O for.
corridors not used)

19: weapon type index used
by the gimulator

20: weapon function code(Hollerith)

3 TANK/LTANK(12) Tanker data array, where for
each tanker base:
,J = 1: tanker index number

2: tanker base latitude
3: tanker base longitude
4: refuel area assigned to

tanker base
5: number of tankers per

squadron or base
6: number of alert tankers

pe'r ba.se
7: tanker speed in knots
8: alert delay
9: nonalert delay

10: total time on station
11: tanker type index
12: tanker range

GRPX/IGRPX(6) Weapon group data for output to
LTGRP, where for each group
element:

I 1: group number a
2: base index number
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 14 of 14)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

3 I 3: base latitude
(cont.) 4: base longitude

5: base payload index
6: number of first vehicle/

number per base

12 TAR/ITAR(I,J) Array in which target data is
(I 29, J 250) stored during subroutine TGTSORT.

For each target table entry J,
I = I to I = 29 correspond to
the same variables in common
block /TD/

CPLX/ICPLX(I,J) Array in which complex target
(I = 30, J - 250) data is stored during subroutine

TGTSORT. For each table entry
J, I = I to I = 29 correspond
to the same variables in common
block /TD/. ICPLX(30, J) is a
copy of the complex number

GRPCOMP/IGRPCOMP(I,J) Array containing data for each
(I = 5, J. = 2500) weapon in a group. For each

group element J,
I = 1: base index

2: base latitude
3: base longitude
4: base payload index

5: number of first vehicle/
number per base
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SUBROUTINE AROVRI"LW

PURPOSE: To print an error message in the case of an array
overflow during PLANSET execution.

ENTRY POINTS: AROVRFLW

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMM1ON BLOCKS: DPOOL

SUBROUTINES CAL[,ED: ABORT

CALLED BY: PLANSFT

Method

The array IO-KFLG contains the name of the type of item which has exceeded
the maximum number of that type allowed in the current version of QU1CK.
(See description of common block MAX.) The corresponding element in the
ICHKNUM array contains the number of that item type encountered. AROVRFLWV
(see figure 3) examines each element of ICHKFLG, and prints the error
message ARRAY OVERFLOW * * (IQIKNUM(1)) (ICiKFLG(I)) for each nonzero word
it encounters. If any errors are found, the program then ahorts.

The flowchart for subroutine AROVRFLW is shown in figure 3.
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SUBROUTINE CALCOMP

PURPOSE: To calculate data which represent a complex target

from data for the elements of the complex.

ENTRY POINTS: CALCONIP

FORMAL PARAMIETIERS: I - Equals Column of array ITAR
K - Equals Column of array ICPLX containing first

element of complex

COMMON BLOCKS: DIRECTRY, PNl1OR, TAUJ, 12

SUBROUTTNES CALLEI): ORDER , REORIDERI

CALLM) BY: TGTSORT

Method

CALCOMP begins by retrieving the number of.targets in the complex from
array ITAR, and comparing the TASK and DESIG of each component to the
input lists of priorities in order to choose the "lead" component for
that target. It then rearranges the ICPLX array of components so that
the desired component will appear first, and stores the relevant data
from that component in the single target array ITAR. It also initializes
counters and variables to be used in later calculations. This initiali-
zation includes replacing the value of the attributes TGTRAD, TARDEF,
MISDEF, MIINKILL, MAXKILL, and .IAXCOST in array ITAR (see comron block
/12/ description) with a zero. In addition, the word COMPLEXI) is stored
in place of ICLASS in ITAR for air defense targets; for all other targets
the word COMPLEX replaces ICLASS.

Data required for calculations(TGTRAD, FVALTI, FVALT2, VTO, NK, TAM1,
TAU2, TAIJ3, 'ARDEF, and MISI)lF) now are retrieved from array ICPLX for
each target. A search is made for the maximum target radius, which is
assigned as the radius of the complex. Similarly, the maximum value of
TARDIEF is found and assigned to represent the complex. The target value
VTO, tile number of terminal interceptors (.NITSIEF) , and the weighted (by

VTO) attributes MINKILL and MAXKILL are accumulated as each target is
encountered. Also, for each target, the time components and the cor-
responding actual value lost at that time are placed sequentially in
tile arrays V and TAU.
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After all targets in the complex have been processed as above, the total
value and the total number of terminal interceptors are stored in the
target array ITAR. The average values of MINKILL and MIAXKILL also are
calculated and stored in ITAR. Subroutines ORDER and REORDER then are
called to arrange the elements of TAU in numerical order and to place
the elements of V in the corresponding order. Those ordered arrays arc
used to approximate the time dependence values for the complex (TI, T2,
T3) in the following manner.

First the array TAIJ is checked for equal time components. If any arc
found, the corresponding value.; are added together, and all equal com-
ponents but the last are set to zero. Whep the entire array has ben
checked it is collapsed to eliminate any zero components. If the number
of remaining entries does not excccd three, the time dependence of the
value is approximated by these time components. Otherwise, an elimina-
tion procedure to reduce the number of entries to three is begun. To
accomplish this, successive values (VTOs) are accumulated under V(1),
and the average, weighted by VTO, of the corresponding time components
is accumulated under TAU(1). As successive entries are combined with
the first entry, they are replaced by zero. When the content of V(1)
becomes greater than or equal to 35%. of the total complex Value (VTOT),
TAU again is collapsed. If more than three entries still remain, the
above accumulation process is restarted, beginning with the second
entry in V. This may be repeated one more time if necessary, to accumu-
late the remaining data into V(3) and TAU(3). At this point, no more
than three time components can remain.

Once the elimination process is complete, the fractional value is com-
puted for the first two components from the sums now stored in V(l)
and V(2). These fractions, together with the time components in TAU
and the total number of components (KK), are stored in array ITAR.I1
Calculation now begins to determine the hardness components (ill, 112) and
the co-ercsponding fractional value (FVALIII) which represent the complex.

MTO, FVALII1, the number of hardness (1 or 2), ind t'e lethal raidius
corresponding to each hardness (from function \'LRUI)) are retrieved frotn
array ICPLX for each target in the complex. ITy complement of I'VAl,11
is found to represent the second hardness component. If either fraction-
al value is nonzero, it is multiplied by VTO to get the actual value at
that hardness. The result is stored in array V, and the corresponding
lethal radius is stored in array 1iC. After all targets have been con-
sidered, the lethal radii are separated into radii belonging to hardI targets (radii less than 1.5 miles) and radii belonging to soft targets.
The average lethal radius, weighted by the actual value at the corre-
sponding hardness, is calculated for huth hard and soft targets for
thoso radii and the result (IIiIARD or IISOFT) is stored in array ITAR.
Similarly, the actual VNILe at each hardness (\1 JRI) or XSOFT) is acc11n-
lated. If there are no hard targets (i.e., VIIARD=O), FVALI I in array
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±ITAR is set to 1; otherwis the fraction of actual value for hard targets
L (VH-ARD/VTOT) is assigned to FVALII. The number of hardnoss components

then is placed in rTAR, and control is returned to 1'GTSORT.

See figure 4 for the logic flow within CALCOMP.
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FUNCTION DBLCALC

PURPOSE: To compute destruction before launch (DBL)
probabilities for weapon groups with time-
dependent DBL,.

ENTRY POINTS: 013LCALC

FOMI. PARANIFTHRS: 'TME, II P13 L

COMMON BLOCKS: UPOOL

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLEDBY PLANSFT

Method

This function, shown in figure 5, does a simr-le table lookup with linear
interpolat ion. TTT NmE is the time for which the probability is desired.
IlDBL is the in~dex of the table from which data is desired. The tables
are contained in common block /NAVAIX/ in the arrays rNIASIV and )BLASW,
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SUBROUTINE (ORPSORT

PURPOSE: To sort thle weapon group, weapon base, and
twlkcr data, and to write tile data to WN]LE

EN'l'RY POW Ni'S: (1111SORT

FORMAI, PA RA,%IJ Eli ;: Nonec

COM.MON B~LOCKS: 11RECIRY , WPOOL , CROUP , ITP , WYI IlNT , PRCNTL,
TAPES, TIVORI, NVT, 12

SUBRPOUT'INIES CALLHE) : AB3ORT, RIIARRAY , RDIVORIJ, SIJTWIAI, 'lli?341AI3, WRARAY

CAI.IJ B Y : Si UIFF1,!

Method

GRPSORT begins b~y calculating a broakpoi ot .1ndcx ( IND GHP) for each
group formed inl PIANSIET], thereby rcscrving anl area ill array TGRPCOMIP
to accommodate tile data I'or each base inl the group. T[his group infor-
mation , together with data for tanker bases;, has previ ously been stored
onl the i ntermcdi ate, group1 file ( L'lGRP) by' NIANSIE. To distigini sh
botwen group 'IndL tanker da1ta onl LTG10 , tile group number (betwoen 1 and
200) was p laced inl the first word of each group data i temi, while a
-1 or -I waos wr itten as the first word for eachI tanker cl data i ternl.

Tanker dat a whichi arc, prece-ded by a -1I is for tanlkers which aire'r-
as s i in refuiel Z1 i'cas it) thle datal base, I.'h i I datai proccded by a -
-ire for tankeors wvhich wll be amtomat icall I) alIlocate:d. ']hIe a:1cor 1,L
nformation is se narated by v reding i t into array JTXNK for ant amat i cajl IY

allocated tankers (Code = -.1), and into array TT/M' otheni isc. TIF the
first word is po i ti ye, the incoming i nforinition is read ino array I CRI(:O' .

1:o1 groupWs, theC Q1ro1up nuinher is also used to find the lhreakpoint indexl
wh ich co rres'onwls to ealch L roup . IanKe r datal are st ored inl tile order'
enicoulttered; gtroap data are' Stored in thle ne0Xt alva i I ale locauti on al

the arec des1 I1;nated NI NI)ClP andlk t he. imalp i ui

AHter III i tens! haVe' !W0en read anld sorted, thle grolum datal (in ra Wl
.111d thIc gr'oup comlpos it ionl doita (ill 1ryIItiT'I erit t(en nia t he
W IN 1: 11,1 CO [- eCIc h po Wlac10 y 1-1 . TI I V 11 r 1a L'O'..: I t ad SI ti t. Id(M LklI 0101 p1rC 11 in ed
it' th,. ue r has requet"ed it, l'ii aI v, the t an 1 er 1111 Un c':dat i ( c ah crr;cvS
I TANK and [lANK1 i s wr itt en ant a INI:! I., ;Inc caot ro I is Itinec )t SiHP1: IL!..

lhc Co 1, awic I' Unc F':n Tf nc i gol I'L 0
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suBmloluINE INITBLKS

PURPOSE: Initialize all conmon blocks used by PLINSET.

ENTRY PO IINTS: INITBLKS

FORMAL PARAMETrrig None

COMMINON BLOCKS: IJIRECTRY, DPOOL, CLASNAMf, CROUP, MAX, IMISC, %iLTX,
PRI ORl, TAPES, TAIl, TD), WNT, 1, 2, 3, 12

SUI3ROUTNES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: P LXSETr

Mcethod

IN ITBLKS (see figure 7) is called at thc beginning of PLAINSET, to initial-
ize all thc above nan~ed comnon blocks. All but /MAX/ and /TAPF.S/ are set
to zero. /,MAX/ is data set with the maximum number of each type of ele-
ment allowed in QUICK (sec description of common block MAX for
values) , and /lAPF5/ is filled with the logi cal uinit number for ench file
to le used during the program.

r I ni \RiAII

F . 111)I~ou t I riC IN ITBI.KS'



SUBROUrINE SHUFFLE.

PURPOSE: To read the TASK and DESIG priority input cards
and to control the writing of WVNFILIE and TINFILE.

IENTIZY POINTS : SI IIFFLtE, SIIUFFLI

FORNAL P11AANUKI1iR None

COMMO1N BLOCKS: CLASNAME, DPOOL, DIRUCTRY, GROUP, ITP, MAX, MISC,
MYIDI3NT, NOPRINT, PRIOR, T1APEIS, TODJAY, TWORD, 11T,
1, 2, 12

SUBHOUT IS CALLED: ('RPSORT, SEiTWRITE, TGTSURT', IVRARRAY * WRITER

CALLED BY: P LAN S ET

Method

SIIUIFFLE is called by PLANSLI' to read and store tim TASK and IJESIG priority
input cards to be used for selecting the lead elemnent of each complex
target. SIIUFFLI is called just hefore PLANSIET terminates. It initializes
TIN!P ILE and WINFILE, writes the point data (Breakpoint tables through
Boundary Points; see Table 3, WVINPI hE format) to WINFTLEi, then calls
TGTSORT to add target records to bo0th output fiIles. It is in subroutine
'ICTSOR'I that the actual "shuffling" of targets is done, using the algorithmI ~ ~described in the AnalIyt ical Manual, V'olume 11 , Chapter 3, "T[arget
Shu ff lig.'' After copying the warlicad, ASIN, payload, etc. , tables to

WIN F LIE, it callIs GWPSORT to comp let e the WINFILIE. When SHiUFFLI returns,
IPLANSI3T terminates.

'T'le flowchart for Si 01UI1.1' is shown in fi gure 8.
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SUBROUTINE TCTSORT

PURPOSE: To rearrange the list of targets so that classes

are more evenly distributed throughout.

ENTRY POINTS: TcJTSORT

FORMAL -PARAMf EERs: NTAR (number of targets)

COMON BLOCKS: CLASNANE, 1, DPOOL, DIRECTRY, GROUP, 12, IIRNT,
ITP, LCPX, MAX, MLTX, MYIDENT, PRGNTL, TAPES,
TWORD, TD

SUBROUrINES CALLED: AFIORT, CALCOMP, ORDER; RDARRAY, sI3TREAD, SETWRITE,
TEhR~vrAPE, WRARRAY, WRWORD

CALLED BY: SHIUFFLE

Method

TGTSORT begins by assigning an index IND to cach target as it is read
from the target tape. This index is used t~o distribute the targets
uniformly throughot the target list by cyc13.ng throtigh them as follows:
a sorting index (LEAD), which is a function of the total number of
targets NTAR) , is calculated by the formula:

LEAD =NTAR (3-

To start a cycle, a b(ginning index (IBEG) is designatcd and assigned to
the target being read. Initially IIWG a LEAD, The index for thc next
target (IND) then is found by incrementing the previous index (LASIT) by
LEAD. if the result exceeds NTAR, the cycle is reset by subtracting
NTAR from IND. When a cycle is completed (i.e., when INID IBiEG, the.
next cycle is begun by, incrementing IBEG, hy one and proceeding as above..
Thus, a unique nonsequential indlex is assigned to each target as it is
read.

Because of storage limitations oin the arrays JTAR , 1 CPI.X , and ML1TCOMP
several passes through the target lis t may he necessar, before all data
can he processed. In order to determine which targets aire to he considored
during a given pass, the idxlimit,, MIN (lowest tairget numbcr in' this
pass minus one) and MAX (maximum niumber of' targets which canl heocsd
per pass) are estah lishcd . Thesc limits, together with the index INI), are



r

used to find an index (IT) to the column in ITAR in which data
corresponding to IND are to be stored. The procedure is as follows.

As each target is encountered, the value of MIN for that pass is
subtracted from the index IND corresponding to the target. If the result
(GT) lies between one and MAX ( 250), the target data is stored in
column IT of array ITAR, as required. Otherwise, the target is ignored
for the remainder of the pass.

To indicate that a target was not processed during a pass, a zero is
placed in the second word of each column of ITAR when the pass begins.
If data for a target are stored, the zero is replaced by the attribute
INDEXNO, Then, after the pass is completed, a check is made on the
content of ITAR"(2,1), 1 < I 250, If a positive value is found, target
data for the corresponding target are processed as necessary and written
onto TINPIhE. The first time a zero is encountered, the index MIN is
incremented by the number of targets successfully processed (I - 1), and
another pass is begun.

hen the index check indicates that data for a complex or multiple target
are to be saved during a pass, data for all other clemonrits of the target
must also be included in the same pass. Therefore, the number of elements
is tested against available storage in the complex ICPL.X or multiple
MLTCOMP target array. If the required data will not fit into the array,
the value of MAX is decreased by 10, the variable MAXCHNG is set to two,
and the entire pass is restarted. The process continues until the number
of targets to be considered during the pass is sufficiently decreased to
permit the storage of all necessary data in ICPLX or NLTCOMP. Islen this
occurs, the variable MAXCHNG will still equal one after the last target
has been read from the target tape, thereb,, indicating that a new pass is
to begin. If data for the first target in a cowplex are not stored I
during a pass, data for additional complex .;embcrs also are ignored.

In order to avoid repeating index ass iginerits, the value of IND calculated
during the first pass is stored in the array ITJ1P for all targets. Thus,
as each target is encountered during subsequent passes, the appropriate
IND is retrieved from ITEMt for use in computing the new value of IT. In
addition to calculating IND on the first pass, certain target data
(including NAME, INDEXNO, multiplicity, TYPE, complex indicator, VALUE,
and NTINT) are printed for cach target if the target prints, were requested
by the user.

Mien the above testing finds a target to be processed, 'RfSORT proceeds
in the following manner. The class nime and value are stored in the
appropriate locations of the target ar ray I'T1). For multiple and
individual targets, the first 29 i tens of data then are read into coluilnn
IT of array ITAR, and the value (VAI.) is set at a minimum of 1 X 10-12 .
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If the target is a multiple target, additional data (array Ml.TX in
PLANSET) will follow on the target file (LTTGT). These data are read
into array MtLTCOMP, provided that the check described above has indicated
that the array will accept all data, An index (K) to the first location
in MLTCOMP in which the data have been stored replaces INDEX'0 in array
ITAR. The next item then is read from the target file (LTTGT).

Complex targets, if the array ICPI.X will accommodate the required data,

are processed as f-ollows. For the first member of the complex, NAME,
INDEXNO, LAT and LONG, etc., are read into the appropriate locations of

the ITAR array. Then, for all members of the complex, target data ar
read into array ICPLX, the class value is set at a minimum of I X 10
and the multiplicity is set at one. An Index to the next empty column of
ICPLX is stored by ICOMPLEX in array LCPX. If the index IND is being
assigned during this pass (i.e., if IPASS = 1), and if the target Just
processed was not the first member of the complex, the current value of
IND is assigned to the next target on the target file. Otherwise, the
reading of the target file continues as with individual and multiple
targets.

After the pass is completed, targets for which data have been saved are
furtfer processed. For complex targets, subroutine CALCOMP is called to

calculate certain data to represent the entire complex. These data are
placed in ITAR by the subroutine. Data for each member of the complex
(array ICPLX) then are written on WINFILEI. For multiple targets, the
index to MLTCOMP is retrieved from I'AR and the vacated location is filled
by NDEXNO. Array MLTCOMP then is written onto WINFILE. Multiplicity
is chaned to floating point for all targets, and array ITAR is written
onto TINFILE. When every target has been considcred (i.e. , when MIN
NTAR) the target lists on TINFILE and WINIELIi are complete.

Before TGTSOl' returns, the complex target list is printed, if such haa:; uccn

requested by the user print control card. At the end of each pass, thLe
complex target elements in the ICPlX array will have been sequenced by
complex number and written to LSRTA (for odd-nimbcred pas es) or lSRTi3
(for even-numbered passes), the sort workt'ilCs. EIxcCl)t for pass one,
they are merged at the same time with the ICPIX string which I as saved
during the preceding pass. The final st rij:g is then prinited1, and
TGTSORT retUrns control to SiHUIFLL.

Sec figure 9 for T,TSORT logic flow.
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SUBROUTINE VLRADP

PURPOSE: 1. Find lethal raJius of weapon.

2. Set FN for use by calling subroutine.

ENTRY POINTS: VLRADP

FORMAL PARAMETERS: YIELD - Yield of weapon in megatons
NVN - Vulnerability parameter of target
HOB - Weapon height of burst
FN - Parameter specifying shape of damage

functi on

COMM~ON BLOCKS: DPOOL

SUBROUTINES CALLED: EXPF

CALLED BY: PLANSET

Method

N VN is decoded into the appropriate vulnerability number VN, the letter
(P or Q), and the K-factor XK. The cube root of the yield is extracted.
Then the adjusted vulnerability number AVN is determined by methods
described in "Computer Computation of Weapon Radius," B-139-61, Air
Force Intelligence Center. FN is set to six or three for P and Q type
targets, respectively.

Common block /DPOOL/ contains four arrays (for the four combinations of
P or Q vulnerability and air-or-surface burst) each of which contains
the natural logarithm of the lethal radius (in nautical miles) of a one-
megaton burst. The data are at intervals of five vlnerability numbers.
Subroutine VLRAD interpolates in the appropriate array to find the
logarithm of the one-megaton lethal radius for AVN. Tile lethal radius
of the weapon is then determined by exponentiating and multiplying by
the cube root of the yield.

A flowchart for VLRADP is shown in figure 10.
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SUBROUTINE WRIIER

PURPOSE: To place up to five items in an array and to write
the array on an output file.

ENTRY POINTS: WRITER

FORIMAL PARAMETERS: NI, N2, N3, N4, N5, NUMB

COMMON BLOCKS: None

SUBROUTINES CALLED: WRARRAY

CALLED BY: SHUFFLE

Method

The items specified by the calling sequence (Ni - N5) are placed in array
NAR and immediately written onto the file designated by the calling
routine. If less than five items are to be considered, a dummy variable
must be provided in the calling sequence. The parameter NUMB contains
the number of actual items to be written.

The flowchart for subroutine WRITER is shown in figure 11.
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Fig. 1. Subroutine WRITER
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SUBROUTINE WRMULT

PURPOSE: To terminate a multiple target.

A
ENTRY POINTS: WRMULT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MLTX

SUBROUTINES CALLED: WRARRAY

CALLED BY: PLANSET

Method

WRMULT (see figure 12) begins by placing the number of missile sites
belonging to the multiple target (NMULT) in the target data array MULT
and writing the array on the logical file unit specified by PLANSET. If
two or more sites have been assigned to the multiple target, array MLTX
41so is written onto the output file. The counter NMULT is reset to zero,
and control is returned to PLANSET.

9
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CHAPTER 3
PROGRAM PREPALOC

PURPOSE

The purpose of this program is to perform preliminary calculations on the
weapon and target data supplied by program PLANSET. The output data
from PREPALOC will be in a form convenient for use by Lhe remaining
processors of the Plan Generation subsystem. In addition, the user may
select options to modify some of the data at this stage of processing.

Program PREPALOC has three major capabilities: generation of weapon and
target data, modification of target values and damage constraints, and
preparation of data for the fixed weapon assignment capability of program
ALOC.

The data produced by the first capability can be divided into three
categories: geographic, weapon, and target. The geographic data are
produced from the data on boundaries and routes passed by PLANSET on the
WINFILE. Program PREPALOC uses these data to define the legs for each
penetration corridor, the location of each refuel area (except for those
determined automatically by program PLNTPLAN), the bases available for
recovery from each penetration corridor, and the air defense zones to be
used in calculating bomber attrition. The weapon data are aggregates oF
the weapon data input on WINFILE. Such characteristics as speed, range,
yield, CEP, and function are aggregated by weapon type. Data on payloads,
warheads, and air-to-surface missiles (ASMs) are also calculated for use
by later processors. The target data are the characteristics which
define the target as a candidate for weapon allocation. The geographic
location, vulnerability, value, damage constraints, value sensitivity to
time, and other target characteristics are computed for each simple,
complex, or multiple target. These data will determine the worth of
weapon allocations in program ALOC. The only user-input data required
for this capability identify the timing of the strike (e.g., initiativ,
retaliatory).

The second major capability of this program is the modification of the
target characteristics, VTO, MINKILL, and NiAXKILL. VTO is the value of

the target relative to all the others. MINKILL is the minimum fraction

of target value that must be destroyed, and MAXKILL is the maximum desired

fraction of target value destroyed. Any of these parameters may be

changed for any target. The change requests can change these parameters
for a single target or for a set of targets. rhe set of targets for
which a change is requested is identified by target class, type, an
individual identifier (either target designator code (DESIG) or index
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number (INDEXNO)), or any combination of these. For complex tnrgets; the
class, type, designator code, and index number of each component will be
checked to determine if a target parameter for the complex is to be
changed.

The third major capability is tho request for allocation of specific
weapons to specific targets. This fixing of weapons to targets enables
the user to determine part of the weapon allocation while leaving the
allocation program free to determine the remaining allocation. In
addition, the time of arrival at target can be fixed for missile weapons.
This information will be passed to program PLNTPLAN which will adjust
the launch time accordingly. The fixing of weapons remains in effect for
the remainder of the plan generation process. Later programs will retain
the assignments as best possible. (For example, it is possible to fix a
set of weapons from a weapon group with multiple independently targetable
reentry vehicles (MIIRV) in such a manner that there are no feasible
footprints that cover that target set adequately. In that case, some of
the fixed assignment requests must be ignored.)

INPUT FILES

The input to program PREPALOC comes from three sources, the WINFILE and
rINFILE produced by program PLANSET, and the user-input parameters. The
WINFILE contains information on the geographic data base data, auxiliary
data class tables, weapon group information and target information for
components of complex and multiple targets. The TINFILE identifies the
characteristics of each target. The user-input parameters define the
changes to be made to the target and weapon group cha-ractcristics.

OUTPUT FILES

There are two files output by program PREPALOC, the BASFILE and the
TGTFILE.* Since the basic purpose of program PREPALOC is a restructuring
of the input data, these files are similar to the input files. The
'GITFILP contains the target characteristics input on the TINFIIE as
modified by the user-input requests. Appended to these characteristics

*Both files are output by the QUICK System filehandler on the CDC 814
disk unit.
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a preferred depenetration corridor. Table 5 displays the format of the

TGTFII,E. There is one data block as described in table 5 for each target.
The ASFILE is essentially a restructured WINFILE. It contains the

basic source of weapon and target component (for complex or multiple
targets) information for the remaining processors of the Plan Generation
subsystem. Table 6 displays the format of the BASFILE. This file is
divided into four major sections: basic data base information, target
comporrnt information, detailed weapon group information, and a section
containing geographic data, recovery base data, and tanker base data.

The first section on the BASFILE contains basic data base information.
The first block of data in this section is common /MASTER/ which specifies
the number of various entities (targets, groups, ctc.) in the data base
for the side whose plan is being generated. Next comes common /BRKPNT/,
which defines the index number breakpoint tables as computed by program
INDEXER of the Data Input subsystem. The third block, common /FIL"S/,
specifies the logical unit number (for use by the filehandler) and the
maximum file length for each nonscratc. file used by the Plan Generation
subsystem from programs ALOC to PLNTPLAN. The two files output on
magnetic tape by these programs, PLANTAPF and EVENTAIPE, arc represented
by only their logical t:ipe unit numbers. All other files are placed on
the CDC 814 disk unit. Th3 fourth block, common /CORRCHIAR/, defines the
penetration corridor characteristics. Block five, /ASMTABLE/, describes
the characteristics of the air-to-surface missiles (ASMs). The next
block, /PAYLOAD/, describes the contents of each weapon vehicle payload.
Block /DPENREF/ next describes the locations of the depenetration and
refueling points. The eighth block, comnon /FLANTYPE/, specifies the
timing considerations for the plan. Block /WARIIEAD/ describes warhead
characteristics; block /WPNREG/ specifies the command and control
reliability for each command and control r'egion. Block /I'PNTYPE/ specifies
the weapon type characteristics. Block /WPNGRP/ specifies the weapon
group characteristics. Block /EXCESS/ contains information on the number
of weapons added by program PREPALOC for allocation purposes. (These
excess weapons are removed by either program POSTALOC or program FOOTPRNT,
in the case of MIRV weapons.) Block /NVAL/ describes the nature of the
weapon survival probability and the kill probability against targets in
the NAVAL class. Finally, block /C'FRYCD/ lists all the country location
codes (attribute CNTRYLOC) present in the target system for this plan.

The ,econd BASFILE section describes the characteristics of each component
of a complex or multiple target. The data blocks in this section are
ordered as they appear on the TG'IFILIE (or TINFILE). That is, the data
for complex and multiple target components are shuffled in the same
manner as the target complexes or multiples are shuffled. For each complex,
there is a set of 29-word data blocks, one block for each component of
the complex, including the "lead" element. This block contains the same
type of information as is carried on the TINF:IL.E for the target complex.
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Table 5. TGTFILE Format (Target Data Block**)
(Written from Common /DYNAMIC/)
(Shet 1 of 2)

ARRAY OR VARIABLE* DESCRIPTION

TGTNAiIZ Target name

INDC-XNZ Target index number

DESIGZ Target designator code

TASKZ Target task code

CNTRYLCZ Target country location code

FLAGZ Target flag code

TG'I"MULZ Target multiplicity

TGTLAZ Target latitude

TGTLONZ Target longitude

TGTRAZ Target radius (nautical miles) i
VTZ Original target value

MZ Number of hardness components

HZ(2) Lethal radius (IMT) by hardness component
(nautical miles)

VOZ(2) Value by hardness component

NKZ Number of time components

FVAZ(3) Time component value by time component

TAZ(3) Time component time by time component

IHCLASZ Target class name

ICLASSZ Target class number

It;TYPZ Target type name (for complex targets, this
is replaced by the number of components in
the coriplex)

TARDEZ Local bomber defense level

*Parenthetical values indicate array dimensions. All other elements nrc
single word variables.

**There is one block of this format for each target. "T'he blocks are

ordered as shuffled by program PLAINSET.
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Table 5. (cont.
(Sheet 2 of 2)

ARRAY OR VARIABLE* DESCRIPTION'

M4ISDEZ Number of terminal ballistic missile defense
interceptors

MINKILZ Minimum kill probability required

MAXKTLZ Maximum killI probability desired

MIAXCOSZ Maximum (weapon cost/target vilue) acceptable
to get MINKTLZ

INDYPEZ Deperietration corridor index

DISTDPZ Distance target to dnd of depenetitatipn
corridor (nautical miles)

DISTDGZ Distanceitarget to recovery base (nautical
miles)

DisTCD(30) DistaAce corridor 6rigin to target by
penetration corridor (nauical miles)

ATTRCD(3.0) Attrition corridor origin to target by

penetrat ion corridor

NFIXES Number of fixed assignments for this target

IN'FIX(NFIXES) Fixed assignment informationifor each assign-

ment

*Parenthetical values indicate array dimensions. All other elements are
single word variables.
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Table 6, BASFILE Format

(Sheet I of 12)

ASSOCIATED VAR IABIE
COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY D1SCRIPTION

MASTER 23 1i10ATE Date of run initiation

IDENTNO Run identification number

ISIDE Attacking side

NRTPT Number of route points

NCORR Number of penetration corridors

NDPEN Number of depenetration corridors

NRECOVER Number of recovery bases

NREF Number of directed refuel areas

NBNDRY Number of boundary points

NREG Number of command and control regions

NTYPE Number of weapon types

NGROUP Number of weapon groups

NTOTBASE Total number of bases

NPAYLOAD Number of payload typcs

NASMTYPE Number of ASM types

NIIDTYPE Number of warhead types

NTANKBAS Number of tanker bases

NCOMPLEX Number of complex targets

NCLASS Number of weapon classes (2)

NAIFIRT Number of alert conditions (2)
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Table 6. (cont.)

(Sheet 2 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COtON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

MASTER NTGTS Number of targets
(cont.)

NCORTYPE Number of penetration corridor
types

NCNTRY Number of distinct country codes

BRKPNT S45 INDBEG(2SO) Smallest index number for each
type

TYPENAE(250) Type names in order of increasing
index number

CLMNO(15) Cumulative number of types in
each class (inclusive)

RTYPES(I5) Number of BLUE side types in
each class

INDCLAS(IS) Smallest index number in each
class

FILES 16 TGTFILE(2)* Target data file

BASFILE(2) Data base information file

MSLTIME(2) Fixed missile timing file

ALOCTAR(2) Weapon allocation by targets file

TMPALOC(2) Temporary allocation file

ALOCGRP(2) Allocation by group file

SrRKFIL(2) Strike file

*First word is logical unit number; second word is maximum file lengthin words. Single variables are logical unit numbers.
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Table 6. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE

COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

FILES EVENTAPE** Simulator events tape
(cont.)

PLANTAPE** Detailed plans tape I
CORRCHAR 601 PCLAT(30) Latitude of corridor point

PCLONG(30) Longitude of corridor point

PCZONE(30) Defense zone in which corridor
origin is located

ZPL.T(30) Latitude of corridor origin

ZPLONG(30) Longitude of corridor origin

ENTLAT(30) Latitude of corri'%o" ,jitry

ENTLONG(30) Longitude of corridor entry

CRLENGTH(30) Distance from corridor entry
to corridor origin

KORSTYLE(30) Power of y versus x***

ATFRCORR(30) High altitude attrition per
nautical mile unsuppressed

ATTRSUPF(30) High altitude attrition per
nautical mile suppressed

HILOATTR(30) Ratio of low to high altitude
attrition (less than 1)

DEFRANGE(30) Characteristic range of corridor
defense (nautical miles)

**Output on magnetic tape.

***Sce program POSTALOC.
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Table 6. (cot1)
(Shoot 4 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
CO_ON LENG7l1 OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

CORRCHAR NPRCRDEF(30) Number of attrition sections this
(cont.) corridor

DEFDIST(30,3) Distance of precorridor leg

ATTRPRE(30,3) Attrition in this precorridor
leg

NDATA Number of words in common
/CORP, I AR/

ASMTABLE I00 IWIIDASM(20) Warhead index I
RAINGIASM(20) Range

for
RIEASM(20) Reliability forsASqMs

CEPASM(20) CEP

SPI'EDASM(20) Speed

PAYLOAD 400 NOBOMBI(40) Number of type 1 bombs

IMIDI (40) Type 1 warhead index

NOBOMB2(40) Number of type 2 bombs

IIID2(40) Type 2 warhead index

NASM(40) Number of ASMs

IASM(40) ASM index

NCNI(40) Number of countericasures

NDECOYS (40) Number of tcriinal decoys

NADF!COYS(4O) Number of area decoys

IMIRV (40) MIIRV system ident ification

number
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Table 6. (cont.)
(Sheet 5 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON LENGTh OR ARRAY PESCRIPTION

DPENREF 190 DPLINK(50) Depenetration point link

DPLAT(50) Depenetration point latitude

DPLONG(50) Depenetration point longitude

RFLAT(20) Refuel point latitude

RFLONG(20) Refuel point longitude

PLANTYPE 3 INITSTRK Indicator for first or
second strike

CORMSL Coordination time parameter
for missiles

CORBOMB Coordination distance for
bombers

WARHlEAD 150 YLV(50) Weapon yield

PDUD(50) Weapon dud probability

FFRAC(50) Fission fraction

WPNREG 20 CCREL(20) Command and control reliability

WPNTYPE* 1040 RANGE(80) Range of vehicle (nautical miles)

CEP(80) CEP (nautical miles)

SPEED(80) Speed (knots)

ALERTDLY(80) Alert delay

NALRTDLY(80) Nonalert delay (

*Blocks WPNTYPE and WPNGRP combined in program PREPALOC to common /WPNDATA/.
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Tab1e 6. (cont.) I
(Sheet 6 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

WPNTYPE* RANGEDEC(80) Low/high altitude fuel con-
(cont.) sumption ratio

ICLASS(80) Weapon class

RANGEREF(80) Refueled range (nautical miles)

REL(80) Reliability

IRECMODE(80) Recovery mode

IPLiNMODE(80) Penetration mode

1SIMTYPE(80) Hollerith type name

FUNCTION(80) Function code I
WPNGRP* 8200 NWPNS(200) Number of weapons

NVEHGRP(200) Number of vehicles

WLAT(200) Centroid latitude

WLONG(2001 Centroid longitude

IREG(200) Command and control region

ITYPE(200) Type index (LTYPE)

IALERT(200) Alert status

SBL(200) Probability of survival before
launch

IREFUEL(200) Refuel code for bombers payload I
index for missiles

YIELD(200) Weapon yield (megatons)

*Blocks WPNTYPE and WPNGRP combined in program PREPALOC to common /WPNDATA/
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Table 6. (cont.)

(Sheet 7 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

WPNGRP* REFTIME(200) Refuel time
(cont.)

EXPASM(200) Fraction of ASMs in each group

DISTAC(200,29) Distance to corridor origins
for each group (corridors 2-30)

EXCESS 207 NEXCESS Number of words in this block

PEXBOMB Percentage of weapons added to
bomber groups in PREPALOC

EXNBOMB Number of vehicle loads added to
bomber groups in PREPALOC

PEXMIRV Same as PEXBOMB for groups with
MIRV capability

EXBMIRV Same as EXNBOMB for groups with
MIRV capability

PEXMISS Same as PEXBOMB for non-MIRV
missile groups

EXNMISS Same as EXNBOMB for non-MIRV
missile groups

SBLPPAL(200) Actual SBL probability

NAVAL 401 NNAVAL Number of words in this block

IDBL(200) Index to time dependent DBL data !
tab les

PKNAV(200) Single shot kill probability

against NAVAL targets

CTRYCD 150 CTRYCD(150) List of country location codes

1 RRRRRRRR =8HRRRRRRRR end sentinel for first
section

*Blocks WPNTYPE and 1PNGRP combined in program PREPALOC to comon /WPNDATA/
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TablIe 6. (cont..)
(Sheet 8 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

-- (29 x TGTNAME*
number
of comn-
plex
target .29-word record as TINFILE for
compon- each complex target component
ents) +
(8 x
number MAXCOST
of
multiple TGTNAME*
target
compon- INDEXNO
ents)

DES IG

TASK 8-word record for each multiple
target element; variables defined

CNTRYLOC as on TINFILE

FLAG

TGTLAT

TGTLONG

ZZZZZZZZ =8H-ZZZZZZZZ end sentinel for
second section

(one block (10 x IGROIJP Group number
for each number
weapon of NWPNS Number of weapons
group) groups)

+ (5 x NVEHGRP Number of vehicles
number
of occur- IREG Command and control region
ren-ces of
bases) ITYPE Weapon type index (LTYPE)

*In order as complex or multiple target appears on target file, TGTPILE.
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Table 6. (cont.)
(Sheet 9 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLECOMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

IALERT Alert status

IREFUEL Refuel code

YIELD Yield

ISTART Starting weapon index

NBASE Number of bases

IBASE Base index number

One five- BLAT Base latitude
word Block
for Each BLONG Base longitude
Base (i.e.,
NBASE) IPAYLOAD Payload index

VONBASE Number on base and index of
starting vehicle

(one block (18 x ISIMTYPE Hollerith type namefor each number
weapon type) of RANGE Range

weapon
types) CEP CEP

SPEED Speed

ALERTDLY Alert delay

NALRTDLY Nonalert delay

RANGEDEC Low/high altitude fuel con-
sumption ratio

JCLASS Weapon class number

NOPERSQN Number per squadron

SPDHI High altitude speed
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Table 6, (cont.)
(Sheet 10 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE

COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

SPDLO Low altitude speed

SPDASH Dash speed

RANGEREF Refueled range

NMPSITE Number per site

JREP Reprogramming index

IRECMODE Recovery mode

IPENMODE Penetration mode

FUNCTION Function code

YYYYYYYY = 811YYYYYYYY end sentinel of
third section

BOUNDARY 1000 BPLINK(200) Boundary point link

BPLAT(200) Boundary point latitude

BPLONG(200) Boundary point longitude

BPZONE(200) Boundary point zone

NEXTZONE(200) Boundary point adjacent zone

CHARTER 160 KOUNT(30) Route point index associated
with 111AP

IHAP(30) Corridor pointer: /CORRCHAR/ to
/HAPPEN/

MOUNT(50) Route point index associated with
J11AP

JIIAP(50) Pointer: /OPENREF/ to /HAPPEN/

HAPPEN 1000 JAPTYPE(250) Go low indicator
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Table 6. (cont.)

(Shect 11 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLECOMMON LENG11 OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

HAPPEN IIAPLAT(250) D)ogleg latitude(cont.)
HAPLONG(25O) Dogleg longitude

HAPDIST(250) Length of dogleg

RECOVR 1100 RCBLTX(SO) First recovery base latitude*

RCiBLNX(50) First recovery base longitude*

fCBLAT(50,4) Latitude of actual recovery
baso**

RCBLON(5O,4) Longitude of actual recovery base

INDBAS(50,4) Recovery base. index number

INDCAP(50,4) Recovery base capacity

DIST(SO,4) Distance from depenetration
point to recovery base

(12 x INDEXTK Tanker !'"se index number
number
of TKLAT Tanker base latitude
tanker
bases)*** TKLONG Tanker base longitude

IRE FTK Tanker base refuel area

NPSQNTK Number of tankers per base or
squadron

NALRTfA Number of alert tankers per
squadron

*Indexed by depenetration Corridor.
**Indexed by depenetration corridor and base order.I**Ther.? is one of these 12-word blocks for each tanker base.
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Table 6. (cont.)

(Sheet 12 of 12)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

(12 x SPEEDTK Tanker Speed

number
of DLYALTK Alert delay
tanker
bases)*** DLYNLTK Nonalert delay

TTOS Total time on station

ITYPETK Tanker type index

RANGE Tanker range

1 XXXXXXXX = 811XXXXXXXX end sentinel for
fourth section

***There is one of these 12--word blocks for each tanker base.
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For each multiple tirgt, there is a set of eight-word data blocks, one
block for each multirle target component. Tnese eight words identify the
values of those cbiracteristics that vary from component to component in
a multiple target.

The third BAS'ILE section consists of detailed weapon group data. The
first part of this section consists of a set of data blocks (common
/GRPDATA/), one block for each weapon group. Each of these blocks describes
the weapon group characteristics. Each block is terminated by a set of
five-word blocks that describe the location and characteristics of each
base that is used by weapons in the group. There is one five-word block
for each base used by the group. The latter part of the third BASFI.E
section describes the weapon type characteristics. There is an 18-word
block for each weapon type describing the weapon type characteristics.

The fourth and final BASFIA section describes miscellaneous data required
by later processors. The first block in this section, common /BOUNDARY/,
identifies the location of all zone boundaries. Common /CIiARTER/ comes
next with various route point indices and pointers. Common /IiAPPEN/
follows with a description of each leg of the penetration and depenetration
corridors. Data on location and capacity of all bomber recovery bases
follows in block /RECOV/. Finally, the BASFILE is terminated by block
/TANKER/, which identifies the characteristics of the tanker vehicles on
each tanker base.

CONCEPT OF OPERATION

Program PREPALOC is divided into three computation modules. The first
module is the target planning factor change module. These subprograms
allow the user to modify the target characteristics value, MINKILL and
MAXKILL. The second module, the fixed assignment module, allows the user
to direct the assignment of weapons to specific targets. 'rho third module,
the data precomputation module, prepares the data files BASFILE and
TGTFILF to he used by the remaining processors of the Plan Generation
subsystem.

The target planning factor change module is composed of subroutines
VALUMOD, MINMOD, and MAXMOD. These three subroutines all perform a
similar function. They read the desired target class, type, identification
(target designator code or index number), and the new value to be assigned
to the appropriate target variable. These data are stored in core memory
for use by subroutine MAKECHG. These three subroutines merely read the
data, store the data, and store the amount of data read in and stored.
Subroutine AKEC-HG of the data precomputation module actually effects the

Ill
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changes. If there are any changes in target value,,all target values are
renormalized so that the sum of all target values is 1,000. Subroutine

SETFILE is the only major subprogram in the fixed weapon assignment
module. This subroutine reads the fixed assignment data cards. The data
on the cards are packed so that the blank fields on the cards are
eliminated. This packing will reduce the requirement for temporary disk
storage. The packed data are then output to a'temporary disk file called
FIXFILE. The format of this file is displayed in table 7. This file
is read by subroutine FIXWEAP of the data precomputation module to effect
the fixed assignments.

Table 7. Format of FIXFIL File

For each target on which there are fixed assignments there is a
data block as follows:

WORD DESCRIPTION:

1 Target identifier (DESIG or INDEXNO or
target number)

2 First fixed assignment
3 characters - group number
S characters - time of arrival

3Second fixed assignment data

NFIX + 1 Last fixed assignment; there are NFIX
assignment requests on this target

NFIX + 2 Block terminator = 811ENDBLOCK

These data blucks appear, in the order in which target identifiers
are encountered ia the user-input data.
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The data precomputation module is by far the largest in program PREPALOC.

There are five major functions in this module:

1. Preparation of geographic data (subroutine.ROUTING),
2. Preparation of weapon group information (subroutine WEAPPREP),
3. Preparation of basic target information (subroutine TGTPREP),
4. Implementation of target factor change requests (subroutine MAKECIIG),
5. Implementation of fixed weapon assignment requests (subroutine

FIXWEAP).

These five functions are discussed in order as follows.

Preparation of Geographic Data (Subroutine ROUTING)

This subroutine processes bomber routing data from WINFILE and calculates
distance and attrition factors associated with bomber penetration and
depenetration corridors.

Distances are computed throughout the Plan Generation subsystem by a
utility subroutine, DISTF. This subroutine computes distances using a
great circle distance formula for a spherical earth. For neighboring
points (separated by less than two degrees longitude), an approximation
is used to minimize computation time. The maximum error of the
approximation is less than 0.1 percent,

This subroutine is called by PREPALOC to process the routing information
contained on WINVILE. It processes penetration corridor data (precorridor
legs) and stores detailed descriptions of these corridors in common
/HAPPEN/ and a summary description of these corridors in common /CORRCHAR/.
The pointers which equate these two common blocks are contained in
/CHARTER/. Detailed descriptions of the depenetration corridors are also
stored in /HAPPEN/. Depenetration and refuel data are stored in the common
block /DPIENREF/.

As the distances for both precorridor legs and the depenetration corridors
are accumulated, they are stored in /PREALOC/ for use by subroutines

* WEAPPREP and TGTPREP.

Subroutine ROUTING processes the WINFILE data in the order in which it is
stored: (1) header data, (2) data pertaining to the precorridor legs,
(3) data pertaining to the depenetration corridors, (4) recovery point
and refuel point data, and (5) defense zone boundary data.

The header data include information such as the numbers of corridors,
depenetration corridors, recovery bases, refuel bases or areas, regions,
weapon groups, and tanker bases which are stored in /MASTER/ for use by
the Plan Generator as a whole. For each penetration corridor, the latitude
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and longitude for ceach dogleg point are obtained, together with a flag
noting whether %.he point begins or ends an attrition section (JAPTYPi).
The distance from the previous point is also noted. This informiation is
stored in /IIAPIIIIN/. Then the length ,and attrition of each separate
attrition sect ion of thle corridor tire computed and stored in /CORPCIIAR/.
Finally the overall corridor distance and overall attrition are accumualated
and stored in /CORRZCIIAR/. A similar processing is carried out for thec
depenetrat ion corridors, which arc written into /IAPN.At this point
thle recovery bases for each depenetrat ion point are processed. The data
is stored in common /1%I:(:OVR/ for- later writ ing onl tape. The defenlse zone
data ai'e copied directly into /IIINI)AIZY/ from WI NP II.

Preparation of' Weapon Grouip In format ion (Sub rot inc WFAII'I':1)

The purpose of this subrout ine is to read weapon data from WINP 1I.E and1" to
store it in arroys for the I3AS I IX

Th is subrout ine is called by PRITAIOC ; it reads- WI NilI.E and fills artrays
in the fol lowing common bl ocks: /WAIMEAI)/ is fi lied with i nformat ion on
warhead yield and dud probability; /4SNII'ABiI/ is filled with info~rmat ion
on range, reliability, Sp)Ced, Mid CIA's for ASMs ; /PAYOAI)/ is f'ilied with

information onl numbers of bomb-, and their types, as well as the number
of ASMs andi decoys carried by ceach bomber; /1%3NRI:G/ is fi lied Wi Lb command

is filled with weapion dat a by type and al1so with weaplon dat'a sp~eifilc to
indivdual weapon groups. The third section of the IIASEI I.I1: contains weapion
dat a organ ized by weapon type and group1 respect i vCl , but i1n an nindexed
form.

When cal led by PIWPAI.OC, this subroutine fi rst copies Complecx and mulit ilo
target data directly from the Wi Ni [ onto thle IPOSI)ATA file. Thi s latter
file is a tempI~orary (.scratch) file which is composed of the second, thirdJ,
and CourthI sect ions of the IIASIL [. Tis info rmAt ion is stored on the
POST)AIV file tempor r il1y while thle dat a fur thle ilvS t SL t ionl of' tihe
1lASIIL is being generated. Note that , if' there are target factor chIange
requests input by the user, there i s a t emporai'y POSII)ATA file wiich
cont ain., uinnorima] ized target facto rs. Ot he rw ise, thle file formats are
thle sane.

After thtis, the warhecad, ASNI, and payload data are read and coplied directly
into the ir respect ive common bMocks . The wc'apon dat a for each weapion type
are next read and stored in indexed form inl the firvst parmt of common101
/WPN)AIA/. Simin1ar v , weapon dat a Cor. inmdiv idual groups, are stored,

ndexed , in the l at teri pat of common /MPNDiAlA/. The same dat a are then
written onto the POSlTiA'IA file, un li nLlexCd , foi use by) progrm i TSIA OC,



Distances from each weapon group to corridor origin are also computed
at this time. Once this has been done, the common blocks /BOUNDARY/,
/CIIAR'rFR/, /RPCOVR/, and /IIAPPEN/ are ready to be written onto the
POsD'rATA 2fil e.

Preparation of Basic Target Information (Subroutine T(;TPRI'P)

The purpose of this subroutine is to prepare target data for progrum ALOC.

This subroutine is called by PRI-PALOC; it reads target data from TINFILI
and appends distance information to it before writing it out in proper
form for the allocator.

As each record of target information is read from TINFIL, the input data
are rearranged and the dcpenetration corridor closest to the target is
found and its index is noted. The distance to the target through this
depenetration corridor is calculated, and the distance from the target to
the recovery base through this depenetration corridor is noted. In
addition, the distance to the target from each penetration corridor is
computed and stored together with any associated attrition. At this time,
the target planning factor changes are effected, and the fixed weapon
assignment requests are implemented by the subroutines MAKEiCI-C and FIXIVAI'
respectively. The TGTFIL- must be written twice if either value changes or
fixed assignments are requested. Two passes are required for value change so

that the target values can be renormalized to a total sum of 1,000. Two
passes are required for fixing weapon assignments, because there is
insufficient room to store all the data in core memory to perform the
necessary calculations in one pass. Thus, subroutine TGTPRE!P writes the
TGTFIIE on its normal logical unit only if there are no value change
requests or fixed assignments. Otherwise, a temporary file is set up so
that tLe actual TGTFILE can be written later. This temporary file, the
ThIPTAR file, has a format similar to the TGTFILE (see table 5). Each
target is represented by a 94-word block which is the same as the first
94 words in the TGTIFILE blocks (i.e., from 'rGTNAMZ to ATTRCI(30)). In
addition, this subroutine prepares a list of the country codes (CNTrYL.OC)
which are used in the TGTFII.E. These data will be I -.sed to program AIOC
on the BASIIE so that weapon restrictions by this attribute can be
performed.

mnplementation of Target Factor Change Requests (Subroutine MAKJiCIIG)

This subroutine is called once during the pro'cessing of each target by
TGTPREP, Subroutine ,IAKICIG checks for a change request that matches the
target. If a request matches the target data, the new value of MINKILL,
MIAXKILL, or VTO (value) is inserted on the TCtPJlI. If any value changes
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were requested, a sum of old and now target values is maintained so that I
the values can be renormalized. If the target is a complex target, the
data on the POs'rDATA file are investigated to determine if any of the
target components match a change request. If so, the complex factors
are modified accordingly. A target may have any combination of the three
planning factors changed. In the case of complex targets, any changerequest for modifying a factor for the complex as a whole overrides any

requests for modifying the same factor in one of the components. For
a multiple target, changing a factor for one of the components produces
the identical change in all of the components of that target.

Implementation of Fixed Weapon Assignment Requests (Subroutine FIXWIAP)

This subroutine adds the fixed assignment data to the TGTFII. It first
loads the fixed assignment data from the temporary file written by
SI1'rFLI into core storage no longer needed for weapon or target data
processing. Then the routine reads the temporary TGTFILE one target at
a time. If there were value change requests, each value is multiplied by
the value renormalization variable. Otherwise, the target data are
merel), transferred to the TGTFILE from the temporary file. The list of
fixed assignment identifiers is then searched for a match on the current
target. If there is no match, the routine writes out zero for the number
of fixes on this target. If there is a match (or matches), the fixed
assignment data are added to the end of the regular target data block.
This process continues until the entire temporary file has been processed.

Identification of' Subroutines Performing -ach Function

Irogram PRIiPALOC: This is the main program. It acts as a control driver
for the subrou tnes. It reads the function commands (described in the
User's Manual, Volume II, Chapter 3, Plan Generation Subsystem, Program
PRI:PALOC, Input) and determines the sequence of calls to the various
suhroutines that will produce the desired results.

Subroutine VALIIOD: This subroutine reads the value change request cards
and stores them in a change request list in common /CIIANGES/. The actual
investigation and performance of the changes are completed in subroutine
MAKECIIG.

Subroutine MINMOD: This subroutine reads the MINKILIL change requests and
stores them in the change requcst list. Again, the actual change is
performed in MAKEC1IG. (This subroutine is an entry in subroutine VALUMOD.)

Subroutine MA',.OD: This routine is the same as the previous subroutine,
except that it reads MAXKILL change requests, (This subroutine is an
entry in subroutine VALIIOD.)
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Subroutine SETFILE: This subroutine will read the user-input cards which
contain the fixed weapon assignment information. The information will be
packed and writton on a temporary disk file for use by subroutine FIXWEAP.

Subroutine ROUILNG: This subroutine performs the preliminary geographic
calculations required to define the air defense zones and the bomber
penetration corridors as well as other geographic data. This subroutine
computes the length and route of each corridor. It calculates the sequence
of boundaries that defines each zone. In the course of processing,
ROUTING computes:

I. Identification, location, and distances for each refuel
area and recovery base (/DPENRFF/)

2. Length,.'location, i.oute identification, and attrition
for each penetration corridor (/CORRCHAR/)

3. Identification and linking of all zone boundaries and
route points (/HAPPFN/, /CHARTER/, and /BOUNDRY/).

Subroutine WEAPPREP: This subroutine aggregates information on the
various weapon types. Such data as speed and reliability are-saved and
indexed by weapon type. Location, number of weapons and vehicles, and
other pertinent data are saved and indexed by weapon group. In addition,
data on warheads, payloads, and ASMs are stored for output on the BASFILE.

Subroutine TGTPREP: This subroutine retrieves the raw target data from
the TINFILE and places it, in somewhat different format, on the BASFILE
and TGTFILE. (If fixed assigtments or value changes are to be made in a
run, a temporary TGTFILE is written by TGTPREP. Subroutine FIXWEAP or
subroutine NORAIALZ will then write the actual TGTFILE.) The target data
prepared by this subroutine will be used only by program ALOC to determine
the weapon-target interactions.

Subroutine MAKECHG: This subroutine performs the actual modifications of
target planning factors as requested by the user.

Subroutine FIXWEAP: This routine reads the temporary file written by
SITFILE. Since the fixed assignment data require a large amount of
storage (up to 20,000 words), these data cannot be maintained in core
memory during the other processing functions. After reading the file,
FIXWEAP will write a TGTFILE containing the fixed assignment data. The
basic target data will be stored in a temporary disk file by TGTPREP so
that FIXWEAP can add the fixed assignment information separate from the
remainder of target data processing.

Subroutine BASWRIT: This subroutine performs the actual writing of the
BASFILE. It merges the information in core (section one of the BASFILE)
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and the POSTDATA file (sections two, three, and four of the BASFILE) to

complete the BASFILE. If there were target value changes, the value data
in section two of the BASFILE is normalized by subroutine BASWRIT.

Subroutine NORMALZ: If there were target planning factor change requests
but no fixed weapon assignments, this subroutine writes the normalized
TGTFILE.

Subroutine CHKCJG: This subroutine checks that all target factor change
requests were implemented.

Subroutine RDPRCMP: This subroutine reads the user-input parameter cards
for the data precomputation module.

Subroutine PRINTDAT: This subroutine controls the operation of all optional
prints available in the data precomputation module. They include the
following:

1. Listing of routing data

2. Tape dump of input routing data

3. Listing of weapon groups for each corridor

4. Tape dump of input weapon data

S. Listing of target data

6. Tape dump of input target data

7. Modified target data and fixed weapon assignments.

COMMON BLOCK DEFINITION

External Common Blocks

The common blocks used .by program PREPALOC in processing input/output
(I/O) files are shown in table 8.
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Input From Filcs: TINPILE and WINFILE: Almost all information stored
from these files is read into common block /INPSTOR/ which is used as an
input storage buffer. For the value changing options this block is
redefined to provide for more convenient :nput/output.

Output Data For TGTFILE: Block /1NPSTOR/ is used for output to the
TGTFILE. The fixed assignment data is added by reusing this block after
the initial 95 words are output for each target.

Internal Common Blocks

In addition to the common blocks associated with I/0 operations, the
common blocks described in table 9 are used internally by program
PREPALOC.
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Table 8. Program PREPALOC External Common Blocks
(Sheet 1 of 8)

INPUT FROM TINFILE AND WINFILE

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY* DESCRIPTION

INPSTOR BLOCK(1600) Temporary storage area. (also
(Subroutines called NLOCK)
PREPALOC,
ROUTING,
WEAPPREP,
TGTPREP,
PRINTDAT)

INPSTOR TGTNAMZ Target name
(Subroutines INDEXNZ Target index number
RDPRCMP, DESIGZ Target designator code
BASWRIT, TASKZ Target task code
FIXWEAP, CNTRYLCZ Target country location code
MAKECHG, FLAGZ Target flag code a
NOPUMALZ) TGTMULZ Target multiplicity

TGTLAZ Target latitude
TGTLONZ Target longitude
TGTRAZ Target radius (nautical miles)
VTZ Original target value
MZ Number of hardness components
HZ(2) Lethal radius (lNIT) by hardness

component (nautical miles)
VOZ(2) Value by hardness component
NKZ Number of time components
FVAZ(3) Time component value by time

component
TAZ(3) Time component time by time

component
IHCLASZ Target class name
ICLASSZ Target class number
IHTYPZ Target type name [For complex

targets, this is replaced by the
number of componen s in the
complex.]

TARDEZ Local bomber defense level

*Parenthetical values indicate array dimensions. All other elements are
single word variables.
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Table 8. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 of 8)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

INPSTOR MISDEZ Number of terminal ballistic
(cont.) missile defense interceptors

MINKILZ Minimum kill probability required
MAXKILZ Maximum kill probability desired
MAXCOSZ Maximum (weapon cost/target value)

acceptable to get MINKILZ
INDYPUZ Depenetration corridor index
DISTDFZ Distance target to end of

depenetration corridor (nautical
miles)

DISTDGZ Distance target to recovery base
(nautical miles)

DISTCD(30) Distance corridor origin to target
by penetration corridor (nautical
miles)

ATTRCD(30) Attrition corridor origin to target
by penetration corridor

NFIXES Number of fixed assignments for
this target

MULDATA(8,5) Temporary storage area for TINFILE
data on components of multiple
targets (Space for 5 blocks of 8
words each.)

ICXDATA(29,40) Temporary storage area for TINFILE
data on components of complex
targets. (Space for 40 blocks of
29 words each.)

OUTPUT ON FILE GASFILE

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

MASTER IIDATE Date of run initiation
IDENTNO Run identification number
ISIDE Attacking side
NRTPT Number of route points
NCORR Number of penetration corridors
NDPEN Number of depenetration corridors
NRECOVER Number of recovery bases
NREF Number of directed refuel areas
NBNDRY Number of boundary points
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Table 8. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 8)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

MASTER NREG Number of command f control regions
(cont.) NTYPE Number of weapon types

NGROUP Number of weapon groups
NTOTBASE Total number of bases
NPAYLOAD Number of payload types
NASMTYPE Number of ASM types
NAIDTYPE Number of warhead types
NTANKBAS Number of tanker bases
NCOMPLEX Number of complex targets
NCLASS Number of weapon classes (2)
NALERT Number of alert conditions (2)
NTGTS Number of targets
NCORTYPE Number of penetration corridor

types
NCNTRY Number of distinct country codes

BRKPNT INDBEG(250) Smallest index number for each type
TYPENAME(250) Type names in order of increasing

index number
CUMNO(15) Cumulative number of types in

each class (inclusive)
BTYPES(15) Smallest index number in each class
MTARTYP Maximum number of target types
MTARCLS Maximum number of target classes

FILES TGTFILE(2)* Target data file
BASFILE(2) Data base information file
MASLTIML(2) Fixed missile timing file
ALOCTAR(2) Weapon allocation by targets file
TMPALOC(2) Temporary allocation file
ALOCGRP(2) Allocation by group file
STRKFI L(2) Strike file
EVENTAPE 4 Simulator events tape
PLNTAPE + Detailed plans tape

* In two word arrays, first word is logical unit number; second word is
maximum file length in words. Single variables are logical unit
numbers.

These files are output on magnetic tape.
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Table 8. (cont.)
(Shoet 4 of 8)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

CORRCIIAR PCLAT(30) Latitude of corridor point
PCLONG(30) Longitude of corridor point
PCZONE (30) Defense zone in which corridor

origin is located
ZPLAT(30) Latitude of corridor origin
ZPLONG(30) Longitude of corridor origin
ENTLAT(30) Latitude of corridor entry
ENTLONG(30) Longitude of corridor entry
CRLENGTII(30) Distance from corridor entry to

corridor origin
KORSTYLE(30) Power of y versus x
ATTCORR(30) High altitude attrition per

nautical mile unsuppressed
ATTRSUPF(30) IHigh altitude attrition per

nautical mile suppressed
HILOATTR(30) Ratio low to high altitude

attrition (less than.l)
DEFRANGE(30) Characteristic range of corridor

defen:.e (nautical miles)
NPRCRDEF(30) Number of attrition sections

this corridor
DEFDIST(30,3) Distance of each precorridor leg
ATTRPRE(30,3) Attrition in each precorridor leg
NDATA Number of words in common/CORRCIAR/
LMAX Maximum number of precorridor legs

ASMfA3LE IWIIDASM(20) Warhead index
RANGEASM(20) Range
RELASM(20) Rcliability for ASMs
CEPASM(20) CEP
SPEEDASM(20) Speed
MASM'[YPE Maximum number of ASM types

PAYLOAD NOBOHBI(40) Number of type 1 bombs
IWHD1(40) Type 1 warhead index
NOBOMB2(40) Number of type 2 bombs
IWHD2(40) Type 2 warhead index
NASM(40) Number of ASNIs
IASNI (40) ASH Index
NCM(40) Number o: countermeasures
NDECOYS(40) Number of terminal decoys

;See program POSTALOC
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Table 8. (cont.)
(Shoot 5 of 8)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

PAYLOAD NADECOYS(40) Number of area decoys
(cont.) IMIRV(40) MIRV system identification number

MPAYLOAD Maximum number of payload types

DPENREF DPLINK(50) Depenetration point link
DPLAT(50) Depenetration point latitude
DPI,ONG(50) Depenetration point longitude
RFIAT(20) Refuel point latitude
RFLONG(20) Refuel point longitude
MDPEN Maximum r-imber of depenetrati on

points
MREF Maximum number of refueling points

PLANTYPE INITSTRK Indicator for first or second
strike

COPMS L Coordination time parameter for
misailes

CORBOMB qoordination distance for bombers

WARVEAD YLD(50) Weapon yield
PDUD(50) Weapon dud probability
FFRAC(50) Fission fraction
MWIDTYPE Maximum number of warhead types

WPNREG CCREL(20) Command and control reliability
by command and control region

WPNDATA* RANGE(80) Range of vehicle (nautical miles)
CEP(80) CEP (nautical miles)
SPEED(80) Speed (knots)
ALERTDLY (80) Alert delay (or
NALRI'DLY (80) Noralert delay
RANGEDEC(80) Low/high altitude fuel

consumption ratio
ICLASS(80) Weapon class
RANGEREF(80) Refueled range (nautical miles)
REL(80) Reliability
IRECMODE(80) Recovery mode
lPENMODE (8O) Penetration mode

*This block is redefined for internal use by program PREPALOC. See

definition of internal common blocks for its internal definition.
The arrays of length 80 are indexed by weapon type index (LTYPE),
The arrays of length 200 are indexed by weapon group number.
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Table 8. (cont.)
(Sheet 6 of 8)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

WPNDATA ISIMTYPE(80) Hollerith type name
(cont.) FUNCTION(80) Function code

NWPNS(200) Number of weapons
NVEIIGRP(200) Number of vehicles
WLAT(200) Centroid latitude
WLONG (200) Centroid longitude
IREG(200) Command 4 control region
ITYPE(200) Type index [LTYPEJ
IALERT(200) Alert status
SBl,(200) Probability of survival before

launch
IREFUEL(200) Indicates refuel code for bombers

or payload index for missiles
YIELD(200) Weapon yield (megatons)
REFTIME(200) Refuel time
DISTAC (200,30) Distance to corridor origins for

each group**
MTYPE Maximum number of weapon types
MGROUP Maximum number of weapon groups
MDESREQ Maximum number of target identifiers

for fixed assignments
NEXCESS Number of words in this block

EXCESS PEXBOMB Percentage of weapons added to
bomber groups in PREPALOC

EXNBOMB Number of vehicle loads added to
bomber groups in PREPALOC

PEXMIRV Same as PEXBOMB for groups with
MIRV capability

EXBMIRV Same as EXNBOMB for groups with
MIRV capability

PEXMISS Same as PEXBOMB for non-MIRV
missile groups

EXNMISS Same as EXNBOMB for non-MIRV

missile groups
SBLREAL(200) Actual SBL probability for each group

** The first 200 words of this array are equivalenced in subroutine
WEAPPRIiP to the array EXPASM which is the fraction of ASM weapons
in each group.
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Table B. (cont.
(Sheet 7 of 8)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

NAVAL NNAVAL Number of words in this block
IDBL(200) Index to time dependent' DBL data

tables
PKNAV(200) Single shot kill probability

against NAVAL targets.

CTRYCD CTRYCD(150) List of country location .codes
MCNTRY Maximum number of distinct

country location codes per side

INPSTOR . This blo~k as defined previously
is used to output the data on
components of complex and multiple
targets

BOUNDARY BPLINK(200) Boundary point link
BPLAT(200) Boundary point lat.itudc
BPLONG(200) Boundary point longitude
BPZONE(200)' Boundary point zone
NEXTZONE(200) Boundary point adjacent zone

MBNDRY Maximum number of boundary points
iI

CHARTER KOUNT(30) Route point index associated with
IHAP

IHAP(30) Corridor pointer: !CORRCIAR/ to
/HIAPPEN/

MOUNT(50) Route point index associated:with
JHAP

JIIAP(50) Pointer: /DPENREF/ to /IIAPPEN/
MCORR Kaximum number of penetration

corridots
iI

HAPPEN JAPTYPE(250) Go low indicator
1APLAT(1250) Dogleg latitude
IIAPLONG (250) Dogleg longitude
IlAPDIST(250) Length of dogleg
MRTPT Maximum number of route points
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I Table 8. cont.)

S(Sheet 8 of 81

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

I ECOVR RCBLAT(50,4) Latitude of actual recovery base*
RCBLON(50,4) Longitude of actual recovery base*
INDBAS(50,4) Recovery base index number*
INDCAP(50,4) Recovery base capacity*
DISTR(50,4) Distance from depenetratlon

point to recovery base*
kCBLTX(5O) First recovery base latitude**
RCBLNX(50) First recovery base longitude

I

* Indexed by depenetration corridor and base order by increasing

* distance from depenetration point.
** Indexed by depenetration corridor.
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Table 9. Program PREPALOC Internal Common Blocks
(Sheet I of S)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY* DESCRIPTION

PIUALOC PCLINK(30) Penetration corridor point link
RPLINK(150) Routing point link
RPLAT(150) Latitude of routing point
RPLONG(150) Longitude of routing point
ATRLEG(I50) Attrition associated with routing

leg
DISTEF(45) Length of depenetration corridor
DISTEG(45) Distance from depcnetration

corridor entry to recovery point
RECLINK(180) Recovery point link
RECLAT(180) Latitude of recovery point
RECLONG(180) Longitude of recovery point
IRECPCTY(180) Recovery base capacity
INDREC(180) Index number of recovery base
IBEGIN(30) Index to beginning of corridor
PCTYPE(30) Penetration corridor type index
ATTRBC(30) Attrition in corridor

WPNDATA** MYFIXD(5000) larget identifiers for fixed
assignments

MYDEXST(5000) Index to fixed information array
in common /CHANGES/ for fixed
assignments for target

DUMCORR NDUMCORR Number of "dummy" corridors (i.e.,
those with no associated
geography)

NOWFILE WINFILE Logical unit number for WINFILE
TINFILE Logical unit number for TINFILE
POSTDATA Logical unit number for temporary

BASFILF (scratch)
FIXFILE Logical unit number for scratch

file for temporary storage of
fixed assignment information

TMPTAR Logical unit number of scratch
file which is temporary TGTFILE

TNPOST Logical unit number for scratch
file which is temporary POSTDATA

* Parenthetical values indicate array dimensions, All other elements are

single word variables.
** This block is alternately defined for output of weapon descriptors on

the BASFILE. The previous section c-;, ribes this alternate definition.
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Table 9. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 of 5)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

IODUMMY INPUT(I0) Temporary storage for user-input
parametor card

NVARS Number of parameters on user-input
parameter card

NAMES(40) Names of user-input parameters
INVALU(2,40) Input values for user-input

parameters
INDEX1(40) First array index for user-irnput

parameter
INDEX2(40) Second array index for user-input

parameter
INDEX3(40) Third array index for user-input

parameter
MORE Input termination indicator

MACHINE IREAD Logical unit number for standard
input

IWRIT Logical unit number for standard
output

ICOMM Logical unit number for output
comment medium

IPUNCH Logical unit number for standard
punch

DEFAULT MYNAW(20) Names of possible user-input
parameters

MYFORM(20) 1/O format for parameter
MYTYPE(20) Setting mode of parameter

('DEFAULT' or "INPUT')
MYVAL(20) (Equivalenced to FVAL(20))

Parameter default value
NDEFLT Number of parameters available

for input

OPTION ICHANGE Nonzero if target planning
factors changed

IFIXTGT Nonzero if fixed assignments
requested. (If negative, TGTNUN1
option exercised in FIXASSGN
option.)

RATIO Target value multiplier
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Tab le 9. (cont.)

(Sheet 3 of 5)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

OPTION INDVAL(2) Beginning and ending index for
(cont.) target value change requests

INDMIN(2) Beginning and ending index for
target MINKILL change requests

INDMAX(2) Beginning and ending index for
target MAXKILL change requests

NDESREQ Number of target identifiers in
fixed assignment requests

NFIXREQ Number of weapons requested for
fixed assignment

CHANGES ICLASWAN(2000) Desired class name for change
request

ITYPEWAN(2000) Desired type name for change
request

IDENTWAN(2000) Desired target identifier for
change request

VALUENEW(2000) Desired new data for change
request

IFOUND(2000) Change request fulfillment counter
INFIX(l0000) Storage area for fixed assignment

information (equivalenced to
previous five variables)

MCHANGE Maximum number of factor change
requests

MFIXREQ Maximum number of weapons
requested for fixed assignment

SUmS OLDSUM Sum of target values as input on
TINFILE

SUMNEW Unnormalized sum of target values
as changed by PREPALOC

NAMCLAS(20) Target class names
FRCLAS(20) Fraction of total target value in

each target class

TEMPO LT(50) Temporary storage - route point
latitude

LN(50) Temporary stoi'age - route point
longitude

JT(50) Temporary storage - route point
type indicator

DT(SC) Temporary storage - route leg
1 ength
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Table 9. (cont.)
(Sheet 4 of 5)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

BOUND X1 Initial point latitude
Yl Initial point longitude
X2 Final point latitude
Y2 Final point longitude
IZN Index to initial point

zone
XR Intermediate point Temporary

latitude Storage
YR Intermediate point For

longitude Distance
NZN Intermediate point Calcu-

zone lations

IZIT Zone determination
indicator (not
currently used)

SIZES MDATMUL Number of words in WINFILE anJ
BASFILE data blocks for multiple
target components

MDATCX Number of words in WINFILE and
BASFILE data blocks for complex
target components

MSPERMT Maximum number of sites per
multiple target

MTELMCM Maximum number of components in
a complex target

LINSTOR Length in words of common /INP!;TOR/
LNG1 Length in words of target data

block on TINFILE
LNG2 Length in words of target data

block on TGTFILE excluding
fixed weapon assignment
information words

PRNTCTRL IPRNTSW.7) Print activation switch
ISTR1'(3) First target to activate print

(switches 5-7)
ILST(3) Last target to activate print

(switches 5-7)
INWDS(3) Number of words printed (switches

5-7)
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Ial .cn.
(Sheet 5 of 3)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

PRNTCTRL IPRNTNO Print code requested(cont.) NTGS Target number currently being
processed

MPRQ Number of print switches
MSET(7) Setting mode of switch

(DEPAULT or INPUT)
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PROGRAM PREPALOC

PURPOSE: This program initializes many variables and
controls the flow of processing throughout the
program.

ENTRY POINTS: PREPALOC

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: WPNDATA, WPNREG, WARHIEAD, PLANTYPE, DPENREF,
PAYLOAD, ASMTABLE, CORRCIIAR, FILES, NOWFILE,
MASTER, BRKPNT, EXCESS, NAVAL, ITP, TFTPRNT,
BOUNDARY, HAPPEN, CHARTER, MYIDENT, NOPRINT,
TWORD, IODUWY, MACHINE, DEFAULT, OPTION,
CHANGES, SUMS

SUBROUTINES CALLED: STORAGE, INITAPE, GETVALU, ROUTING, WEAPPREP,
TGTPREP, VALUMOD, MINMOD, MAXMIOD, SETFILF,
ABORT

CALLED BY: Operating System; this is a main program

Method

This program first initializes the filehandler by calling INITAPE and
sets the initial values of many variables used later.

The major part of processing in this program involves the reading and
interpretation of the user-input function cards.

This routine will be default negative. That is, if a function is not
specifically requested, the subroutine performing that option will not
be exercised. Thus, the user neCLi specify only ho3e features that will
actually be used. This will simplify run deck setup for the user. As
each function command is read, control is passed to the subroutine or
subroutines which perform that function.

Program PREPALOC is illustrated in figure 13.
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SUBROUTINE BASWRIT

PURPOSE: This subroutine writes the BASFILE.

ENTRY POINTS: BASWRIT

FORMAL PARMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: OPTION, MASTER, BRKPNT, FILES. NOWFILE, CORRCHAR,
CHARTER, ASMTABLE, PAYLOAD, DPENREF, PLANTYPE,
WARHEAD, WPNREG, WPNDATA, EXCESS, NAVAL, CTRYCD,
ITP, MYIDENT, MYLABEL, TWORD, INPSTOR, SIZES,

CHANGFS, SUMS, FILABEL

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SETREAD, SETWRITE, WRARRAY, WRWORD, RDARRAY,
RDWORD, TERMTAPE

CALLED PY: TGTPREP

Method

This routine computes the maximum length of each non-scratch file used
by the Plan Generation Subsystem and writes the BASFILE. If there
were target value change requests, the values for complex target com-
ponents are renormalized as they are output to the BASFILE. The format
of this file is described previously in table 6.

The maximum file lengths are determined by estimating the total number

of words required on each file for each missile, bomber, weapon, or
target. For the BASFILE, the length of the POSTDATA file is retrieved
via variable INLNGTH in common /FILABEL/ of the filehandler. The length
of the BASFILE is the length of the POSTDATA file and 12,500 words.

If there were any value changes the POSTDATA file is examined to
renormalize the values of the complex target components. The fraction
of target value in each target class is also renormalized in this case.

Figure 14 illustrates Subroutine BASWRTT.
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SUBROUTINE CHKCHG

PURPOSE: This routine checks tho results of target
planning factor change requests.

ENTRY POINTS: C1KCHG

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: CHANCES, SUMS, OPTION, FILES, NOWFILE, TWORD,
ITP, IODIIMMY, MACIIINE, DEFAULT

SUBROUTINES CALLED: RDWORD, WRIVORD, TERMAPE

CALLED BY: TGTPREP

Method

If there were no target factor change requests, this routine returns
control to TGTPREP after setting the target value renormalization
factor to 1.0.

If there were target factor change requests, this routine first com-
pletes the temporary (unnormalized) POSTADATA file by copying words
from POSTDATA to the temporary file until, the end sentinel, XXXXXXXX,
is encountered. The target-value renormalization factor is then set
to the ratio of the sum of the target values as input on the TINFILE
(i.e., OLDSUM) to the sum of the changed target values (i.e., SUMNEW).

The array IFOUND in common block /CHANGES/ is then investigated. This
array lists the number of times each target factor change request was
exercised. If all requests were exercised at least once the routine
prints the total number of factor changes made and returns control
to TGTPREP.

If some requests were never exercised, CIIKCttG lists the unused requests
with an appropriate heading.

Subroutine CHKCIIG is illustrated in figure 15.
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SUBROUTINE FIXWEAP

PURPOSE: This routine adds the fixed weapon assignment
information to the TGTFILE.

ENTRY POINTS: FIXWEAP

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: OPTION, MASTER, CHANGES, SIMS, WPNDATA, IODUMMY,
MACIIINE, DEFAULT, NAVAL, EXCESS, FILES, NOWFILE,
TP, IDENT, MYLABEL , TWORD, PRNTCTRL.
INPSTOR, SIZES

SUBRotr CALLED: SETREAD, SETWRITE, RDWORD, WRWORD, RDARRAY,
WRARRAY, TERMTAPE, PRINTDAT, NUMGET

CALLED TGTPREP

Method

There are three local arrays used in FIXWEAP:

NFIXES(200) - Number of weapons used for fixed assignments in
each group

NWPG(200) - Total -iumber of weapons in each group
IBOMB(200) - =0 if a missile group; =1 if a bomber

These arrays are used to perform the following error checks on the
fixed assigaiment requests:

1. If an attempt is made to fix a bomber weapon on a target with
more than 30 fix requests, the request will be ignored, since
the only targets which can be allocated more than 30 weapons
are those targets with terminal ballistic missile defenses
which undergo a saturation missile attack. The allocation
procedure will not allow a bomber to participate in such an
attack.

2. If an attempt is made to fix more weapons than are present in a
group, the excess requests are ignored.

other error checks performed on the data by FIXWEAP are:
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1. If an attempt is made to fix a weapon from a nonexistent group,

the request is ignored.

2. If more than 1600 weapons are fixed to any one target, the excess
requests are ignored.

3. If a fixed assignment request is never exercised because the
input target identifier never appears, a ivarning message is.
issued.

The fixed assignment data require a large amount of storage (up to 20,000
words). Therefore, these data cannot be maintained in core memory. Since
the fixed assignment processing is the last processing of the program,
the fixed assignment data can be overlaid in storage areas used previously
for other variables. The storage area containing the weapon group and
type information as well as the area containing the target data change
requests are available for use by the fixed-assignment processor. The
former dato block, common /WPNDATA/, is 10,000 words long. This block is
divided in subroutine FIXWEAP into two arrays, each 5,000 elements long.
The first array (MYFIXP) contains the target identifier for a fixed
assignment. The second array (NIYDEXST) contains the indices to the first
element in the INFIX array (see below) that contains an assignment for
that identifier. Since the information isistored in order of occurrence,
this array provides a pointer to the information of the INFIX array. The

change request data block, common /GIJAGES/, is also 10,000 words long.
This block will become the INFIX array of length 10,000 elements. Each
element will be the 8-character word containing the group number and
timing information for a fixed assignment.* These data are first loaded
into the NLOCK array of common /INPSTOR/ and then written on the TGTFILE
after the target data block for the appropriate target.,

The target identifiers may be. target designatqr code (DESIG) or index
number (INDEXNO), intermixed as the user wishes. Of course, if the TGTNUIJ
subcommand is used with the FIXASSGN function, the identifiers for the
fixed assignments must all be target numbeis as ssigned by program
P LANSET.

Subroutine FIXWEAP reads the user-input fix requests from the FIXFILE
(see table 7) prepared by subroutine SETFILE. Subroutine FIXWEAP then
reads the temporary target file, TIMPTAR, one taiget at a time. As
each target is input the subroutine checks the designator code and index
number (or target number) against the list of identifiers input as
targets for fixed assignments (array MYFIX), If a match is found the

* he format of the words in this ar.ray J-% the same as on the FI)HPILE
(see table 7). The first three characters are the group number; the
last five characters are the speciiied arrival time.
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array MYDEXST contains the index to the first location in the INFIX
array where the fixed assignments for the target are stored. The
fixed weapon information from the INFIX array is'loaded into the NLOCK*
array in common /INPSTOR/. The remainder of the MYFIXD array is searched
to determine if there are any further matches of target identifiers. If
so,,the necessary data from the INFIX array is added to the NLOCK array.
As each target identifier in MYtFIXD is used, it is set to zero as a flag
that its information has been used to fix weapons.

Subroutine FIXWEAP multiplies the target value parameters by the target
value renormalization factor. The first 94-word block for the target
is output or the TGTFILE (see table 5). Then the number of weapons fixed
to the target is output. If these are fixed assignments the assignment
information (one word per fix) is output on the TGTFILE.

Subroutine FIXWEAP is illustrated in figure 16.

.10

* The format of the words in this array is the same as on the FIXFILE

(see table 7). The first three characters are the group number; the
last five characters are the specified arrival time.
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SUBROUTINE MAKECHG

PURPOSE: This routine effects the target planning factor
change requests input by the user.

ENTRY POINTS: MAKECHG

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCK8: CHANGES, SUMS, OPTION, FILES, NOWFILE, ITP,
fNPSTOR, SIZES

SUBROUTINES CALLED: RDARRAY, WRARRAY

CALLED BY: TGTPREP

Method

If none of the target planning factor modification options were exercised,
this routine merely accimulates the sums of the old and modified target
values (which are the same). No further target processing is required.

If there were some planning factor change requests, this routine must
determine if the current target, or any of its components, meet the
specifications of any request. There are several pointers and counters
which are used by this routine to determine the flow of processing.

They are as follows:

IVAL: Set to 1 if the main target value is changed
IMIN: Set to 1 if the main target MINKILL is changed
IMAX: Set to I if the main target IIAXKIL is changed
ICPX: Number of components in complex target (also IIC)
IMJL: Number of components in multiple target (also TI)
IIIC: Set to 1 if any factor is changed on a complex

target component
IOPT: Location pointer for local change check "subroutine"

The basic change request checking is done by a local change check
"subroutine" which begins at statement 1000. This section of the code
determines if the current target or component matches the specifications
of the range of change requests delineated by the indexes ISTART and
IEND. The variable IOPT is used in statements 1100 and 1200+2 to
determine the correct part of the subroutine to return to when the
changes have been checked. If the current target or component does
not meet the specifications of the requests, the return through
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statement 1100 is used. If the target or component is to be
changed, the return through statement 1200 is used. In the accompany-
ing flow diagram, the label "CHANGE" on a return from the local sub-
routine (labelled 1000) denotes the return through 1100. The label
"NO CHANGE" on a return branch denotes the return through 1200.

The variables IVAL, IMINK, and IMAXK are used so that there is not
more than one change to the main target for each factor. Once a
factor has been modified on the main target or any component of a
multiple target that factor is never checked again. If a factor is
changed on a component of a complex target, that factor is checked on
all the remaining components.

If a factor is changed on the main target of a complex, the factors for
each component are changed appropriately. For example if the value of
the complex is doubled, the value of each component is doubled. If
the value of MINKJLL for the complex is halved, the value of MINKILL
is halved for each component. This procedure is followed to allow
the user to change one factor for the ,ntire complex and other factors
by coiiponent. If a factor is changed for a complex component individ-
ually (i.e., not through the main target) the variable IHC is set so
that the value of the complex target factor. can be recomputed. T!,e
method used by MAKECHG in determining value, MINKILL, and.MAXKILL fo;I
a complex target is identical to that used in subroutine CALCOMP of
program PLANSET.

If there are change requests, subroutine MAKECI{G transfers data on
complex and multiple target components from the POSTDATA file to the
temporary POSTDATA file, TMPOST. The factors on the latter file
reflect the changes made by MAKECHG in fulfilling the user change
requests.

Subroutine MAKECHG is illustrated in figure 17.
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SUB1ROrTINE NORUMALZ

PURPOSE: This routine renormalizes the target value
parameters on the TGTFILE if there were no
fixed weapon assignment requests.

ENTRY POINTS: NORMALZ

FORMAL PARXM.ETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, OPTION, FILES, NOWFILE. ITP, WYIDENT,
TWORD, MYLABEL, PRNTCTRL, INPSTOR, SIZES,
IODIJUMY, MACHINE, DEFAULT

SUB ROUTIIN ES CALLED: SETREAD, 6JETWRITE, RDARRAY, WRARRAY, TERMTAPE,
PRINTDAT

CALLED BY: FGTPREP

Method

This routine reads the target data blocks for each target from the
'IMPTAR file. The target value parameters are multiplied by t.Ce target
value renormalization factor and the modified target data block is
wxitten on the TGTPILE. This routine is called only if there were
target planning factor change requests but no fixed weapon assignment
requests.

Subroutine NORMALZ is illustrated in figure 18.

t
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SUBROUTINE PRINTDAT

PURPOSE: This routine produces the optional prints for
the PRECOMP option of program PREPALOC.

ENTRY POINTS: PRINTDAT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMON BLOCKS: MASTER, BOUNDARY, WPNDATA, FILES, CORRCIIAR,
PREALOC, PRNTCTRL, DPENPEF, WPNREG, PAYLOAD,
ASMTABLE, .WARHEAD, HAPPEN, CHARTER, TEM PO,
BOUND, ITP, IFTPRJNT, RFCOVR, INPSTOR, NOWFILE,.
IODU1Yf MACHINE, DEFAULT, SIZES

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: ROUTING, WEAPPREP, TGTPREP, NORMALZ, FIXWEAP

Method

The following print options may be selected:

Option 1 - Listing of routing data
2 - File dump of input routing data (from WINFILE)
3 - Listing of distance from weapon groups to each

corridor
4 - File dump of input weapon 'data (from IVINFTLE)
5 - Target listing
6 - File dump of input target data (from.TINFILE)
7 - Modified target factors

Prior to calling PRINTDAT the print option is stored in common /PRNTCTRI/.
If prints have been requested for the stored option, control is trans-
ferred to a set of print statements which prints the' data from common
storage.

Subroutine PRINTDAT is illustrated in figure 19.
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SUBROUJTINE DPi M

PURPOSEi: This routine reads and interprets the user input
parameter cards for the data precomputation
fuliction.

JiNTRY POINTS: RDPRCMP

FORMAL PARAMITEiRS: None

CONVMON BLOCKS - lOl)IJMIY, MACHJINE, DEFAUILT, PLANTYPE~, ACEiSS,
l'RNT(71RI. , INPIS1OR , S IZIS

SUBIROUTINEiS CALLFiI): G-ITVAI.L, lTLii NIMCUGT

CALLEiD BY- ROLJTI NGl

Method

This subroutine reads and interprets the input parameters, including
the print requcsts. The input is in frec field format which is brokeni
down into attribute (or parameter) value format bY utility subrout ine
CETVALU. This routine produces a list of paramieter n.110-valuo panirs
as they are input on the user input parameter cards.

Thle arrays in common /10l)UNWI/ are used for transfelring information
between RDPRCNIP and Gr3TX'AI,. The input: cards are read into array
INPUT. The parameter naruc-value pairs are returned by (',Ii-TVAILU inl
arrays NAMES zinc) INVALI). Two words are used for the value of each
parameter. (Thc value is returned in 13M) codo.) The arrays INDI1
TKOEX2, and IN'DIiX3 are not used by RDPPRCMP1, but arc required for
compatibility with GFiTVALUJ. Thle variable NVARS is set by GF-TVAIAI to
be tho number oC paramoe r-Vx'a IC pairs onl the input card . The var jable
NIORI: is set to I unless the term inat ion character $ anpea vs onl the
card. This character signals the end of the input parameters.

Common block /)itJT/is Used to store info'ilat ion oil thle use i' input
param:et ers . MYNAMF is the pai-ameter name; MlYFORM is a holler ith OICod
represent ing thle formlat inl which thle parameiter will be printed ; MYTYPEF
is the node of1 tho par~ameter; MYVAL (equivalent to MVAL) i s the v'a i n
Of thle parame)ter'. The modeLI Of ech1~ paZraNeter is or-iginlally set to

lit"DFAUT".I f the pa rameter is changed onl Input , the node"i s C hanged
to "IN111"'. Tabil 1 o 10 di spi ays the. doefault valueos for the parameters.



There are two types of print requests, modified and unmodified. The
modified requests (codes 5, 6, 7) can be activated for specific targets.
The array NAMPRNT lists the names of the parameters which will modify
the request. The parameter PRINT selects a print request. rhe parameter
NOPRINT removes a print request. The modes of the print requests may
be DEFAULT, INPUT, or REMOVED. (The last is generated by a NOPRINT
parameter.)

RDPRCMP reads the user input cards until a blank card or a $ sign
encountered. Each parameter on each card Is checked against the lists
of parameter names contained in YNAWfE and NAMPRNT, As a parameter is -j

encountered, the valuc of MYVAL (FVAL) is set appropri[tely. Only the
parameter INITSTRK and thu print request parameters are fixed point
variables. The value fo"- these is determined by function NIJ M(Th. The
other parameter values ar: determined by a FORTRAN ECOIM statement
(number 152).

Subroutine RDPRCMP is illustrated in figure 20.

Table 10. Default Parameter Settings

I MYNAME(I) MYFORM(I) MIYVAL(I)
__ __ _(FVAL(1))

1 INITSTRK 18 1

2 CORMSL F8.4 00

3 CORBOMB F8,4 0.0

4 PEXBOMB V8.4 0.0

5 EXNBOMB F8.4 3.0

6 PEXMIRV F8.4 0.1

7 EXBMIRV F8.4 2.0

8 PEXMISS F8.4 0.0

9 EXNMISS f8.4 0 0
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SUBROUTINE ROUTING

P.URPOSE: This routine stores the routing data rom WINFILE
into common block arrays and computes various
distances and attrition factors associated with

each penetration and depenetration corridor.

ENTRY POINTS: ROUTING

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, BRKPNT, FILES, PLANTYPE, DPENREF, BOUNDARY,
CORRCHAR, HAPPEN, CHARTER, ITP, I1:TPRNT, PREALOC,
INPSTOR, PRNTCTRL, MYIDENT, TEMPO, BOUND, DUICORR,
RECOVR, NOWIILE, IODUMMY, MACHINE, DEFAULT, SIZES

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SETREAD, RDARRAY, DISTF, PRINTOAT, ORDER, RDPRCMP

CALLED BY: PREPALOC

Method

The subroutine begins by calling RDPRCMP to read the user-input parameter
cards. The header, penetration and depenetration corridors, routing
points, recovery points, refuel points, and zone boundaries are read in
from WINFILE and stored in indexed arrays. For each penetration corridor
the following data are computod: length of corridor, number of defended
areas in corridor, length of each defended area, and the attrition in each
of the areas. A corridor is processed through all of its routing points
Clegs) accumulating the lengths of the legs and locating the corridor entry
point. Also, a count is made of the number of defended areas in the
corridor, where a defended area is defined as one or more consecutive legs
with attrition. The length of each area and its attrition are computed
and all of the data computed above are stored in common /CORRCHAR/.

As each corridor is being processed, the coordinates and length of each
leg are stored. Also a cell, JAPTYPE, is set to designate whether the
leg is the beginning or termination of a defended area. If JAPTYPE is 1,2, or3, a defended area begins with this leg. The value of JAPTYPE is the
number of the precorridor leg for this leg. If JAPTYPE is 4, 5, or 6, this

leg ends a defended area. The value JAPTYPE -3 gives the precorridor leg
number. These data are then stored in common /HAPPEN/. Since the data in
/i1APPEN/ are not indexed by corridor, for each corridor a pointer to the
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/HAPPEN/ arrays and the number of entries for the corridor are stored in

common /CIIARTER/.

The depenetration corridors are processed in the same manner as the

penetration corridors except that they do not have associated attrition.
At this stage the recovery bases are linked to the depenetration points.
Up to four bases may be associated with each point. For later processors,
the bases are ordered according to increasing distance from the end of the
depenetration corridor. The length of each corridor leg from entry to
recovery is computed, and data representing the leg are inserted In commons
/HAPPEN/ and /CHARTER/, as described above. When all the routing data have
been processed, the print routine is called; and if print option one was
selected, the routing data are listed.

Subroutine ROO'TING is illustrated in figure 21,
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SUBROUTINE SMTFILE

PURPOSE: This routine reads the user fixed weapon assign-
ment requests, performs preliminary error checking
on this information, and sets up a temporary disk
file for storage of zhis data.

ENTRY POINTPS: SErrF1LE

FORMAL PARMEtTERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: IODUMMY, MCH INE, DEFAULT, FI LES, NOMA ILE, IT'P,
MYIDENT,1 TIVORP, IPNDATA, C1IINCU1S, SU'MS, OPTION,
MAS'1E1

SUBROUTIjINES CALLED: SETREAD, SENR I TE, RUARRAY, WRWORI), '1'lRMTAPE,
NUNIGET, GETVALU I

CALLED BY: PREiPALOC

Mlethod

This routine reads the user-input fixed weapon assignmcnt requests,
performs preliminary error checking on the'se requests, and' stores thle
data in modified form on the FIXFILE. This file will be used 1y
subroutine FIXIVEAP to place the fixed weapon assignment,, onl thle
TGTFILE for use by program ALOC.

The potentially large number of requests for fixed weapon assignment pro-
cludes the possibility of storing all information for those assignments inl
core storage at all times. Common blocks /WPNDATrA/ and /CIIANGI3S/ are used
by subroutine FIXWF3AP t'o process the assignment requests after those blocks
have been used by subrou1.tineS VALUMOD, WEAPPR3P, TGTPRIiP', and MAKE-C1G.
Thie temporary scratch file FIXFILE ir utilized for temporary storage of
the weapon assignment data. Table 7 displays the format of' this file.

Onc word of informati6n is required for each weaipon assigned. 'I'li s worId
contains thle group number of tho weapon to be fixed in the fi rst three
characters. The last five characters can be used to specify the arrival
time (in ;,iinutos) of a miissile weap1onl. (If these characters are u1sed for
a bomber wcxipon, they are ignored.) If thc last fivo chziracters are left
blank, the 1LunCh timiing for che weapon will he calculated .i n the normial

nanner. If an arrival time is specified, it takes prcdenco over oll
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other launch timing considerations. As an example, a word of 127 1.0
opecifies fixing a missile from group 127 to arrive at the target
1.0 minutes after ll-hour.

The fixed assignment information is read organized by target. That is,
the fixed assignment requests for each target are grouped together. The
requests can be viewed as a number of sets of request cards, one set for
each target. The first card of each set contains the target identifiers
for the set in the first ten columns. These columns are ignored in all
later cards in the set.) This identifier may be target designator code
(left justified) or index number (justification not applicable). (In
some cases it may be target number as assigned by PLANSET. This option,
the TGTNIM option, is described later.) Every card of each set contains
the fixed assignment requests in columns 11-18, 21-28, 31-38, 41-48,
51-58, 61-68. Each field represents a request to fix one weapon on the
target (or one weapon on each component in the case of multiple target3).
The eight zolumns in each field arc divided into three columns for the
group number and five columns for the arrival time as described previously.
A blank field is ignored and later fields are scanned for fixod assign-
ment requests. If the set of requests for a target contains more than
one card, every card but the last should contain a nonblank character in
either or both colunns 71 and 72. The last card in each set must contain
blanks in these columns.

Each set of requests is output to the FIXFILE in the format described in
table 7. Between the input and the output of this information, some
simple error checking occurs as described later.

There are several user options available in this routine concerning the
mode of input. The user may request that the target identifiers be
considered as target numbers (assigned by program PLANSET). In this case
the fixed assignment request indicator, IFIXTGT, in common block /OPTION/,
is set to -100. (In the default mode, target identifiers are target
designator code or index number. IFIXTGT is set to +100.) The other
uscr options arc described briefly as follows:

TAPE: The irput requests are on a magnetic tape in filehandler
format, one word for each field.

1)ISK: Thc input requests are on a disk file in filehandler
format, one word for each field.

BCDTAPF: The input requests are on a magnetic tape in BCD card
image format, one 80-character record for each card.

The dcfault inpit option is, of course, the card reader (or standard
ihput device) wit one 8(0-character BCD record per card.
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Only two files are active during this subroutine's processing, FIXFILE
and the input file (if any). If the user has requested the input file
on unit six, which is normally used for the FIXFILE, the FIXFILE is output
on unit three. If the input file is a disk file, the Filehandler uses
the buffer area for unit three for this file.

Arrays MYVAL and MYTYPE in common /DEFAULT/ are used for temporary storage
of information on the user-input options of this subroutine. The proces-
sing in the 100 serics of statemeints is concerned solely with reading and
interpreting the option commands. The 300 and 400 series initializes the
files and prints the option information. If no options were input by the
user, the first card read is a fixed assignment request. In this case,
the DO-loop beginning at statement 450 will allow the processing of this
request. The checks between statements 100 and 110 provide for terminating
the reading of the option cards by reading the first request card.

During processing of the assignment request sets, three indicators control
processing. NEWCRD designates the beginning of a new set (i.e., a new
target). If NEWCRD is i, the next card read begins a new target. If the
next card is merely a continuation of the current set, NEWCRD is equal to
0. The logical variables IGNORET and IGNOREF control processing if there
are errors present in the input data. Both variables are initially set
false. If an error results in termination of processing of all further
fixed assignment requests, IGNOREF is set true. If an error results in
termination of all requests after processing the requests for the current
target, IGNORLT is set true.

During processing, the requests are checked for group numbers within range,
and the limits on total number of weapons and targets used for fixed
assignment. Any request for fixing a weapon from a group outside the
range from one to 200 is ignored. If there are more than 5,000 sets (i.e.,
targets) requested for fixed assignment, the excess requests are ignored
(by setting IGNORET true). If more than 10,000 weapons are requested for
fixing, the excess requests are ignored by setting IGNOREF true.

At the end of SErILE, the routine prints the number of weapon requests
for each group. This print, however, shows the number of requests in
each group. If a target is a multiple target, a request for a fixed
assignment to the target results in fixing a weapon on each component of
the multiple target. Thus, one request may result in the assignment of
up to five weapors. The actual number of weapons fixed (rather than
requests) is printed by subroutinc FIXMIFAP.

Subroutine SETFILE is illustrated in figure 22.
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SUBROUTINE TGTPREP

PURPOSE: This routine prepares the target file for input
to program ALOC and calls the routines which

modify target factors, fix-assign weapons, and
write the BASFILE.

ENTRY POINTS: TGTPREP

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

CO MON BLOCKS: MASTER, FILES, UPENRH:, CORIRIMA\R, ITP, IFTPRNT,
PREALOC, INPSTOR, PRNTCTRL, MYMIflNT, DUMCORIZ,

NOWFILL, SIZES, IODUMMY, MACHINE, DEFAULT, OPTION,
CHANGES, SIS, MYLABEL, BRKPNT, CTRYCD

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SETWRITE, SETRI'AD, RDARRAY, DISTF, PRINTDAT,
WRARRA', TERM'TAPE, MAKECHIG, ITLE, CHKCIIG, BASWRIT,
FIXWEAP, NORMALZ

CALLED BY: PREPALOC

Method

Each target is read into the buffer array BLOCK in /INPSTOR/, and the
input data are rearranged and placed in a 95-word output record. The
distance from the target through each deponetration corridor to recovery
is computed. The index to the corridor having minimum distance, the
distance from target to corridor, and the distance from corridor entry to
recovery are inserted in the output record. Also the distance from each
penetration corridor to the target and the corridor attrition are computed
and placed in the output record. Subroutine MAKEClIG is ailed to modify
target value, MINKILL or MAXKILL. The fraction of targec value in each
class is accumulated and a list of all country location codes for the
targets is constructed.

If there were fixed Weapon requests or requests to change target planning
factors, the data is output on a temporary target file, TMN'AR. Otherwise
the data is output on the TGTFILF for program AlOC. Prior to output of
each target record, the print suhroutine is called and the target is
listed if option five is activated for this target.
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At the end of the processing-.: the individual targets, TGTPREP calls
subroutine CHKCHG to check the results of the target factor change
requests. Subroutine BASWRIT is called to write the BASFILE, If there
were fixed assignment requests, subroutine FIXWEAP is called to add this
information to the TGTFILE. If there were target factor change requests
but no fixed assignment requests, subroutine NORMALZ is called to
renormalize (to a sum of 1,000) the target values on the TGTFILE. (If
there are fixed assignments as well as factor changes, subroutine FIXWEAP
performs this renormalization.) Finally tha fraction of value in each
target class is printed and control returns to the main program.

In computing the depenctration point to be associated with each target,
a modified depen.tration distance calculation is used. The depenetration
point associated vith the target is the point which minimizes the sum:

(2*DISrD) + DISTR

where DISTD is the distance from target to the depenetration point and
DISTR is the distance from depenetratlon point to recovery.

Subroutine TGTPREP is illustrated in figure 23.
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SUBROUTINE VALUMOD

PURPOSE: This routine reads the target planning factor
change request cards for changes to target va.ue,
MINKILL, or MAXKILL.

ENTRY POINTS: VALUMOD, MINMOD, MAXMO)

FORIMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: Ct1ANGES, SUMS, 1ODIMMY, MAC1INE, DE'F3AUiI, OPTION

SUBROUTINES CALLED: NUMGET
*1

CALL-ED BY: PREPALOC
!4

Method
This routine uses three entry points, one each for value change requests,
MINKILL change requests, and MAXKILL change requests. All requests are

stored in arrays in common block /CIIANGES/. ICLASWAN is the class name
for which the request is to be effected; ITYPEWAN is the type name for
which the request is to be effected; IDENTWAN is the target identifier for
the change; and VALUNEW is the value of the new factor (target value,
MINKILL, or MAXKILL).

Array IFOUND is a counter which accumulates the number of targets on whiCh
each change requesL is used. Since requests for changes in all three
factors are stored in the same arrays, the arrays in common block /OPTION/
are used to specify the starting and ending index for requests for each
factor. The arrays are NDVA for value change requests, INDMIN for MINKII.I,
change requests, and INDMAX for MAXKILL change requests. In each array, the
first element is the first location in the arrays in common block /CIIANC;IiM/
that is used for the change requests for that factor. The second element
is the last location used for that factor. For example, if option
MINKILMOD precedes option VALUEMOI) ,,hich precedes option MAXKMOD, and
there are 11 MINKILL change requests, seven MAXKILL clhnge requests, and
eight value change requests, the arrays in common block /OPTION/ are as
follows:

IN)VAL(1) = 12

INDVAL(2) = 19
INMIN(1) = I
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INDMIN(2) - 11
INDMAX(1) 20
INDMAX(2) = 26

The change requests may be input to cover a set of targets. The user
specifies the class name, type name, and target identifier which define
the appropriate target set for each change. If the user desires that one
of those characteristics not be used in determining the target set, he
may:

1. use the word "ALL" as the desired name, or

2. leave the field blank.

For example, if the value of ICLASSWAN is either blank or "ALL",
subroutine MAKECHG assumes every t.rgot meets the class name criterion
for this request regardless of the target class name. However, if a
blank card is input as a change request, an error message is printed
and the card is ignored.

The new values for the planning factors are checked for the appropriate
range of values. If a target value less than zero or a MINKILL or MAXKILL
not in the range from zero to one is encountered in :,change request, the .
card is flagged as an error and the out-of-range value is reset to the

nearest acceptable value.

For example, negative values are set to 0.' Values of MINKILI or MUAXKIL
greater than 1 are set to 1.

The local variable IOPT is used to determine which entry point was used
to enter this routine. For entry VALUMOD, IOPT = 1; entry MINMOD,
IOPT-- 2; entry INAXMOD, IOPT = 3. This variable is used in the computed
Go 'To statement preceding statement 310 to determine the correct array
to store the last location used for the change requests on the current
call to this routine. If [OPT = 1, value changes were requested and
IN)VAL(2) is set in statement 310. If IOPf = 2, MINKILL changes were
requested and INDMIN(2) is set in statement 320. If IOP'l" = 3, MUAXKIL,
changes were requested and INDAX(2) is set in statement 330,

If more than 2,000 requests for planning factor changes are input, the
excess requests are ignored.

Subroutine VALUMOD is illustrated in figure 24.
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SUBROUTINE WEAPPREP

PURPOSE: This routine reads the wcapol data from WINFILS
and fills weapon arrays to he writt'en on the
BASEILE file.

ENTRY POINTS: WEAPPREP

FORMAL PARAM1ETERS: None

COMM~ON BLOCKS: MASTER, FILES, DPENREF:, 10NRE(, 1WNDATA, PLANTYPE,
PAYLOAD, ASMTABLE, WAR! JEAD, CORPCI L\R, B3OUNDARY,
HAPPEN, CHA&RTiI, ITP, TJ:TPRN'I, PRtjAIOC, INP)STOR,
PRNTC-TL, MY IDENT, TEMPO1, RECUVR, EXCISS, NAVAL,

DUMCORR, NOWFILE, SIZES., TWORD

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SETWRITE, RDARI4AY,' IRARRAY,, bISTF, PRINTOAT,;
TER14TAPE, WRWORD

CALLED BY: PREPALOC

IMcthod

When WEAPPREP is callIed, WINFILE is positi'oned immediately prece'ding the
complex and multiple target data. These targets, along with the end'
sentinel of Z's, are copies onto the POSTDATA% file without modification.
This data is transferred by subroutine BASWRI'r to the BASPILE. Trhen the
warhead, ASNI, payload, weapon region, and weapon type data are read and
stored ;n their respective common blocks, Selected attributes from thc
weapon types are stored in common./WPNATA'/. The other type data are
held in tcmporary storage until thle group attributes are read. Each
weapon group is read in and common /WPNDATA/ filled. . The weapon group
ai,,d its corresponding type data are then writtcn oin thle POSTI)ATA file.

Thle number of weapons in cacti group is increased according to thle
proportion specified in common /E'XCESS/. Trhe destruction before launch
probability Is then modified by. a factor to maintain the same number of
expected launched weapons as before'.

For each bomber group the distance from, the refuel point to each
penetration corridor is computed and stored in ar'ray DISTAC of /WPNDATA/.
If the group does not *have a refuel point assigned, the group coordinates
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are used instead. Also the time required by each bomber group to roach
its refuel point is computed and stored in the same common block.

The first 200 locations of ayray DISTAC are used for the fraction of
weapons in each group that are ASMs rather than bombs (local array
EXPASM).

Finally, common blocks /BOUNDARY/, /CHIARTER/, /HAPPEN/, and the tanker
data from WINFILE are written on the POSTDATA file separated from the
weapon data by a word of Y's. The POSTDATA file is terminated with a
word of X's. The print subroutine is called and the distances computed
above will be listed if option three was chosen.

Subroutine WEAPPREP is illustrated in figure 25,
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CHAPTER 4
PROGRAM ALOC

PURPOSE

The major purpose of this program is to determine the optimal allocation
of weapons to targets, using a Lagrange multiplier technique. Thc weapons
are divided into weapon groups. A group contains weapons of the same
characteristics which are geographically proximate. Thus, weapons are
considered identical within groups. Each target is considered individually
for weapon assignment. The order of investigation was; dctermined by
program PLAN ET when it shuffled the targets from their data base ordering.
%hen all targets have been processed, another pass over the targets begins.
This process continues until the Lagrange method has allocated all the
weapons to the targets. The assignments are then passed to later
processors which calculate the detailed sorties for each weapon.

The program allows the user to specify the assignment of weapons to specific
targets. This fixed assignment capability provides for the program to
allocate optimally those weapons which are not user-fixed, The input for
fixed assignment information is either generated by progrfam PREPALOC for
input on the TGTFILE or generated for direct input to program ALOC.

In addition, there are other minor capabilities which allow the user to
modify weapon range values, to restrict the use of MIRV weapons by target
class, and to restrict the use of any weapon group by flag (which is
usually set equal to region) or country.

As input, program ALOC uses the data on the TGTFILE and RASFILE ccncerning
the target system and weapon stockpile Crespectively). Using user-input
parameter information concerning allocation restrictions (e.g., fixed
assignments, range restrictions) program ALOC generates an assignment of
weapons to each target. This assignment is used by later processors to
generate sortie specifications (attacR plans) for each bomber and missile.

INPUT FILES

There are two input files for program ALOC, the BASFILE and the TGTFILE.
Both of these files are created by program PREPALOC. The BASFILE data
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define the basic data base parameters (/MASTER/), the file utilization
information (/FILES/), the penetration corridor descriptions (/CORRCIIAR/),
the payload information (/PAYLOAD/), the refueling point data (/DPENREW/),
the plan timing information (/PLANTYPE/), the command and control
reliability data (/WPNREG/), the weapon type data (/IVPNDATA/ in BASPILE;
/WPNTYPE/ in ALOC), the weapon group data (/WPNDATA/ and /NAVAL/ in
BASFILE; /WPNGRP/ and /PKNAVAL/ in ALOC), and the country location code
list (/CTRYCD/). This BASFIIX information defines the weapon
characteristics and the necessary geography to plan the routings of weapons
to the targets.

The TGTFILE defines the target characteristics for each target. Ihe
target parameters (e.g., latitude, longitude, value) arc read into common
block /ALOCIN/ in program ALOC. These parameters are used to define the
interactions between the weapons and each target. (This information is
stored on the WPNTGT temporary scratch files.) The target parameters are
read only once from the TGTFILE. After the first pass by program ALOC
through the target list, the necessary target data have been stored on
the ALOCTAR file and the ALOCTI scratch file.

OUTPUT FILES

There are two output files from program ALOC: ALOCTAR and MSLTIME. The
ALOCTAR file describes each target and lists all weapons allocated to
the target. The MSLTIME file contais information on all missiles
assigned through the fixed assignment capability of program ALOC.

Both files are produced by the QUICK syste, filehandler, The description
of the physical format of these files is de3cribed in the section of this
manual pertaining to the filehandler. This current section will describe
the logical format of these files.

On the ALOCTAR file, each targt is represented by a variable length
logical record (see table 11). This record contains 45 words which
describe the basic target information. Fllowing these words are data
which identify the weapons allocated to the target. Note that the ALOCTAR
file is written and rewritten Juring the course of an ALOC run. This file
and the ALOCT1 scratch file are used as dynanic data files. As each
pass through the tdrget list progresses, the weapon allocation data on
the ALOCTAR file change to reflect the new allocations. Common block
/DYNAMIC/ is used for internal storage of the ALOCTAR data.

The MSLTIME file contains information on each missile assigned by the
fixed assignment capability. Each missile so assigned generates a five
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Table 11. Format for ALOCTAR File-Logical Record
Data Blocks
(Sheet 1 of 2)

VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

TGTNAME Hollerith target name

INDEXNO Index numberof target

DESIG Target designator code

IASK Target task code

CNTRYLOC Target country location code

FLAG Target flag code

TGTMULT Target multiplicity (original)

TGTLAT Target latitude

TGTLONG .Target longitude

TGTRAD Target radius

VTO Original target value

M Number-of hardness components (<2)
H (2) Hardness of each component

VO(2) Original value of each component

NK Number of time periods (<3)

FVAL(3) Fraction value escaping in each period

TAU(3) Time ending each period

IHCLASS Hollerith target class name

ICLASS Target class number

IHTYPE Hollerith target-type name

TARDEF Local bomber &,fense factor

INDYPEN Depenttration corridor index
DISTDF Distance from target to end of depenetration

DISTDG Distance from target to recovery base

= number of terminal ballistic missile
NBLN interceptors if a STALL allocation

minus the number of interceptors if a
DEFALOC allocation

CTMULT Current target multiplicity
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Table 11. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 of 2)

VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

VT Value remaining after allocation of weapons

TGTWT(3) Target weighting values

PAYOFF Payoff on this target [VTO-VT-COST]

COST Sum of Lagrange multipliers of all weapons
allocated to target

PROFIT PAYOFF - COST

DPROFIT Difference in profit between passes

WRTEST Test value for weight rates

IttEOT End of information marker

NIIMFIX Number of weapons allocated by fixed assignment
capability

ITGT Target number

NIJM* Number of weapons assigned

IG(NI M) Group number of assigned weapons

KORR(NUM) Weapon penetration corridor

RVAL(NUM) Relative value of weapon allocati,,n

PEN(NUM) Weapon penetration probability

TOARR(NUM) Weapon time of arrival on target

*If there are no weapons assigned, NUM is equal to 0 and none of

the remaining arrays are output on the file.
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word logical block on the MISLTINIE file (see table 12). The records

are ordered according to increasing weapon group number. The information
on this file is used by program PLNTPLAN to determine precise launch times
for all fixed missiles.

Table 12. Format of Records on NISLTINII" File

VARIABLE DESCRIPTION

IGROUP Group number (thc last record in the file
has IGROUP = 999)

INDEXNO Index number of target

DESIG Target designator code

TASK Target task code

TIME 'ime of arrival information

CONCEPT OF OPERATION

Program ALOC is divided into a series of functions. The major function,
ALLOCATE, allocates the weapons to the target system. The constraint
functions RANGEMOD, MINRANGE, FLAGREST, LOCREST. arid MIRVREST, restrict

the use of weapons against certain targets. The convergence control sd

functions, Rl"ADMUL and PUNCh, help control the convergence of the Lagrange
multipliers. The termination functions, STOP and DUMP, determine the

mode by which the program is terminated. Since these furctions are
separated into separate subroutines, their operation wilt be described
by subroutine. Except for the ALLOCATE function, all calculations and
operations are simple and straightforward. The only recuired functions
are ALLOCATE and STOP. All the others are optional.
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Constraint Functions (Optional)

Subroutine RNGEMOD (RANGEMICD Option): This subroutine will allow the
user to specify a new range (both refueled and unrcfueled) for any weapon
group. This specified range will be in effect only for program ALOC,
Later processors will use the range specified in the data base. This
function allows the user to restrict weapons by range of the sortie.

Subroutine _ .(MINRANGL Option): This entry in subroutine RN(GMOD
will allow the user to specify the minimum range between base and target
for any weapon group. Targets closer to the group than the minimum
range will not be considered for allocation of weapons from the group.

Subroutine MIIRVRST (MIRVRST Option): This subroutine allows the user to
restrict the use of each weapon system with a MIRV capability by target
class. In addition to listing the classes that may he targeted by
each weapon system, the user can also include multiple targets and
targets with terminal ballistic missile defense as permitted targets.
Each MIRV weapon system can be restricted independently of the others.

Subroutine FLAGRST (FLAGREST Option): This subroutine allows the user
to restrict the allocation of weapons from any group according to the
attribute FLAG. (This attribute is usually set to be equal to the
region, but may be set in the data base to any value the user desires.)
Weapon groups may be permitted or forbidden to strike targets according
to the FLAG value for the targets.

Subroutine LOCREST (LOCREST Option): This subroutine restricts weapon
use in a manner similar to that of subroutine FLAGRST. In this case,
the weapon groups are restricted by the country code (CNTRYLOC in the
data base).

Convergence Functions (Optional)

Subroutine READMUL (READMU, Option): This subroutine reads the values
of the initial Lagrange multipliers to initiate the run. It is useful
when the user has some information on the relative worth of the weapon
systems. The closer the initial multipliers are to the optimal set, the
less time is spent in the allocation process.

Subroutine PUNCID1 (PUNCH 0 : This subroutine punches the final
multipliers from the Lagrange process. It allows the user to reinsert
these values in a later similar plan to speed up the allocation.
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Termination Functions

STOP: This function is performed in subprogram ALOC and provides normal
fe-mination. This function may be replaced by the DUMP function.

DUMP: This optional function replaces the STOP function and uses utility
su--Moutine ABORT to terminate the job with a memory dump.

Allocation Function - ALLOCATE (Required)

The QUICK system is capable of allocating up to 200 distinguishable
weapon groups against a target system of up to 5,000 targets. It is
clearly not feasible to keep information in memory concerning the cap-
ability of all weapons with respect to all targets. Moreover, it would
be inefficient to recompute such infor-mation each time it was required.
Therefore, durihg the first pass through the targets, subroutine
GETDATA prepares files which for each target list the capability of all
relevant weapon types. In this way, on later passes, it is possible to
examine efficiently any desired allocation of weapons against each
target. To minimize the time required for the allocation, as much of
the needed information as possible is precomputed and stored on these
files. The allocator generates a complete weapon assignnent against
each target before proceeding to the next. It thus passes through the
files one target at a time and then recycles the files as required to
obtain a satisfactory allocation.

The design of the weapon-to-target allocator utilizes a hierarchy of
eight subroutines operating at different levels of detail. Figure 26
illustrates this hierarchy. The major functions associated with these
subroutines are summarized below and related to the overall concept in
subsequent paragraphs.

Subroutine MtJLCON is the first subroutine in the hierarchy and is
responsible for the control and adjustment of the Lagrange multipliers.
MULCON monitors the rate at which various classes and types of weapons
are being allocated to the target system and makes appropriate adjust-
ments in the values of the Lagrange multipliers. In this role, MULCON
does not need any detailed information concerning actual allocation.
It is concerned only with the actual rate of allocation of the avail-
able inventory as the targets are processed. To obtain the assignment
of weapons to each successive target, MJLCON simply calls subroutine
STALL (Single Target Allocator) for targets without missile defenses,
or subroutines STALL and DEFALOC if the target is defended. STALL and
DEFALOC utilize the current values of the multipliers to make an
allocation to the next target, then return control to MULCON. However,
since MULCON is the main controlling routine it is convenient for it
to handle much of the data input and output operations.
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In this second role, it reads and writes the dynamic target data files,
ALOCT1 and ALOCTAR (or ALOCT2), which contain the allocation information.
Since this information changes from pass to pass, these fPles are called
dynamic. The data on the weapon-target interaction files prepared by
subroutine GETDATA do not change from pass to pass. flence thcsc files
are called the static files. (The format of the ALOCT1 file is identi-
cal to that of the ALOCTAR file as shown in table 11.) In addition,
MULCON processes some of the user-specified fixed assignments. These
are specific weapon allocations requested by the user to be used re-
gardless of their profit. For fixed missiles, some information is
stored on the ITMPMSL file for use by a later program PLNTPLAN. The
ITMPMSL file is reordered and renamed MSITIMF in ALOC. The format of
both files is the same (see table 12).

The function of subroutine GETIDATA varies according to the number Of
passes made through thc target list. On the first pass, this routine
does detailed weapon-target interaction calculations for each weapon
against each target. For bombers, it computes the penetration corridor
with the lowest total attrition. For missiles, it computes the pro-
bability of penetration through area and terminal missile defenses.
For all weapons, interweapon correlations in delivery are also computed,
to be used in determining the optimal cross targeting of weapons. All
of these data are stored on temporary disk files (WPNT'GT files) in the
first pass. In later passes, GETDATA merely reads the data from these
files and reconstructs all the weapon-target interaction parameters.
Table 13 presents the format of the WPNTGT files. The number of
WPNTGT files used is dynamically determined by subroutine GETDATA.
Each WPNTGT file must be less than one million words long.

Subroutine STALL is the next subroutine in the hierarchy when dealing
with targets without misjile defenses. STALL utilizes the values of
the multipliers supplied by NMULCON and generates an appropriate allo-
cation of the weapons to the specified single target, It is not
responsible for computing payoffs and is not responsible for actually
adding or deleting weapons. When STALL has determined that a single
weapon should be added, or deleted, it calls the Weapon Addition and
Deletion subroutine WAD. WAD then adds or deletes any weapon as
specified and corrects the residual target value. In addition, beforc
returning to STALL, WAD examines every other relevant weapon group
and calculates the potential change in payoff, if a weapon from that
group was added or deleted. This information on potential
payoffs is used by STALL in determining whether other weapons are to
be actually added or deleted. When STALL has achieved an allocation
of weapons to the target appropriate for the current values of the
multipliers as supplied by MUICON, it returns control to MIXLCON.
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Table 13. Format For WPNTGT Files

VARIABLE" OR ARRAY* DESCRIPTION

JTGTX Target number

LNEXT Length of record for this target

MINKILL Minimum required fractional kill

1MAXKILL Maximum allowed fractional kill

INAXCOSr Maximum cost ratio allowed to provide
MINKILL

MISDEF Number of terminal ballistic missile
intercept or.;

NACTV Number of wcapon groups active on this
target

IGX(NACTV) Weapon group number

TOA(NACTV) Weapon time of arrival

MORR(NACTV) Preferred penetration corridor

PEX(NACTV) Penetration probability

STK(M*NACTV) Warhead kill probability (for NI hardness
* components)

STK2(,NM*NACTV) Modified kill probability for targets with
, terminal ballistic missile defenseI

Each target is represented on a WPNTGT file by one physical record
, of the preceding format. The files do not use the QUICK filehandier for

input/output.

*Parenthetical values aro array dimensions, All other clorents are single
word variables.
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Z1
While the allocations generated by STALL are determined by the values

of the Lagrange multipliers and the target payoff functions, there is
no requirement for STALL to be involved in the calculation of these
quantities. Thus, the structure of STALL can be independent of the
details of the operation of either W'AD or NORJCON.

Subroutine AlAD (weapon addition and deletion) is the next subroutine
in the hierarchy and is responsible for the mechanics of addition and
deletion of weapons and for the actual calculation of payoff for targets
without missile defenses.

Subroutine WADOUT is called by WAD to summarize the output of WAD for
STALLI. WAIDOUT calculates an overall benefit for using each w'czipon by
adding the current premium for using weapons from that group to the

potential payoffs computed by NAD. These benefits are then compa red
with the current prices (or !.agrange multipliers) to producc the suml'-
mary data actually used by STALL. Thus STALL, in fact, is attempting
to maximize (PAYOFF + PREMIUM - COST) rather than just (PAYOFF - COST).
The introduction of the premium provides a flexibility which is used
to accelerate convergence to an allocation that exactly matches the
stockpile.

Subroutine DFALOC performs the same function as STALL for targets
with terminal ballistic missile defense. The complication that
necessitates a separate subroutine is the nonconcave payoff function
for defended targets. DEFALOC determines whether it is more profit-

able to attack the target with missiles until the interceptors are
exhausted than to use the STALL allocation. If it is not profitable
to exhaust the defense, then the allocation job is turned over to
STALL, after setting the missile penetration parameters to reflect
leakage through the defense. In the event an exhaustion tactic is
most profitable, DFIALOC calls subroutine RISVAL to calculate the
payoff against the defended target with a specified mix of weapons. 1
Subroutine RESVAI. calculates the damage to a ballistic missile-defended
target when attacked with a specified mix of weapons. The attacking
missile payloads may contain decoys and electronic penetration aids
which degrade interceptor effectiveneas. The target is defended with
a prespecified nomin al number of terminal interceptor salvos L,ith kill
probability PKTX against unha rdened warheads. Ulncertainties may be
introduced into the number of interceptors by specifying two proha-
bilities PK(1) and PK(2) that the actual number of interceptors will
be RX(I) lower or RX(2) higher than the nominal number.

All of those factors discussed under WAD are considered in RESVAL
except correlations in weapon fail'ures.
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Subroutine PREMIUMS is the final subroutine in the hierarchy. It is
called to calculate the current premiums for adding-or deleting any
weapon. The premium reflects whether the weapon is currently over-
allocated or underallocated. The size of the premium and the way it'
is calculated change as the allocation progres.ses.,

The remainder of this section treats the subroutines one at a time.

Subroutine MULCON: The flow of operations in MULCON is illustrated
in figure 27, The diagram is broken into two parts. Part I is thc
main bookkeeping loop. Part 11 is the computational loop. (The
numbers above the boxes in the figure correspond to the FORTRAN
statement numbers in the program; i.e., statements corresponding to
box 14 will be between 1400 and 1499.)

There is an initial setup phase in this subroutine which calls sub-
routine SETABLE to initialize the damage calculation table, subroutine
INITGET to initialize subroutine GETDATA, subroutine TIMEME to initial-
ize the clock, and subroutine RDALCRD to process the user-input para-
meter cards. The operation of this phase is st.aightforward and will
not be discussed further.

The analytic techniques upoh which this subroutine is based are
discussed in the Analytical Manual, Volume II, Plan Generation Sub-
system, chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and'Techniques (Weapon
Allocation, Adjustment of Multipliers).

The loop shown at the beginning of Part I of figure 27 has two branches.
The left branch is used only on the first' pass over the target ystem.
All succeeding passes use the downward branch. On the first pass, the
raw data on target characteristics for each target are read in byisub-
routine GETDATA from the TGTFILE supplied'by PREPALOC. Then the basic
information on capabilities of each weapon with respect to. the target
is computed. Since these data are independent of the allocation to the
target, they are stored on files (known as the static files) to avoid
recomputation of the data on later passes. In block 10, just before
weapons are actually allocated to the target, the allocation previous)y
recorded for the target (in the initial pseudo-allocation) is removed by
deleting it from the running sum used to estimate allocation rate.
That is, the contribution of the target i to EN(i,J) * W(J), known asi

RUMSUMt,* and EW(i), known as WTSUM,* is removed.
i

• See Analytical Manual, Volume 1I, Plan Generation Subsystem,
Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and Techniques (see Weapon Allocation,
Adjustment of Multipliers), and Chapter 3, Calculations (Algorithms,
Lagrange Multiplier Adjustment).
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In block 14, after STALL and/or DEFALOC has been called for an alloca-
tion to the target, the running sums are augmented by the new contribu-
tion of the target i using the new (and usually much larger) target
weight W(i). Finally, the data describing this allocation are written
out on the dynamic file for later reference. (This file is called
dynamic because it contains data that change on successive passes, as
opposed to the data on the static files which are constant for all
passes.)

At the end of the pass, the alternate dynamic file is selected for
rcco, ding the allocation on the next pass while the dynamic file
written on the first pass is rewound. In this way, information on
the previous allocation to each target can be read in when each target
is considered again.

On succeeding passes (block 12). the data from both the current static
file and the dynamic file are read in before proceeding with the book-
keeping for each target. The availability on the dynamic file of the
old target weight W(i) and a list of the weapons previously allocated
makes it possible on each successive pass (block 13) to remove the
prior contribution of each target to the running sums.

Again, after the new allocation has been made, it is added into the
running sums and recorded on the dynamic file (blocks 14 and 15). Cf
course, multiple targets (single target records on the file which
represent several identical targets at slightly different locations) are
subtracted from and added to the sums as multiple targets. During the
closing phase, these targets may be separated to allow different alloca-
tions to the separate targets. Provision is made at the end of block 15
to recycle and process later elements of the same multiple target if
such a split occurs during the allocation to the target. Before passing
on to the next target, the current value of the target weight is revised
in block 17.

After every two to four targets, the Lagrange multipliers arc updated
by transferring control to the multiplier computation loop shown on
figure 27. The error in the rate of allocation for each collection
of weapons J is estimated (block 20). Three separate estimates are
made corresponding to differing rates of increase of the target weights.
If all estimates have the same sign, then a small adjustment of the
multiplier in the indicated direction is made (blocks 23 and 24). For
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accomplished in WADOUT simply by changing the way the payoffr are
modified, so no change in the logic of STALL is required.

To obtain the initial values of these quantities, STALL makes an
initialization call on WAD. Then it adds the weapons which have been
fixed to the target by the user. On the first pass, the arrival time of
fixed missiles is written on the ITMPMSL file. This file is sorted
by subroutine SORTMIS to create the MISLTIME file for use by program
PLNTPLAN.

On the basis of the values delivered by WADOUT, STALL decides whether
to add a weapon. After each call on WAD to add or delete a weapon,
a new set of variables is delivered by WADOUT, and YTALL uses this
revised information to decide whether more weapons should be added or
deleted and finally when to terminate the allocation.

Figure 28 illustrates the operation of STALL. As Pait I of the flow
chart shows, a special option has been provided so that, in the case
where IVERIFY = 2 and PROGRESS = 2, the normal operation is short
circuited and STALL simply duplicates the previous allocation to the
target so that with one additional pass the allocation can be
evaluated %4ith different correlation coefficients.

-. In all other cases, the normal allocation procedure is used. This
procedure consists of four parts:

I. Setup and single weapon allocation phase

II. Fixed weapon processing

III. Multiple weapon laydown loop

IV. Multiple weapon refinement loop.

Parts I, III, and IV are discussed in the Analytical Manual, Volume II,
Plan Generation Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and Techniques,
(see Weapon Allocation, Single Target Allocation - Targets Without

Terminal Ballistic Missile Defenses). Part I is discussed in the
same manual under Weapon Allocation, Combined Fixed Optimum Assignment
Capability. Figure 28 presents the flow of operations in subroutine
STALL.

The most time-consuming part of subroutine STALL is the multiple
weapon. refinement loop. This phase tests many permutations of weapon
assignments which could be made. The full testing of cvery single
target allocation can considcrably slow down the operation of the
allocator. Therefore, it way of terminating the testing has been pro-
vided, through the user-input parameter QUALIY. The maximum number
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of weapons which will be removed in any testing process is not permitted

to exceed NUM * QUALITY where N1% is the number of weapons allocated to
the target. There QUALITY is a measure of the fraction of the weapons
which can be r-, --d. If QUALITY is set to 0, the refinement operation
is skipped ent

Since the program provides only finite arrays to list the number of
weapons assighed to a target and for WAD to compute surviving target
value for different times of arrival, there is always the possibility
that the arrays provided might be exceeded. Therefore, before any
weapon is added, a test is made to be sure it will not overflow these
arrays.

If the maximum number of weapons would be exceeded, then tile least
profitable individual weapons are removed to make way for the most
profitable weapons. If the number of time-of-arrival columns wouldbe exceeded, the error criterion for treating slightly diffcrc:t times

of arrival in the same coluni is relaxed, but the allocation to this
target must be reinitialized and repeated.

Subroutine WAD: Who the next target is to be processed, WAD is
called with the control variable KADOP set to 1. This results in the
initialization of the allocation for that target, starting with zero
weapons assigned. STALL examines these data and determines what to
do. On all succeeding calls, the print options 9 and 22 are avail-
able to print the decision made by STALL, together with the data
(previously given by WAD to WAI)OUT) on which the decision was based.
If STALL decides to add a weapon, WAD is called with WADOP = 3 and
with the variable G specifying the group from which the weapon is to
be added. If STALL later decides to delete a weapon, WADOP is set to
4, and the variable NW is set to specify which weapon in the list of
those assigned (tile NWth weapon in the list) is to be deleted.
Finally, when STALL decides the allocation is complete, a dummy
call WADOP = 2 is made to permit a print of the data which caused
STALL to terminate the allocation. Tile option WAI)OP = 5 should never
he used. It is provided simply to catch any erroneous calls
(WADOP > 4) on WAD.

Each of the main options (1VADOP = 1,3,4) causes control to pass to an
internal control rautine, which in turn makes calls on appropriate
.ocal subroutines in WVAD. Tie structure of these routines is
governed strongly by the objective of speed and efficiency, and need
not be dealt with here. The techniques underlying the design of WAD
are discussed in the Analytical Manual, Volume I I, Plan Ceneration
Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and Techniques, (see
Planning Factor Processing and Weapon Correlations).
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Subroutine WADOUT: Much of the logic of the subroutine is concerned
with the decisions of which weapon groups to make INACTIVE to save
time in the computations in WAD. The variable INACTIVE outside of
WADOUT is interpreted as true so long as it is not 0. That is, only
weapon groups for which INACTIVE = 0 are processed. If lNACTfVI- = 100,
it implies that the range is inadequate, and the weapon will be
inapplicable regardless of its Lagrange multiplier. This value of
INACTIVE is set permanently where the weapon-target interactions are
computed in subroutine GETDATA. INACTIVE = 2000 or 30000 is used
to note weapons that are inapplicable because their cost (LA.NEP)
is too high for the target. These must be reconsidered vach time a
target is processed. The flow of the program is illustrated Ln
figure 29.

Basically, the subroutine begins with a do-loop over all weapons cur-
rently assigned, to compute the marginal BFNEFIT associated with these
weapons. At the same time, it tags all the weapons assigned by setting
INACrIV to -100 to avoid any possibility that any weapons cvrrently
assigned will be made inactive. It then enters a do-loop over all
potential weapons to evaluate the marginal potential BENEFIT associated
with these. It skips any weapons already set inactive (INACTIV=
100,2000,30000) and processes the remainder (INACTIVE = -100,0). Those
not currently assigned to the target (INACTIVE # 100), and not showing
potential profitability are considered to determine whether they should
be set inactive.

If a weapon is not potentially profitable when no 'eapins are assigned
to the target, it is presumed safe to set it inactive (INACTIVI =

30000). If there are other weapons on the target that are unprofitable,
the decision to make a weapon inactive is postponed until these are
removed. Otherwise, any weapon whose cost is a factor of 10 higher
than its potential payoff is made INACTIVE -- it being presumed that
even with replacement (or substitution) of weapons by STALL such a
weapon is very unlikely to become attractive. The value of INACTIVE,
however, is set to 30000 (conditionally INACTIVE) rather than 2000.
Ordinarily this is treated exactly the same as INACTIVE = 2000. However,
if before exiting from WADOUT it is found necessary to recycle (using
a revised value of ALPHA in order to achieve a specified MNKIfL),
then a flag, RIEEVAL, is set and those weapons with INACTII\ = 300O0 are
reconsidered. In some cases, they may turn out to still be appliicable
because of the increase in effective target value. However, if' an
exit from 11D)OUT occurs with INACTIVE / 0, it must never be set
back to 0 during the remainder of this allocation to the target.
Othc'rwise, incorrect computation would occur -- as a resalt of tryinig
to do various steps ;n the coVputat ion in WAID dspi te having om itted
earlier steps when the weapon was treated as inactive.
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Therefore, any weapon group encountered by WADOUT with INACTIVE 30000
is immediately set to INACTIVE 2000 unless it is a case of recycling
with a new value of ALPHA.'

WADOUT, however, has two other subsidiary responsibilities. It is
responsible for modifying, when necessary, the six variables trans-
mitted to STALL, so that STALLwill not try to exceed the MAXKILL
specified for a target, and so that it will 'continue to add weapons
until any specified MINKILL is achieved.

To make it possible for QUICK to match target kill requirements
specified for simpler models, where both correlations and time depen-
dence are ignored, a user-innut parameter IMATCI is provided in which
MINKILL and MAXITI. are intcrpreted in terms of' in oversimplified
target kill estimate VTZO.

If the parameter MATCH is set nonzero by the user, the internal
parameters VTMIN and VTMAX are modified. These parameters are defined
as:

VTMIN = Original target value * (1 - MAXKILL)

VTIAX = Original target value * (1 - MINKILL). ,

T,:eir default values are \'ThIN = 0. VTMAX original value.

If the IMATCH parameter is used, VTIN and VTMAX retain their default
values until the Oth order calculation VTZO indicates' that MINKIL, or
MAXKILL have been reached. Then VTMTN or VTMAX is set correspondingly
and thereafter operates as usual.

In any case, WADOUT modifies its calculations so that every weapon placed
on target destroys at least that percentage of original target, value
specified by the user-innut parameter MINTA IAG.

Subroutine PREMIUMS: The purpose of this subroutine is to compute the
payoff premium required by STALL to avoid unduly large deviations from
the desired allocation rate. During the closing phase, the premium is
also used to cause STALL to close in to an allocation that exactly
meets the stockpile constraints. PREMIUMS is called with one para-
meter which specifies for which group a new evaluation of the premiums
(PRE.MIUM(G) and DPREMIU.I(G)) is desired, The call results in the
replacement of the old value of these premiums by a new value.

The operation of this routine is a straightforward application of the
premium formulae discussed in the Analytical Manual, Volume IT, Plan
Generation Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and Techniques,
(see Weapon Allocation, Closing Factors Premiums).
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Subroutine DEFALOC and Subroutine RFSVAL: The operational concept ,for
these routines is discussed in the Analytical Manual, Volume II, Plan
Generation Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and Techniques,
(see Weapon Allocation, Single Target Allocation - Targets With
Terminal Ballistic Missile Defenses).

COMMON BLOCK DEFINITION

External Common Blocks

The common blocks used by program ALOC in processing input/output (I/O)
files are shown in table 14.

Internal Common Blocks

Table 15 describes the additional common blocks used internally by
program ALOC.
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Table 14. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 of 6)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

FILES EVENTAPE * Simulator events tape
(cont.) PLANTAPE * Detailed plans tape

CORRCIIAR PCLAT(30) Latitude of corridor point
PCLONG(30) Longitude of corridor point
PCZONE(30) Defense zone in which corridor

origin is located
ZPLAT(30) Latitude of corridor origin
ZPLONG(30) Longitude of corridor origin
ENTLAT(30) Latitude of corridor entry
ENTLONG(30) Longitude of corridor entry
CRLENGTH(30) Distance from corridor entry

to corridor origin
KORSTYLE(30) Power of y versus x **
ATTCORR(30) High altitude attrition per

nautical mile unsuppressed
ATTRSUPF(30) High altitude attrition per

nautical mile suppressed
IIILOATTR(30) Ratio low to high altitude

attrition (less than 1)
DEFRANG3(30) Characteristic range of corridor

defense (nautical miles)
NPRCRDEF(30) Number of attrition sections

this corridor

DEFDIST(30,3) Distance of precorridor leg
ATTRPRE(30,3) Attrition in this precorridor leg
NDATA Mmber of words in common /CORRCHAR/
LMAX Maximum number of precorridor legs

PAYLOAD NOBOBM1I (40) Number of type-i bombs
IWIID1 (40) Type- 1 warhcad index
NOBOMI,2(40) Number of type-2 bombs
IW11D2 (40) Type-2 warhead index
NAS.I(40) Number of ASMs
IASM(40) ASNI index
NCM(40) Number of countermeasures
NDECOYS(40) Number of terminal decoys
NADI:COYS(40) Number of area decoys
IMIRV(40) MIRV systen, identification number
•iPAYLOAD Maximum number of payload types

Theso files arc. output on magnetic tape.

* See program POSTALOC.
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Table 14. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 6)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

REF* RFLAT(20) Refuel point latitude
RFLONG(20) Refuel point longitude

PLANTYPE INITSTRK Indicator for first or second
strike

CORMSL Coordination time parameter for
missiles

COR8OMB Coordination distance for bombers

WPNRIiG CCREL(20) Command and control reliability by
command and control region.

WPNTYIL** RANGE(80) Range of vehicle (nautical miles)
CEP(80) CUP (nautical miles)
SPEED (80) Speed (knots)
ALERTDLY(80) Alert delay (hours)
NALRTDLY(80) Nonalert delay f
RANGiiDEC(80) Low/high altitude fuel

consumption ratio

ICLASS(80) Weapon class
RANGEREF(80) Refueled range (nautical miles)
REL(80) Reliability
IRECMODE (30) Recovery mode
IPENNMODE(80) Penetration mode

WPNGRP** NWPNS(200 Number of weapons
WLAT(200) Centroid latitude
WLONG(200) Centroid longitude
lREU G(200) Command and control region
1TYPE (200) Type index (ITYPI'l
IALERT(200) Alert status
SBL(200) Probability of survival before

launch
IREFIEL(200) Indicates refuel code for bombers

or payload index for missiles
YIELD(200) Weapon yield (mcgatons)
REFTI ,!l(200) Refuel time
EXPASM(200) Fraction of weapons in group that

are AS1s

*From BASFILE block IPENRIF
**From BASFILE block WPNDAT1A
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Table 14. (cont.) I

(Sheet 4 of 6)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION
PKNAVAL* PKNAV(200) Single shot kill probability

against naval targets
CTRYCD CTRYCD(I50) List of distinct country location

codes on defending side

INPLT FROM TGTFILEl
BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

ALOCIN TGTNXZ Target name
INDEYNZ Target index numberDESIGZ Target designator code
TASKZ Target task codeCNTRYLCZ Target country location codeFLAGZ Target flag codeTGTMULZ Target multiplicity
TGTLAZ Target latitude
TGTLONZ Target longitudeTGTRAZ Target radius (nautical miles)VTZ Original target valueMZ Number of hardness componentsHZ(2) Lethal radius (IMT) by hardness

component (nautical miles)VOZ(2) Value by hardness componentNKZ Number of time componentsFVAZ(3) Time component value by time
component

TAZ(3) Time component time by time
componentIHCLASZ Target class nameICLASSZ Target class numberIHTYPZ Target type name (for complex
targets, this is replaced by thenumber of components in the

TARDEZ complex)
Local bomber defense levelMISDEZ Number of terminal ballistic
missile defense interceptors

MINKILZ Minimum kill probability required
*From BASPILE block NAVAL
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Table 14. (cont.)

(Sheet s of 6)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

ALOCIN MAXKILZ Maximum kill probability desired
(cont.) MAXCOSZ Maximum (weapon cost/target value)

acceptable to get MINKILZ
INDYPEZ Depenetration corridor index
DISTDFZ Distance target to end of

depenetration corridor (nautical
miles)

DISTDGZ Distance target to recovery base
(nautical miles)

DISTCD(30) Distance c',rridor origin to
target by penetration corridor
(nautical miles)

ATrRCD(30) Attrition corridor origin to
target by penetration corridor

NFIXES Number of fixed assignments for
this target

LTG Length of common block /ALOCIN/

OUTPUT ON ALOCTAR FILE

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

DYNAMIC TGTNAME Hollerith target name
INDF.XNO Index number of target
DESIG Target designator code
TASK Target task code
CNTRYLOC Target country location code
FLAG Target flag code
TGTMULT Target multiplicity (original)
TGTLAT Target latitude
TGTLONG Target longitude
TGTRAD Target radius
VTO Original target value
M Number of hardness components

(<2)
H(2) Hardness of each component
VO(2> Original value of each component
NK Number of time periods (<3)
FVAL(3) Fraction value escaping in each

period
TAU(3) Time ending each period
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Table 14. (cont.)
(Sheet 6 of 6)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

DYNAMIC IHCLASS Hollerith target class name
(cont.) ICLASSN Target class number

11TYPE Hollerith target type name
TARDEF Local bomber defense factor
TNDYPEN Depenetration corridor index
DISTDF Distance from target to end of

depenetration
DISTDG Distance from target to recovery

base
number of terminal ballistic
missile interceptors if a

NBLN STALL allocation= minus the number of interceptors

if a DEFALOC allocation I
CTMULT Current target multiplicity
VT Value remaining after allocation

of weapons
TGTWT(3) Target weighting values
PAYOFF Payoff on this target

(VTO-VT-COST)
COST Sum of Lagrange multipliers of all

weapons allocated to target
PROFIT PAYOFF - COST
DPROFIT Difference in profit between passes
WRTEST Test value for weight rates
IHEOT End of information marker
NUMFIX Number of weapons allocated by

fixed assignment capability
ITGT Target number
NUM Number of weapons assigned
IG(30) Group number of assigned weapons
KORR(30) Weapon penetration corridor
RVAL(30) Relative value of weapon allocation
PEN(30) Weapon penetration probability
TOARR(30) Weapon time of arrival on target
LDN Number of words from TGTN 1E to

NUM (inclusive)
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Table 15. Program ALOC Internal Common Blocks
(Sheet I of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY* DESCRIPTION

CONTROL STALADJ Determines weight given to
profit vs. efficiency in Initial
allocation

CLOSE Controls initial size of step
premium

WADOP Determines next opration by WAD
PROCRSS Measures progress of allucationQUA L IY Determines maximum number of cycles

of STALL refinementNP,\SS Keeps count of number of passes

alVocator makes over targets
PRM Controls initial size o linearpremiuma
DELTVAL Manximum discrepancy in target

value for time-of-arrival bins
CORR Controls the size of correlations
STIMEl Not used
IVERIFY Verification indicator (0 for no

verification, 1 for verification,
2 for test with CORR2)

CORR2 Correlation used with IVERIFY=2
IMATCH If IMATCH 0, achieve MINKILL for

target designating minimum destruction
ignoring value-time dependence

MINDAMAG Minimum fraction of target value
to be destroyed by each weapon

LAW(2) Hollerith name of damage law used
FACMIRV Correlation array (SMAT) factor

used for MIRV systems
TARFAC Multiplier for terminal bomber

defense levels

CTRYRST CTRYOK(150,200) Logical array indexed by (I,J)
where I is index of country
location code, J is group number.
Element (I,J) is true only if
weapons from group J can be
allocated against targets whose
country code is in the Ith position
of the country code list, CTRYCD.

*Parenthetical values indicate array dimensions. All other elements are
single word variables.
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Table 15. Ccont.)
(Sheet _ of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

DEFENSE NTX(3) Estimates of terminal interceptors
present

PX(3) Probability that NTX occurs
PKTX Terminal interceptor kill

probability against unhardened
warhead

RX(2) NTX/MISDEF for upper and lower
deviations from MTSDEFPRX(2) Probability there are RX*MISDEF
interceptors

RADPX Probability of warhead kill by
random area defense

TINTFAC Multiplier for terminal
interceptor defense levels

FIXED IFTGT Target number of next fixed targetrIISTORE(8) Temporary storage area
IFW(31) Group numbers of weapons fixed• ' this target
TIME(30) Specified arrival time of fixed

missiles
NFIXWPS Total number of fixed missiles
SX(5) Scratch array
IFIXBEG I Pointers to input data for
IFIXEND fixed weapons
SAVFIX Logical variable set true only if

fixed missile assignments are to
be output on MSLTIIE file
If negative -- no fixed assignments
from TGTFILE

IADD If zero -- fixed assignments
according to TGTFILE
If positive -- fixed assignments
from TGTFILE and card input

FIXEDASS IFIXTEMP(1a) Temporary storage area for fixed
assignment data

IFIXTAPE Logical unit number of file
containing fixed assignment dataIBCD Logical unit number of BCD tape

containing fixed assignment dataNLFTAR Number of fixed assignments for
this target on TGTFILE that have
not yet been processed
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Table 15. (cont.)

(Sheet 3 of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

FLAGRST FLAGOK(9,200) Logical array indexed by (1,J)
where I is flag code, J I.s group
number. Element (I,J) is true
only if weapons from group J can
be allocted to targets with flag
code I.

FORMATS INWORD Input word value
NFORMAT Hollerith code for appropriate

10-column format for input
word

LAMBDA LAMEF(200) Value of Lagrange multiplier for
each weapon group

SURPWP(200) Estimated surplus for weapon group
PREMIUM(200) Premium for using weapon group
DPREMIUM(200) Premium for deleting weapon group

LOCDEF VTDX Surviving target value
NOWEP(200) Number of weapons from group
RATM Maximum missile rate of return

LOCFIL WPNTGT Current WPNTGT file in use
ALOCTI Filehandler buffer utilization

number for ALOCTI file
ITMPMSL Buffer number for temporary

MSLTIME file (unordered)

MACHINE IREAD Logical unit number-standard input
IWRIT Logical unit number-standard output
ICOMMi Logical unit number-output comment

medium
IPUNCH Logical unit number-standard punch

MULADJ NINTPRD Number of separate integration
periods used

RINTPRD Controls ratio between integration
periods

RATIOINT Ratio of controlling integration
period to that implied in allocation
rates
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Table 15. (cant.)
(Sheet 4 of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION
MULADJ SNSTVTY Rate of multiplier convergence

(contt) relative to tle significance of
errors

FSNSTVTY Final rate of convergence relative
to number of' targets

SETTLE Number of cycles for multipliers
to settle to closing

BPENFAC Multiplier for bomber attrition
rates

NALLY NALL(200) Number of weapons allocated this
pass from each group

RNALL(200) Number of weapons now on all targets
from each group

PAYOFF OPROFIT Profit for hold allocation (last
pass) evaluated with present
values LAMEF

SPAYOFF Cumulative payoff all targets
SUMCOST Cumulative cost all targets
SPROFIT Cumulative profit all targets
SUMPREM Cumulative premiums all targets
TBENEFIT Total benefit this target
NAT Number of attribute categories

(currently 6)

PEN PENALT(30) Temporary storage for penetration
probabilities for each corridor

PRINEED N Weapon group index
G Weapon group index

PRINI STALPRIN Print indicator showing location
in STALL processing

PRNTCON IFRSTPR Initialization trigger for
subroutine PRINTCON

IDO(40) Contains optional print flags
(set to 3 if print active, 1
for inactive)

IND×FXP. (40) Requested option
JPASS(40) First pass to activate request
JTGTP(40) First target to activate request
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Table 15. (cunt.)

(Sheet 5 of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

PRINTCON LPASS(40) Last pass to activate request
(cont.) LTGT(40) Lost target to activate request

KTGTFREQ (40) Print frequency
ICOUNT(40) Number of targets processed since

last print
SIYPRI'(40) Request setting mode (DEIAULT or

INPUT)
MAXRI:Q Maximum number of print requests .
MP7NT Maximum number of print options
NREQ Actual number of print reqi ests

'RINTWADD IGi
Jl

XMU

VSN1 Internal indexes used in optional
J2V~l prints from subroutine WAD

J2
N2

PRTMULL NTATTRIB Total number of local multipliers
PROCMIULT Target multiplicity now processed

this target
ERRCLOS Factor which controls the termi-

nation of the allocation i
CLOSER Controls increase in closing force

per pass
DELTEFF Increase in profit from last pass

divided by VALI;TN-
SDELTEFF Cumulative DELTEFF
VALWPNS Value of all weapons
VALERR Value of surplus and de'icit

weapons combined

RANGE RANGEMUL(200) ktultiplier for unrefucled range 4

for group
RANRF, RL(200) Multiplier for refueled range for

group
RANGEMIN (200) Minimum range (naut ical miles) for

group
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Table 15. (cont.)
(Sheet 6 of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

RESTRICT M'NMIRV Number of MIRV systems in list
MYMIRV(40) IMIRV system number
NPERMIT(40) Number of permitted classes
MYPERMIT(40,16) Hollerith names of permitted

classes
TBMDEF(40) Logical array--true if defendedtargets are permitted

MULTARG(40) Logical array--true if multiple
targets are permitted

MAXMIRV Maximum number of MIRV systems
MAXNP Maximum number of permitted

classes

SMAT SMAT(6,5) Interweapon correlation information
LSMAT Length of SMAT array
SMATMIRV(3) Storage for SMAT values which

change for MIRV systems
SMNOMIRV(3) Storage for original values for

non-MIRV systems

TABLE TABLE(lOOl) Kill factors for use in square
root damage function

WADFINAL VTP(200) Total expected undestroyed target value
with weapon added from each group

DELVT(30) Change in residual target val.ue
by weapon allocation

NUMO Number of weapons assigned this
target on old target

IGO(30) Index of weapons assigned on
old pass

lop Total number of add and delete
operations this target

lOPS Grand total number of add and
delete operations

CTSPILL Number of multiple target elements
postponed for later processing
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Table 15. (cont.)
(Sheet 7/ of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY' DESCRIPTION

WADOIJT PVRMYX Maximum efficicacy for weapon
IPVRMX

IPVRMX Weapon group index
PPMX Maximum profit for weapon IPPMX
IPPMX Weapon group index
DVRMff Not used
IDVRMN Not used
DPMN Minimum profit
IDPMN Estimated minimum profit
NUMMIAX Maximum number of weapons allowed,

per target.
NW Number of weapons now on t~rget
TPMX Largest profit or potential profit

so far
NTOA Number of time arrival bins used
NTOAMAX Maximum number of time arrival

bins allowed
VTMIN Destruction of target below VTMIN

considered of no value
VTMAX Maximum acceptable surviving

target value
ALPHA Value factor required to justify

VTMAX
VTEBF Maximum of eithier VT or VTMIN

WADWPN* JTGT Static target number
INAGTIVE(2U0) Nonzero value flags inactiveL groups
TOA(200) Time of arrival at target of

weapons from eachi group
TVALTOA(200) Unattrited target value at TOA

for we-apons in each group
VTOA(200,2) tnattrited value for each

component at TOA for weapons in
group

MUP(200,2) Contribution of weapon to mean
if added

RISK(6,200,2) SQRTF(2*SU!,ODE(GAMAMODE*
LN (MODE K) /LN (TK))

;17his t~lock i~s used as an input buffer in subroutines RDALCRD, LOCRUST,
FLAGRST, MIRVIRST, and RNGISMOD. The alternate definition of items in
this block follows the original definition.
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Table 15. (cont.)
(Sheet 8 of 9)

r BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

WADWPN SSIG(200,2) Square root of -log of s
(cont.) MINKILL Minimum acceptable kill probability

MAXKILL Maximum desired kill probability
MAXCOST Maximum acceptable cost to achieve

MINKILL (weapon cost/target value)
ILAW Kill probability law indicator
MISDEF Number of terminal ballistic

missile interceptors
NORR(200) Preferred penetration corridor
PEX(200) Penetration probability
XMIJP(200,2) SIngle shot survival probability--

uscd only for targets with
ballistic missile defenses

JTGTX* Static target number for next
target

LNEXT Number of words in WPNTGT record
MINKILX MINKILL for next target
*MAXKILX MAXKILL for next target
P4AXCOSX MAXCOST for next target
NACTV Number of active groups on next

target
IGX(200) Group numbers of active groups
TOAX(200) TOA for active groups
MORRX(200) MORR for active groups
PEXX(200) PEX for active groups
STKX(200,2) Intermediate interaction
STK2X(200,2)! calculation variables for active

groups
LSTMAX Length of WPNTGT I/0 buffer

WADWPN INPUT(10) Input card storage array
(as redefined NVARS Number of parameters on input card
in RDALCRD, NAMES(40) Parameter names
LOCREST, INVALU(2,40) Parameter input values
FLAGRST, INDEXI (40) )
MIRVRST, INDEX2(40) Array indexes for parameters
RNGEMOD.) INDEX3(40)

MORE Input termination indicator
MYNAMI-(100) Default parameter names
myFORM(lO0) Default parameter output format

* This area, from JTCTX to the end of the block, is used as an I/0

buffer for the WPNTGT files.
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Table 15. (cont.)(Sheet 9 of 9)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

WADWPN NfWTYPE(IO0) Default parameter setting mode
(cont.) MYVAL(100) (equivalent to FVAL)

Default parameter - value
MYGOTO(100) Default parameter - index to

variable type
NDEFLT Number of default parameters
FILLER(5560) Dummy array

222 W'FAC(3) Divide into old target weights
for commensurability

WTRATE(3) Rate of increase of target weights
WTSUM(3) Sum of target weights
JATTRIB(6,200) Index to local multipliers for

weapon group
RUNSUM(310,3) Running sum of target weight

times weapons allocated for local
multiplier

ALLEiREST(310,3) Estimate of allocation error

LA(310) Value of local multiplier
MXATrRIB Maximum number of local attributes

(Lagrange multipliers)

333 NWP(10) Number of weapons in TOA set
VAI.(10) Unattrited target value at TeCA

for each set
V(11,2) Unattrited component at TOA for

each set N and each hardness
component

MU(10,2) Sum of means through each TOA set
SIG(10,2) Sum of variants through each TOA

set
S(10,2) Component survival probability

through each rOA set
VS (10,2) = (V(N,JH)-V(N+I, J14))*S(N,JIi)
VSN(I1,2) = VSN(N-I, JH)+VS(N-l, J11)
ITOA(200) TOA index for weapons in group

i f added
IADDTOA(200) Set o 1 if new TOA set is required

SIGP(200,10,2) Increase in variance for each TOA
set N if weapon is added from group

SIGP(30,10,2) Change in variance for each TOA set
if weapon deleted

DSIG(200,2) Variance contribution for weapon
vs. specified weapon
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PROGRAM ALOC

PURPOSE: This program processes the user-input command
cards and calls the appropriate subprograms to
perform the requested operation.

ENTRY POINTS: ALOC

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: WPNGRP, WPNTYPE, WPNREG, REF, PAYLOAD, FILES,
FILABEL, MYLABEL, ITP, i.YIrDNT, NOPRINT, TWORD,
LOCFIL, MASTER, IFTPRNT, CTRYCD, MACHINE,
CORRCIIAR, PLANTYPE, PKNAVAL, 222

SUBROUTINES CALLED: STORAGE, INITALC, TIMEME, SKIP, RNGEMOD, MINRNGE,
MIRVRST, FLAGRST, LOCREST, READMUL, TIMEPRT,
MULCON, PUNCHM, INITAPE, SETREAD, RDARRAY,
TERMTAPE, DEACTIV, ABORT

CALLED BY: This is main program; entered by SCOPE System

Method

This main program processes the user-input command cards and controls
the initialization routines. It begins by calling STORAGE to print out
available core space (see figure 30). The variable NCNTRY is initialized
so that the DO loop in INITALC which clears /CTRYCD/ will operate over
the correct range. Subroutine INITALC is called to initialize program
variables. A call on TIMEME with a parameter of -1 initializes the
timing clock. Subroutine INITAPE is called to initialize the filehandler.
Subroutine SETREAD is called to initialize reading on the BASFILE.
INFORM (block /FILABEL/) is tested to determine if the BASFILE is of the
correct format. If not the run aborts with an error message (statement
10). If the format is correct, the external common blocks MASTER, FIlLS,
CORRCHAR, PAYLOAD, REF, PLANTYPE, WPNREG, VJI'NTYPE, WPNGRP, PKNAVAL, and
CTRYCD are filled from the BASFILE (statements 20 and following).
Extraneous portions of the BASFILE are skipped over by subroutine SKIP.
The BASFILE is terminated and the time to read the file is recorded by a
call on TIMEME.

The remainder of the subprogram reads and processes the user-input
command cards. Each card is read at statement 100. A series of 18
statements determines the requested option and calls the appropriate
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subroutines. The calls on TIMEME record the time spent in each option
which precedes weapon allocation.

When the STOP command is encountered, a completion message is output to
the printer and console typewriter. Two calls on subroutine DEACTIV are
made to remove TINFILE and WINFILE from the list of files to be spilled,
as they are no longer needed.

A description of each command and its effect follows. The first six
commands may appear in any order, but must precede the ALLOCATE command.
The use of any command except ALLOCATE and STOP is optional.

1. RANGEMOD: This command will cause a call to subroutine RNGEMOD.
The data for the new refueled and unrefueled weapon ranges will
be read, one group per card. These new ranges will remain in
effect only for the allocation process. Later processors will
use the ranges specified in the data base.

2. MINRANGE: This command will cause a call to subroutine MINRNGE.
The data cards will contain the minimum range for each group.
There will be one card for each group the user wishes to restrict.
Weapons from a group will be allocated to a target only if the
distance to be traversed by the weapon exceeds the minimum
range. If no minimum range is specified for a group, a zero
value will be assumed.

3. MIRVRIEST: This command will initiate processing by subroutine
MIRVRST. The data cards will contain the numbers of permitted
target classes for each MIRV system. There may be several
cards for each MIRV system. If'a MIRV system is restricted,
weapons using that system can be allocated only against targets
of that class. In addition, the user may specify complex
targets, multiple targets, and targets with terminal ballistic
missile defenses as permitted target types. If no restrictions
are made on a system, it can be allocated to any target.

4. FLAGREST: This command will initiate processing by subroutine
FLAGRST. The data cards will allow the restriction of weapon
allocations from each group according to the value of the FLA;
attribute. There will be one data card fox, each group the user

wishes to restrict.

S. LOCREST: This command will initiate processiag by subroutine
LOCREST. Its function is much the same as for the previous
function except that weapon groups will be restricted according
to country location code.
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6. READMUL: This command will cause the program to read initial
Values for the Lagrange multipliers.

7. ALLOCATE: This is the major function command for program ALOC.
It must be present in every run and must follow any of the
previous six commands that are present. This command will
initiate the weapon allocation process. The data cards will
contain print requests and user-input parameters.

8. PUNCH: This optional command, which will follow the input
parameter set associated with the ALLOCATE command, will cause
the punching of cards containing the final Lagrange multipliers
used in the allocation process. These cards may be used by the
command READI1L to set initial multipliers in a later run.

9. STOP: This command will stop processing in a normal manner.

10. DUMP: This command will terminate processing with a memory
dump.

Program ALOC is illustrated in figure 30.
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SUBROUTINE DEFALOC

PURPOSE: The purpose of this subroutine is to allocate
missiles to en individual target which is
defended with terminal ballistic missile inter-
ceptors (i.e., MISDEF >0).

ENTRY POINTS: DEFALOC

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: WPNGRP, DEFENSE, WADWPN, LAMBDA, WPNTYPE,
WPNREG, MASTER, DYNAMIC, PAYLOAD, LOCDEF, FIXED,
FILES, LOCFIL, WADOUT, WADFINAL, FIXEDASS,
Filehandler (FILABEL, MYLABEL, ITP, MYIDENT,
NOPRINT, WORD)

SUBROUTINES CALLED: PREMIUMS, RESVAL, NMGET. PRNTALL, Filehandler
(RDWORD, RDARRAY, WRARRAY)

CALLED BY: MULCON

Method

When MULCON has read in data associated with a new target, it examines
MISDEF to determine if the target is defended with terminal ballistic
missile interceptors. If MISDEF = 0, indicating no defenses, it proceeds
to call STALL for the allocation of weapons. If MISDEF 50, then there
are terminal interceptors present; DEFALOC is called after calling STALL
to allocate the missiles to the target, and the most profitable allocation
(STALL or DEFALOC) is chosen.

The input variables describing the target's local ABM capability allow
uncertainties to be introduced in the number of interceptors present.
MISDEF is the nominal number of interceptors on the target, each with
kill probability PKTX against unhardened warheads, and RADPK is the random
area defense kill probability. In addition, four other parameters are
defined (the same for all targets) which introduce uncertainties in
MISDEF. RX(i) (input as LOWFAC) is a factor which, when multiplied by
MISDEF, gives a lower estimate of interceptors which has probability
PX(1) (input as PROBLOW) of occurring. Likewise, RX(2) (input as HIGHFAC)
and PX(2) (input as PROBHIGH) define the overestimate of interceptor
availability. Thus, if there is imperfect knowledge of the terminal ABM
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capability, the allocator can hedge against these uncertainties when
assigning weapons.

In addition to the target-associated ABM data, it is possible to describe
penetration aids suitable for the various missiles by means of the payload
table. For a particular payload index IPAY, the following variables are
defined which describe the terminal missile defense penetration aids:

NWIID = Number of warheads per independent re-entry vehicle.

NTDECOYS = The number of aim points the terminal defense sees
for each independent re-entry vehicle (in addition to
the warheads). These are terminal decoys.

XDEG = A factor by which the PKTX is multiplied to obtain
terminal interceptor kill probability against this
weapon type. It reflects additional hardening of the
warhead or electronic penetration aids which can
degrade interceptor effectiveness.

The first decision in DEFALOC concerns the verification pass. If
PROGRESS = 2 and IVERIFY = 2, the current call on DEFALOC is apart of
verification pass to determine the effect of a new correlation factor.
Since DEFALOC does not consider interweapon correlations, no processing
is done in this case.

Before allocating any missiles, DEFALOC determines if STALL has been
called. STALL will not be called if the number of fixed assignments
exceeds 30. If STALL was called, the surplus weapon indicators SURPWP
are reset (statement 76) as if STALL were not called. This procedure
provides for the correct premium computations in RE'SVAL.

If there are fixed assignments on this target (statement 77), DEFALOC
assigns these weapons first. On the second and later passes (statement
78) the operation is relatively simple. The old allocation contained in
the IG and KORR arrays of /DYNAMIC/ is loaded into the IFW array and the
NOWEP array. The NOWEP array defines the potential DEFALOC allocation.
If the number of fixed assignments exceeds 30, the value of the KORR
array is equal to the negative of the number of weapons assigned (see
statements 72 to 96. This procedure allows specification of more than
30 weapons within the 30 elements of the IG array. If the fixed assign-
ments are less than 30 in numbex, each entry in the IG array represents
one weapon.

Processing differs if there are fixed assignments on the first pass.
The DO loop starting at statement 97 and continuing to statement 85
allocates each fixed weapon. There are several tests made on proposed
fixes in tois loop. First, if the fixed weapon is a bomber, DEF'LOC
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cannot beused since it allocates missiles only. Statement 40 tests if
STALL were called. If so, the STALL allocation to this target is used
without further DEPALOC processing. If STALL was not called by reason
of an excess of 30 fixes, statement 41 prints an error message and the
fix request is ignored. If the fixed weapon is a missile, its range Js
tested in statement 50. If the range is insufficient, an error message
is printed and the request ignored. If the range is sufficient the
weapon is assigned. A group counter is kept (statement 86) to determine
the number of unique groups represented on target. Statement 91 assigns
the weapon. Following statement increase the total cost and reset the
surplus weapon counter. If the user has requested saving the fixed
missile information on the MSLTIME file (SAVEFIX = TRUEi, this
information is written on the ITMPMSL file by DEFALOC (statement 63) if
subroutine STALL has not already done so.

After assigning all fixed weapon requests currently input. DUFALOC
determines if there are more requests to be read in the first pass. If
NLFTAR (/FIXEDASS/) is greater than zero, more fixes are read from the
TfTFILE. The existence of more requests is signalled by setting IFW(31)
to a nonblank value. If after reading the remaining fixes'from the
target file, the value of IFTGT (/FIXED/) matches the target number,
ITGT (/DYNAMIC/), more requests are read from the user input. The values
of IFIXTAPE and IBCD, set by RDALCRD, determine the source of user input
fix requests.

Statement 75 is the exit from the fixed assignment processing. The DO
loop from statement 75 to statement 74 places each fixed weapon into
the IPW and KORR arrays to be saved for later use. In addition, the
expected number of objects (warheads and terminal decoys) perceived by
the terminal defense is computed and stored in variable NOBJ.

Before allocating any weapons to the target, DEFALOC calculates an
approximate maximum rate of return for attacking the target with the best
missiles available, using exhaustion tactics (statement 84).

The missile allocation proceeds as follows: first, those missiles with
the cheapest terminal objects (warheads and terminal decoys) are allocated
until the terminal interceptors are exhausted. Then each missile type
in turn is tried to determine which type has the greatest payoff per unit
cost when added to this exhausted inix of weapons.

Since the payoff function for a defended target is generally not convex,
one cannot look at only the rate of return of the next missile to detcrmine
whether the target is profitable to be attacked. Rather, it is necessary
to allocate weapons beyond the exhaustion point and then search for that
allocation which yields the highest average rate of return. If this
average rate is greater than one; i.e., a profit is realized by attacking
the defended target, then the allocation can actually proceed.
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The exhaustion phase of the allocation is carried out in the statements
between statements 400 and 600. The post-exhaustion phase starts at
statement 600 and continues to statement 2000.

In all calculations of target damage, subroutine RhSVAL is called to
dotermine the residual target value (VTDX) for the specific mix of
weapons allocated at the time RESVAL is called. Appearance of VTDX in
the flowchart implies a call on RHSVAL. The program, however,
can only allu-ate missiles from a maximum of 30 groups in total, which
must be kept in mind when specifying target defenses. That is, if 30
groups cannot provide suff:.cient objects to exhaust the defense, this
tactic is excluded by the allocator. In addition, only 40 percent of the
weapons in any one group can be allocated to a single defended target.

When DEFALOC has completed its laydown, it compares thy resulting profit
to the STAIL profit. If the STALI. profit is greater, I)LALOC sets
NBIN = MISDEF, and restores the STALL allocation. If IF-FALO(C has a
greater profit, it sets NBLN = -MISDEF. If only one of the subroutines
has produced an allocation which met the required MINKIL, that allocatin
is chosen regardless of profit. Then DEFALOC loads the IG and KORR
arrays. First, the fixed weapons are placed in the arrays and then the
nonfixed ones. In all cases, the KORR array contains a negative number
corresponding to the number of missiles allocated from the group specified
in the corresponding position of the IG array.

This subroutine also calculates a modified value for deleting a weapon
from the target. This value, DELVT in /WADFINAL/, is used by MIXtLON to
compute the relative damage caused by each allocation, RVAI.. For fixed
weapons, the value of DELVT is set to the original target value, VTO,
For all other weapons, DELVT is equal to the difference between the
final residual value, VTDX, of the entire allocation and the residual
value if all nonfixed weapons of the same group were removed.

Figure 31 illustrates subroutine DEFALOC.
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SUBROUTINE FIAGRST

PURPOSE: This routine processes the flag restriction
user-input parameter cards,

ENTRY POINTS: FLAGRST

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, FLAGRST, MACHINE, WADWPN

SUBROUTINES CALLED: NUMGET

CALLED BY: ALOC '

Method

This routine performs the flag restriction option operations. Its pur-
pose is to set the flag restriction codes. (FLACOK in common /FLAGRST/ 1
according to user-input parameter cards. (CommoA block:/NADWPN/ is used
as an input buffer.)

Array FLAGOK in common /FLAGRST/ is a logical array indexed by flag code
(1-9) and group number. The element FLAGOK(I,J) represents the flag I
for group number J. If FLAGOK(I;J) is .TRUE'., then weapons from group
J can be allocated against targets whose flag code is I. If this ,element
is .FALSE. weapons from group J are restricted from targets with code I:.

The initial setting of the FLAGOK array is :performed in subroutine
INITALC, where all values are set ,TRUE.. The user has two input options,
SELECT and DFLETE. In the SELECT option, all elements in FLAGOK for a
group are set .FALSE. except for those specified on an input card. In
the DELETE option, specific elements are set .FALSF. The local logical
variable SET performs this operation. If the user-requested option for
z group is DELETE, SET is set .FALSE. (statemen, 50). If the SELECT
option is chosen tor a group, the statemenl from 60 to 80 give SET a
value of .TRUE., and set .FALSE. all values of. iIAGOK for the requested
group.

Statement 80 calls NUMGET to re.;ve the imbedded blanks from the i-er-
input flag codes and convert from BCD code to iinteger variable. For
example, the user-input codes " 1 2 3 4 5" in BCD cnde would be conVerted
by NUNGET to the number 12,345. A call on the SCOPE library routine
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YJ40DF performs modulo 10 arithmetic on the resulting number. For cxample,
12,345 modulo 10 is S. This gives one flag code, the rightmost code.
Dividing the initial number (12,345) by 10 removes the rightmost code
(12,345/10 = 1,234). Successive applications of modulo 10 arithmetic and
divisions by 10 between statements 90 and 110 break down the user input
into a list of flag codes. Statement 100 sets the FLAGOK value according
to this flag code list.

'The subroutine ends by printing the flag codes of all those groups which
are restricted in some way (statement 1020).

Subroutine FLAGRST is illustrated in figure 32.
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FUNCTION FMUP

PURPOSE: This function computes a survival probability
given a sum of kill factors for all weapons
allocated to the target.

ENTRY POINTS: 'IUP

FORIMAL PARAMETERS: S - A sum of kill factors

COMMON BLOCKS: WADWPN

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: WAD, RESVAL

Method

This function is a straightforward application of the two damage laws

used in the system. The law used on the current target is determined by~the variable rLAIV in common /WADWPN/, If this variable was set positive

in subroutine RECON (and entry SETUP in that routine), then the square
root damage law is used. Otherwise, the exponential law is used.

&,e input formal parameter S is a sum of the kill factors (each prepared
by function TABLEIUP) for all weapons assigned to the target.

The value returned by the function is defined as follows:

Exponential Law

VIUP =exp (-S) (statement 1)

Square Root Law

FMUP = (1 + !-')*exp(- <W) (Statement 2)

Figure 33 illustrates function FIN11JP.
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SUBROLTINE FORMATS

PURPOSE: This subroutine determines the best 10-column
BCD format for a variable.

ENTRY POINTS: FORMATS

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: FORMATS

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: PRNTNOW

Method

The variable to be formatted is INWORD, the first word in common I
/FORMATS/. (This word is equivalenced to WORDIN.) The best 10-column
format is returned in NFORMAT the second word of common /FORMATS/.
The resulting value of NFOPMAT can be used in a FORTRAN ouput statement
such as: PRINT NFORMAT, INWORD.

The names WORDIN and INWORD are equivalenced to allow correct specifi-
cation (real or integer) for any possible input. The name NFORMT is
internally equivalenced to the variable name NFORMAT for convenience.
Internal to FORMATS, the absolute value of the input variable is kept in
INABS, equivalenced to ABSIN for type specification purposes.

To determine if a number is fixed or floating point, the first 18 bits
of the absolu-e value are tested. If a bit is set, the number is
assumed to be floating point, since all normalized floating point numbers
have at least one bit set in this range. Thus, if an integer quantity
greater than 1.073,741,823 is input, it will be treated as if it were
a floating po:.nt variable. However, no variable input fromi PRN'I'NOW can
have a value of that magnitude, so this restriction is nevor a handicap.
Table 16 presents the returned formats for each range of input values.I Subroutine FORMATS is illustrated in figure 34.
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F Table 16: CPzleulated Formats for Variables

RANGE OF ABSOLUTE
VALUE OF VARIABLE, X FORMAT OF NEG-ATIVE FORMAT OF POSITIVE

O or Integer Variable 110 110
0O x < o.oooi E10.1 E10.2
0.0001 S X 5.0.999999 FIO.S P10.5
0.999999 < X 99.9999 F10.4 F10.4
99.9999 < X S 9999.99 F10.3 F10.3
9999.99 < X 5 999999.9 F10.2 F10.2
999999.9 <X E10.1 E10.2
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START

2
IN S 10 INWORD 00

ORD 
3tit to URND'o

INABS INWORD

4

Mask INABS To Determine
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Ploating No
poblt?
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5 
14 16

Greater T an 999999,9? Yes yespositi NI:01tk1T 8IIE10.2
No 0

6

Less Than .00ol? es Npo I I
RETL'RjN

No
7

.)9? YesGreater Than 9999.c Nrokrr sHrio,2 RETURN
No

9 10
YEGreater Than 99.9999?

No PET

12
YesGreater Th n o.999999? NrORW 8HF10.4 RETURN

No

NP0101T sHF10.5 RETUP";

Fig. 34. Subroutinc FOUIATS
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SUBROUTINE GETDATA

PURPOSE: This routine computeo the weapon-target inter-
action variables and performs all 1/O on the
WPNTGT files.

ENTRY POINTS: GETDATA, INITGET

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON biOUCKS: MASTER, FILES, FILABEL, MYLABEL, ITP, MYIDENT,
NOPPINT, TWORD, LOCFIL, WPNREG, WPNTYPE, PAYLOAD,
WPNGRP, PLANTYPE, REF, CORRCHAR, DYNAMIC,
WADWPN, CONTROL, FLAGRST, CTRYCD, CIRYRST,
RESTRICT, RANGE, PKNAVAL, FIXED, FIXEDASS,
MACHINE, DEFENSE, MULADJ, PRINEED, SMAT, PAYOFF,
PEN, ALOCIN, INTFILE, DRCS162

bUoROUTINES CALLED: TIMEME, RDARRAY, DELLONG, ITLE, D'.-Tr, PRNTALL,
SETUP, SKIP, RDWORD, NUMGFT, ABO!' .ECON

CALLED BY: MULCON

Method

Definitions of local arrays for subroutine GETDATA are:

DISTAD(ICORR) The distance for a weapon group G from group
centroid (or refueling area) to the target
via corridor ICORR

ATTRAD(ICORR) The total high altitude attrition in
DISTAD(ICORR)

CROSSDST(ICORR) The perpendicular distance of the target
from the center line of corridor TCORR

PENALTCICORR) Penetration probability to the target
\'ia corridor ICORR for current group

DPLAT(ICORR) Latitude of depenetration corridor ICORR

PCLAT(ICORR) Latitude of penetration corridor ICORR

DPLONG(ICORR) Longitude of depenetration corridor ICORR

PCLONG(ICORR) Longitude of penetration corridor ICORR
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ATTR(LEG) Total attrition estimat,,J on (LEG) portion,
of bomber mission (1 LEG s 4)

RATE(LEG) Attrition rate times sortie value estimated
on (LEG) portion of mission

DISTT(LEG) Distance of (LEG) estimated

LASTFT(IF) Target number of last target on WPNTGT
file number IF

The flow of operations for subroutine GETDATA is shown in Parts I
through VII of figure 35. The parts of the figure display the
Initializing Operations (entry INITGET), Input Filehandling (First Pass),
Weapon-Target Calculations, Bomber Penetrability, Output Array Pro-
cessing, Second Pass Processing, and Fixed Assignment Processing. The
flow diagrams are in sufficient detail to be largely self-explaiatory.
In the following sections, comments are made only where the flow diagrams
require some explanation.

Part I: Initialization (Entry INITGET)

Entry INITGET is used to initialize the local variables for GETDATA.
The corridor-dependent distances and attrition rates are precomputed
for later use. The SMAT arrays for MIRV and nonMIRV systems are com-
puted and the values of attribute RANGEDEC are checked for appropriate

range (i.e. > 1.1).

Part II: Input Filehandling - First Pass 3

This section checks the previous write operation on the WPNTGT file.
If there were errors, the write is rutried until success or five unsuc-
cessful attempts. In the latter case, the job aborts with an error
message. The input data on the target from the TGTFILE are read and
transferred to common /DYNAMIC/ from common /ALOCIN/. If GETDATA had
to allocate more space for the job as scratch storage, the QUICK
filehandler disk directory, common /DRCS162/, is rewritten on the disk
to show the new allocations.

Part III: Weapon-Target Calculations

This portion has been described in detail in the Analytical Manual and

needs no further comment here. Statements 822 and 7394 apply to the

FLAG restriction constraints. Statements 8049 and 1398 anply to the
CNTRYLOC restriction constraints. Statement 8051 applies to the
minimum range (MINRANGE) constraint. The block preceding statement 822
and statement 970 apply to the restriction of allocations to NAVAL
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targets for weapons with PKNAV greater than zero. Statements 909 and
960 apply to the MIRV system restriction (MIRVREST) constraints,

Part IV: Bomber Penetrability

This part calculates the use of low-altitude range and resulting bomber
attrition as described in the Analytical Manual, Volume II, Plan fener'Ition
Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and Techniques, Defenses-Bomber.
Using a value of recovery equal to one quarter of the total sortie value,
the best penetration corridor is chosen.

Part V: Output Array Processing

This section compresses the output arrays in common /WADWPN/. All
storage reserved for inactive groups is removed. If the target has
only one hardness component, storage in the STK and STK2 arrays for
the second component is also removed.

This section also allocates new disk files for the WPNTGT files, if
they are required. Variable NOWALOC in (.ommon /TNTFILE/ gives the
number of scratch files currently allocated by the QUICK filehandler.
These files are named SCRTCIl, SCRTCII2, SCRTCII 3, etc. Sin& .e the
ALOCTI file is SCRTCH1, and the ITMPMSL file is SCRTCI12, the first
WPNTGT file must be SCRTCH3. Thus, as new WPNTT files are needed,
NOI'ALOC is investigated to determine if the space has been allocated.
If not, GETDATA uses operating system routine ALLOCATE to reserve one-
million words (LINTFL in /INTFILI2/) for the WPNTGT file. If GETDATA
does allocate extra files, it must chant,"- NOWALOC in common /INTFILE/
and rewrite the QUICK filehandler dis, directory PRC5162 (see part 11).

Part VI: Second-Pass Processing

This part is used on all passes after the first. It reads the data for
the next target and .:hecks for read errors. If they exist, the data are
reread until there are no errors or there have been three uisuccessful
attempts. In the latter case, the job aborts with an error message.
The three types of reau errors are parity errors, end-of-file errors, or
length errors. For a length error, the amount of data read must be
less than the amount expected according to LNEXT in /WADWPN/. Subroutine
RECON is used to decompress the file data into the form used by the
other routines in ALOC. Subroutine RECON movws the data from the lower
half of /WADWPN/ to the upper half.
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Part VII: Fixed Assignment Processing

This part is used only if fixed assignments are allowed from the TGTFILF

and there are fixes for the current target on that file. (This part is
used only in the fixst pass.) If there are more than 30 fixes on the
target, the flag NLFTAR in common /FIXEDASS/ is set to the number of
fixes remaining on the file for input by subroutine DEFALOC.

I

L

I

1.1
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SUBROUTINE INITALC

PURPOSE: This routine initializes many variables used in
program ALOC.

ENTRY POINTS: 1NITALC

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, 222, RANGE, RESTRICT, FLACRST, CTRYRST,
MACHINE, WPNGRP

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALI.ED BY: ALOC

Method

This routine initializes the variables in blocks /222/, /RANGE/,
/RESTRICT/, /FLAGRST/, /CTRYRST/, and /MACII1NE/. Common /MASTER/ .s
used to retrieve the value of NCNTRY (maximlm number of country codes).
Common /WPNGRP/ is used to retrieve the value of MGROUP ('maximum
number of weapon groups).

Subroutine INTTALC is illustrated in figure 36.
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SUBROUTINE LOCREST

PURPOSE: This routine reads and processes the country code
restriction user-input parameter cards.

ENTRY POINTS: LOCREST

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, CTRYCD, CTRYRST, MACIIINF, WADWPN*

SUBROUTINES CALLED: NUMGET, ITLE

CALLED BY: ALOC

Method

This routine performs the input and processing of the weapon allocation

restrictions by country code (CNTRYLOC). Its purpose is to set thc
country code restriction flags (logical array CTRYOK in common /CTRYRST/)
according to the user-input parameter cards.

Array CTRYOK in common /CTRYRST/ is a logical array indexed by a country
code index and group number. The element CTRYOK (I,J). represents the
restriction of r weapon from group J against a target whose country code
occupies position I in the country code list, array CTRYCD in common
block /CTRYCD/. The array CTRYCD was filled by program PREPALOC when
the TGTFILL wa. created. It is a list of all the country codes repre-
sented in the iir~vt system. If CTRYOK (1,J) is .TRUE., then weapons
frot group J c- ,e allocated against a target whose country code occupies
the Ith position the list. If CTRYOK (I,J) is .FALSE., the weapon
from group J car, he allocated to targets whose code is in the Ith
position.

The initial setting of the CTRYOK array is performed in subroutine
INITALC where all values are set ,TRUE.. The user has two input options
for country code restrictions, SELCT or DELIETE. In the SEI,FCT option,
all elements in CTRYOK for a group are set .FALSE., except for those
codes specified on the input card. In the DELBTE option, specific
elements in FLAGOK are set .FALSE. according to the user input. The
SELECT or I)ELE'E option is chosen by the user for each group. The local
logical variable SET performs the operation of modifying the CmTYOK
array. If the user option for a group is I)11LE, SET is sct to .FAISi.

*Common block /AADWPN/ used as an input buffer.
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(statement SO), If the SELECT option is chosen for a group, the
s.atements from 60 to 80 give SET a value of ,TRUE., and all values of
CrRYOK for the requested group are set ,FALSE..

In the block from statement 80 to the DO 120 loop, the subroutine
removes all embedded blanks from the user-nput country code list
This Is done by breaking down the list into individual characters
The list is reordered by placing al blanks at the end of the list
while not changing the order of the nonblank characters. The resulting
compressed code list is divided into sections of two-character length,
the length of the country code.

The DO 120 loop invetigates each code on the input card. Wihen a blank
code is encountered, the program realizes the end of the current list
has been reached. If the input code is present in the li.t prepared
by program PHEPALOC, the appropriate CTRYOK flag is set according to

the value of te variable SET. a

When the END is encountered, signalling the end of the input, the
country code restrictions flags for all groups which have been restricted

are printed statement 000). For case in reiding by the user, the
list of country codes is divided into sections of 35 codes. W~ithin
each svction, any group restricted from hitting targets with a code in
that section is represented by a list of itb :estriction flags for codes
in that section. A printed value of I represents a value of .TRUE. for
CTRYOK, and a value of 0 represents a value of .FALSE..

Figure 37 illustrates subroutine LOCREST.
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SUBROUJTINE MI RVRST

PURPOSE: This routine reads and saves the data concorning
the restriction of weapons with MIRV capabilities
to certain targct classes. These data are used
by subroutine GCiTDATA tc determine whethc-r a
weapon system can be used against a target.

ENTRY POINTS: Ni I aRsT

FORMALPARAMETERS: None

CO.ION I3LOCKIS: RESTRICT, IVADNI[)N*

SUBROLITINEiSCALLEDM: NIGET

CALLED BY: ALOC

Method

TIhis irout ine reads a set of data cards which list thle target classes to
which the user wishes to restrict the allocation of NITRV weapons. Fa ch
data card contains the ITIRV system identi fi cat ion number (IMIRV) and a
list of permitted target classes (statement 10) . This data set is

tecrminatcd by a 0 or negativye IMTRV numbher.

The porrmittcd ta ,rget class name fields are scanned onl enchi card. OnlyI
the nonblaiik fields are processed. The contents of these fields shoul.1d
be the names of the QLII(.EK target classes (g.,MISISILE, /I) , Hincludin'g
COMP IlX and COMILFW) III add it ion , two other target attributes may he
put on the1 perMittVLd1 I,;t . Th ici EBD emi's targets with
terminal bal list ic :;is;i Ie defenses; the fieold MNIJLTIPI.F permnits mul tiplec

Tilet Ido n0)ot neecd to he in any' order, nor is there any r eqi red order'I

for thle target Classes . The same IMIV 1W nber n~vappear ,mo th: Ii oce.
If so, the permit t k! ci asses onl thle seconOi andI, stuccoed jg Cal. , re'
aided to thle cla sse s pin i tted onl previous cards . 'The mn i mum numbher of
pci-mi tted classcs, not incuin jg DFrINDED) and NMI1PIE",; ios IThcro is
no limbit onl thle mber of' restrict izan Cards, Cither total or per I-MJRV

If his im ol' ion sLi .d -- tfcc is no r-I r jet i on card Inc1 a ccerta inI
syst'111 tham ,,,. . .t . I D wnrll hec~~ . ot . '~ ,it tilc data i I ts are'

*(o,~I~o~ i~\I~VI~/is ic" S j flililt bLIl 1-f r

Js 2n I
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permittod classes. Thus, if a card contains an IMIRV number and is
blank theroafter, the system cannot be allocated unless there are other
cards with that number that do contain permitted classes.

The list of permitted classes (MYPER\IT) is passed to subroutine GHTDATA
through common block /RESTRICT/. The logical arrays TMBDEF and MULTARG
are used for terminal ballistic missile defended target restrictions and
multiple torget restrictions, respectively. If an element in one of
these arrays is .TRUE., the system can hit a target of that type. For
example if TMBDEF(3) = .TRUE. and MULTARGC3) = .FALSP-., weapons with an
IMIRV value of 3 can be allocated against defended targets but not
against multiple targets.

Subroutine MlRVRST is illustrated in figure 38.
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SUBROUTINE MULCON

PURPOSE: The primary purpose of MULCON is to adjust
the Lagrange multipliers during the alloca-
tion. It also monitors the progrcss of the
allocation, controls the flow of the program
throughout the allocation, and handles much of
the file input/output.

ENTRY POINTS: MiULCON

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, FILES, FILABEL, MYLABEl,, ITP, MYII)ENT,
NOPRINT, TWORD, LOCFIL, WPNREG, WPNTYPE, PAYLOAD,
WPNIGRP, CONTROL, DYNAMIC, FORMATS, LAMBDA,
MULADJ, PRN'TCON, 222, NALLY, PAYOFF, PRINFED,
PRINI, PRNTWADD, PRTMUJLL, 333, WAD'INAL, WADOUT,
WADIVPN, DEFENSE, FIXED, FIXEDASS, SMAT

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SETRI'AD, RDARRAY, SETWRTTE, WRARRAY, TERM'PI!,
TIMEMIi, SE"TABIEI, RDALCRD), PRNTCON, PRNTAI.L,
INITGIiT, GETI)ATA, NUMIGET, PRNTNOIV, SORTMIS,
STALL, DIEFALOC, PREMIUMS

CALLED BY: ALOC

I

Method

Definitions of varia!'les local to MIUICON:

RT(11'T(INTPRD) "rie current value of the changing target w,-ight
to be used; may differ from 'I'( PN'rPI)) since
the latter as read in from tape may represnt
the value on the previous pass

PAR'IA ,(.1) Thc es tima ted dependence of a llocation rate on

the local multiplier

NOWPS (.J) The totai nubher of we' :pl)ons associated with Che
local 11ulti pliers (TYPli REAL)

CURSIIU (1) The running sum of target wei ht multiplied by
weapons assigned For local nmultiplicr .1 SiNCe
the local multipliers were last evnlted



The processing in MtJICON involves two types of files, dynamic and

static. The dynamic files are the ALOCTI and ALOCTAR (or ALOCT2) files.
= They contain informiation on the targets and weapon allocation that

varies from pass to pass, Hence, the file contcnt is dynamic. The
IVPNTCT files produced by GETIIATA are the static files. The weapon-
target interaction data calculated by GHTTATA in the first pass and
written onl these files do not change as the allocation progresscs.
Thus, the file content is static.

NIULCON proceeds by making multiple passes through the target list until
the correct number of weapons have b~een allocated. During this process,
the Lagrange multipliers are modified to force the allocation to con-
verge to the given stockpile. The basis for most of the MIJLCON calcu-
lations is discussed in the Analytical Manual for the Plan (eneration

Subsystem and the Concept of Operation section of this chapter.

The flow of operations in MLCON is illustrated in figure 39, The
first sheet represents the flow In five parts of the program: Par" 1,I
the initialization phase; Part 11, fixed weapon assignment proces!sIng,

Part 111, the main flow; Part IV, processing after allocation; anid
Part V, multiplier adjustment. The flow diagrams are annotated with
statement references to the FORTRAN listing and are in sufficient
detail to be largely self-explanatory. in the following sections,
comments are made only where the flow diagrams require somei
explanation.

Part I: Initialization

The routine hegins by calling utility subroutine TIMhI3l to initialize
the clock. The dynamnic file names arc selected and the files initialized
for inpu~tt/outpuLt. SUbroti n SFYABLE ii, called to initialize the table
in cojmmon /IA r.i eeded bM' function FMIP for thle square root damiage
law, Subroutinle IZDALCI) is called to read anld prIocess the uIser- inpuit

parameter cards for the ALLOGATL: function. The description of these
Parameters is contalined in the description of subroutine RDAICRD. NPASS
and ITlarc. ini tial ized so that the print control rout ine PRN WON will
know what prinots to act ivate , and then PRNTCON is cal led to do so.
This ' arlv cal I onl PR1NTCON i:; ilrimari lv to allow control of prints
dun Iill' thle in it in li atioll phase, A C;1ll for a suimiary print (PRNTAI.11) )
1:11111 d ia lt C I V f'o I w I .O

In li or to determine tho 'l locat1rirte assoc-iated with specific
local mul.1ti p i erSLAr) to Cunnn1)tO the ac tanl ILaorange inn 11 t;.i

l.AEI:;)from: the local mu Iit in rs , anld final ly to eva ia te the
co rre Iat ionl cross terms1" hetwon diffe rent weaponls , it i s necessary, to
halve anl index which m1akes it possilile to look lip all thL' local MUlti-
p1liers I:*5oc iated with eaIch wenlpon L I0U9 (;G. lb his ilhkc.\ ,JATTIHl( AT, G)
is Campi- LcdI in the IM) sCHr 0s o stlaterclnts.



In the 500 series statements, the initial values of the actual Lagrange
multipliers are computed, In addition, the total number of weapons
NOWPS(J) associated with each local multiplier LA(J) is determined so
that the expected rate of allocation associated with the multiplier can
be determined.

In E-tatement 602, the sensitivity of the allocation errors to the value
of the local multipliers is estimated. With a fairly large value for
the linear premium PPRM all sensitivities are about the same independent
of the size of the group; thus, PARTIAL(J) is simply set to -1.0.

In statement 603, RUNSUM and WTSUM are initialized as if the starting
pseudo-allocation were exact, but the weight given to that allocation Is

reduced by the square root of the number of targets so that it does not
take too long for data on actual allocation rates to produce a signifl-
cant effect on the estimated rates.

The initialization phase ends with a call on INITGET to initialize the
variables in subroutine GETDATA and a call on subroutine TIMENME to
record time spent in initialization.

Part Ii; Fixed Weapon Assignment Processing

This sectiorn deals with the fixed weapon assignment processing in the
900 and 9,000 series of statements. The processing begins by clearing
the arrays used to store the assignments. Subroutine GIiTDATA is c.lled
to calculate the weapon-target interaction data and write the W'PNTG' I
file. These calculations will determine the validity of the fixed
assignments. Subroutine PRNTCON is callcJ to control the printing for
this pass and target. Then the target numoer is checked against th.o
number of the next fixed target to be processed. If they arc equal,
the fixed assignments are read. Only the first 30 weapons assigned
are read. If there are more, subroutine DPFALOC will read the remainder.
The fixed assignment data, including the arrival time information, is
processed by STALL and DEPALOC. The origin of the fixed assignment
input data was selected by the user input options in subroutine RDALCARD.
The variables in common blocks /FIXED/ and /VIXEDASS/ describe the origin
of this information.

Part III: Main Flow (After First Pass)

In statement 1206, it is necessary to save the old allocation data which
have been read in off the dynamic file, since they would otherwise be

* overwrittcn by the new allocation.

The test for a new target is necessary since the program might be pro-
cessing a second componient of a multiple target (if PROGRESS 1 1.0).
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In this case the target index ITGT in the DYNAMIC array would still be
the same as JTGT and it would be a mistake to request new static data
from subroutine GFTDATA.

During the main allocation phase PROGRESS is less than 2 so usually
the termination closing phase on the lower right of the sheet is skipped
entirely,

Whcn PROGRESS first becomes equal to 2, the allocation is complete and
the file then being written on is noted as STIRKIN for ALOCOUT (statement
2M2 Part V). However, the allocation at this point is not all on

that file. Consequently, in order to get the allocation on one file, it
is necessary to continue reading the old and simply copy the old
allocation to fill out the new file. This is done in two ways. If
verification or testing of the allocation is to be done (IVERIFY = 1,2),
the old allocation is saved in statement 1220 and the program goes on
to carry out the verification, reading in the old allocation to the
next target as usual in statement 1201. Since verification always
requires a full pass, this process will assure that the STRKIN file
is complete. (When the end of the file is reached and files are
switched, it continues writing on the next file, but this does no
harm.) When the verification is complete all files are terminated
(statement 1.231) and subroutine SORTMIS is called to write the MSLTIME
file for use by program PLNTPLAN. A test is then made to determine
if the STRKIN file is the intended file, ALOCTAR. If so, control
returns to the main program immediately after a final print of timing
data. If not, the ALOCTI file is copied onto the ALOCTAR file before
the timing print and return.

Ilowevcr, assiming that PROGRESS is not yet equal to 2.0, the erlinnation
section is ignored and the program guts ready to generate a new allo-
cation to replace the one just read in statement 1201. On the first
pass the old allocation is .1 pseudo-il location and the replacement is
done elsewhere (see Part 11). The replacement is accomplished by
removing the contribution of the old allocation to all running sums
before the new allocation is generated. 1lis is accomplished in tile
1300 series of statements, This can be done in this simple way because
the values of COST, PAYOFF, PROFIT, TGTWT, and DPROFIT, then in meemory,
are those just read in from the dynamic file and so they cor,'espond
to the old allocation. Since the quantities RIUNSII M and WTSIIM were
divided by NTIFAC at the end of the last pass when the files were
interchanged. the'old TGTWT must also be divided Iy this same factor'
to make it commensurate before it is subtracted out.

The reason that RflVCOST must be computed is that tile values of the
multipliers have probably changed (unless PROGRESS = 1.0) since the
prior allocation; consequently a revised cost (RMICOST) of the allo-
cation bascd on the new mult ipliers is of interest, ad if prob'Ably
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different than the old cost COST. The reason for the test on PROGRESS
before correcting the cumulativo differential profit will be discussed
in connection with Part IV of the program (Shet 5 of the figure).

Part IV: Processing After Allocation

Before calling STALL, CTSPILL is set to 0. (If some elenrents are
spilled, WAD will so note by setting CTSPILL equal to the number of
elements spilled.) The calls on TIMLME (5, 6, 7) before and after tile
allocation cause the time spent during the actual allocation to be
recorded in columns 6 and 7 of the TIMEME output print (number 23).

Before calling either allocation routine, however, the program must
check the number of fixed weapon assignments. The limitation on
weapons allocated to one target is 30 weapons on an undefended target
and 30 weapon groups on a defended (i.e., terminal ballistic missile
defenses) target. Usually, MULCON calls both STALL and DEFALOC on
defended targets and chooses the best allocation. If there are more
than 30 fixed weapon assignments, STALL should not be called. If the
number of fixed assignments is greater than 30, MULCON checks to see if
it is a dc.ended target. If not, an error message is printed and the
excess assignments are ignored. Then STALL is called. If it is a
defended target, MULCON sets a dummy low profit (except for verification)
and calls only DEFALOC.

The additional details of the allocation required by later processors
are then recorded in /DYNAMIC/. PEN and TOARR are required by EVALALOC,
while KORR and VTI) (as changed to compute RVAL) are required by ALOCOUT,
FOOTPINT, and POSTALOC.

The various running sums are then calculated in statements following
1402. If DEFALOC has made the allocation, the KORR array gives the
number of missiles from each group allocated to the target. If KORR
is positive, it represents the corridor. If it is negative, it repre-
sents the number allocaled. Then the profit and cost data are recorded.

The following quantities are of particular importance:

I)PROFIT = PROFIT - OPROFIT

SIPROFIT = Y, DPROFIT

I)ELTFF = DPROIr/VAL1VPNS

SDEHI:'FF = SI)PROFI'I'/VAL1VPNS

These quaitLities a.e computed a..': tihe l:asl two printed
out in, the standard AO(C :.rint numhct'r 2 to he1p the user
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evaluate the progress of the allocation.* The quantity OPROFTT
represents the profit of the old allocation to the target evaluated
in terms of the present values of the Lagrange multipliers. DPROFIT
is thus a measure of the improvement in profit using the new allocation,
Up until PROGRESS w 1.0 this quantity is summed over all targets (one
complete pass only) to give SI)PliO[T. Thus, when the multipliers have
been near the correct values for one full pass the value of SDPROFTT
should he small. To provide a standard relative value for interpreting
these quantities, they are divided by the value of' all the weapons
VALWPNS,

VALWPNS a Z NWPNS(G) * LI'F(G)

to obtain DELTEFF and SDE-,LTEFF whtch measure changes in profit as a
fraction of the total value of all woapons.

The quantity of SDELTiFF, therefore, provides an estimate of how efficient
the allocation would have been if the allocation had been terminated
one pass earlier. Presumably, the current efficiency is substantially
higher, but SDELTEFF does not, at this point, give any indication of
how much. It is nevertheless of value in developing experience on how
soon the PROGRESS .75 phase can be terminated. When PROGIRSS Is equal
to 1.00 the multipliers are frozen and this role of SI)LLTFF ceases
to be relevant. The quantity is then reset to 0. Thereafter it
provides a measure of the effect on the profit of closing to the exact
stockpile. Usually during the closing phase SDELTEFF goes slightly
negative. However, since during this phase we continue to replace
allocations originally produced with slightly different values of the
multipliers, the value nay go positive for a while until the closing
forces get large enough to force closure even at some loss of profit.
Thus the value of SDrLTIFF at the end of the closing phase (PROGRESS = 1)
measures the loss in profit associated with closing. In the event that
closing requires more than one full pass, a test has !een inserted just
before statement 1304 which causes SDIL,'rFF to continue to accumulate
over more than one pass when PROGRESS = 1.0.

Finally when PROGRiSS = 2.0 the quantity is again set equal to 0. If

a verification pass is carried out, SDh' then measures any increase
in profit in the verification pass rel, tive to the final al location.
In this role it defines an upper linit on the inefficiency of the actual
allocation.

Ordinarilv after all these calculations are performled the results are
stored on the output file in statement 1501. However, if" PR(,RFSS = 2
this step is -;kipped since the outpuit file already contains the flnal
allccatlon.

"ihoe column labelled(!'-0)/V','P in print nivmiler 2 contai as -hose
variables: IlLT.FF on the first line, S[)iW .'I'l*FF on thc :seccnd.
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If ay eemets f amulipl tagetspilled, thle weapons previously

gram asumethat where multiple targets exist, the INIJIiXNo will cor-
respond to the first target of thc multiple and that the other values of
INDIMXN must be rct to correspond to the first elemeint of thle second
part (statemenit 1502).

If spilling did not occur, a test is ii-ade (statemeint 1503) to see if
alil elements of tile target have been processed. This is necessary since
a multiple target -light have split onl a p)rior pass. If so, the program
cycles back immdiately to point B (statement 1201) to process the
remaining elements. Thus, multipliers are never recomputed in thle middle
of a multipic. target.

At the end of cach complete target, the target weight is adjusted
(statement 1709) .If it is also the end of a pass, the target woight'
is still adjusted by the same amount relative to other targets, but
all target weights and thc value of RUNSUIN and 1fl'SUNI are renorinal ized
(statement 1711).

After the target weights are adjusted, a test is made to sec if it 1is
time to recompute the multipliers. If so, control is transferred to
point D (statement 2001) of Part V.

The details of the file handling at the cnd of a Pass aire shown inl
Part IV. Two other operations, however, -equire speciail comm'ent, At
thle bottomi of thle diagramn a test is nmade to see if sufficient progress
has been made. If after threc passes PIRBS !ias not reached .75, it
is assumed that a problem exists and the r~un is terminated. Ill thle
miiddl e of the digaat tho cod of the f irst pass, the val uc, of NOWIS (1)
is reevaluated om itt ing any weapon groups that could 11ot rea:chl anly
targets. This a illows the alIlokator to ijnoreP suICh weapon groulps there-
after, and avoids an endless and fruitless effort to allocate thcseC
weaponls by reduc iiig their Lag rango m 1 ~ti )i pls . The array TVALTOA pro -
vides a conven iont test, since it is initialized to zero an1d Will
rena in11 zero only) for weaon roups that have never becCI i thinl ran~ge of
ally target.

*PMrt V:NLIt ~ i 1)1 i cr Adjis tmen t

* Lv01r fourllth ta rget or' so,* Wh10n it is decidedl to reCOzlI t e tilie in I ti -

p1 ler-S, contrls passC's tO this ad iUSnnTeolt rout inc. TheC first stell is
to rec.)wpute all the aIltocaltion err-or es :~tAILRRST . A' the)
S1e1 time1 S.1-iIJRPVI', the excess alloC,:t i cs iiae is reeva iun ted based
ua the nici va Itie of AILFRIMT. Alt! thoIIIlW is cant inou yv npdaited!

thyeIL opei'atii. luri:-::1 it is usef~ul, esnc 1iz IIv inl thle earl:- ph'ases
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of he rogamto base :to h rjce locto-aoe3iae

th pomus t hi ary taeof the porm

J~aSSC over' t1cI c1110 OZ1 UIUip1I ilS to the DO loop (sLatement 2101)
Each multiplier is changed only if aill the estimates of error rate have
the same sign. In the early phases of the program (PROGRESS -LT -. 75)
better stability is achieved by requiring, in addition, that thV average4
allocation rate to the last 2 to 4 targets (as computed from CURSIIM)
show the same sign, This limitation is later removed, since It clearly
would not work well for weapon groups with very small numbers of wcapons
that might only bc allocated 20 to 10 timnes during a pass over the target
system.

In the 2300 series of statements anl estimate is made of CORRATU, VIe
rate at which it is desired to correct the allocation rate. If the
allocation rate is corrected too rapidly there will 1)e a tendoency to
over correct before the effects of the correction become observable
in the values of the allocation error oitlmates. This canl produce
oscillations. 'ro estimate how rapidly to correct the error, anl estimate
is made of the number of targets F~at would have to ho observced before
anl error of the Observed slZe Would b0 statistically1 sigiiFic.anlt, Ev01
if the multipliers were exact and the average allocation rate was
correct, statistical fluctuations would 1)0 observed in the allocation of
each weapon group when the allocat ion rate was sampled for a small nunibe1)r
of targets.

Let n1 equal the expected or average numb~er of weaponls from a group avail -

able per target ; i.e.*, iin N0VPS (.) /NTGTS . Thenl inl N targets the expected
number of weap~ons ollocated should be just n (N) . Suppose the actual
number observed however is ii'(M) . Then our estimate. of the error in the
allocation rate ALFRREST would lbe

ALERREST = il - n

.\ssuimling a l'oissoll distribution, the stalt 1St ical lv C~~ Ct)-l illr '1

number Of expected Value n CM) is equal to 11 (M) . Th'lat is,

So IVIag for thle nnml;)eCr Of taL'LtS M we ha~ve:

11/ (1 1 t - 1)
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or

M = (NOWPS (J)/NTGTS) / (ALERREST(J)) 2

as the number of targets we should expect to sample to get a statisti-
cal error estimate of size, ALJ-RREST. If we wish to reduce the indi-
cated error by 1 part in M per taiget, our fractional correction in
the allocation rate per target should be:

I/M - ALERREST ** 2/(NOWPSCJ)/NTGTS)

This, multiplied by a sensitivity factor SNSTVTY, is the first term in
the value of CORRATU. Itowever, if the entire set of targets were
observed, the estimate would not be a sample but would be exact. There-
fore, even a"very small value of ALERRIST becomes statistically signifi-
cant if it is based on a sample of size NTCTS. Therefore.,errors
should always be corrected at a rate at least equal t on'e part' in
NTGTS. This explains the second term in CORRATE which is just I.O/N'rGTs ,
multiplied by a sensitivity factor FSNSTVTY (final sensitivity). This
factor controls the sensitivity of corrections to the allocation rate
in the final phase of the allocation where the errors arc small. Thus
the desired correction rate is just:

CORRATE = SNSTVTY * ALERREST ** 2/(NOWPS(J)/:q'rm's) + FSNSTVTY/NTC'rS

This is multiplied by the number of targets processed between corrections
NIJLSTEI) to determine the fraction CORFAC of the error to correct. In
addition, in statement 2303 a safety limit of 1/2 is used to avoid ever
making a correction larger than 1/2 the estimated error rate.

However, even when it is known what fraction of the error iii the
allocation rate we wish to correct, an estimate must he made of the
relationship of the allocation rate to changes in the Lagrange multi-
pliers before the size change to make in the multiplier can be estimated.
For this purpose it is useful to have a model of the dependence of the
allocation rate on the value of the multipliers. WO havC ass[1;11eL ;
dependence as follows:

Rate = kX

Consider now two rates, the current rate R associated with a muli plier

X 0 and a predicted rate R1 associated with a nevW MUltipltiC, X Thus

we find

11 0R n1 R 0



F or

so

For small differences between AO and Al this implies:

Rl - Ro XI -XO

Solving for the new value A1 of A

NI=OI+ 1

If we now ideatify a new variable R, as the ultimately dcsircd
allocation rate, Pas the new rate we-hope to obtain with and
R 0as the current allocation rate -- then the above variahies can be
associated with inform~ation already available as follows:

R 1-11 =C0RFAC*(11,,-R 0 CORP'AC'AAA-.'htI:S'I

R0 =ALI-IREST .1 (N0OIPS/N;'rs)

If we now associate the FOR~TRAN variable PARTIAL with n aiid thle local
multiplier L.A with ). this gives risc to the following procedure for
updating LA:

LA1 LA * .0+ CORFAC * LiRWT . TPRD)/( - PAR'FIAI,)1

rhi formulIa is well Iolehavod i f ALERREST isa largc tofd positive, huLt
if it is negativc and as large cis thle expcted rate (NOWIN(J)/NTGNh)
(1.v.*, if the actual allocation rate is zero), then tile donomninator
goes to 0. 111 this caso an iifil nItc Correct ionl would ho inudi cated.
To avoid this , thle expect cd rate ill thle denlom illatoi' i s 1111iItip1 ied 1"y
2 giving;
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L ACORFAC * ALERREST(J, +INTPRD)/( - PARTIAL)LAI-- LA* 1. + AERREST(J, INTPRD) +-2 * (NOWPS(J)/NTGI's)

This is the function used in statement 2,101.

In the present version of the program the value of PARTIAL(J) has
been set equal to 1.0 for all the local multipliers LA(J). This choice
is based on the effect of the pronium on the sensitivity of the
allocation rate to the value of LAMEF or A. Mhen the multipliers
are almost correct, it is usually the case that most weapon groups
are in close competition with many other groups with very similar
properties. Then a small change in the multiplier LAMEF will produce
a. very.large change in the allocation rates, as the weapon group in
question almost totally replaces, or is replaced by, its colinpetitor's.

However, such a large error In the allocation rate will not actually
occur because as the error builds up the estimated value of the payoff
will be automatically changed by the premium. Thus, for constant values
of LAMEF, when an. equilibrium allocation rate is reached, it must be
approximately true that the error in LAI3F is compensated by the premium.
That is, if X0 is the correct value for LANfEF then:

LAMEF - PRIN TUM S'X9

Since

SURPWP .5 * C'TI.iULTPREMIUM, = Plut! * LAWI" * N\PS.

w~e can define a relation between U,11hF and (SUJRPWqP/NWPNS).'

* SURPWP - .5 * CT.IUI,'F)= ,LkF R NWPNS A2

Since this relationship is the same fcr aill groups it is rvasonahly
siMple to use the s11e w 2lue 1.0 of partial derivative for all local
multipliers.

In the 2500 series of statements the values o1' I,AM F((,) are recomputed
using the new values of the local ioultipliers 1A(J) . At the same time
it is necessary to recvaluate the sulniati on of the valiue of '1l the
weapons VALPNS - FLAMEF(G) * NWPNS((;) and the summation of the value
of the error in xcapons allocated.

VA IJtRR =.IAM I.I(') * (\IANIF(SIFPWI'I(C;) using the updated v. It' s of IA, F P
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The average number of targets over which allocation rates are
averaged (the integration period) is determined b the rate at whidh
.the target weights are increased. 'The 2600 series of statements are
concerned with the adjustment of this integration period.

Tn estimating the rate with'which to correct multipliers, it was
computed on a statistical basis that even if the allocation rates
were rorrect an estimated error of size ALERREST would be expected
if the allocation rates were monitored only over a small sample of NJ
targets where:

M (NOWPS (J) /NTGTS) / (ALE RRESt (J)) 2

Thus, if separate integration periods could be used for each local
multiplier, NI, as defined above, mIght provide a reasonahle basis for
detcrrinning the period. However, in fact, the. s.ine three periods
(INTPRD=I, 2, 3) must be used for all local multipliers LA(J).
Consequently, the value of the integration period used.might be based
on an estimate of overall error rate.. The correspbnding relation is:

M= (FNOWPS (J)/NTGTS)/ (ALERREST (J)) 2

where the summations are taken over all weapon groups. The quantity,
FNOWPS(J)., is identical with NOWPS(2) and so for efficiency the
G 2
variable NOWPS(2) is used*. While the expected value of (ALERIREST(J))
is the same as E(ALERREST(J))2 the variance of the later version is

G
much less and it is therefore preferable as an, estimator of the
expected integration period, EXPINTPD.

To allow the possibility of using integration periods either longer
or shorter than the theoretical IIXPINTPD, a desired Ionges.. integration
period DESINTPD is defined in stateiicnt 2604:

IESINTPD=iiXPINTPD * RATIOINT

where RATIOIN'r is an aijustahle input parameter.

If this period were used exactly in setting the rate of change of the
target weight; i.e. , IVRATI3=l.0/IDFSINTPD, and WRATE would nevcr become
exactly 0 as is required for a constant target weight. Obviously 0ehe1
the change in the target weight becomes small over a full pass, the
WRAT- should be allowed to go to 0. Therefore, in staitement 2605:

* LA(2) is used for all weapon groups.
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WRATE = (l.0/DESINTPD) - (2.0/(NTGTS * RATIOINT))

the term 2.0/(NTGTS * RATIOINT) is subtracted and if the resulting
WRATE is negative it is set to zero, To avoid a situation where
large errors cause the integration period to become ridiculously
small, a limit that WRATE < .07 is set.

Moreover, after the allocation is well underway, PROGRESS > .5
the value of WRATE is not allowed to increase (statement 2615). In
the program WTRATE(INTPRD) is used as a multiplier of the target
weight; therefore, we add 1.0 to WRATh to obtain a suitable multiplier
for the longest period NINTPRD.

The values of the WRATE for the shorter periods are then derived
from this value to give a ratio of integration periods (roughly equal
t- RINTPRD) another input parameter.

The evaluation of progress is shown in the final sheet for the
subroutine MULCON. The procedure is very straightforward, and should
be obvious from the flowchart. It may be worth noting, however, that
when the allocation is finally complete, the index IFINTGT of the last
target, the final pass IFINPASS, and the logical unit number for the
file STRKIN are all recorded so that the file with the final allocation
can be recognized later.

I
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SUBROUTINE PREMIUMIS

PURPOSE: This routine calculates the premium used by WADOUT
in evaluating the benefit of using or not using
weapons from specific groups.

ENTRY POINTS: PREMIUMS

FORMAL PARAMETERS: G - An integer group number

COMMON BLOCKS: CONTROl, LAI3DA, MAST1:R, WAIAWPN, WPNGiRP, WPNRI-C,
WVPNTYPE, DYNAMIC

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: WAD, DEFALOC, MUICON

Method

The formal parameter G specifies for which weapon group the premium is to
be recomputed. The mathematics of the calculation are described in the
Analytical Manual.* Three modes are provided for the computation of the
premiums, depending on the value of PROGRESS.

PROGRESS < 1.0 A normal linear premium is computed which keeps
the Allocator from producing allocations with
unnecessarily large deviations from the desired
allocation rate (statement 12).

PROGRESS = 1.0 The normal premium is augmented 1,y a step function
which strongly motivates the allocator to exactly
,match the stockpile (statement 1).

PROGRESS > 1.0 The subrouLiIu exits with a zero premium for use in
verification allocations (state.en" 10).

Since the calculation of the step function premium requires the quantity
SMALLMiA = .5 * LAMEF(G) for the lowest value of LAMEF, this quantity is
evaluated only on the first call of PREMIUMS after PROGRESS is 1.0
(statement 18). Thereafter (since the values of LAIIFF are frozen while
PROGRESS = 1.0) there is no need to recompute this quantity.

PREMIUM is subtracted from the cost of adding a weapon. I)PREMIUM is
subtracted from the cost of deleting a weapon.

• Volume II, Plan Generation Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts
and Techniques (sec Weapon Allocation, Closing Factors - Premiums).
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Where a weapon surplus exists (i.e., SURPWP(G).O), PREMIUM(G)> 0.0 andDPRElMIUNI(G)> 0.O. Where a weapon deficiency exists (i.e., SUPWP(G)<0),
the reverse-is true.

Figure 40 illustrates subroutine PREMIUMS.
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SUIWOUTINE PkNTALL

PURPOSE: This routine provides a way of calling the print
subroutine PWNTNOW' that is conditional on the
print control flags set by PRNTCON.

ENTRY POINTS: PRNTALL

FORMAL PAPAI4ETERS: TOPT - Print option number

COMMON BLOCKS: PRPNTCON

SUBROUTINES CALLED: PRNTNOW, TIIEM J

CALLED BY: MULCON, WAD, WADOLU, GITIATA, RIiSVAI., I)11:A1,O:

Method

To provide convenient control over prints' in program ALOC-almost all print

statements are contained in gubroutine PR1NTNOW. They are activated by
calling PRNTNOW(IOPT) for the appropriate print option IOPT. If ft is
desired to place the print under data-input control so that the print will
not appear unless a specific print request is included in the data deck,
this can be accomplished by calling PRNTNOW via a call on PRNTALL.
PRNTALL executes the request on PRNTNOW only if:the print control'
subroutine PRNTCON has set the corresponding print control flag IDO(IOPT)
active (i.e., = 3).

For each call PRNTALL first checks to see if the print has been set active
by PRNTCON. If not, it immediately RETURNs (statement 2) to minimize time
wasted on inoperative print calls.

If the particular' print is active, PRNTALI. imnirediately calls 'IMUME
(statement 1) to stop the clock which records active time in the program.
This makes it possible to do a test run with an unusual number of prints
and still obtain a valid estimate of what the running time would be without
such prints. After the call 'on PILNTNOW (statement 300), PPNI'ALL reactivates
the clock before returning to the :main program.

Before each print option (except 3, 18, and 26), PRNTALL prints a heading
identifying the optional print (statement 450).

Subroutine PRNTALL is illustrated in figure 41.
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SUBROUTINl PRUNrCON

PURPOSE: Ihis routine sets the print control flags which
determine whether n given print request made
through PRNTALL will be executed (either by the
filehandler or PRNTNOW).

ENTRY POINTS: PRNTCON

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COM ,,ON BLOCKS: PRNTCON, CONTROL, DYNAMI C, I FTIIRNT

SUBROIMI'INES CALLIEI): None

CALLrd) BY: MULCON

Method

The input arrays for the print requestF were read in suhroutine RPALCRD.

These arrays are:

INI)IXPR The index to the print requested

IPASS Thie first pass (value'of NPASS in /CONTROl,/) on
which the request is to operate

LPASS The last pass on which the request is to operate

,JTG'I' The first target (value of ITGT in /I)YNAMIC/) on
which the request is to operate on each pass

LTGT TIhe last target on which the request is to operate

KTi;'IFTIWQ The frequency with which the print is to operate
(e.g.. kIT'REQ = S implies every fifth target).
In the case of filehandler prints this is

Oiterpreted as number of words to print from

each end of the file buffer.
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PRNTCON is called by MULCON before proceeding to process each new target.
PRNTCON first reinitializes all print control flags (IDO(INDEXPR) for
regular prints aid IFTPRNT(INDEXPR - 100) for FILEHANDLER prints) to a
nonprint state (IDO = 1, IFTPRNT = 0). It then examines the list of
print requests to see if any are operative for this target on this pass.
For each operative print the flags are set to print (IDO = 3, IFTPRNT
KTGTFREQ).

This arrangement makes it possible to request the same print at different
targets or passes with separate independent print requests. In the case
of file prints, if more than one request on the same ITN are simultanecusly
operative, the last request will control the number of words printed. If
regular prints are requested with KTGTFREQ greater than 1, the first print
will not occur at JTGT but at KTGTFREQ - I targets later, and thereafter
the print will occur every (KTGTFREQ)th target.

Figure 42 illustrates subroutine PRNTCON.
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SUBROUTINE PRNTNOW

PURPOSE: This subroutine contains all the optional prints
for the ALLOCATE function of program AIOC.

ENTRY POINTS: PRNTNOW

FORMAL PARAMETERS: IOPT - Print option number

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, CONTROL, DYNAMIC, WPNREG, WPNTYPE, WPNGRP,
LAMBI)A, MULADJ, 222, NALLY, PAYOFF, PRINEED, PRINI,
PRNTWAD, PRTMULL, 333, WADFINAL, WADOUT, WADWPN,
FORMATS, DEFENSE, IOCDEF, PEN

SUBROUTINES CALLED: FORMATS, TIMEME, ABORT

CALLED BY: PRNTALL, MULCON, PUNCHM

Method

The formal parameter IOPI determines which section of this print routine
is to be exercised. The result of the 28 alternatives are illustrated in
the User's Manual.* The subroutine requires almost all the common blocks
in the program because it is responsible for prints throughout the
program that ordinarily would be local to each subroutine.

Subroutine PRNTNOW is illustrated in figure 43.

* Volue II, Chapter 3, Plan Generation Subsystem, Program ALOC, I
Output, ALLOCATE Function - Weapon Allocation.
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SUBROUTINE PUNCHM

PURPOSE: This routine punches and prints the values of the
local Lagrange multipliers for the PUNCH option.

ENTRY POINTS: PUNCHM

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, 222, MACIIINE

SUBROUTINES CALLED: PRIN'NOW

CALLED bY: ALOC

Method

This subroutine is called for the PUNCH option. It merely prints and
punches the values of the local Lagrange multipliers in array LA of
common 222. These local multipliers represent the multipliers for each
:,eapon characteristic (group, region, class, type, and alert status).
The cards are punched in a format that can be read by subroutine READMUL
for the READMUL option. The format is displayed in the User's Manual.*

The subroutine proceeds through a series of Do loops which print and
punch each multiplier. Each multiplier is identified by its name
(ALL, GROUP, REGION, CLASS, TYPE, and OTHER) and its order within the
name. (The ALL multiplier is used for every weapon. It is stored in
the second location of LA. There is no multiplier stored in LA(l) which
is used for temporary storage in the ALLOCATE function.)

At the end of PUNCIIM, subroutine PRINTNOW is called to print the final
values of the product of the multipliers for each group. Since the PUNCH
option must follow the ALLOCATL function, these values were the last values
used in allocating weapons. They may be input via the READNMUL option
into a later run of program ALOC to speed convergence during the ALLOCATE
function.

Figure 414 illustrates subroutine PUNCIIM.

* Volume II, Chapter 3, Plan Generation Subsystem, Program ALOC,

Input, READMUL Option - Read Initial Values of Lagrange Multipliers,
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SUBROUTINE RDALCRD

PURPOSE: This routine reads and processes the user-input
parameter cards for the ALLOCATE function.

ENTRY POINTS: RDALCRD

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: FILES, FILABEL, MYLABEL, ITP, WIDENT, NOPRINT,
TWORD, LOCFIL, MACHINE, WADWPN*, CONTROL,
MULADJ, PRNTCON, PRTMJLL, DEFENSE, IFTPRNT,
FIXED, FIXEDASS, SMAT

SUBROUTINES CALLED: GETVALU, ITLE, NUIGET, SETREAD, RDARRAY

CALLED BY: MULCON

Method

This subroutine reads the user-input cards for the ALLOCATE function,
except for the fixed assignment specification cards which are read by
MULCON and DEFALOC. The format of the user-input parameter cards is
free field as described in the iser's Manual."* Utility subroutine GETVALU
is-used to convert the input information into variable-value format.

The user-input parameters recognized by RDALCRD are as follows:***

1. INMTCH 0 If IMATC1I 0, weapons will be allocated to
the target until the designated MINKILL is
achieved, not considering time-dependent
target value.

2. RINTPRD 2.0 Approximate ratio between rate of change of
target weights between different integration
periods.

* Common block WADWPN used as an input buffer.
** Volume II, Appendix E, Free-Field Format.

The number preceding the parameter name is its position in the
parameter name list. The value following the parameter is the
default value.
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3. RATIOINT = 2.0 Ratio of longest integration period used to
the theoretical -- a low value allows higher
sensitivity without oscillations, but too
low a value makes convergence sensitive to
statistics of target list.

4. SNSI*VTY 0.1 Controls sensitivity of multiplier adjustment
during early phases. Too high a sensitivity
can cause oscillations in multipliers.

s. FSNSTVTY = 1.0 Controls sensitivity of multiplier adjustment
during latter part of allocation.

6. CLOSE = 1.05 Must he greater than 1.00. Excess over 1.0
determines magnitude of closing force
relative to Lagrange multipliers at start of
closing phase (PROGRESS = 1.0).

7. DELTVAL = .005 The maximum fractional difference in time-
dependent target value permitted in the same
time-of-arrival cell. (Will be automatically
increased if available cells are exceeded.
A high value allows slightly faster operation;
a low value incrnases accuracy of time-of-
arrival calculations.)

8. PRM = ,5 Controls value of quadratic premium before
PROGRESS = 1.0. Must lie between 0 and 1.0.
Higher values give more stable performance.

9. STALADJ = .5 Determines extent to which STALL favors high-
unit profit vs. efficiency in selecting
weapons for initial laydown on each target.
Should be adjusted to minimize TOPS for run
so long as it does not adversely affect total
payoff.

10. CLOSER 4.00 Controls rate of increase in CLOSE or closing
force per pass over target system, High
values will close allocation to exact
stockpile more rapidly but will cost more in
payoff to do so.

11. QUALITY = 0.5 Controls extent to which STALL will attempt
to refine allocation for each target. Should
be set as low as possible for fast operation
so long as total payoff is not reduced.
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12. CORR = .5 Controls magnitude of correlations assumed by
allocator. Since assumptions of coi'relation
treatment give an upper limit of possible
correlations if CORR x 1.0, .5 is probably
tho highest value that should he used.

13. TARFAC = .1 Multiplier for terminal bomber defense level
(TARDIT) in terninal bomber attrition
formula.

14. IVE-RIFY 0 Zero used for normal run. If verification
of payoff as optimum is desired, use 1, and 2
can he used to evalnate .a,:le a1location usilng
different value CORR2 of CORR.

15. CORR2 0.0 Used as value of CORR in verification pass
if IVERIFY = 2.

16, SETTLE 1.00 Controls number of passes at PROGRESS = .75
before PROGRESS = 1,00 and closing begins.
Larger numbers give more exact multipliers.
flowever, 1.00 usually seems quite adequate.
Numbers less than 1.00 can give quite bad

results if defective alloeations prior to
PROGRI'SS = .75 are not replaced in closing.

17. BPENFAC 1.00 Multiplies attrition rates for bomber pene-
tration given in data base. Normally should
be one, but can be used to test alternative

assumptions Without changing data base.

18. I'RRCLOS .001 Factor which controls allocation termination.

19. PKTX .95 Probability of warhead kill by, one terminal i
ballistic missile defense interceptor.

20. RAIDPX 0.00 Probab iIi ty of warhead kill 1h a random area

ballistic missile defense.

21. MINDAMAG 0. Minimum fraction of original value of
undefended target that must he destroyed by
each weapon (0. < MINDAMAC, - 1.0).

22. LOW:AC - 0.0 N'X/.ISDEF for lower deviation from MlISDll.

23. iJIGIIFAC = 0.0 NIX/N1S1)IlF for upper dcviation from .IISDEF.

24. PROBLOV = 0.0 Prol:0 ilit' there are 1,Oh'FAC IMISIIEF inter-
Cept ors.
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25. PROBHIGI 0.0 Probability there are IIIGHFAC * MISDEF
interceptors.

26. LAW POWER If this field contains the characters
SQUAREROOT, the square root damage function
will be used on area targets. Any other
characters will cause use of the exponential
law.

27. TINTFAC 1.0 This variable is a multiplier of the number
of terminal ballistic missile interceptors
on defended targets. It is used to ijicrease
or decrease the total number of interceptors
in the target set without changing their
proportional allocation. If this field is
blank or 0, the terminal defenses are
omitted.

28-57. SMAT* Failure mode-attribute correlation assumption
. array.

58. FACMIRV 0.0 This is the MIRV correlation factor, It
should be in the range 0.0 to 1.0. The
program takes this factor and uses it as a
multiplier of the INDEPI'NDENT attribute of
the SMAT array for the failure modes
survival before launch, SBL, command and
control reliability, CC, and system re.liability,
REL. The resulting products are added to the
GROUP attributes for their respective failure
modes for MIRV systems only. The effect of
this parameter is to increase intragroup
correlation for MIRV groups in these failure
modes. A value of 0 means no increase in
the intragroup correlations. A value of 1.0
means t!'e maximum intragroup correlation.
This factor has no effect on the correlations
for nonMIRV ;eapons.

In addition there are 28 optional print requests. These requests are
described in the User's .lanual.**

At the end of reading the changes to the above user-input parameters for
this option, the use of the fixed assignment capability must le described
by the user.

• See User's Manual. Volume I IC (hanter 3, Plan Ger,;ration S-ihsvs te,,
P rogir- ALOC, Input, AL. LOCATE Iun ction - Weapon Allocation for
defat ' alues.

* lume II, Chapter 3, Plan Generatien Silsys t en, 1'1'0 ranm AIOC,
Output, AlLO(:AT Fun ction - l'eion All ocat ion.
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In order to provide more flexibility in the fixed assignment capability,
there are three subcommands to control this capability. One of these
commands must be present at the end of the input parameter data. The
subcommands are:

FIXTGT: This comman will cause the fixed assignment data to be
-iT-rom the TGTFILE. No further fixed assignment information may
be placed in the rur decR.

NOFIXES: This command will prevent the use of the fixed assignment
capability. Its use will be to force the program to ignore any
fixed assignment information on the TGTFILE. Of course, no further
fixed assignment information will be needed in the run deck.

T:IXNOW' This command specifies that the fixed assignment information
is to be read at execution time of program ALOC. The fixed assignment
data cards are in the same format as those used in program PREPALOC,
except that the target identifier must be the target number, and the
cards must be in order of increasing target number. This subcommand
may be modified by the following optional subcommands:

TAPE: Specifies a tape in filehandler format as input
medium for fixed assignment data

BCDTAPE: Specifies a BCD card image tape as input medium
for fixed assignment data

DISK: Specifies a disk file in filehandler format as
input medium for fixed assignment data

NOSAVE: Specifies that no fixed missile information is to
be placed on the MSLTIME file. The file will
always be created normally in the asence of
this command.

ADDONLY: Specifies that the fixed assignment data read by
program ALOC is to be used in addition to the
data on the TGTFILE.

The use of the ADDONLY command involves the merging of two streams of
data. The weapons fixed by the TGTFILE data will be first allocated to
the target. Then, the weapons fixed by the immediate input medium will
be added. The same checks perfoxmed on the fixed assignmont data in
program PREPALOC will also be performed on th, immediate data stream.
In addition, both sets of data will be checked to insure that
no fix violates range constrai:;ts or other restrictions.
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This routine's processing is quite straightforward. First the default
values are loaded into the parameters and the standard print requests.
Statement 100 begins a loop which reads, processes, and ptints each card.
The loop is exited to statement 2000 when either:

1. The input card has no parameters

2. The first parameter on the card is a fixed assignment command
(statement 110)

3. The termination parameter; i.e., $, (see subroutine GTVAIII)
appears.

For each parameter on the card, the name list, MYNANIV in common /WAI)IVPN/,
is searched. If a match is found, the input value is loaded (statem.ents
150, 151, 152, 153). The computed.GO TO statement foilowing statement
150 uses the MYGOTO array in commoh /WADWPN/. This array has an element
for each parameter and the value of MYGOTO. specifies the, paramet'er input

* format as follows:

1. Implies floating point numeric format (real variables)

2. Implies fixed point, numeric format (integer variables)

3. Implies BCD code format (alphameric variables) •
) 'I '

Print requests, cancellations, and modifications are simply processed
according to the. n'ethods degciibed in the User's Manual.* A print request
is processed starting at statement 200 where a test is made to determineI if the request is a valid option. If not, the request is ignored. The
request is also ignored if more than MPRNT (=40) requests have been read
(statements 220, 230). If there is room for a valid request, it is
processed at statement 240. A print cancellation is processed starting
at statement 300 by determining if it is in range (statement 300) and
the recuestcI option is active (statement, 320). If both conditions are
met, the print is deactivated in statement 340. Print modification
information (determined at statement 130) is simply loaded at statement
280.

When all the input cards have been read (statement 2000) the values are
printed and loaded into the appropriate common blocks. If the input
deck was not terminated by a fixed assignment subcommand, this command is
now read and printed at statement 3000. Subroutine GEIVAIU is used to
process the subcommands. J

Thc subcommands modify the foll'iong variables in common blocks /FIXED/
and /FIXEDASS/:

* Volume II, Chapter 3, Plan Generation Subsystem, Program ALOC,
Input, ALLOCATE Function - Weapon Allocation.
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IFTGT - Target number of first target on which fixes will be

input from card reader

IADD - Positive only for ADDONLY option

SAVEFIX - Fixed missile information saved only if value is
.TRUE. (Set .PALSE. only by NOSAVE or NOFIXES
command.)

IFIXTAPE - ITP value for input fixed assignment file in

Filehandler format (TAPE or DISK commands)

IBCD - Logical unit number for input fixed assignment file
on BCD input tape (BCDTAPE command).

At the end of the option processing, if the fixed assignment command is
FIXNOW, the first input card for fixed assignment is read (statement
5000).

Subroutine RDALCRD is illustrated in figure 45.
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SUBROUTINE READMtJL

PURPOSE: This routine processes thle user-input initial
settings for th~e Lagrange multipliers in the
RISADNIUL option.

ENTRY POINTS: READNIUL

FORMAL PARAMETERS.: None

CO~4\I0N BLOCKS: MASTER, 222, MACITNE

SUBROM'TlNES CALLED: None

CALLFD BY: ALOC

Mct hod

This routine reads and processes the user-input parameter cards for thle
READINUL option. The format of these cards is displayed in the User's
Manual.,*

The operation of thc routine is straightforward. Fach card is read and
printed (statement 100) . If it reads END LAM the routine exits with
no0 further processing (statement 1000).

Otherwise the first field onl the card is tested for a match onl ALL, GROUP ,
REGION, CLASS, TYPE, or OTHER (statements 200, 220, 240, 260, 280, 300).
If thc first field is none of these, an error message is printed
(Statement 1100) and the next card is read (statement 100). if there is
a match on thc first field, the correct index to thc placement of the local
multipliers is Com1puted (statements 210, 230, 2.50, 270, 290, 310), Th Ie
fir-st multiplier, ALL, occupies position 2. (Position 1 is used for
temporary storagec in the ALLOCATE funct ion.) The sticceeding posit ions are
occupicd of the GROUP, REGION, CLASS, TYPE, and OTHER multipliers in that
order. After the index, LOU, is calculated, the input valuec. is loaded
into the local multiplier at statement 900. Control then returns to
statement 100 for the reading of another card.

Subroutine READMUL is illustrated in figure 146,

*Volumie IT , Chapter 3, 1 aii Genleration Suhsy st en, Prog ram A LOC
Input, RFADMIII. Option - Readi l1iiii jal a Iti of lagranlge
Multipliers.
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SUBROUTINE RECON

PURPOSE: This routine reconstructs the weapon target inter-
action data from the compressed format used on the
WPNTGT files. Entry SETUP is used in the first
pass when no decompression is necessary.

ENTRY POINTS: RECON, SETUP

FORMAL PARAErERS: None

COMON BLOCKS: WADIVPN, DYNAIIC, WPNTYPE, WPNGRP, WPNRE-G, PAYLOAD,
CONTROL, I)EFI-NSE, PKNAVAL, SMAT, PAYOFF

SUBROUTINES CALLED: TABLEMUP, TIMEMIE

CALLED BY: GETDATA

Method

The first part of this routine is used only after pass one. Before
writing the weapon target interaction data on the WPNTGT files, sub-
routine GETDATA compresses the data by removing spaces reserved for
inactive groups. If the target has only one hardness component, space
reserved in the STK and STK2 arrays in oommon /WADWPN/ for the second
component is also removed. The first part of RECON, therefore, merely
decompresses the data. The VTOA and XMUP arrays of common /WADWPN/ are
used for temporary storage for the STK and STK2 data, since these
later arrays may be overwritten by the data input from the WPNTCT
files.

Entry SETUP is used on all passes (but not explicitly on passes after
the first). The MUP, XMUP, 3S1G, and RISK arrays are constructed
according to the formulae presented in the Analytical Manual, Volume 11,
Plan Generation Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical Concepts and Techniques,
Weapon-Target Interaction.

The processing in statements 943 and 960 is used to load the correct
SMAT array. Through the use of the user-input parameter FACMIRV, the
SMAT array may differ for MIRV and nonMIRV weapons.

In statement 1925 the data base attribute PKNAV is used for tie single
shot kill probability for weapons which have nonzero values for the
attribute.

Subroutine RECON is illustrated in figure 17.
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SUBROUTINE RESVAL

PURPOSE: This routine calculates the surviving value of a
target defended with terminal ballistic missile
interceptors when attacked with missiles with or
without penetration aids,

ENTRY POINTS: RESVAL

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: WPNREG, WPNGRP, DEFENSE, WADWiPN, LAMBDA, WPNTYPE,
MASTER, DYNAMIC, PAYLOAD, LOCDEF

SUBROUTINES CALLFD: FMUP, TABLEMIUP, PRNTALL

CALLED BY: DEFALOC

Method

RESVAL first orders the weapons by time of arrival on the target and then
computes the total number of expected terminal objects contained in the
weapons specified by NOWEP(G) (common /LOCDEF/). (NOWI'P(G) = number of
weapons of group G allocated.) The single shot survival probability of
the target from a weapon from g',.p G on hardness component J is equal to
the previously calculated XMUP(G,J) (common /WADWPN/). This survival
probobility must be modified for multiple weapon attacks. As the number
of attackers exceeds the number of defenders, the single shot survival
probability will decrease.

Three different levels of terminal interceptors (NTX(I)) are calculated
for each defended target, and a probability of the occurrence of each is
given by PX(l),* such that

PX(I) = 1
I=1

*PX(l) is the user-input parameter PROBLOW. PX(3) is the user-input

parameter PROBI1IGH. PX(2) = I-PX(l)-PX(3). RX(1) is the user-input
parameter LOWFAC. RX(2) is the user-input parameter IIGIIFAC.
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These values are calculated from MISDEF, fiat number of terminal

interceptors at the target, as follows:

NTX(l) = MISDEF *RX(l)*

NTrx(2) =MISDEF

NTrx(3) = NIISDEF *RX(2)*

The probability that a warhead from the weapon G is killed by the
terminal defense is then given by:

PWK(I) =PKTX * XDEiG(G) if NOWJ < NTrx(I

=NTX(I) ,r PKTX * XflEG(G) if NOBJ > NTX(J) fr,=12,
NOBJ

where NOBJ is the number of warheads plus decoys in the attack and the
XIJEG factor (common /PAYLOAD/) degrades PKTX for weapon group G. Hence,
the probability that target component J survives NOWEP(G) weapons from
group G is given by a calculation involving the use of the functions
TABLENJUP and FMUP, which are described in other sections of thi~s chapter.

The former function takes as input the modified single shot survival
probability,

NISSSP(G,JI) = PWK(I) + ((l-PWK(I))*XMUP(G,J))

and computes the kill factor,

KF(G,J,l) =TABLEMUP(MSSSP(G,J,I)).

The kill factors for all the weapons allocated to the target from each
group) are summed to generate the group total kill factor, *

GT'KF(G,,J,1) = KF(G,,J,I)*NOWEP(G)*NWIID(G),

(NWID(G) is number of warheads per weapon from grout) G.) This factor is
input to the function FMUIP to generate the probability that target
component J survives NCWEP(G) weapons fromt group C; i.e.,

S(,J,G,l) -FMUP(G1'KF(G,J,I))

*PX(l) is the user-input parameter PROBLOW.. PX(3) is the user-input
parameter PROBJIGII. PX(2) I-PX(l)-PX(3). RX(l) is the user-input
parameter LOWFAC, RX(2I) is the user-input parameter IJIGIIFAC.
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Hence, the total surviving target value is calculated from:

Surviving Target Value EPX(1) [VTOA(Nl,J) -

I=i IJ=l NI=O

NI

where

VTOA(Nl,J) = value of component J when weapon NI arrives

NN total number of weapon groups

VTOA(O,J) VO(J) = value of hardness component J
and

VTOA(NN + l,J) 0.

The innermost sum over NI, the weapon groups, must be carried out in
order of the weapons' time of arrival; i.e., the first term corresponds
to the Ni with shortest time of arrival, etc.

Hence the residual target calculation in RESVAL takes into account
(1) uncertainties in the terminal interceptor stockpile, (2) target value
dependence on time, (3) multiple hardness components of the target,
(4) various penetration aids and decoy capabilities of attacking weapon.;,
and (5) a detailed target-warhead interaction calculation.

This apparently complicated manner of calculating the target survival
probability is required by the optional use of two damage laws. The
functions TABLEMUP and FMUP determine which damage law is being used on
the current target and modify their calculations accordingly. Since
subroutine RESVAL is called a very large number of times for each
missile-defended target, certain intermediate results are not saved in
order to decrease execution time. In particular, the variables for the
modified single shot survival probability, MSSSP(G,J,I), the kill factor,
KF(G,J,I), and the total survival probability, S(G,.J,I), are never
explicitly saved. The group total kill factor, GTKF(G,.J,I), is saved in
a temporary storage variable, S. Thus, these four intermediate variables
do not appear explicitly in the program.

Subroutine RESVAL is illustrated in figure 4s.
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SUBROUTINE RNGEMOD

PURPOSE: This routine changes range (RANGE) and refueled

range (RANGEREF). Entry MINRLNGE sets a minimum
range (RANGEMIN) by weapon group. These .-.,w
ranges are used by program ALOC in assigning
targets to weapons. The minimum range specifies
the minimum distance allowed between group
centroid and target.

ENTRY POINTS: RNGEMOD, MINRNGE

FORMAL PARAMETER-. None

COMNON BLOCKS: WPNTYPE, RANGE, WADWPN*, WPNGRP

SUBROUTINES CALLED: NUMGET

CALLED BY: ALOC

Method

The range data produced by this subroutine is processed by subroutine
GETDATA. Definitions of variables passed to GETDATA through common
/RANGE/ are as follows:

RANGEMUL(G) Range multiplier for group G

RANRFMUL(G) Refueled range multiplier for group G

RANGEMIN(G) Minimum range (nautical miles) for group G

This routine allows the user to change the range of all vehicles in any
specific weapon group. These new ranges will be used only during weapon
allocation in program ALOC. Later programs (i.e., POSTALOC, FOOTPRNT,
PLNTPLA.N) will use the range specified in the data base.

The user inputs two parameters, RAINGEMUL and RA.XRFM1UL for each group for
which he wants to modify range. Subroutine GETDATA will multiply the
unrefueled range, RANGE(K)** (in common /WPNTYPE/), by the user
specified RANGEMUL(G). The refueled range, RANGEREF(K) (in common

*Common /WADWPN/ used as an input buffer.
**K is the wcapon-type index retrieved from array ITYPE in connon

/WPNGRP/.
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/WPNIYPE/), is handled similarly. If the user does not specifj range
multipliers for a group, they are assumed to be equal to 1.0. These

,' parameters are input on cards, each card specifying one set of values
for G, RANGEMUL (G) and RANRFMUL(G).

This data card set is terminated by a card with a nonpositive integer
value for G. If the user wishes the same multiplier for both refueled
and unrefueled range, he need only specify RONGEMUL(G) and leave the
RANRPMUL(G) field blank on the card.•,Subroutine INGEMOI) will set the
refueled range multiplier equal to the unrefucled range multiplier
(statement 40).

Notes:

1. If conflicting range change requests are input, the ldst
request input will take precedence,.

2. If the user wishes to remove a,.group from cozisideration for
weapon allocation; a change request with both multipjiers
equal to 0.0 will prevent allocations fromthat group.

Entry MINRNGE

This entry rqads cards which specify minimum ranges for groups. Each
input card specifies the group number (G) and the minimum 'rane,
RANGEMIN(G). Any target that is closer to the group centroid than the
minimum range for that group will be eliminated by subroutine GETDATA
from consideration for weapon assignments from that group. The cards
are terminated by a nonpositive group number.

Subroutine RNGEMOD is illustrated in figure 49.
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SUBROUTINE SETABLE

PURPOSE: This routine initializes the table which is used
to calculate the weapon kill factors used in the
square root damage law.

ENTRY POINTS: SETABLE

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: TABLE

SUBROUTINE5 CALLED: None

CALLED BY: NIUI CON

rI

Method

This subroutine fills common /TABLLE/ with the data needed for the square
root damage law. The array, TABLE, contains values for weapon kill
factors which will produce single shot surival probabilities between
0.0 and 1.0. The table entries are defined as follows:

TABLE(i) is the square root kill factor for a single shot survival
probability of (i-l)* .001. There are 1001 entries in the table.
Let

SSSP = Single shot survival probability
TB = TABLE array entry

Then:
SSSP = (I+TB)*exp(-IB).

During processing, function TABLEIMIIP will use this table to compute
weapon kill factors. A simple heuristic root finder is usd by SlilABLI"
to construct the table. The procedure is as follows:

Define x = 1.00

SSSP = Input single shot survival probability

S = (l+xi)*exp(.-x.) (see statement 1).
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The procedure iterates on x. such that

(I+xi)
x x + ___*ERR (see statement 2)

±~

where ERR (S ~SSSP)/S.

The procedure ends when ERR<.OOOOO1. The table vailue is the x, which
produced the S.i such that EXR met that condition (see statement 3).

Subroutine SETABLE is illustrated in figure 50.
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SUBROUTINE SORTMIS

PURPOSE: This routine sorts the information on the ITMPMSL
file In order of ascending group number. The
reordered informa-ion is then output as the
NLSLTIML file.

ENTRY POINTS: SORTMIS

FORMAL PARAMITERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: FIXED, FIXEDASS, WADWPN, FILES, FILABEL, MYLABEL,
ITP, MYIDENT, NOPRINT, TWOD, LOCFIL

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SETREAD, RDARRAY, SEThRITE, WRWORD, WRARRAY,
TERMTAPE, ORDER, REORDER

CALLED BY: MULCON

Method

The ITMPMSL file prepared by STALL and DEFALOC contains the same informati~n
as the M)LTIME file. The order of the fixed assignments on the ITMPMSL
file, however, is by target number. Program PLNTPLAN, which reads the
MSLTIME file, requires the information in order of increasing group number.

Common block /WADWPN/ is used for temporary sorting stdr'age for this
subroutine. The first 6,000 words of this block are rediied as the
following variables local to SORTMIS:

FIXTOA Time of arrival (equivalenced to IFIXTOA)
IGFIX Weapon group number
NDEXPIX Index number of target
DFIX Target designator code
TFIX Target task/subtask codC
INDX Sequence array for sorting

The length of each of these arrays is 1,000 words. Thus, information for
up to 1,000 fixed missiles can be accommodated in this area at any one
time. If there are more than 1,000 fixed missiles, their information
must be sorted in several passes. Information for the first thousand
missiles is read into core from the ITMPNISL file, sorted by group number
and written on a scratch file. Information for the next thousand
missiJ.-s is then read from the ITMPNISL file and sorted by group number.
'Te data in core and on the first scratch file are merged and written on
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a second scratch file. The merging process merely writes from core or
the first scratch file, depending on which origin has the lower group
number. The process is repeated, switching the two scratch files from
reading to writing. On odd-numbered passes the first scratch is written
and the second is read. On even passes the roles are reversed. The last
pass occurs when the number of missiles for which information remains on
the ITMPMSL file is less than 1,000. In this case, two switches arc set.
The logical file name for writing, MWDENSAV, is changed from SCRATCH to
NSLTIME. This insures that the MSLTIME file will be written in the last
pass. The second switch is the logical variable IPRT. This switch is
initially set .FALSE. to suppress printing of the sorted missile
information. On the last pass, it is set .TRIIE. to print the sorted
fixed missile information on the standard output.

The subroutine begins by terminating the ITIPMSL file written during the
first pass by STALL and DEFALOC. A test is then made to detenine if
any fixed missile information was saved on the I1MPIMSL file (i.e.,
NFIXWPS greater than 0). If not (statement 100) a null .ISLTIME file is
written. This null file contains one fixed missile information record
with group number 999. A message is printed which states that no
information was saved and control returns to MULCON.

If there is fixed missile information (statement 200), the number of sorting
passes needed (NTIMES) is computed and the scratch files are initialized.
The first scratch file uses ITP=l0 and the second file (ITP=9) is initiated
before the first pass by writing a fixed missile record for group 999. State-
ment 220 provides for skipping over the multiple pass sorting phase when
the number of fixed missiles is less than 1,000 (i.e., NTIMES=0). The
multiple pass coding begins at statement 300 where the scratch files are
interchanged and prepared for input/output. Then the next 1,000 fixed
missile records are read from ITMPMSL. The time of arrival is in BCD
code on the ITMPMSL file. If it is blank for a record, it is reset to
-99999.999 to signal program PLNTPL.N that no arrival time was specified
by the user. If it is not blank, it is decoded from BCD code to floating
point format. Following statement 330, utility subroutines ORDER and
REORDER are used to sort the block of fixed missile information in core
by group number. Then the merging process begins. The first record is
read from the read scratch file. If its group number is less than the
first group number in core, it is written on the write scratch file.
The next record is read from the read file and the process is repeated.
If the group number for the record in core is lower, it is written on the
write scratch file. The next record in core is then compared to the file
record. This merging process continues until all records have been
processed.

Statement 540 is used to set the switches for the last pass as previously
described. If the number of fixed missiles is an exact multiple of 1,000,
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the statements following 510 merely copy the last written scratch file

onto the MSLTIME file. The subroutine endA by terminating the !TMPMSL
file at statement 900.

Figure 51 illustrates subroutine SORTNIIS.

3iur
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SUBROUTINE STALL

PURPOSE: This routine determincs the sequence of weapon
additions and deletions required to achieve a
near optimum allocation of weapons to a target.

ENTRY POINTS: STALL

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: CONTROL, DYNAMIC, MASTER, PRIN1, WADOU'l, PRINIFiD,
WADFINAL, WADW-PN, FIXED, WPNGRP, WPNIYPE, FILES,
FIXEDASS, FILABEL, NIYI,AB[-L, 'rp, MYIDENT, NOPRINT,
TWORD, LOCFIL

SUBROUTINES CALLED: WAD, WRARRAY

CALLED BY: M ULCON

Method

STALL controls WAD's addition and deletion of weapons by setting the
values of the following three variables:

WADOP in/CONTROL/

G in/PRINEED/

NW in/WADOUT/

WADOP has the following options:

WADOP = 1 Initialize allocation

IVADOP = 2 Finalize allocation (optional print of results)

WADUP = 3 Add weapon from group (G)

WADOP = 4 Delete (NW)th weapon now on target

To facilitate monitoring the operation of STALL, the variable STA.PRIN is
alsc set to provide a unique indicator of the position in STALL whure WAD
is called. This variable is printed under the print option 22.
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The input data for STALL consists of the following six variables supplied
by WADOUT in /WADOUT/:

PPMX and IPPMX - the maximum potential increase in effective profit
for any weapon, and the index G to that weapon group, respectively.

PVRMX and 1PVRMX - the maximum effective efficiency for any weapon,
and the index to that weapon group, respectively.

DPIN and IDPMN - the ninimum marginal effective profit for any weapon
now assigned, and the index to that weapon in the list of weapons
assigned, respectively.

The flowchart for STALL is in four parts. The first part contains the
setup and single weapon allocation phase. This phase provides a promipt
exit from STALL if the indicated allocation consists of one weapon or
less. This part also includes a dummy version of STALL, which is used to
reproduce the prior allocation independent of current payoff data. This
option is used in place of the usoal verification phase (when PROGRESS =2)
if IVERIFY -2. This mode of operation checks the effects of an alternate
level of intnrweapon correlation, CORR2.

Before going into the normal allocation phase, the initial value of
the time--of-arrival error allowance DFLfVAL is saved, so that it
can be restored if it is necessary, to change it. This quantity
determines the maximum fractional difference in target value at the
time-of-arrival of weapons that are allowed to use the same time-
of-arrival bin in the calculations by WVAD. If the indicated alloca-
tion would result in an overflow of the available time-of-arrival
bins, this quantity is increased "y STALL and the allocation is
rein-tialized for another attempt,

The second part of STALL processes the fixed assignment data. It puts
the weapons down on target and, if they are missiles and the fixed missile
information is to be saved (i.e. SAVEFIX = TRUE.), writes the group
number, target identifiers, and specified arrival time on the ITNIPMSL
file. After initializing WAD, the routine checks the pass number. On
the first pass, the fixed assignmerts wero placed in array IG by MULCON.
In later passes, they are in the IGO array. The statements after 126
determine the number of weapons the assignment represents. If DIFALOC
has made an.allocation on the previous pass, the number of missiles
allocated from each group is shown as a negative number in the KORR
array. If tile KORR entry is positive, there is only one weapon assigned
from the group. STALL then checks the INACTIVE flag to see if the weapon
can reach the target. If not, an error message is printed and the
assignment request is ignored. In statement 443, WAD is called to
actually put the weapon on target, (uring the first pass, the group
number, specified arrival time, and target information (designator code,
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task-subtask code and index number) for fixed ir.issile assignments arc
output to the ITMPMSL file. This file will be processed by subroutine
SORTNIIS which creates the NS.TIM l file to be used by PLNTPLAN to specify
missile launch times.

The third part of the subroutine provides an initial laydown of weapons
if multiple weapons are indicated against the target. As this laydown
progresses two types of array overflows could occur. The overflow of
available time-of-arrival bins has just been discussed. It results in
simply restarting the allocation. The other possibility is that the
total number of weapons assigned could exceed the maximum number (30)
permitted. In this event, control is passed to the r.efinement loop just
as it would be it, the normal exit at the bottom of rart iII.

Part IV indepundehc ly check-s for such a potential overflow (ncar statement
59) and if it is threatencd, a c>clc of operation is generated through
the connector @ that results Jn removal of the least profitable weapons
(statement 52) and replacement by the most profitable available weapons
(statement 56). This sequence :is terminated either by entering the normal

refinement process when the residual target value is reduced so that no
potential weapons remain profitable (statement 54), or by using exit :
after statement 59 if no combination of 30 weapons can be found which
will reduce the target value sufficiently.

The operation of the normal refinement loop, which cycles through the
branch at statement 71 until the tests at statement 66 are satisfied, is
discus.sed in detail in the Analytical Manual* and will not be repeated
here,

Figure 52 illustrates subroutine STALL. I

* Voluile Ii, Plan Generation Subsystem, Chapter 2, Analytical

Concepts and Techniques , (see Weapon Allocation, Siriilo T arret
Allocation - Targets Without Terminal Ballistic .issile Defenses).
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FUNCTION TABLEMUP

PURPOSE: This function calculates weapon-target kill
factors for either the exponential or square
root damage laws as a function of an input
single shot survival probability,

ENTRY POINTS: TABLEMUP

FORMAL PARAMETERS: S -- a single shot survival probability

COMMON BLOCKS: WADWPN, TABLE

SUBROUTINFS CALIEI): None

CALLED BY: RESVAL, RECON

Method

This function computes weapon kill factors by computation for the
exponential damage A'I and by a table lookup for the square root law.
The function uses the square root law only if the option is selected by
the user and the target has a radius greater than 0.

If the square root law is used on a target, the variable TAW in common
/WADWPN/ is set to 100 by subroutine RECON. This variable is checked
by TABLEMUP to determine which damage law is used. The exponential law
use causes ILAW to be set to 0.

The input formal parameter is a single shot survival probability, S. If
the exponential damage law is selected, the function returns the value
-LOG(S), If the square root law is selected, the function performs a
table lookup technique on the array TABLE in common /TABLF/. This array
was preset by subroutine SETABl. The function performs linear inter-
polatioi between the entries of the table. It returns the square of the
interpolated value. (The method of determining the kill factors used in
subroutine SETABLE is too slow for use in TABLEMUP.)

Function 'TAiEUtP is illustrated in figure 53.
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SUBROUTINE TIMEPRT

PURPOSE! This routine prints the amount of time spent in

the options which precede the ALLOCATE function.

ENTRY POINTS: TIMEPRT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: None

SUBROIJTINES CALLED: TIMEME

CALLED BY: ALOC

Method

This routine first calls utility subroutine TIMEME with a -2 argument to
stop the clock while the heading is being printed. After the heading is
complete, two calls on TIMEME are made to restart the clock (azgument of
-3) and print the time spent in each option (argument of 0).

Subroutine TTMEPRT is illustrated in figure 54.

I
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SUBROUTINE WAD

PURPOSE: This routine carries out the addition and dele-
tion of weapons as specified by STALL. After
each change in the allocation to a target WAD
computes the surviving target value VT; for each
potential weapon G, the potential surviving value
VTP(G) if a weapon for that group were added; and
for each weapon currently on the target, the
potential surviving value VTD(NW) if a weapon
from that group were deleted.

ENTRY POINTS: WAD

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COM4N BLOCKS: 222, 333, CONTROL, DYNAMIC, LAMBDA, MASTER, PAYOFF,
PRINEED, PRNTWADD, WADFINAL, WADOUT, WADWPN

SUBROUTINES CALLED: FMUP, PREMIUMS, PRNTALL, WADOUT

CALLED BY: STALL

Method

The surviving target value VT is given by:

J=M N=NN
VT E E [V(N,J) - V(N + 1,J)] *S(N,J)

J=l N=O

where

S(N,J) = FMUP [(MU(N,J) **2)/(i1J(N,J) SIG(N,J))].

The function FMUP(X) is defined as follows:

Exponential damage law:

S(N,J) FMUP(X) exp (.X).
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Square root damage law:

S(N,J) = rMUP(X) = (1 + )(exp (-

The index J is over the hardness components, and the index N is over the
time of arrival bins. V(N,J) is the unattrited value of the Jth hardness
component at the time corresponding to the Nth time-of-arrival bin.

MU(N,J) is the summation of MUP(G,J) for all weapons arriving at the
target through the Nth time-of-arrival bin.

SIG(N,J) is the summation of all the cross terms (relative to the Jth
hardness component) between all the weapons on the target by the Nth
time-of-arrival bin.

The calculations indicated above are carried out by WAD in sets of scratch
arrays and computation arrays that make it possible to retain all inter-
mediate values in the calculations. The resulting scratch pad is then
referred to and used wherever possible in computing the modified value of
VT,VTP(G) if a weapon G is added, and the modified value of VT,VTD(NW)
if the (NW)th weapon is deleted.

Table 17 may help to visualize the scratch pad results that are stored.
This illustrates the calculation at a time when there are three weapons
on the target (NUM = 3), which use two time-of-arrival bins (NTOA = 2),
and there are two hardness components (M = 2).

The first time-of-arrival bin always corresponds to 0 time and reflects
the maximum target value, VAL(l) = 100, in the example. Bin number 2
corresponds to the first actual time of arrival and it contains two
weapons NWP(2) = 2, but the unattrited target value at that t.me is lower,
VAL(2) = 60. Thus, 40 units of value are assumed to escape r:',."e the
first two weapons arrive. Similarly, an additional 20 unit, .v assumed
to escape before the last weapon arrives. The total valu , 100 units,
is assumed to be distributed 80-20 between the two hardness components
(VO(1) = 80, VO(2) = 20). The calculation is carried out in parallel for
the two hardness components Jt = 1, J11 = 2. The total surviving and
escaping value for each component, VSN(4,J), is added to obtain the total
surviving value:

VT = 57.6 = 48.0 + 9.6

The intermediate computation values not previously defined, VS and VSN,
are defined as follows:

VS(N,J) [vCN,J) - V(N + 1,3)] *S(,J).
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Table 17. Illustrating Calculation of Actual Payoff on Target,

TIME OF ARRIVAL CELL 1 2 3 4 5

NWP(TOA) 0.0 2.0 1.0 0.0 0.0

VAL(TOA) 100.0 60.0 40.0 0.0 0.0

Hardness Element
JH=l V(TOAJ) 80.0 48.0 32.0 0.0

VO(1) =80 MU(TOA,J) 0.0 .90 1.70
SIG(TOA,J) 0.0 .274 .385
S(TOA,J) 1.0 .50 .25 

VS(TOA,J) 32.0 8.00 .25

VSN(TOA,J) 0.0 32.00 40.00 48.0

Hardness Element
JH-2 V(TOA,J) 20.0 12.0 8.0 0.0

VO(2) 20 MU(TOA,,I) 0.0 2.0 3.0

SIG(TOAJ) 0.0 ,48 .915
S(TOA,J) 1.0 .20 .10
VS(TOA,J) 8.0 0.80 .80

VSN(TOA,J) 0.0 8.00 8.80 9.60

VT = 57.6

NUM 3

NTOA 2

M = 2
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VSN(N + l,J) r VS(Nl,J)

NIMl

These calculations which constitute the core of the calculations of WAD
are carried out in the local subroutine CALPAY (statements 400 through
406) of WAD.

It is useful to visualize how this computation (a3 illustrated in
table 17) would be revised if a new weapon were added. The new weapon
might have a time of arrival between bins 2 and 3. In this case a new
column 3 would have to be created for the weapon and the contents of
columns 3 and 4 would have to be moved over. MU, SIG, amd S for column 2
would be unaffected by a weapon arriving at a later time and
would remain unchanged. However, the value of VS would le changed since
the value, of V(N + 1,J) should now reflect the' target value for the new
column 3 and would be higher than the 3"2.0 now shown for column 3,JIt = 1.
The value of MU and SIG-in'the new column 3 would La the same as that in
column 2 except that MU would-be augmentcd~by MUP(G,J) for the new weapon
and SIG would be augmented by the cross ter'm between the new weapon and
al 1 other. weapons, on the, ta.rget.-at th'at 'time; .,'The same rule of course
applies for al.l succeed.ing.time-&'f.-arrival' bins.. In'. 6 ach following
column (incl 'Uding old column 3, now .4). the previ'ous value of MU is
increased by NIUP or fho weapon addedand the valpte of SIG is'.ifcreased
by the cross terms between all weapons previously bn the target and the.
weapon added.

Of course,. the new.weapon might-fit into pne of the existing time-of-.
arrival -bins. In this case it. would 'be unnccessary ..'o make a new
column, andit w uldbe unnecessary to recompute VS for the previous

column, The value of MU and SIG would simply be augmeited in the
corresponding column and in all succeeding columns -as before. Naturally,
after the values of MU and SIG are revised, the value of S must be
recomputed and the VS and VSN must be revised in the columns affected.

We now recall that WAD is required to provide potential weapon added
target value VTP(C) for every weapon grout each time a ,eapon is added
or deleted. Obviously the calculation every time of all the above
cross terms cuuld be very time consuming. moreover, precalculation of
all individual cross terms for 200 weapon groups would be equally
impractical. The technique adopted, therefore, was to ca'culate cross
terms for each weapon group, but only with the weapons already on the
target. Since the process of augmeniting the values of SIG must be
carried out individually for each time..of-arrival bin, the resulting data
are stored by time-of-arrival bins. That is, for each weapon group ;
and each time-of-arrival column, N, data are stored which indicates the
amount by which SIC would be incroased in that column if the weapon G
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were added. These data are stored in the array SIGP(G,J,N). Using
these data, the effective augmentation of SIG to calculate VTP(G) for
each weapon group G can be accomplished simply by adding SIGP for the
appropriate column, and the augmentation of MU is accomplished
simply by adding MUP for each weapon G.

'able 18-A may help to visualize how these data are used. Fach potential
group C is tagged with the index ITOA(C) of the time of arrival column
it would occupy if it were added. In addition it is also noted whether
the weapon would generate a new column (IADDTOA=I) or share the column
with the weapons already there (IADDTOA=0). The situation illustrated
here in table 18 corresponds to the same one illustrate( in table 17.
Notice that for each weapon group G the array SIP(CG,J,NI) contains a
significant (usually nonzero) data for NI ITOA(G) - IAIPI'OA. T"he
extra terni in the column NI - T'OA()-1 for rows I and 5, where the
weapon group would require a new column (IADDTOA=I), is to provide a term
required for the new columns if this weapon were added. Since addition
of this weapon would move all columns (including its own) one position
to the right, the resulting term would be in the proper position after
moving, even though it is in an incorrect column at present.

.Just as the information in table 18-A is used to provide values of SIC for
computing VTP(G), the array SIGD in table 18.13 is used to provide values

of SIl for the computation of VTI)(NIV). This table contains an entry
for each weapon currently on the target. The array IG(NW1) in this case
indicates that three weapons have been assigned, first from group 2,
then group 3, finally another from group 3. The role of SIG) exactly
parallels SIGP; that is, to obtain the potential value of SIC if a weapon
were deleted SIGD is added to SIG in cach column. Since SICD is negative,
this has the effect of cancelling out the cross terms for the weapon
that would be removed. Of course, if removal of the weapon would reduce
the number of weapons in a time-of-arrival column to 0, the following
columns would be spaced bac!k to avoid unnecessary columns.

In summary, table 17 contains the scratch pad data used to calculate
the actual payoff. Table 18-A contains the corrections SIGP for SIC
needcd to calculate the corresponding weapon-added estimate V'rl(;) for
each weapon group G. Table 18-B contains the corrections SIC') for SIG
needed to calculate the weapon-deleted estimate VITI(NW) for each weapor
NIV now on the target,

These arrays SIOP and SIG are kept continuously up-to-date as weapons
are added and deleted. For example, as illustrated in table 18, the
last weapon added was from group 3. Thus the last set of cross terms
computed would have been the cross terms between group 3 and every other
group. These cross terms arc shown in table 18-A in the array ISI(;(G,. .
When the last weapon from group 3 was added, these terms wcre computed,
and for each weapon C they were added into tie array SICT in all tine of
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Table 18. Illustrating Quantities Calculated for Potential Weuipon AdJed and
Deleted[ Payoffs

A. - Data on All Potential Weapons

I V T P IT O IA D O -P .. . ' G (( , J , N I' 0
G _G) (G) (C) N1=I 1 N 1 1- TN N,13 JN,4 2

1 .021 0.0 .042 .0631 2 0 o1 oo
2 .103 0.0 .206 .659

1~~. .24 00t. 53
3 - . . .. 0 - .F .
4 3 .052 0.0 0.0 .45

,2 .660 0.0 0.0 4.23

3 2 0 .274 0.0 .548 1.653
2 .780 010 1.560 1.880_

5 .003 0.0 0.0 .007

2 .009 0.0 0.0 .018

B. - Data on Weapons Now on Target
(As Candidates for Possible Deleti.on)

[ I SGDN' ,J, NI)

W IGNW VT DM) J i.v_
1 2 1I 1 00 0,0 .105 I

2 1 0.0I 0.0 i1.32

10 - .274 - .052 ,

2 _ 1 0.0 -1.560 - .660!

3i I -. 74 - .052

3-, 3 2 0.70-- .560 .66



arrival coltins where both the weapon 6 and the weapon 3 would be
present. In the array IGD the same quantity:

DSTC I,(NW),J

is subtracted out for each column where both weapons are present, thus
removing the contribution of the weapon, IM(NIV), to SIG in the calculation
of VTD(NW).

Whenever it is decided to add or delete a weapon from a group, KG, the
local subroutiDe CALSG is called to calculate the array DSIG(G,J) to
obtain the cross terms between KG and all potential weapon groups 0.
CALSG is contained in statements 100 throuigh 108 of WAD.

Tahc 19 (only partly filled out) illustrates some of the input data
required by WAD. The array RISK(IAT,G,J) is used in calculating the
cross terms DSIG. However, those elements contribute where the particular
attribute (class, type, etc.) is shared.

The snared attributes between weapon groups GI and G2 arc determined by
checkiag whether JATTRIB(IAT,Gl) JATTRIB(IAT,G2).

The flowchart for WAD consists of 14 parts. Part I shows the overall
flow of the subroutine. The main processing by the subroutine is
controlled by one of the control programs depending on the WADOP option
chosen (initialize, Add, or Delete). The following three parts each
illustrate the operation of one of these control progr-'rs. Each control
routine utilizes a number of other local subroutines, as well as external
routines (see figure 55).

The Add Weapon Control routine (Part III) will be used as a vehicle to
illustrate the operation of the program. Once the operations of this

routine are understood, the corresponding o:,erations in the other Youtines
should be obvious.

The routine first checks to be sure that the number of weapon additions
and weapon deletion operations, IOP, on this target does not exceed 100.
If it does, it is assumed that STALL and WAI) are caught in an endless
loop probably repeatedly adding and deleting the same weapon, so the
processing of the target is terminated. In principle, such looping
should not occur. However, it has been found that errors in reading file
data for one target, or a random machine malfunction, or inconsistencies
in the data supplied co the program can sometimes result in such a
situation. This makes it possible for the program to proceed to the
next target rather than aborting the entire run. However, when this
happens, the LOOP flag is set nonzero. This causes the print in
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statement 41 to appear during the initialization of evpjry succeeding
target, so that the user is sure to notice that the aiIYriculty occurred.

However, assuming that no such loop has occurred, the routine adds the
Lagrange multiplier for the weapon added to the COST of the allocation
and also updates SUMPREM, the sum of the premiums for the target.
(This last variable SUMPREM, as well as the variables TBENEFIT and
TPMX near statement 14, are computed only to provide a consistency check
on the treatment of premiums. These variables are not essential to the
operation of the program.) Notice that these variables and almost all
other variables used by WAD such as VT, VTP, VTD, PAYOFF, PROFIT, etc.
are computed (even for multiple targets) as if the program were dealing
only with a single simple target. It is necessary to take target
multiplicity into account only when dealing %:ith variables which
accumulate the total cost, total payoff, or total consumption of
specific weapon groups over the whole target system.

The PREMIUMs used by the allocator, however, depend on just such a
variable -- namely SURPWP(G), the available surplus (positive or negative)
of unused weapons in each group. G. Consequently, when a weapon G is
added, the PREMIUM for that weapon group must he recalculated. Before it
is recalculated, SURPWP(G) must be revised as it is in statement 7 to
reflect the multiplicity of the target; i.e.:

SURPWP(G) = SURPWP(G) - (TMULT

The variable CTMULT, current target multiplicity, is used rather than the
initial multiplicity TGTIULT, because when PROGRESS is equal to 1.0 a
multiple target can be split into several parts of reduced multiplicity.The local subroutine SPLIT (Part VI) which begins with statement 9 is
responsible for determining if such a split is needed, and for carrying

out the adjustment of bookkeeping on the arrays SURPWP and PREMIUN if it
is. To avoid unnecessary computation by WAD, SPLIT is designed to
minimize the number of times multiple targets are split up. The intent
is to avoid separating multiple targets, unless retaining the full
multiplicity of the target during the allocation of the weapon
indicated would cause a wcapon surplus > .5 weapons. Such a change in
SUJRPWP should cause the step premium for the groups to change from
positive to negative. Obviously it would he a mistake to keep
allocating as if the same premium would apply. Therefore, when this
happens the target is split into two parts. One part, CTMIHLT, containing
the largest multiplicity that could be allocated a weapon from ont group
without causing the premium to go negative, the other part, CrSPILL,
containing the remainder.

After this is done, it is necessary to correct the value of
SLJRPWP and recompute th, premiums. To understand what is required to
do this, we must rccall that when MUIoCON begani the allocation to the
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target on this pass, it removed the weapons previously assigned to all
the elements of the multiple target and thus increased SURPWP by the
multiplicity for each weapon previously assigned. If a decision is now
to be made that only part of the target is to be dealt with, the old
allocation should in effect be restored for the remainder of the target
elements, Thus, in statement 911, SURPWP is decreased by the change in
multiplicity for each weapon previously assigned. Conversely, while the
present allocation was proceeding, SURPWP was being decremented by the
multiplicity for each weapon assigned, If we now intend to interpret
the allocation as applying only to a part of the total multiplicity,
then the value of SURMPWP must be increased as in statement 908 by the
change in multiplicity for each weapon already assigned. Finally, since
the value of PREMIUJM(G) deperds not only on SWIRNVI(G) but also on CTI JUL
for the target all premiums are recomputed (statement 930), This completes
the bookkecping corrections made by SPLIT. A s!ightly different version
of SPLIT beginning at statement 21 is used by the deletion control
routine. In this case the question is whether deletion of the weapon
group for the full multiplicity would cause a deficit > .5. Aside from
this obvious change in sign, however, the operation is essentially
identical.

When SPLIT has completed its work, the program proceeds as usual to
update SURPWP for the wcapon now being added and PREMTIUMS(G) is called
as usual.

After the call on subroutine PREMIUMS(G), the main business of WAD
begins. This business consists of updating all the arrays in tables 17
and 18 to reflect addition of the weapon G. The process is accomplished
by calling a series of local subroutines.

First CALSG (Part VII) is called to compute the cross term array, DSI, in
table 18-A. Then ADDSIG (Part VIII) is called to update the arrays SIGP
and SIGD. For maximum efficiency, the revision of the arrays SIGP and
SIGD is done one column at a time, working from right to left and dealing
only with those columns affected by the weapon G. If tl.e weapon G adds a
new column, the column NI = NWRT where the augmented results arc written,
will be displaced one column to the right of NI = NRD where the original
data were read. llowever, before actually updating these two arrays in
each column, the data currently in SIGP in that column arc used to update
SIG in table 17. Since this value of S1GP was required to add the
weapon G, the negative of it would be required to delete it. Consequcntly,
at the same time SIGP is simply negated and stored in SIGD to produce a
new row (NW = 4) for the weapon G in table 18-B. All of these operations
required to update SIG, SIGP, and SIGI) are done in series for the same
read and write columns, one column at a time until the updating is complete.
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Next, ADDIND (Part IX) is called to update all the indices to reflect
the addition of the new weapon. The indices which must be updated are
in table 17, NUN, NTOA, NUWP, VAL, in table 18, ITOA, IADDTOA.

When this has been done the payoff computations begin. (oALPAY (Part XII)
is called first to calculate the actual payoff (table 17). Since this
involves only one calculation it is done in a very straightforward way
and is completely recalculated for all columns. Thus, the subroutine
CALPAY is very straightforward and easy to understand.

The updated information in table 17 is then used as a basis for cal-
culating the weapon added payoffs (CALPOT, Part XIII) and the weapon
deleted payoffs (CALDEL, Part XIV). To avoid any need for additional
arrays to store intermediate results these calculations are done (both
by CALPOT and CALDEL) one weapon group and one ha-dness component at
a tiMe working straight down the lists in table 18. For each group
and each hardness component the calculations then work from left to
right dealing only with columns affected by the new weapon. For the
columns in table 17 that would be affected, revised values SI of S
and VSNl of VSN are computed working toward the right to obtain the
final values which can be added to obtain the revised value VTi) for
the weapon deleted calculations.

When all payoffs have been calculated, WADOUT is called summarizing the
results for STALL, and finally the actual PROFIT, and PAYOFF, BENEFIT,
etc., are computed and stored so that they are available to be printed
if such information is requested. WAD then returns control to STALL.

The control routine for weapon deletion exactly parallels the above
procedures except that SUBSIG and SUlBIND replace ADDSIG and ADDIND.
SUBSIG parallels ADDSIG almost exactly except that the order of pro-
cessing columns is reversed to avoid writing over essential data as
columns are spaced back. SUBIND differs from AiIDIN) mainly in that
indices are decremented instead of incremented.

The initialize control routine (Part1 I) , and the local subroutine
INITIAL!ZE (Part V) , are concerned with establishing the starting
state for the allocation to a target. After the discussion of the add
and delete routine, the flow diagrams should be self-explanatory.
However, a couple of comments may be appropriate. For computing
efficiency the initialization iF limited to the minimum required to
provide the starting state. Many cells in SIGP and SICl) are not
initialized and irrelevant data will remain in many cells. Thus on
targets after the first target during the allocation, many cells
shown in table 18 with irrelevant zeros, may in fact contain
irrelevant data that will not he referenced. Particular attention is
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called to rows containing inactive weapons. These rows will not be
reinitialized at all and thus will contain much irrelevant data for
prior targets.

On the initialization call, the only nontrivial payoffs that need to be
computed are the potential weapon payoffs VTP(G). Since at this stage
these all involve only one weapon, the correlation cross terms are.
irrelevant. Consequently the simple formula,

S = rMUP(+MUP(G))

can be used.

3
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Fig. 55. (Colit.
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(Called in Closing Phase of Allocation, Before Adding (or Deleting*)
a Weapon--Splits Multiple Targets into Lower Multiplicity When It
Will lHelp to Meet Exact Stockpile]

START

9D

Determine Whether The Stockpile
Target: (-.5).SJRP1VP(G)K,(.5)
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set of This Multiple Target
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Be Met?
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907
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911
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All Weapon Groups Assigned
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* Separate Copy in Program with Change of Signs for Wcapon
Deletion.

Fig. 55. (cont.)
Part VI: Local Sub rout ine SPLIT
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START ...

100.. _

. Do 108 For All

Active Weapon Groups

Do
101
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This Group And Group G Added
(Or Deleted) Sumning Over All
Common Risk Attributes IAT-I,

NAT To Cover Identities By Class,
Type, Region, Alert Status, And
Group--Take Minimum Value Of The ..

Two Since Shared Risk Cannot Exceed
Total Risk For Least Risk Weapon

Fig. 55. (coit.)
Part Vii: Local Sub routine CALS(
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602 .....

Do 612 For All Doe RTN
p. Weapons Now

On Target

Do

Accumulate Potential Done Do 610 For
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60 1D
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SUBROUTINE WADOUT

PURPOSE: This routine summarizes decision alternatives
for STALL by co,1 ning payoff data produced by
WAD with the weapon cost data (Lagrange
multipliers minus premiums), It also contributes
to the efficiency of WAD by making inappropriate
weapons inactive.

ENTRY POINTS : WADOUT

FOIIAl, PARA Mi TtFS : None

COMMON BLOCKS: MASTER, CONTROL, DYNAMIC, LAMBDA, WADFINAL,
WADOUT, WADWPN

SUBROUTINES CALLED: PRNTALL

CALLED BY! WAD

Method

The output data producud by WAD consist of the following parameters for
STALL that arc recorded in /WADOUT/:

PPMX rnd IPPMX - the maximum potential increase in effective
proiit for any single weapon; arid the index G to that weapon
group, respectively

PVRMX and IPVRMX - the maximum effective efficiency of any
potential weapon; arid the index G to that weapon group,
respect I ve ly

I)PMN and l1)PMAN - the minimum marginal effective profit for any
weapon now assigned; and the index NW to that weapon in the
list of weapons assigned, respectively.

It 01o pIroduces the array INACT]VI*(G) in /WADWPN/ which is used by WAD

to determine which weapons groups need not he processed.

The input data from WAI) consist of':

VI - the surviving target v;Ltiue in /PYNA\-i('/

3:1,



VTD(N) - the potential weapon deleted surviving target
value (also in /D.YNAMIC/ (equivalenced to RVAL)

VTP(G) - the potential wcapon-added surviving target value
in /WTNAL/.

The input data oil weapon zosts consist of LAHMiP(f) ,PRE:NIIUMH() ,and

DPREMIUI(G) in /LAMIBDA/.

IVADouTr also initializes VFMAX and VTMIN of /WAI)OIT/, and MAXCO,1'P of
/lVADWPN/ which reflect thc MINKILI,, MAXK(ILI. specifications for each
target.

The quantitiecs ALPHA and VITIP of /IVAIOUT/ are essent ialily l ocal variales

for WAIXJIT. They arc inclIuded in this common block for u:so by PRNTNOW,
and inl the case of AIPHA, to di loi- IVAD to rein itijali ze it to 1 .0 for
cach new target.

The flow diagramn, figure 56, is in three parts. InI Part 1, thle Us"er-
input parameter INIATC11 is USCLd to determine the method Of compuLting
MINKILL and MAXKILL. If IMATCII is 0, then the damage clICUlat-ionS
used to determnine residual target value for purposes of MINKILI. and
NAXKILL use time depcndence of target value. If IMATCII is nonzero,
then MiNKILL and NIAXKTLL arc computed relative to thle original targct
value. In addition, if IMATCII is 100, then the routine prints thce
WAIJ'JUTl variables, V'lO, VT, VTZO (original target value) , FLINMN,
FLGMX, sv'mIN, SVTNIAX, VTMTN, VTMAX, and ALPIIA,

The D)o loop ending at statement 18 is used to flag all groups with
fixed %%eapons Oil this target as active. This prevents their being
remo1vcd during processing and maintains the validity of the damage
calculations.

In Part 11, the processing beglins b~y evaluating thle actual effective
surviving target value 'TF. It then scans all weapons currently
assigned to cal culate the output quantities PPMNN and I I)PN If any
iweapon now on target fails to Jestroy a fraction of the originail value
greateor than MNIIAMIAC, the wqeapon is flagged for immed iate rce:ovai
(stat emen t iS) . At the same tiHe, the g roups al1renidy ass iglivL! a rc
flagged With INACTI VE = - 100) to cli-iinate any p)ossibility that they)
wqoul1d he erroneously set inaictive. (WA)OUTl never exits wvith INACTIVE
set negative. A weapon group fl agged With U -100 is al1ways reset to
INACTIVE = 0 before thle routine exi ts .) (Do0 14 1001)

B~asicalIly , the processing in Part Ill i s concerned with scanning all
potential weapons to Cal cul ate thle output quaintit ies PPMX , 11 PNIX , P'V11%
and I PVRiX. Any) weapon Wh 1 Ch Wou ld fail to lVeqtr-0\ a f'aC tion of thle
original value grca ten than Ml NDANIU w ill hc i gnored inl these c I CIa -
tions . Thu-s, it could nevoir he al locaited to the target.



At the same time, however, the values for the array INACTfVh'(Cj are
established. The INACTIVE3 array for each target is permanently stored
on the WPNTCIT files, as it was originally computed by (WTrPATA, with
only two values - zero for weapons in range of the target, anti 100 for
weapons out of range. Consequently, when these data are read on
successive passes for each target, these initial values are auto-
mnatically restored.

E~xternal to IVAIOUT the INACT'IVE array is treated as if it has only two
values -zero for active weapon groups, and nionzero for inactive groups.
WAIJOUl' makes weapons temporarily inactive rulativo to a specific target
by setting INACTIVEi equal to either 2,000 or- 3(1.000.

If WADOUT! exits with either value, 2,000 or 30),001), tic weapon is' treated
as temporarily inactive in exactly the same way. The difference between
2,000 and 30,000 is ret eva nt only if WADOUIJT rccyc Ios w i t hout es\I t i ig.

IVAI)OIT will rocycle if, after all potential weapons are examined, it is
found (upon return to Part 2) that there are no potential weapons that
appear profitable and, moreover, that the requiredL kill probability,
NIINKI.L, has not been achieved. III this Case thC! VlueI of ALPHA is
incroased to makc the target seem more valuable and the evaluati on is
repeated. When this occurs, weapons5 tentatively set to INACTIVEh = 30,000
arc reset to 0 and the decision to inactivate themi is, reexamined.

If WAJIOLT exits with INAtCTIVEi = 30,000, it is always set to 2, 000) if
WADO[T is called again.

'The operat ion of Par III of WADOiJI can now he sunmnari zed as follows . In
the execution of this Doc loop) inactive weapons, INACTIVE t:100, 2,000,
anLI .30, 000 (30,000 except onl a recycling pass) , are skipped. All active
weapons, INACTIV =P 0, -100 (or 30,000 on a rocyclIin pass) , arc,
evaluated, Those for which INACTIVO; is riot negative are then conl-

sidereCd to determ iine whether they shoal d he made inactive.I *Th is conls idcrati Onl (0lowe half OF the ftlowchart) is as fol lows:

1.Any weapion that still shows aI pLs it io peote nt ialI profit IrL.ain
act ive.

2. Any) weapon whi ch does not show a positive pro'i t agalinlst the
fill] target value1 (III the absenlce of Other' weajpons-) Is ::ulde
infactivye.

3. 1 f t001.0 are at hert weaponls oil the target the weaporo i'e'ia1
aCtiVe unle1ss itS 0rfiCIUIICN' is less thanII .1. Th1 reduce S
the chian C that an inaIct i X weon1 Could L h comel p!ro i tzh h

f som'e other won1)1 poico l1l t1 \Onl the targePt werere2oeC

h0



4. If the efficiency Is less than . it is made inactive unlessthere are already unpr'ofitable weapons assigned, In this case
the decision to make it inactive is postponed until these
unprofitable weapons are removed,

36
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CIIAPIER 5
PROGRAM ALOCOUT

PURPOSE

The main purpose of ALOCOUT is to rearrange the output of program ALOC
into a convenient input form for programs FOOTPRNT and'or program POSTALOC.
In addition, ALOCOUT is responsible for selecting optimum I)GZs (desired
ground zeros, also called weapon aim points) for weapons allocated to
target complexes.

Program ALOC supplies ALOCOUT with a file, AI.OCTAR, which provides data for
each target, specifying the weapon groups assigned to each target together
with associated targeting data. ALOCOUT extracts data from these records
and reorganizes the extracted data by weapon group, giving for each weapon
group the number of strikes and the specific: targets assigned though each
penetration corridor, plus associated data relating to those targets.
ALOCOUT is also responsible for computing any aiming offsets' required by the
plan. In the case of simple targets, or multiple targets, these' offsets
are simply set to zero. In the case of complex targets, which can have,
several elements at slightly different coordinates, ALOCOUT employs sub,-
routine DGZSEL (desired ground zero selector) to select optimum aim' points
within the target complex.

INPUT FILES

The input filesused by program ALOCOUT are the BASFILE and ALOCTAR files.
The BASFILE is prepared by program PREPALOC and is used to obtain the.
weapon data and target characteristics, of multiple and complex targets,
which are used in ALOCOUT processing. The ALOCTAR file is output by pro-
gram ALOC and contains allocation of weapons to targets (in target order).

OUTPUT FIL IiS

Program ALOCOUT produces only one output file, the TMPALOC file. This file
contains nearly the same data as the ALOCTAR file, except that the aim
point offsets for complex targets' are included, and the fi ]c is ordered by
the weapon group. The TMPAI.OC record formats are shown in table 20.
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Ti.hie 20. TNIPALOC File Format

(S!heet 1 of 3)

HEADER RECORD FOR EACH WEAPON GROUP

AS' 'OC I ATW VARIABLE
COMMON LENGni OR ARRAY DESCRIP'TION

STRKSUM 1 KGROUP Weapon group index number

1 NTSrRK Total number of strikes for weapon
group

I NCORR Number of corridors tuscd by weapon
group

30 NSTRK Number of strikes per corridor (in
decreasing order)

HEADER RECORD POR EACH CORRIDOR USED BY WEAPON GROUP

ASSOCIATLD VARIABLE
COMNMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

/2/ 1 NT Number of targets to be attackedI

1 J(PRO6P Weapon group index number

I JCORR Corridor index number

BOMBER RECORD FOR EACH CORRIDOR AND) BOMB3ER CROUP

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON L_:N G TH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

12/ NT INDLXNO Target jindex nu1mber

NTr Tc1TLAT Targ~et latitue

NT TGTLONG Target longitulde

NT TI NI3REM Timc p rciiam fc to r
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Table 20. (cont. )
(Sheet 2 of 3)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

/2/ (cont.) NT IDEPEN Depenetration corridor index

NT D.ISTOUT Distance from target to point of
depenetration

NT DISTREC Distance from target to recovery

point

NT ATTRLOC Local target defense potential

NT RVAL Relative value of target

NT DELAf Offset longitude for weapon delivery

NT DELONG Offset longtidue for weapon delivery

(NT-I) +1 IBFIX Weapon fixed assignment indicator
32

(logical array)

NT DESIG Target designator code

NT TASK Target task code

NT CNTRYLOC Target country location code

NT FLAG Target flag code

MISSILE RECORD FOR EACH MISSILE GROUP

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMION LENGTI OR ARRAY DESCkIPTION

/2/ NT INDEXNOM Target index number

NT IGTLATNI Target latitude

NT TGTLONGM Torget longitude

NT RVALM Relativc value of target

NT DEIATM Offset latttude for weapon delivery
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Table 20. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 3)

ASSOCIATED VARIABLE
COMMON LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

/2/ (cont.) NT DELONGM Offset longitude for weapon delivery

32 +1 IBFIX Weapon fixed assignment indicator

(logical array)

NT DESIGM Target designator code

NT CNTRYLCM Target country location code

NT FLAGH Target flag code
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CONCEI OF OPERATTON

ALOCOUT hns two essentially separate data processing phases, ALOCOUT and
ALOCOUT2. ALOCOUT reads the entire target fil e (ALOCTAR) supplied by
program ALOC, one record at a time, callijig subroutines PROCSIMP1,
PROCNULT, or PROCCONP to process each simple, multiple, or complex target,
respectively. These routines extract the essential data from the input
record and, for each weapon strike, cause a record to be written by
PROCSIMP oil an intermediate file in a standard form that can later be
sorted in ALOCOUT2. All of this processing, including that done by
subroutine DGZSEL fcr complex targets, takes placc during the ALOCOUT
phase of the program while the ALOCTAR file is being read in.

T he main function of PROCSIMIP is the writing of this interlediate file
which is the input for ALOCOUT2. Subroutine ALOCOUT2 sorts the inter-
mediate file by penetration corridor within weapon group, does the final
processing, and w.rites the IMPALOC file (see figure 57). Figure 58 is
the detailed flowchart for ALOCOUT.

Phase One Processing: ALOCOUT

Recall that the subroutines PROCSIMP, PROCNUJr, and PIPOCCOMP are used to
process simple, multiple, and complex target data (rend from the ALOCTAR
file), respectively (see figure 57). These routines extract the
necessary data from an ALOCTAR input record and for each weapon strike
cause a record to be written by PROCSIMP on an intermediate file in a
standard form.

The main function of PROCSIMP is the writing of this intermediate tape
which is the input for ALOCOUr2. For simple targets, which need no
special processing, PROCSIMP is called directly by ALOCOUT. PROCSI.IP
writes a 23-word data block fct each weapon allocated to the target,
containing the necessary data relating to the target and the weapon
group. Control then returns to ALOCOUT where the next target block is
read from ALOCTAR.

A multiple target represents two or more identical tatrgets whose
geographic locations are in the same vicinity (and whose index numbers,
as game objects, are consecutive). These targets are re presented as a
"multiple target" in the input to tile allocator, so that progran; ALOC
cap save time by making only one assignment of weapons for all elements
of the multiple target. Tihis assignment then represents an identical
:,ilocation for each of the targets. However, for the detailed plans
generated by rPOS'ALOC, separate coordinates must be specified for each
target and specific missiles or aircraft must be assigned to each from
weapon groups specified.
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When P.LOCOUT encounters a multiple target, PIROUIULT is called to obtain
the additional information needed. For each target element of the
multiple target PROCMIULT reads from the POSTDAI'A portion of the BASFILE
one data block to obtain the index number and the actual coordinates of
the target element. (These records for hoth mtiltiple and complex targets
were written by program PREPALOC oh, the BASPILIL in the same order of
occurrence as on the ALOCTAR file, sc that no prolems exist in file
positioning.) PROCNIULT then calls PROCSIMP to write the strike data
records for each individual target separately; from this point on in
the data flow, the individual targets of a multiple target are treated
just as if they were separate simple targets.

A complex target (or target complex) is a combination of target clements
sufficiently close in geographic location that a weapon on any one of
them will have some probability of killing other elemncnts in the c-rnple'.
Such target complexes are targeted as a unit by the allocator which
allocates weapons agvinst their total value, using one set of coordinates.
In order to maximize targeting efficiency against such a complex, one
m'ist select optimum aim points e mong the target elements. These aiming
offsets are specified relative to the first target element only and arc
passed on in that form to subsequent programs.

When ALOCOUT encounters a complex target, PROCCOMlP is called. PROCCOMP
is responsible for assembling the data on a complex target in a form that
can be efficiertly used fo- DGZ selection. Each target component of the
complex generates a standardized "target element" in the arrays used by
DGZSEL. (Targets with more than one hardness component generate more
than one such target ejement, and targets with a specified target radius
will generate several elements spread over the area of the target to
represent a value spread over the area.) I
ALOCOUT has already read weapon group data such as YIELD and CliP which
are required for the DGZ selection processing from the BASFILE. PROCCONIP
reads a data record for each of the components of the complex target
(second section of the BASFILE). If the number of target elements so
generated reaches the maximum program dimensions (40), COMPRESS is
called to combine elements with similar properties and coordinates. !n
any case, for el "iciency in DGZSEL a call is made on COMPRESS just prior
to calling DGZSEL. DG;ZSEL then uses the data stored in the target
element array to select specific aim points (or aiming offsets) for
each weapon allocated to the complex. On return from )GZSEL, PROCCOMP
calls PROCSIMP to write the intermediate records for the target.

Subroutine COMPRESS recombines those target elements that are near one
another and that have approximately the same lethal radius. If maximum
program dimensions are reached, COMPRESS loosens its tolerances to
assure enough recombination of elements to eliminate this problem.
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When ALOCOUT has processed all the targets from the ALOCTAR file and has
written a record on the intermediate file for each strike, ALOCOUT2 is
called to sort these strike records. At this point, all processing by
PROCMULT, PROCCOMP, PROCSIMP, and DGZSEL has been completed. The inter-
mediate file is essentially the only link between AI.OCOUT and ALOCOUT2.

Phase Two Processing: ALOCOUT2

ALOCOUT2 (see figure 58) reads each record from the intermediate file
and p!2cks data into the appropriate arrays. Since there may be severai
strikis for each target, to conserve space the target data is stored
only once for each target in an array which is kept in core, while the
data for each strike is kept in another array. (Included in this data
is an index for retrieving the proper target data after sorting.)
Because the strike data may exceed the limits of its array in core, two
files have been reserved for sorting and merging this data. The first
time the strike array is filled, the data is sorted by weapon group
and corridor and written out on the first sort file. The program then
continues reading records from the intermediate file and packing the
data until it either reads all the records on the file, or again fills
the strike arrays. It then sorts the strike data currently in core, and
proceeds to read the data back in, one word at a time, from the first
sort file, and writes the data from the sort file and from the sorted
data in core onto the second sort file, merging the data into the
proper order.

Processing continues in this manner until all the strike data is con-
tained on one file in order by weapon group and by penetration corridor
within each weapon group. At this point, control is turned over to
STRKOUT which writes the TNPALOC file (the input file for FOOTPIRNT).

STRKOUT reads the sorted data back into core in several batches as storage
permits. For each weapon group it tallies the number of strikes assigned
through each penetration corridor. Ihcn all the data for a single weapon
group has been tallied, STRKOUT sorts the penetration corridory: ill des-
cending order of the number of strikes, and writes a record, common
/STRKSbI/, on thc intermediate tape, TIPALOC. This record gives the
weapon group number, the total number of strikes for that group, the number
of penetration corridors used, and the number of strikes through each
corridor.

STRKOUT then calls WRRDSTRK for each corridor, which writes a record of
the target data for all strikes through that corridor (coini, n /RAISTRK/).
Thus, the TIMPALOC file consists of a STRKSUM record heading the data for
each weapon group, followed by a series of RAIDSTRK records, one for each
penetration corridor used by that weapon group.
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COMMON BLOCK DEFINITION

The externalcommon blocks used by progr~.m ALOCOUT in p~rocessing input/
output (1/0) files are shown in table 21. Table 22 describes tbic
additional common blocks usad internally by program. ALOCOUT.
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Table 21. Program ALOCOUT Eixternal Common Blocks
(Sheet 1 of 4)

INPUT DATA FRlOM BASPILi

BLOCK ~ VARIABLE OR ARRAY* DliSCRI1111I1ON

MASTER IlIWIATl Daute of run initiation
I DENTNO Run identification number
ISIDUi Attackirig side
NrriT Number of route points
NCOI{R Number of pelet ration corridors
INDPEN Numbe'r 9 f depeCI1e tIrat i0 onCorn i dorS
NRLiCOVEiR Number o f recovcry bases
NRUF Number of directed refuel areas
NBNDRY Number of boundary points
N R EC Number of command and control

regions
NTYPI3 Number of weapon types
N(;ROUP Number of weapon groups
NTOTBASUi Total number of ',ajs Cs
NPAYLOAI) Numb er of payload types
NA.SNITYPE Number of ASM types
NMIIDTYP11i Number of wa rliad types,
NTANKBAS Number o)f tankcer bases
NCOMPLEiX Number of complex targets
NCLASS Number of weapon classes

NALUiRTI Number of alert coniditions

NTGTS Number of targets
NCORTYPE N umbecr of penetration corridor

t ypesC,
NCNTRY Number of dist inct country codes

1: 1 LiiS fGTFlI Ill- (2) * Ta rge t dat a file
BASFI 11.1; 2) Data base i nformnat ion file

MSLTIL(2)Fixed missile tinting file
ALOCTAIR (2) Weapon al1locat ion by targets file
-Ml A LOC (2) Thmpot'arv all ocat ion file

A LOCG.R 1 2) Allocation 1by group file
ST1RIIL 2) strike file

*P~arenthiet ical valIues, i nd i.:ate array dimnins ions . All othier clemetts are
single word variables.

* *III two-word a rrays , fi rs t word i s fit ehandlIc buffer usage numtber;
second word is maximum file leiigtli ini words. Sinigle variables are
1log ical tape unit nmhle rs.



(Shoet 2of 41)

I; LOCl VAR I A 1; LI: Olt ARRAY DI: SCR I P11I ON
MINIM( (1:10: LL( 20) C oilimnd an d e o it ro I ro 1 j IIi I i ty

by> c onimil d anad Cont rol regiol
IV(R0(II' I Rlzt; (20()) Comniutd and cuati-ol rcy i ol

I TYPU ( 21) Typei.'jtIIVX ( ITYP'li
n, 1Probab ility Vof, .ulvival himc

Y I Ii.I) (200) Wepo yicI d (melLga I oii.

WTVI'I(1] CE(so) CIT (IMn H!a i I )
UI('40) Re Illi lit>'

TGIN ANI :Tre name
I NIXNO Tla rgoit inadex aum11be r

DEiS I G ~ Ta rget dosignator . d
TAS K 'Ia rg ct task COLIC
CN1HY LOC 'Ia rg vt Country lbat i on code
FLU Iargvt t'lag etode
ILIMIJI1.11 Ta rg Ct i1luIt ilP Ii cit
TGTIA1' Ta rgvt I at i tude
I(;'L.ON(; Ta get 1 ong i t tide
TCTTZAI Torigv* radlus (flat .1cal 11i 1es)VTO( tr Zgi I aret Value

NINianbe ofP ha rdiles s onpen
1)( 2) letha I radis byhaw dus

FVAI I I Fra.ctijon of V.a inc of, ti rst
hardness componenIjIt

NKNtmber of. t imie c fIfle,,t.;
I:VAL( 2) IFract i on (If ValIue escaping ill

each t ilne period
I-Al(3) TIle nc cd i g each t i me complIuct

IIIC LASS Ta r)et Cl1ass uianit
I C LASS Tla ger C lass 11umbc ie
I 11,IT. I; rg t % L t M111na 0
TA k GII:T (25) -TA RG :Tl(29) Not lised

flAIWLI i s thle 29 -wo rd r'ecord cont a i tied onl t het BtASI1: 11,IT foj I- a c colap I vx
tarcIcomponlent
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Table 21. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 4)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

MULTTGT4, NAME Target name I
INDEX Target index number
DSIG Target designator code
TSK Target task code
CNTRLC Target country location code
FLG Target flag code
TLAT Target latitude
TLONG Target longitude

INPUT DATA FROM AOCTAR

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

DYNAMIC TGTNAME Ioller..th target name
INDEXNO Index number of target
DESIG Target designator code I
TASK Target task code
CNTRYLOC Target country location code
FLAG Target flag code
TGTMULT Target multiplicity (original)
TGTLAT Target latitude
TGTLONG Target longitude
TGTRAD Target radius
VTO Original target value
M Number of hardness components

(.2)
11(2) Hardness of each component
VO(2) Original value of each component
NK Number of time periods (53)
FVAL(3) Fraction value escaping in each

period
TAU(3) Time ending each period
IttCLASS Hollerith target class name
ICLASSN Target class number
IIITYPE lollerith target type name
TARDEF Local bomber defense factor
INDYP.N Depenctration corridor index

fN1ULITTGT is the 8-word record contained on the BASHI:LI for each multiple
target clement.
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BLOIACK VAR~I All 1. OR~ AHRAV DESCR~I PTION

* ) ~ilenot rat i ott
1) 1 tt;i STI IG lli *nc frtot t arpge tO uICV t' t

- t 11iti1tbc, of' t C rI10 nt a 11 I1 is ti k:
il i i s i It v it t viccjit or C' :1

NB 4NSIN 1. 1l.1 a i I to It i kil
ili flits t lI) tit, i~ u111h .ot, i 11 t Ct1C tl o r,*;

(AA111:1, C rrk~lt t ' I r .I itI t 1 it c t v

PAOFF Pi'tvoC tkl ot i t i I rgo t

Cos I' S111t1 of C 1,1 ~ttgV 1111 t i i ior!' of a I I

I a o1cat vd t %I t a trge I

11111%,01:11, 1) i 114.' PC4.ItCL' i I tI I tlit ht wotW 11'11,
IV I Z, F t:S Ia TV. to V;111 1*0 o Wtigh Iatv-o
I I 11: OT is ol in fOrmalit i tl tuaitko
N I ;It:I X Nuit' r otf woaponls a Iti ua t t d hY

ti vkt as s i '1"ittott iltpat' i i t y

N IIM Nttmt'c t C we iactlots as s ign id
I G. ( 3 o tGIll 111ttittiot ' as,- i gioed woaplolls
tNotzlk I. 3wWap)o Ica't va t t ll on r.i ilk, r
VIT'H 30) to I ;it i vv vaI Ilitit' o t woauti a1 Itocal iokil
I I FA (30 Wk,;Ip il pelle t t't i otll p tubll'l itI it y
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Triblc 22. Program ALOCOUT Internal Common Blocks(Sheet I of 5)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY* DESCRIPTION

STRK This common block primarily con-
tains data moved from /DYNANIC/
for further processing by
PROCSIMP, PROCMULT or PROCCOMP

NAME Hollerith target name
INDEX Target index number
DSIG Target designator code
TSK Target task code
CNTRLC Target country location code
FLG Target flag code
JHCLASS Hiollerith, target class name
JCLASS Target class number
JIITYP E Hlollerith targe-' type namo
TLAT Target latitude
TLONG Target longitude
IATLOC Local bomber defense factor
ITPREM 1 if complex target; 0 otherwise
IDPN Depenetration corridor index
DISTF Distance from target to end of

depenetration
DISTG Distance from target to recovery

base

IGG(30) Group number of assigned weapons
KOR(30) Weapon penetration corridor
DLAT(30) Latitude of target aim offset
DLONG(30) Longitude of target aim offset
TOA(30) Weapon time of arrival on target
RELVAL(30) RELVAL(I)=VTD(I)/PEN(I) from

/DYNAMIC/ block
PENN(I) Weapon penetration probability
MULL Current target multiplicity if

multiple target; zero otherw'ise

ICOMP IIITYPE from /DYN&AIC/ block if
complex target; 1 if target is
city (area target); 0 otherwise

N Number of weapons assigned
ISTAPE 1 if BASFILE is used; 0 if

program in debug mode
1HOT I when last record read from

ALOCTAR file; 0 otherwise
NNFIX Number of weapons allocated by

fixed assignment capability

*Parenthetical values indicate array dimensions. All other elements are

single word variables.
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Table 22. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 of 5)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION
SCRATCH ISCRATCt The logical unit number of the

intermediate file written by
PROCSIM) and read by ALOCOUT2

CITY ICITY I if the target is a city (or
area target); 0 otherwise

ISKIPDGZ ISKIPDGZ Use indicator for DGZSEL,
Normally it is 0. COMPRESS
resets it to 1 if more than 20
calls to it are made to reduce
the number of target elements
for a complex target; DGZSEL isnot used again for the target
in this case.

STRKTGT 
STRKTGT contains the variables
output to the intermediate file
by PROCSIMP. The variables are
the same as those in STRK but
pertain to only a single target/
weapon combination.NAMEX Target name

INDEXX Target index number
DSIGX Target designator codeTSKX Target task code
CNTRLCX Target country location codeFLGX Target flag codeJHCLASSX Target class nameJCLASSX Target class number
JHITYPEX Target type naneTLATX Target latitude
TLGNGX Target longitudeATLOCX Local bomber defense factorTPREMX 1 if complex target; 0 otherwiseIDPEN Depenetration corridor indexDOUT Distance from target to

depenetration

DREC Distance from target to recover),
base

IGX 
Weapon g'oUp nu!berKORRX Weapon penetration corridorDILATX Iatitude of weapon delivery, aim
offset
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Table 22. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 5)

BLOCX VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION
STRKTGT DLONGX Longitude of weapon delivery aim
(cont.) offset

TOAX Weapon time of arrival on target
RELVAIX VTD(I)/PEN(I) from /DYNAMIC/ for

a given weapon I
IIFIX Fixed assignment flag

As used by PROCCOMP, DGZSEL and
associated subroutinesXO(J), YO(J) Coordinates of target clement J

VI(J) Initial target element values
VTOA(J,I) Value of target element 3

immediately following arrival
of weapon I

S(J,I) Survival probability of target
element 3 relative to weapon I

VEFF(J,I) Effective value of target elementJ relative to weapon I
X(I), Y(I) Offset coordinates of weapon I
PDEL(I) Probability of delivery of

weapon I
ERDEL(I) Error in delivery of weapon I
YDSCL(I) Scaled yield for weapon I
VESC(J) Intermediate computational value

used in subroutine VAL in
determination of total escaping
target value

RADL(J) Lethal radius of target element J
NI Number of weapons for complex
NJ Number of target elements for

complex
DIUM1(18) Not used

As used by ALOCOUIT2 and STRKOUT
iTDI(4000) Storage for packed target data
IWDl(900) Storage for packed weapon data

11 As used by FINDNINH(60,60) H matrix used during minimization
procedure
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Table 22. (cont.)
(Sheet 4 of 5)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

11 X1(60)
(cont.) X2(60) First, second, third and fourth

X3(60) trial aim point offset vectors
X4(60)
SIG(60) Offset aim point increment

vector
S(60) Modified gradient direction

vector
60(60) Initial gradient component

vector
G(60) Current gradient component

vector
DX(60) Trial offset aim point increment

vector
Y(60) Gradient component increment

vector
DUMX(700) Not used

as used by ALOCOUT2 and STRKOLT
ITD2(4000) Storage for packed target data
IWD2(900) Storage for packed weapon data

12 as used by ALOCOUT2 and WRRDSTRK
ITDS(4000) ,Storage for packed target data

13 ITD4(4000) Storage for packed target data

2 as used by WRRDSTRK
(formerly NT Number of strikes in corridor
RAIDSTRK) JGROUP Group index number

JCORR Corridor index number
INDLUXNO/INDE)XOM Target index numbers
TGULAT/TGTLATM Target latitudes
TGTLONG/TGTLONGNI Target longitudes
TIMEPRE N "COMPLEX)" target indicators
IDEPEN Depenetration corridor indices
DISTOUT Distances from targets to

depenetration corridors
DISTREC Distances from targets to

recovery points
ATTRLOC Local target defense potentials
RVAL/RVALM Relative values of targets
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Table 22. (cont,)
(Sheet 5 of 5)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

2 DELAT/DELATM Target offset latitudes
(formerly DELONG/DELONGM Target offset longitudes
RAIDSTRK) DESIG/DESIGM Target designator codes
(cont.) CNTRYLOC/CNTRYLCM Target country location codes

FLAG/FLAGM Flag codes for targets
IBFIX Fixed assignment indicators

for targets
INDEX Array used by ORDER and REORDER

for storage

ALOC INOWPNS Total number of strikes on final
sort file

ITAPEW Logical unit number of final
sort file

KEYS Keys used for packing data, using
subroutines IPUT and IGIET

RAID NS Number of strikes in corridor
KOR Corridor index number
LOC Index where this corridor begins,

in sorted, packed weapon data
IGRP Group index number

DATA IOUTDAT2 Number of words in filehandler
snap on first RAIDSTRK write

IOU1TDAT3 Number of words in filehandler
snap on second RAIDSTRK write

JOUTDATP Frequency of print of RAIDSTRK
data, i.e., if JOUTDATP=3,
prints every third record

STRKSUNM KGROUP Group index number
NTSTRK Number of strikes in corridor
NCORR Internal index for corridor
NSTRK(30) Number of strikes by corriddr

WGROUP as used by ALOCOT2
ISEQ(900) Storage for subroutine ORDER
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SUBROUTINE ALOCOUT2

PURPOSE: To sort data written on the intermediate tape by
PROCSIMP and call STRKOUT to summarize and write
the output.

ENTRY POflwFS: ALOCOUT2

FORMAL. PARAIETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: ALOC, FILABEL, lI:TPRNT, ITP, KEYS), MYII)ENT, MYIABEL,
SCRATCHI, STRKTGT, TWORD, WGROlI, 1, 11, 12, 13

SUBROUTINES CALLED: ABORT, IPUT, K.YMAKE, ORDER, IRARRAY, RDWORD,
REORDE R, SETREAD, SETWRI 'IL , STkKOUT, I1!Pm'API-,
TIMEME, WRWORD

CALLED BY: ALOCOUT

Method

ALOCOUT2 (figure 59) reads each record from the intermediate tape and
packs the data into the appropriate arrays. Since there are a series of
strikes on each target, the target data are stored only once for each tar-
get in an array which is kept in core, while the data for each strike are
kept in the arrays IWDI and IWD2 to conserve space. (Included in these
data is the index for retrieving the proper target data after sorting.)

It is possible that the strike data may exceed the limits of its array.
Therefore, two files have been reserved for sorting and merging these data.
The first time the strike array is filled, the data are sorted by weapon
group and corridor and written out on the first sort file. The program
then continues reading records from the intermediate file and packing the
data until it either reads all the records c. the file, or again fills
the strike arrays. It then sorts the stri)e data currently in core and
proceeds to read the data back in, one word at a time, from the first
sort tape and writes the data from the sort tape and from the sorted
data in core onto the second sort tape, merging ti-data into the proper
order.

Processing continues in this manner until all the strike data are
contained on one tape in order by weapon group, and by penetration
corridor within each weapon group. At this point, STlK01rT assumes
control and writes the DIPALOC output file.
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Notes:

1. ITAPE is used as a pointer to the (first or second) sort tape being
written on. It is used as an index for NWDTAP(2) which gives the
number of items currently on each tape. ITAPM1 and ITAPE2 contain
the logical unit numbers of the two sort tapes. ITAPEW is set to
either ITAPE1 or ITAPE2, whichever tape is being written on, and
ITAPER is set to the tape being read.

2. The item read from tape, during sorting and merging, is stored in
INWORD(2). NREAD keeps count of the number of words read from tape.

3. INCOR contains the index of the item in lIVDI and IWD2 which is to be
written., next.

4. IBtFA is a running index for storing target data.

5. NEXT is a running index for storing weapon data and, during the
sorting and merging phase, is equal to the number of items in IWDI
and IWD2.

6. INOIVPNS is set to NtDTAP(ITAPE) when the last tape has been written
and thus passes on to STRKOUT the total number of strikes.

F;g. 59. (cont.)
(Shect 3 of 3)
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SUBROUTINE COMPRESS

PURPOSE: For computational efficiency ahd/or to avoid
exceeding maximum program dimensions, COIMPRESS
recombines those target elements 'which are near
one anothdr and have approximately the same
lethal radius.

ENTRY POINTS: COMPRESS

FORMAL PARAMETERS: OPENTOL (type INTEGER).. If OPENTOL is 0,
distance and lethal radius tolerances will not
be eased to decrease the n~mber of target
elements.. If OpENTOL is 1, the tblerances will
be eased.

COMMON BLOCKS: 1, ISKIPD;Z

SUBROUTINES CALLED:' WIN

CALLED BY: PROCCOMP

Method

When OPENTOL is zero, COMPRESS merely recombines target elements which
are close enough together that their lethal radii nearly coincide.
COMPRESS in this mode is called by PROCCOMP just prio? to calling
DGZSEL in order to improve the efficiency of DGZSEL.

In the event that maximum program dimensions are reached, OPENTOL is set
to 1 by PROCCOMP; COMPRESS will then loosen its tolerances, if necessary,
to assure encugh recombination of target elements to eliminate the problem,
at least temporarily. A print is also issued in this case which gives
the number of times the tolerances were doubled.

The flowchart for CDMPRESS is shown in figure 60.
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FUNCTION CUMINV

PURPOSV: To determine the value X such that Z is the
probability that x X.

ENTIRY POINTS: C UM INV

FORMAL PARMFTERS: Z - The probail iity that x X

COMMON BLOCKS: None

SUJBR~OUIJ'NEiS CALLED): None

CALLED) BY: PRO(WOMIP

FLUnCtion CUM11 i% illustrated in figure 61. By definition,

I

Z P[x :X1Xl =T c-7 dt for (3< Z < I

CUMINV usecs the following approximation X1 for X:

2

x +r ( a l4Am+ A \
I+ B.\+; V2 + B.,

where.

Vn(1/Q, 01. 1 lz Suhthat inQ'.<

and

A1 = 2.515517 13= 1.432788

A., =.802853 1;, =.189269

A= .128Bj= .00!308
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SLJMN=2.51S517+. 802853 V+ .010328 V2 j

I SUMID=1.+1 .432788-V+. 189269.V2+.001308.V 3

CMINV= (V- SU.NIN/SiMfl)*Z/IZI

Fig. 61. Function CUMI
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SUJBROUTIINE~ D(;zsI*iL

PUJIGCSE: [)GZSI:i. is the controlling subroutine for the
optimal selection of DGZs for weapons allocated
to complex targets.

ENTRY POINTS: IJGZSI:L

I:OR0M1. PARANILTL'RS: None

COMMON BLOCKS:

Sti ROU I NI:S CAILLED!): P1 NDMI N, MOVE , PHZTh LIJ, SLIiC-AI.(: , SEINPIUl, TIINiE
VAL, I/MARC

CALLF.D BY: PROCCOMP

Met hod

The optimization of DGZs explicitly considers the tine dependence of
target value and the time of arrival of warheads. It does not reanalyze
the correlation of delivery probabilities, which is assumed to have been
treatedl in the cross targeting provided by the allocator. The selection
of DG17s is a two-step process. First, the prescribed warheads are

,-,signed initial coordinates through a "laydown" process in which cacho

auceinu ar)a is or age te fid ctl t atianno 1ha oge eementL c
whreure th hinhe payoff. Tahieed ata in intepo accontt ollatgi en
di the tonalv the tl aual Vlumens SI hend, C eal-pupolauntion

onetiizerd sciN is thled opions ccuiare toe lderi..Tis cor inpu
includff aspe i function of then mcxiou numer of ea ieaon tod aus s
th COrintc.- toin whnitie theIsurvisin toeaged, vande 1:hetherN aioaI
cxim itionr oftermeiate pntere itesaion ed. c aig re speisrate

thre GZs~iL ii tghi epaoff. Thc mauhematica ne re roued itiodi gvto

o dte card usecini., the seletions pocesia tiur 63'ZS:, is ard input
fnl dssecfctonchhemxmm ubr firttostoUCi

FINMUN', including whether 1:1NDM~IN i(t13 aleadOete ai-
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IPERTBL:D] To Perturb Initial
L......J Laydown

FI-MN ECAL Called For

FINI4IN EI~CLC IHill Climbing
Phase

F2BMIN MVE] SSKPC

GRMUG V 7IARG SSEpc

Fig. 62. DGZSEL Calling Hierarchy
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FUNCTION ERGOTI

PURPOSE: To return next number in most uniform ergodic
series. (Numbers for up to 10 distinct series
can be called for concurrently.)

ENTRY POINTS: ERGOT1, ERGOT2, ERGOT3

FORMAL PARAMETERS: I - Index of the series for which the next
number is desired

COMMON BLOCKS: None

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: PROCCOMP

Method

Depending on whether the entry ERGOTI, ERGOT2, or ERGOT3 is used, the
index L is set to 1, 2, or 3, respectively. Then the next number in the
Ith ergodic series is calculated. This function is illustrated in
figure 64.
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ERGOTi ERGOT2 ERGOT3

Set 1,To 1 Set L To 2 Set L To 3
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The Series
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In Jth Ergodic Series
Using Appropriate
Phase Relationship

(According To

Fig. 64. Funct-ionl ERGOT],
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SUBROUTINE FILTGT ]

PURPOSE: To fill /TARGET/ common block for multiple
target which is a city or area target, so it can
be processed as a complex target by PROCCOMP.

ENTRY POINTS: FILTGT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMON BLOCKS: DYNAMIC, TARGET

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: ALOCOUT

Method

FILTGT transfers data from common block /DYNANIC/ to commn- block
/TARGET/, as shown in figure 65.

START

Fi 11 /TARGE-T/

From /DYNAMIC/

R1'TUR.\

Fig. 65. Subroutine FILTGT
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SUBROUTINE FINDMIN

PURPOSE: This subroutine uses a steepest descent method
to determine a local minimum of a function of
several variables. An initial estimate of the
minimum position is input, together with various
tolerances. FINDMIN uses two auxiliary routines,
F2BMIN and GRADF, which define the function to
be minimized and its gradient, respectively.
DGZSEL uses PINDMIN to find the DGZs for complex
targets.

ENTRY POINiS: FINDMIN

FOP MAL PARAMII'ERS' XO - Initial guess at aim point offsets

N - Length of XO vector

IMAX - Maximum number of iterations for FINDMTIN

El,E2 - Tolerances for the minimization

X - Best aim point offsets as determined by
FtNDMIN

F1 - Minimum value found for escaped target
value

IFLAG - Print control flag

-2 : DGZSEL computation value print is
produced

>0 : FINDMIN debug prints will be produced

ENTRY POINTS: FINDMIN

CONIMON BLOCKS: 11

SUBROUTINES CALLED: F2BIIN, GRADF, SIiECAJC

CALLED BY: D/GZSEI,

Method

Given a function F(X1 , X,), the gradients G1 =X , and G, =7X- and an

initial guess (X01 , XO2 ) at the aim point offsets, FINDM T'N finds the local
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escaped target value F and its associated aim point offset coordinates

(XI, X2). Each iteration consists of a function, F, and gradient,

(GI, G2), evaluation followed by determination of the minimum function

value along the line associated with the modified steepest descent

direction. F is redetermined at each iteration and is defined in such

a way that it converges after two iterations. FINDMIN uses two subroutines

during its processing. The first, F2BMIN, defines the escaped target

value function F in terms of aim point offsets X and X The second,
1 2'

GRADF, defines the gradient components G and G In addition, at the1 2'
user's option, subroutine SEECALC is called after each iteration to print

the results of the optimization.

Subroutine FINDOIN is illustrated in figure 66.
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SUBROUTINE i2BMIN

PURPOSE: F2BMIN defi'.es the function which Is to be mini-
mizcd by F'NDMIN. (I:INI NIN minimizes survival
probabili'.es of the target element and total
escaping target value.)

ENTRY POINTS: F2BMI

FORMAL PARAM'IilS: XX - Vector containing offset coordinate for wea-
pons

F Total escaping target value for this weapon
configuration

COMMON BLOCKS:

SUBROUTINES CALLED: MOVE, VAL

CALLED BY: FlNDMIN

Method

The offset coordinates for all weapons are input and a call on MOVE is
made for each weapon to determine new survival probabilities. Then a
call on VAL gives the new function value (total escaping target value) as
well as the new effective values. The x, y coordinates of weapon I are
given, respectively, by XX(2*l-1) and XX(2*l).

Subroutine F2BMIN is shown in figure 67.
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C S,'FART
TCall ( Determines Survival Probability for all

MOVEy(i, x Target Elements Relative to Each Weapon.)

(For each i)

1.1 (Determines Effective Values of Target
Call VAL() Elements for this Weapon Configuration

and Gives Total Eiscaping Target Value.)

(x iYi) Coordinates Assigned to Weapon i.VILI

i
I

Fig. 67. Subroutine F2BMIN
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SUBROUTINE GRADF

PURPOSE: GRADF determines the components of the gradient
associated with the function which is to be
minimized by FINDMIN.

ENTRY POINTS: GRADF

FORMAL PARAMETERS: XX - Vector giving weapon offset coord.nates
G - Vector computed by GRADF giving gradient

components for each weapon

COMMON BLOCKS: 1

SUBROUTINES CALLED: VMARG

CALLED BY: FINDMIN

Method

Two calls on VMARG for each weapon (one for each coordinate) are made
to generate the gradient components.

Subroutine GRADF is illustrated in figure 68.

START

-VMARG (i,x. + .001, y)

.001 ,x.
1 _ RET'IUR.N

-V,%IARC (i,xi,y i  .001) OF

.001 )yi

(for each i.)

Fig. 68. Subroutine GRADF
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FUNCTION IMAX

PURPOSE: To determine the index of the element in the
array ARRAY which has the largest (or smallest,
in the case of the IMIN entry) value.

ENTRY POINTS: IMAX, IMIN

FORMAL PARAMETERS: ARRAY - The array whose maximum or minimmi is to
be found

NARRAY - The length of ARRAY

CO~tMON BLOCKS: None

SUBROUTINES CALLED: None

CALLED BY: COMPRESS

Method

The flowchart for INIAX is shown in figure 69. Depending on whether
entry IMAX or IMIN is used, A is put equal to 1 or -1. rhen the
index, M, for the largest or smallest element in the array is initialized
to 1. Finally, for each value of I from 2 through NARRAY, ARRAY(I) is
compared with ARRAY(M); if the difference (ARRAY(I) - ARRAY(M)) when
multiplied by A is greater than zero, M is set equal to I. Then, before
control is returned to the calling subprogram, IMAX is set equal to M.
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SUBROUTINE MOVE

PURPOSE: Subroutine MOVE determines the survival proba-
bility, for all target elements, for a specific
weapon moved to a given position.

ENTRY POINTS: MOVE

FORMAL PARAMETERS: IM - Index for weapon
XM - X coordinate of weapon aim point offset
YM - Y coordinate of weapon aim point offset

COMMON BLOCKS: I

SUBROUTINES CALLED: SSKPC

CALLED'BY: DGZSEL, F2BM.N

Method

For weapon IM with aim offset (XMJ YM) the survival probabilities,
S(J,IM), for each target element J, are redetermined using SSKPC.

Subroutine MOVE is illustrated in figure 70. ]

i
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(x~ x)2 +(y3 -)2O

riY A '*-(For Each J)

i - pi * SSKtPC (IA,e.,R)-*S..
" JI

RETIURN

(xy Offset coordinatLs for weapon I,

r. Lethal radius of target J.

(xi, y ) Coordinates of target J.

Y. Scaled yield of weapon T.
I pi= Probability of delivery ofweapon I.

e Error in delivery of weapon I.

Fig. 70. Subroutine 3OVE



SUBROUTINE PERTBLD

PURPOSE: PERTBLD perturbs the weapon coordinates assigned
by the laydown algorithm in such a manner as to
assure a unique treatment by FINDMIN for each
weapon.

ENTRY POINTS: PERTBLD

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: 1

SUBROUTINES CALLED: ERGOTI

CALLED BY: DGZSEL

Method

There is the possibility that, from some point on in time, all target
element values become constant. In this case, all weapors input to
FINDMIN with identical characteristics and later delivery times, which
have been assigned to the same target element by the laydown procedure,
would remain together. To eliminate this problem, subroutine PERTBLD is
called just prior to calling FINDMIN,

Subroutine PERTBLD is shown in figure 71,
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SUBROUTINE PROCCOMP

PURPOSE: To set up arrays in common block /I/ for the com-
plex target so that subroutine DGZSEL can use the
arrays during the selection of optimal aim point

offsets for the weapons allocated to the target;
and to output the aim point offset data by target
element to subroutine PROCSIMP where it is written
on the intermediate file.

ENTRY POINTS: PROCCOMP

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: STRK, FILES, MASTER, 1VPNRFG, WTYPE, P'GROUP,
TARGETr, I ITP, IFT'PRiLN, CITY, ISK.PL.,Z

SUBROUTINES CALLED: i, CITY, FILES, IFTPRNT, ISKIFDGZ, ITP, MASTER,

STRK, TARGET, WGROUF, WPNREG

CALLED BY: ALOCOUT

Method

A complex target (or target complex) is a combination of target elements

sufficiently close that a weapon on any one of them will have some proba-
'bility of killing other elements in the complex. Such target complexes

must be targeted as a unit--not as individuals. Thus the allocator treats
them as a unit, allocating weapons against their total value, using one
set of coordinates. In order to maximize targeting efficiency against
such a complex, one must select ontiakun aim points among the target elements.
Th -e aiming offsets are specified relative to the first target element
only and are passed on in that form for the post-allocato,- and the Simuiator.

When ALOCOUT encounters a -omplex target (ICOMP 0), PROCCOMP is colled
(figure 72). PROCCOMP is responsible for assembling the data oa .: complex
target in a form that can be efficiently used for [)GZ seleoct-on. Each
target component of the complex generates a standardized "target elemcnt"
in the working arrays used ity DGZSEL (conu'en /1/). Targets with more than
on. hardness component generate more than one such target element, and
targets with a specified target radius will generate several elements
spread over the area of the target to represent a value over the area.
Fi rst PROCCOF.IP fills the weapon data arrays in comnon /1/, which is used
by the DUZ selection (I)GZSIiL). Then, for each element of the complex
target, it reads a data record /TARGET/ from the BASFILE and sets up the
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target clement value atid, location arrays for, use by DGZSEL, For area
targets, PROCCOMP generates target elements. If the number of target
e!ements so generated exceeds the maximum program dimensions (SO),
COMPRESS is called to recombine target elements near each other having
nearly the same lethal radius. In any case, for efficiency in DGZSEL, a
call to COMPRESS is made just before calling DGZSEL. On return from
DGZSEL, PROCCOMP converts the target aim point *ffsets to differences in
latitude and longitude and calls PROCSIMP to:write the records for'the
target onto the intermediate file.

4i
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SUBROUTINE PROCM.JLT

PURPOSE: To break up a "multiple target" as received from
the allocator into individual targets.

ENTRY POINTS: PROCMULT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: FILES, IFTPRNT, ITP, MUUITGT, STRK

SUBROUTINES CALLEDV: RIARRAY, PROCSIMP

CALLED BY: ALOCOUT

Method

A multiple target represents two or more identical targets whose geo-
graphic locations are close (and whose index numbers, as game objects,
are consecutive).

Program ALOC (the allocator) may make on:y one assignment of weapons for
all the elements of the multiple target where the allocation is identical
for each target. However, the post-allocator (program POSTALOC) requires
separate coordinates and weapon assignments for each target.

Hence, when ALOCOUT reads a "multiple target" data block from ALOCTAR,
it calls PROCMULT (figure 73) to break up the target into individual
(single element) targets. PROCMULT reads one record /MULTT(;T/ for each
of the target elements from the BASFILE to obtain the actual index
number, name, coordinates, etc., of tile target. (These multiple target
records are on BASFILE in the sune order as they occur on ALOCTAR so no
problems with file positioning occur.) PROCMULT then calls PROCSIMP to
write the strike data records for each individual target separately, so
that from this point on in the data flow the individual targets of a
multiple target can be treated as separate simple targets.
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SUBROUTINE PROCSIMP

PURPOSE To write a 23-word data block onto an
intermediate file ISCRATCH for each weapon
allocated to the current target.

ENTRY POINTS: PROCSIMP

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: ITP, MYIENT, SCRATCH, STRK, STRi(TGT

SUBROUTINES CALLED: ABORT, WRARRAY

CALLED BY: ALOCOIJT, PROCCOMP, PROCMULT

Method

The main function of PROCSIMP (figure 74) is to write one data block
for each weapon onto the intermediate file ISCRATCH which is later
rearranged by ALOCOUT2 to produce the main output of ALOCOUT - namely,
th, file TMIPALOC. PROCSIMP is called by ALOCOUT', PROCMIJLT, or
PROCCOMP depending on the nature of the current target (i.e., depending
on whether it is simple, multiple, or complex; multiple and complex
targets require additional processing before PROCSIMP can be used).

If ALOCOUT encountered an end sentinel on the ALOCTAR file before this
call to PROCSIMP, PROCSIMP writes an end-of-file record on ISCRATCH and
returns. Otherwise, the variable NFIX is set equal to NNFIX, the
number of weapons allocated to the target using the fixed assignement
capability in program ALOC. PROCSIMP then transfers target data from
the first LDATAT (data set to 16) words of /STRK/ to the first LDATAT
words of /STRKTGT/. Next, the weapon allocation data are transferred
from /STRK/ to /STRKTGT/ one weapon at a time (six words per weapon,
one word from each of the /STRK/ arrays IGC, KOR, DLAT, DLONG, TA,
and RELVAL). For each set of weapon data, the penetration corridor
index KORRX is checked to determie if the data apply to only one
weapon (KORRX z 0) or to two or more missile-delivered weapons
(KORRX<O). A negative value indicates that KORRX missiles from the
weapon group IGG(I) have been allocated to the target*.

*Technique used by ALOC in processing targets with terminal AIIMs.
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If KORRX is negative, PROCSIMP sets NN equal to the number of missiles
allocated to the target and resets the corridor index KORRX to 0. The
subroutine then evaluates the variable NFIX. If NFIX>O, the fixed
weapon assignment flag IIFIX is set to 1. If NFIX is 0, the weapons are
not fixed and IIFIX is set to 0. Subroutine WRARRAY is then called to
write the /STRKTGT/ data block onto the ISCRATCH file once for each
missile-delivered weapon.

If KORRX is equal to or greater than 0 (indicating a single missile- or
bomber-delivered weapon), PROCSIMP merely sets the fixed-assignment
flag IIF:X and writes the /STRKTGT/ data block once onto the ISCRA.TCH
file for each weapon assigned to the target.

For each fixed-assigned weapon, the value of NFIX is decreased by one.
If, in processing subsequent weapon data NFIX is found to be negative,
an error message is printed, and the run is terminated by a call to
subroutine ABORT.

1-
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SUBROUTINE SEECALC

PURPOSE: To print the computation values relevant to the
selection of aim point offsets at various points
within the DGZSEL subarea of program ALOCOUT.

ENTRY POINTS: SEECALC

FORMAL PARAMETERS: VESCTOT Total escaping target value
XX Vector containing the aim point offset

positions for the weapons

CO MON BILOCKS: I

SUBROUTINES CALLED: TIME ME

CALLED BY: DGZSEL, FINDMIN

Method

When called by DGZSEL or FINDMIN subroutine SEFCALC prints the titleDGZSEL COMPUTATION VALUES and column headings. Then for each weaponallocated to the target, SEECALC prints the internal weapon number, theaim point offsets, and the survival of each target element relative tothe weapon, At the end of the print for each target, the total escapedtarget value is printed.

Subroutine SEECALC is illustrated in figure 75.
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SUBROUTINE SELrINPUT

PURPOSE: SEEINPUT prints part of the input to DGZSEL from
PROCCOMP. For each complex target, the print by

SFEINPUT will precede the first SEECALC print.
Its use is largely for debougging and to give theuser some feel for the computation.

ENTRY POINTS: SEEINPUT

FOR4MAL PARA.M1TERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: 1

SUBROUTINES CALLED: TIMEME

CALLED BY: DGZSEL

Method

When called by DGZSELI,, subroutine SEEINPUT first prints t".e title TGT
DATA INPUT TO DGZSEL and the column headings for the print. Then it
prints the target coordinates, the initial target value, and the target
lethal radius by target element. This is followed by a print of the
value of the target after the arrival of the weapon by weapon and target
element. Finally, SEEINPUT prints the probability of delivery, the
delivery error, and the scaled yield for each weapon allocated to thetarget.

Subroutine SEEINPJT is illustrated in figurc 76.
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-~STAIT

Print
TGT DATAU INPUT .TO DGZSE3L

Par Each Target Flement
Print Coordinates Of The
Element, Lethal Radius,
And Initial Value Of The

Element

For Each Weapon And'Target

Arrival Of The Weapon

Delivery Error, And Thb Scaled

Pig9. Subroutine SEIENPLJT
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SUBROUTINE STRKOUT

PURPOSE: To unpack and summarize by weapon group the number
of strikes through each corridor and write the
summary record STRKSUNI.

ENTRY POINTS: STRKOUT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: None

COMMON BLOCKS: 1, 11, ALOC, DATA, PILABEL, Pillms, IfPN,
ITP, KEYS, RAID), STRKS1JM, TWORI)

SUBROUTINES CALLFD: srrRFiAD , I GET, TE~ri'APE , ORDER RFORIVWR, WRARRAY,
T IM13ME, WRRDSTRK, RDWORD

CALLED BY: ALOCOU'r2

Method

STRKOUT (figure 77) reads the sorted data back into core in sev'eral
batches as storage permits. For each weapon group, it makes a tally of
the numnber of strikes assigned through each penetration corridor. Mhcri
all the da 'ta for a single weapon group have been tallied, s'rRKOU'r sorts
the penetration (. orridors in descending order of the number of strikes
and writes a record, conuiion /STRKSUM/, on the final output file TNIPALOC.
This record gives the weapon group number, the total number of strikes for
that group, the number of penetration corridors used, and the number of
strikes through each corridor, It then calls subroutine 1VRRI)STRK for
each corridor to write a record of the target data for all strikes
through that corridor, common/RAIDSTRK/ (which is part of' common /2/ in
sub routi nc WRI)STRK)
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Increment "I ta
Nu.r1 11 OfR1TN
Strikes

130
Com lemecnt NUMrCalTnAFo

Of Strikes IFTerminate
Per Corridor Fur Files

All Corridors 
Fi

-Yes

For N' Il Nto LOf Strikes --- -- " R1I .

Lr Corridor

150Call WRRUISTRK To
Conplement Write The RAIDS'RK
xumber OfWrtThNStlber OComlon Block Oni The
Strikes Per TVPALOC File

Corridor

160 Do

Call R1FOKOR For -
Number Of Strikes, 4-of-C Do For All

Pointers, And Corridor Corridor
Index Arrays

- i 154 ,

Cal1 I RARRAY To UptirWrltc STRKSUI Option Print[ Array- On 111 STRKSMI I
Arraay It WMI,,PALOC L Array

! *

Notes:

1. ICORIN(NC) is an array of the corridor index numbers. II'r(NC) con-
tains the I-index in the II) array of the first item for the corridor.
Both arrays are later reordered in the sequence determined by ordering
NsTr]K.

2. When all items in the TWT) Irray have been processed, those for the
current group (i.e., those that have not yet been written on the output
tupc) are moved to the beginning of the array, and tile rest of the array
is filled from the _;ort tape.

3, As the items are processed and when a new weapon group lutmber is en-
countered, the tallying, sorting, and tape writing for the computed
group is done. Unless II.ASTGlRP=I, the program then returns to process
the reiaining items.

Fig. 77. (cont.)
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SUBROUTINE VAL

PURPOSE: VAL determines the target value which has escaped
for a given weapon configuration and also deter-
mines the effective value, Fji, for each target
clemcnt as seen by each weapon.

ENTRY POINTS: VAL

FOPMAL PARAI TI'FRS: VE-SCTOT

COMMON BLOCKS: I

SUBROUTINES CALIID: Nonc

CALLED BY: DGZSEL, F25MIN

Method

This computation uses the effective values, VI'FF(J,I), the survival
probabilities, S(J,I), and the time dependent target values.

Subroutine VAL is illustrated in figure 78.
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FUNCTION VMARG

PURPOSE: Given a particular weapon configuration, function
VMARG determines the marginal value of moving a
specific weapon to a new position.

ENTRY POINTS, VMARG

FORMAL PARAMETERS: IT - Index weapon
XT - X coordinate of weapon aim point offset
YT - Y coordinate of weapon aim point offset

COMMON BLOCKS: 1

SUBROUTIN-S CALLED: SSKPC

CALLED BY: DGZSEL, GRADF

Method

A modified set of survival probabilities for all target elements for this
weapon is used to determine the marginal value.

Function VMARG is shown in figure 79,
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RETURN). *
Cx,y) = Position of IVcapon I

0 YO) = Coordinates of Target Element J

r, Lethal Radius, Target J

Yi Scaled Yield, WVcapon I

Pi Probability of Dclivery, weapon I

= Frror in Delivery, Weapon I

Sp =Survival Probability of Target J
pRelative to Weapon I

S!. Survi valI Probability of Target J
Relative to Weapon I whcn it is
Assigned to Position (x,y')

Fig. 79. Function VRARG
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SUBROUTINE WRRDSTRK

PURPOSE: To write the /RAIDSTRK/ common block on the
ITiPALOC file for a given corridor and wcapon
group.

ENTRY POINTS: WRRDSTRK

FOIOIAL PARAMETERS: None

CO.MON B LOCKS: 1, 2, I)ATA, FllES, IFTPRNT, I'lP, KAYS D, RAI)

SIJIRIJ'I'I NLS (I, rALrJ : l c;IT, J.REORDIO I, (RIWIR, III()IIR, T IIME , WIARRAY

CALLED BY: STRKOUT

Method

Subroutine WRRI)STRK (figure 80) unpacks the strike and ta-rget data and
writes a var.iable length record in tho format of common /RAlDST'K/ on
the TNIPALOC file. For missile records, it sorts the target data in
order of decreasing relative values (RVALM array) before writing it onthe file. It can optionally print the data, as indicated on the user's
input card.
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SUBJECT: Change I to Programming Speci tictions Manual CSM 1'SM

9A-67, Volume II, Plan Getneration Subsystem, Part A

1. This set of change pages reflects seyreral computer programming
changes to the Quick-Reacting General IWar:Gaming System (QUICK') opera-
tional at the National Military Command System Support Center.(NMCSSC).:
The changes were aecessary in order to reduce the internal'storage
requirement~s of program PLAINSET, of QUICK, An conjunction with a change
to the Operating System of the NMCSSC CDC 3800-computer. These6 pro-
gramming changes do not enhance the producti on capabilitie, .of QUICK.:
Consequently, they should not be made.:unless a reduction in the PLANSET
storage requirements is desired.

2. A list of Effective Page. to verify the accuracy of the QUICK
Manual is enclosed. This liSt should be inserted before the tivle page
and an appropriat e entry made in the Record 'of Changes fo r theimanual.
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Title Page. Part F 0
il-vii, Part F O
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All programs of the Plan Generation subsystem use the filehandler in
conjunction with input/output operations. The filehandler subroutines
and their functions are summarized below. A detailed description of the
QUICK filehandler is contained in chapter 2 of the Programming Specifics-
tions Manual, Volume 1.

SUBAOUTINE FUNCTION

ALOCDIR Initializes disk file directory
INITAPE Initializes filehandler
DEACTIV Remotes file name from active list
SETREAD Prepares file for reading
RDWORD Transfers une word from file input buffer

to common /TWORD/
RDARRAY Transfers block of words from file input

buffer to user-specified core storage area
SETWRITE Prepares file for writing
WRWORD Transfers one wcrd from common /TWORD/ to

file output buffer
WRARRAY Transfers block of words from user-specified

core storage area to file output buffer
TERMTAPE Terminates files after reading or writing

and releases buffer area for use by other
files

COMPUYER STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

The NMCSSC CDC 3800 computer provides a maximum of 65,534 words of care
storage. Excluding the requirements of the operating system, the core
storage requirements of the programs of the Plan Generator are as follows.

PLANSET ......... ... 51,900*
PREPALOC ....... . 50,400
ALOC ..... 53,500

ALOCOUTI ....... . 27,300
ALOCOUT2 . ..... ... 50,000
FOOTPRNT ...... 48,200

POSTALOC . . .... 50,4C0
PLNTPLAN.. . . .. 45,700
EVALALOC ....... . 44,800
INTRFACE ....... .. 18,500
TABLE ... ...... . 13.500

Decimal words.
SkCH- I



CHIiA'Ii 2
P1ROGRAM PI,,NSFi'

PLANSPI' prepares the data C; lies req1i i rod 1by tHi N' an (i't1cl('i 'i o LICvi.'t()p

a p lan for one side. It forms weapon pl~: eb '' ee

cohii['itc'S arnd normalIize ZCS heci 15~. rfr t C; I ! ;I~t' ti k r.' ri

senta ti ye att r ibutecs fo r coiiplIex t irgutts, :nwd 4 ctveS th lic NLI I
(weapon input file) :ind( 'IINFIIAH:ire i1 r1)1t F' Ic) ret: wr', hev 'rim rat'
PREiPA IA'(. iNote tlhu t pin ; earn I'*: ;!l :,():I i 6o' t ii' ivo -:r i,. ''N!

t before being executed.

The principal input to PI.ANSIVI cons] stk.: or the indexed dalta base,
INDIEXI)B OR INNIOLIIIII, geniera ted 1by p roy-am INN'11XL N or n togrutin iIA.S!:ilO1 o)f the
Data Inpiit subsystem. Sex'erat I :Ser-Ott ion1 daNtN CrardS 1 NISr a s 1CC('Iited,

wihspecify:

whic Vulnerabi lity~ dat a to he nocd( C01r hli St damage otV C11 luiat tins

2. The command and cantito I i-el iaI fl t v factor fn)r r le h I-cV of in
the plan

f
3.A request that miss ile ye targe tinp ea SfeaI t sII:

w it h rep rog rami n i capab 1 i Ii t v

4. A range inn tin lien RANGI:NIQ,) to) he ti-u'. 1 t tow- 'J u; i;111:i tlL!

:1 weno: I eff1i cli? 11 wCit Hii rxl It'0 1 , P01 I i: I,. it'

added as a gro-oo re-nher

5. The SIN:1 for whticht a p1 in .St o0 hr C~e'L!u

M. Names0 Of roel LA t ic '1\: wrapoa

7. Tile aMX i1N 11m aSeOIttEC di fIX*-venue(( :'I\! -oat ~'VI if. that
is all owed bet wren the, I Ii-St ;oc I-; st wt~qlit - : a xiuaP1 :i irol;'

8. The class name aind Vafa f to; e'attpia :kt; no- o1au l

the Current ph[tin



9. '111ct values oF tlc atLribute TASK to be given priority when
assigning the lead target of a complex

10. The alphabetic por'cion of the values of the attribute OESIC to
be piven priority when assigning the lead target of a complex

11. Print options allowi', a prin, of the target list weapon
group list, aod/ov corplex target list.

OlflPTI'lFI LHS

Program PLANSET prep arCs the TINYILL (target input file) and WINFILE
(weapon input file) to lie used in program PREPALOC. The TINFILE (see
table 2) contains a 29-word block of descriptive information for each
target to be consigered in the current plan. The targets are placed on
the TINFILE in a random order which facilitates evaluation of the alloca-

tion process used in prograii ALOC. The target inrut file (TINFILE)
includes three types of targets:

1. Simple target: one target.' element

2. Complex target: several target elements either exactly
collocated or within the lethal radius of a single weapon
(a one-megaton weapon is considered) so that they must be
treated as a single target complex

3. Multi le targets: actually several independent identical
targets such as separate missile silos in a Minuteman squadron
that are close together (relative to the range of 'the weapon),
but far enough apart that each target element must be treated
as an independent aim point.

Each complex targct is represented on the TINFILE in an aggregated form
representing the total value of the complex as required by ALOC. This
aggregated representation on TINFIL is paralleled by auxiliary detailed
target data on WINFIII- which includes a specific representation of each
target element as a separate simple target. Similarly each W'ltiple
target is represented on TINFILI by a single representative ta-rget (of
the appropriate multiplicity) as required by ALOC. This reprtsentative
target is also paralleled by a list of specific coordinates for each
target element in the auxiliary target data on WINFILE.

11



Table 2. TIN. ILE lo0-MaL
(Sheet L of 2)

MAX IMUM VARIABLE
BLOCK TYPE LENGTH OR ARRAY DESCRIIP'rON

Header 5 TAPETYPE Ron or data 1;ae identification
numb,.-

DATE DIA t of run Initiaotion

IDENTNU I, 0 Ln;I fi 1', a1 c n :, br

IlIID Side
NTGTS Number of targets in data base

Target Block
2 through 29 TGTNAME Target name
(NTGTS+ l)

INDEXNO Targut index number

DESIG Targut designator code

TASK Target task code

CNTRLOC 'rarp,.t tcuniry location code

FLAG Target flag code
I for simple

t"arget

- multip)iCity
for multil) e

TGTS'rATLS I arg, et Sttr,:s target element
complex number
!Or c Orp CX

target olmcent

T''LAT T gr o t L ,t it ud.

TC'T LONG 'ra -gIr Long t de

TGTRAD Target rdius

VTO Tot a . orig i naI valbce of Carget

M Number o I iardnoess C0ocpOLClltS

1]1 tl,.::hal ra lci-j. first haidnuesi

12 Lethal ro,!j , sccond hatdness
1u'! m . ([H'i'L

I'VAL!H 1"ra l, toct1 l v ale of first

', 2r IC,, eO}1[I- 1



5015

5016
Set corridor Yes LOW Yes I t em

Index (I'l-coRR) .1 A I t J t,.d In Class
Corr;d r? Corridnr?

S019 5017 U $021 No

S t Yes llijzll. tem
ITCORRO Altitude In Class No

orridor? Le I

S041 504) No 5022 Yes S023

Set Ye s V Y L.0 Route Retrieve Route
ITCORRXI Al itud yes Data, Count Number

C. rido Log? Of Route Legs -,No-
No And Route Points

5043 No

set 1cok 4 n 5114' 5024 5025
y c Dillr:,!v

Corr Jor Couht Co , r I r- 1)('j)Ln0t ration Yes Retrieve

Tac c I a I Leg? Depenetration Leg
N No Data, Count Nurnber

5047 5046 Of Depenetrob1c:
Set Yes Naval Legs

ITCORR-S
r And Nc m2 Corridor?

5020 5009 No

Retrieve Print Lrror:
-0- Corridor TYPE

Data UNR'Nows

Yes Ounmy
Or Naval
Corridor?

5045

Incr=.cnt
Corridor Counters

NCORR And NCR

S044

Retrieve Point,
Link, Zone. Type 

371Data For flacli
Corridor

Vig. 2. (cont

(Shcet 20 of 20)
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Table 4. Program PLANSET Coiluon Blocks
(Sheet 1 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY* DESCRIPTION

CLASNAME CLASNAME(15) Hollerith name for Class I

CLASVAL(15) Relative value for Class I

CUMVAL(15) Total value for Class I

VALFAC(15) Fraction of total data base
value for Class I to be applied
in the current plan

DIRECTRY MLTCOMP/ Multiple target data array,

FMLTCOMP(I,J) where for target J:
(I - 8, I i: target name
J - 315) 2: target index number

3: target designator code
4: target task code
5: target country location

code
6: target flag code

7: target latitude
8: target longitude

LCPX(2500) Index to ICPLX array for first
element of complex I

DPOOL 1B(200) Index to point table for boundary
poinr I

LINKB(200) Index of a leg linked to the
current point (by side)

ZONEB(200) Defense zone en'losed by a set
cf li-iked boundiary points

NEXTZB(200) Adjacent zone

ICIIKFLG(20) Names of arrays which have
overflowed

ICHKNIJM(200) Number of items in overflowed
arrays

IC(30) Index to point table for corridor
point I

LINKC(30) Index of a leg linked to the
current corridor point

~*
Parenthetical values Indicate array dimensions. All other elements are
single word vartables,
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 2 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

DPOOL ZONEC(30) Defense zone in which corridor
(cont.) is located

ITfY(30) Corridor type

ID(50) Index to point table for
depenetration point I

LINKD(50) Index of a leg linked to the
current depenetration point

KORSTY(5) Parameter to adjust mode of
corridor penetration. Power of

y versus x

HILOAT(5) Ratio low to high altitude
attrition (less than 1)

DEFR(5) 'Characteristic range of corridor
defense

ATTRS(5) Suppressed high altitude attrition
per nautical mile

ATTRC(5) Unsuppressed high altitude
attrition per nautical mile

IL(200) Index to point table for leg I

LINKL(200) Index to leg linked to current
leg point

ATRL(200) Attrition parameter for leg
ending with this point

TMASW(10,10) Time data for DBL data tables

DBLASW(1O,10) Probability data for DBL data

tables

NTIMES(lO) Number of entries in Ith table

TIMESTRT(200) First launch time for group I

NALLOW(200) Maximum number of weapons that
can be added to group I

BLAT(200) Zone latitude

47 CH-I
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 3 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCR~i't iON

DPOOL BLONG(200 Zone longitude

(ot)RLAT(200) Latitude of route point 1

RLONG(200) Longitude of route point I

LINKR(200) Index to the leg linked to
recovery point I

RECLAT(200) Latitude of recovery base I

RECLON(200) Longitude of recovery base I

IRECPCTY(200) Capacity of recovery base I

- -INDREC (200) Index of recovery base I

RFLAT(20) Latitude of refuel point I

RFLONG(20) Longitude of refuel point I

CUNNO(15) Total number of types in Class I

BTYPES(15) Number of BLUE types in Class I

INDCLAS(15) Beginning index number for

IN4DBEG (250) Beginning index number for
type I

TYPENAME (250) A list of types in the order
referred to by INDBEG

NTYPS Total number of missile and
bomber types

CHK(250) Contains f'lags for types in this

plan; corresponds to TYPENAM~Et
PG(12) Vulnerrabiiydtyfr'LA

PA(12) Vulnerability data for VIYAD
PA(1) Vlnerbilty ata or LPA

QG(8) Vulnerability data for VILRAD

QA(8) Vulnerability data for V'LRAD

ITEMfirst Te pay arra sbr on ho
I~i~?(5 )Tireporurybersa sined to hold

firget puasbers soind duTSrin
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F I
$A

Ta bl1 4. ~n.

BLOCK VARIABLE ON ARAY ShP

DPOOL XTANK(T,J Each CI umn11 J contai ns the 12(cont.) (I=12, words9 of tanker squadron
J 200) descriptic)In a-, it: array TANK of

commo <3/ hc d L'] orcud i s
n r Lankci, wi, c,.1 are 1pre-assigned
o ) -r ful 'Ia r f-Is

JTANK(I,j) Same ais ITANK, except used for
(I = 12, tankers te be automatically
J =200) assigned to a refuel area by the

plan generator
GROUP GRP/IGRP(I,J) Data for weapon group J

(I -14, 1 = 1: total number weapons
J 210) in group 

4
2: total number vehicles

in group
3: latitude averaged (group

centroid)
4: longitude averaged

( group centroid)
5: geographical region indexc
6: type index
7: alert status (1 alert,

2 =nonalect)
8: DBL probability for alert

vehicle
9: payload index for missiles,

refuel index for bombers
10: yield of hombs averaged
it: starting index number for

group
L2: number of bases in group
13: index to rime dopendent

DBL d~ta table
4: single shoc kill

probability against naval

INDGRP(210) Group hreskpoinlt table
,WDSGRP NUirber of words per group

'49 CR-I
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I

ul,,l 4. (conc )

(S ,ln. 5 of L5)

**"

BLOCK VAR.1 1., AR.' R AAY D E.R I M I'ON

GROUP i T (2 mo Thu TCTSORT - as si gitned t:arget
(cont.) nrmber [or elements in complex I
MAX Ml<UE .  Aiua ARM defense zones (20)
(Colltajioz; the ( nt f h I-"IRT A '"Py L cor(a' l ins (2)
Q!C i\ n imir

linit s) 6 \SIY "AP A.-,',- Lypct; (20)

MBNDRY Boundary (200)

MCCREGN Comiand/conrirol (20)

MCIA SS Weapon classes (2)

MCNTRY'S Country codes (250)

MCORR Penetration corridors (30)

MCORTYP Corridor types (5)

MDPEN Depenetration corridors (points) (50)

SIDEPNLC Depeiietration legs (50)

MlOROIIP Weapon grotps (200)

HP.AYI15)) Payioad types (per side) (40)

MJ.,OVR R:ecovery bases (potnts) (200)

MRI:FCVLC; Recovery legs (60)

RI.'F Rc , o pc in!s (directod) (20)

' ' 1' ,, .,,~ t : (2 )( I
I a') a 2 (00)

:']'LSi SI Le pct" ,mn it .p Ie Larget (5)

ianker bases (50)

ic; hi, I ho o i', t' ' )uy N : 9':( U ' cp l II
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 6 o. 15)

BLOCK VARBLME OR ARRAY DESC PTION
MAX MTARCLS Target classes (15)(Cont.) 4TARCOL Targets, collocated (4000)

MTARCPX Target complexes (total) (4000)
MTARERS Targets pev collocation island (100)
HTARGET Targets (allocator) (5000)
MTARIND Target index numbers (12000)
MTARSEC Targets per earth sector (4000)
?TARTEI TOTS with terminal interceptors

(ABM) (500)
MTARTYP Target types (total) (250)
MTARVAL Target complex with value > 0 (2500) 1t
MTELMCM Target elements per complex (40)
MTOTBAS Weapon bases per group (150)
MTYPH Weapon types (missiles + bombers

per side) (80)
MVTJLN Unique target vulnerabilities

within the game base (50)
MWEAPGP Weapons per group (missiles +

bombers) (1000)
MWHDTPE Warhead types (50)
MZONEPT Zone points (200)

MZONTS Zones (63)
MTARPCL Target types per class (40

missiles + bombers/20 others)
MISC IN/FIN(5) Array to which exemplar targetinput option cards are read "
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Table 4. (cot )
' (Sheet 7 or 15)

IiI

BLOCK VARTABLE OR ARRAY DSCR 1IM ON
MISC 

orTAPE5) ,,ray ,:tining data for TINFILE
(cont,) 

header recordMLTX MLT(3 1.) Array containing multiple target

dat.-I. Entries correspond to those

f c o . ou o c /TD/
MLrX/FR1,TX(s,,) I words of date for the Jth

multiple target element(L 8, J 5) T = 1: target name

2: target index number
3: target designator code
4: target task code
5: target country location

6: target flag code

7: target latitude8: target longitude

RMULTNumber of elements in the current
multiple target

PRCN'L JJJ.G,, Content., of target entry on printoption card
J JJA; P Contents of group entry on print

option card

k o f complex entry on print
o.p! i or: cn-(d

. Array ' to which TASk priorityopl .,,n cards ar'le read
pl ES 96 ) . 'v ;y i nt o which ESIG priority

option cards are read
P'TAC :'r her of TASKs in IPTAK array

?-fIDF.- Nu ,',er f bE [Gs in tPKES zart,i

'S*.WL T;m k Fl g: '
C l;Ir,'Ct,-I in TAS[,

RL. ARG REI.UCE(',d" The f Lcto to he applied to
• O P-R .ON for m iss Ile t ype 1 w1hen

retar-et ing is considered

aCI
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Table 4. (cpnt,)

(Sheet 8 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

RETARGRDL(0
(cont.) RDL(40) The new' ALERTDBL for missile

type I when retargeting is
consl'dered

TAPES LTWTN Logical unit for WINfILE

LTTIN Logical unit for TINFILE
LTrGT Logical unit for intermediate

target file
LTGRP Logical unit for intermediate

group file',
LTDB Logical unit for INDEXBD input

LSRTA Logical units for sorting complex
LSRTB target information for sequenced

printout,
TAU T'AU(90) Time components of all elements

of a complex

HC(60) Hardness componentsiof all
elements of a complex

V(90) Values corresponding to TAU or
HC

INDEXT(90) Array containing ordered indices
17(3) Fractions of total value

corresponding to V
T(3) Array containing time components

for single target
TBOX(3) Not used

VBOX(3) Not used

H(2) Array containing hardnesscomponents for single targetFVH(2) Array containing fractions of

values lost for single target
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 9 of 15)

BLOCK VARTABLE OARjLRAY DESCRIPTION

TD TD/ITD(31) Target data array, where the
information contained for each
target is:

TGTNAME I 1 1: target name
INDEXNO 2: target index number
DESIG 3: tdirget designator code
TASK 4: target task code
CNTRYLOC 5: target country location

code
FLAG 6: target flag code
TGTSTATUSI 7: target status al for

simple target, -multiplicity
for a multiple target
element, -complex number
for a complex target
element

TOTLAT 8: target latitude
TGLONG 9: target longitude
TGTRAD 10: target radius
VTO 11: total original value of

target
M 12: number of hardness

components
H]. 13: lethal radius first

hardness component (IMT)
H2 14: lethal radius second

hardness component (IMT)
FVALHI 15: fractional value of first

hardness component
NK 16: number of time components
FVALTI 17: fractional value of first

time component
FVALT2 18: fractional value of

second time component
TAUI 19: first time component
TAU2 20: second time component
TAU3 21: third time component
IHCLASS 22: target class name
TCLASS 23: target class number
r TYPE 24: target type name (or

number complex target
elements if class is
complex)
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Table 4. (Cont.)

(Sheet 10 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

TD TARDEF 25: state of local bomber(cont.) defense
MISDEF 26: state of terminal missile

defense
MINKILL 27: minimum kill probability

required
MAXKILL 28: maximum kill probability

desired

MAXCOST 29: maximum (weapon cost/
target value) acceptable
to achl.eve MINKILL

TGTSTATUS2 30: target sta~lus =0 if
single or nultiple target,
a- if lead element of a
complex target, -2 if
additional element of a
complex target

TGTNUM 31: target number assigned
by subroutine TGTSORT

WT WT Dummy - filled as needed

IDATE Hollerith date
IDENTNO Data input identification unber
LSIDE Side
NRTPT Number of route points
NCORR Number of corridors
NDPEN Number of depenetration corridors
NRECOVER Number of recovery points
NREF Number of refuel points
NBNDRY Number of boundary points

NREG Number of regions
NTYPE Number of weapon types
NGROUP Number of weapon groups
NTOTBASE Total number of bases
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Table 4. (cont.)

(Sheet 11 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCIUPTION

WT NPAYLOAD) Number of entries in payload(cont.) index table
NASMTYPE Number of ASM types
NIMIDTYPE Number of warhead types
NfANKBAS Number of tanker bases
NCOMPLEX Number of complex targets

NCLASS Number of weapon classesSNALERT Number of alert conditions

NCORTYPE Number of corridor types
MAXICOMP Total number of complex targts
NCPX(2500) Number of elements in complex 1

WCNUM(105) List of complex numbers currently
stored in ICPLX

ICPNT(105) First column of ICPLX containing
the complex number stored inrC,%IJM M[ for complex I

ICNDX(105) Indices to ICNUM in ascending
complex number order

LTYPE(250) Weapon type number assigned by PLANSET.
Corresponds to TYPENAME array in DPOOL.Equivalenced to array ICNtM.

WHD;/IWtHb([,,f) Warhead table, where for each(i 3, J 50) warhead type J:

= : yield
2: dud probability

3: fission fraction
ASMT/!ASM'r(!,J) ASM table, where for each ASM
( , J 20) type .:

f 1 1: ASM warhead type
•: ASM range
2: ASM reliability
4: CEP of the ASM
5: ASM speed
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 12 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR DESCRIPTION

2 PLD/IPLD(I,j) Payload table, where for each(cont.) (1 10, 3 - 40) payload type J:
I - 1: number of bombs of type

1 (for MIRVs, the
number of IRVs)

2: type index of first bomb
3: number of bombs of

type 2
4: type index of second

bomb
5: number of ASMs
6: ASM type
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 13 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

2 I - 7: number of countermeasures
(cont.) (bombers). Degradation

factor (missiles)

8: number of decoys (for
MIRVs, the number of
terminal decoys per IRV)

9: number of area decoys
10: MIRV system identification

numberRGN(20) Reliability factors for each
command-and-control region I

WTPIWTP(I,J)
(I 20, J 80) Weapon table, where for each

weapon type J:
1: weapon type name
2: weapon range (nautical

miles)
3: weapon CEP (averaged)

(nautical miles)
4: weapon speed (knots)
5 weapon delay before

launch when on alert
status (hours)

6: weapon delay before
launch when not on alert
status (hours)

7: weapon range decrement
for loo dltitude flight

8: weapon class index (l for
missiles, 2 for bombers)

9: number weapons per
squadron (missiles),
number in cormmission
(bombers)

10: speed at high altitude
(knots)

11: speed at low altitude
(knots)

12: dash speed (knots)
13: weapon range with refueling

(nautical miles)
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Table 4. (cont.)
(Sheet 14 of 15)

BLOC, ABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION

2 
In 14: weapon reliability(cont.) 

15: number of weapons per
sitv

16: reprogramling index
(for missile squadron)

17: recovery mode index (1
for normal recovery
probability, 0 for no
recovery, -I for low
recovery probability)

18: penetration mode index
(I for cormal use of
corridors, 0 for
corridors not used)

19: weapon type index used
by the simulator

20: weapon function code
(Hollerith)3 TANK/LTANK(12) Tanker data array, where for

each tanker base:
I = 1: tanker index number

2: tanker base latitude
3: tanker base longitude
4: refuel area assigned to

tanker base
5: number of tankers per

squadron or base
6! number of alert tankers

per base
7: tanker speed in knots
8: alert delay
9: nonalert delay

10: total time on station
iI: tanker type index
12: tanker range

GRPX/IGRPX(6) Weapon group data for output to
LTCRP, where for each group
element:
I = 1: group number

2: base index number
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Table 4. (cont.)

(Sheet 15 of 15)

BLOCK VARIABLE OR ARRAY DESCRIPTION
3(cont.) 

I - 3: base latitude
4: base longitude

5: base payload index6: number of first vehicle/
number per base12 TAR/ITAR(I,J) Array in which target data is(I- 29, J - 210) stored during subroutine TGTSORT.

6or each target table entry J,
I 1 to I - 29 correspond tothe same variables in commonblock /TD/

CPLX/ICPLX(IJ) Array in which complex target( 30, J 210) data is stored during subroutine
TGTSORT. For each table entry
, - 1 to I - 29 correspond

to the same variables in common
block /TD/. ICPLX(30, j) is a
OOP oof the complex numberLOOK(30) Hold area for LSRTA and LSRTh
data

GRPC P/IGapcop(IJ) Array containing data for each- 5, J 2500) weapon in a group. For each
group element J,
I 1: base index

2: base latitude
3: base longitude
4: base payload index
5: number of first vehlcle/

ntunber per base
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SUBROUTINE AROVRFLW

PURIOSE: To print an error message in the case of an array
overflow dwring PLANSET execution,

ENIRY POINTS: AROVRFZI,W

FORMAI, PARAMITERS : None

COMMON BLOCKS: )POO1

SBROUTI NIS (:ALLiED : ABORT

CALi iM': PIANSIT

Method

The array ICHKFLG contains the name of the type of item which has exceeded
the maximum number of that type allowed in the current version of QUICK,
(See description of common block MAX.) The corresponding element in the
ICHtKNUM array contains the number of that item type encountered. AROVRFLW
(see figure 3) examines each element of ICGiKFLG, and prints the error
message ARRAY OVERFLOW * * (IQIIKNLM(I)) (ICHKFLG(I)) for each nonzero word
it encounters. If any errors are found, the program then aborts.

The flowchart for sub.'oL tine AROVRLW is shown in figure 3.
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SUBROUTINE TGTSORr

PURPOSE: To rearra9nge the list of targets so that classes
are more evenly distributed throughout.

ENTRY POINTS: TGTSORT

FORMAL PARAMETERS: NTAR (number of targets)

COMMON BLOCKS: CLASNAME, 1, DPOOL, LIRECTRY, GROUP, 12, IFTPRNT,
ITP, MAX, MLTX, MYIDENT, PRCNTL, TAPES, TWORD,
TD

SUBROUTINES CALLED: ABORT, CALCOMP, ORDER, RDARRAY, SETREAD, SETWRITE,
TERMPAPER, WRARRAY, WRWORD

CALLED BY: SHUFFLE

Method

TGTSORT begins by assigning an index IND to each target as it is read

from the target tape. This index is used to distribute the targets

uniformly throughout the target list by cycling th:ough them as follows:
a sorting index (LEAD), which is a function of the total number of
Targets NTAR), is calculated by the formula:

LEAD - NTAR (3 -')
2

To start a cycle, a beginning index (IBEG) is designated and assigned to
the target being read. Initially IBEG = LEAD. The index for the next
target (IND) then is found by incrementing the previous index (LAST) by
LEAD. If the result exceeds NiAR, the cycle is reset by subtracting
NTAR from IND. When a cycle is completed (i.e., when IND - IBEG), the
next cycle is begun by incrementing IBEG by one and proceeding as above.
Thus, a unique nonsequential index is assigned to each target as it is
read.

Because of storage limitations on the arrays ITAR, ICPLX, and MLTCOMF
several passes through the target list may be necessary before all data
can be processed. In order to determine which targets are to be considered
during a given pass, the index limits MIN (lowest target number in this
pass minus one) and MAX (maximum number of targets which can be processed
per pass) are established. These limits, together with the index IND, are
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used to find an index (IT) to the column in ITAR in which data
corresponding to IND are to be stored. The procedure is as follows.

As each target is encountered, the value of MIN for that pass is
subtracted from the index IND corresponding to the target. If the result
I(IT) lies between one and MAX (210), the target data is stored in
column IT of array ITAR, as required. Otherwise, the target is ignored
for the remainder of the pass.

To indicate that a target was not processed during a pass, a zero is
placed in the second word of each column of ITAR when the pass begins.
If data for a target are stored, the zero is replaced by the attribute
INDEXNO. Then, after the pass is completed, a check is made on the

lcontent of ITAR (2,1), 1 g I !210. If a positive value is found, target
data for the corresponding target are processed as necessary and written
onto TINFILE. The first time a zero is encountered, the index MIN is
incremented by the numbear of targets successfully processed (I - 1), and
another pass is begun.

When the index check indicates that data for a complex or multiple target
are to be saved during a pass, data for all other elements of the target
must also be included in the same pass. Therefore, the number of elements
is tested against available storage in the complex ICPLX or multiple
MLTCOMP target array. If the required data will not fit into the array,
the value of MAX is decreased by 10, the variable MAXCHNG is set to two,
and the entire pass is restarted, The process continues until the number
of targets to be considered during the pass is sufficiently decreased to
permit the storage of all necessary data in ICPLX or MLTCOMP. When this
occurs, the variable MAXCHNG will still equal one after the last target
has been read from the target tape, thereby indicating that a new pass is
to begin. If data for '-he first target in a complex are not stored
during a pass, data frr additional complex members also are ignored.

In order to avoid repeating index assignments, the value of IND calculated
during the first pass is stored in the array ITEMP for all targets. Thus,
as each target is encountered during subsequent passes, the appropriate
IND is retrieved from ITEMP for use in computing the new value of IT. In
addition to calculating IND on the first pass, certain target data
(including NAME, IDEXNO, multiplicity, TYPE, complex indicator, VALUE,
and NTINT) are printed for each target if the target prints were requested
by the user.

When the above testing finds a target to be processed, TGTSORT proceeds
in the following manner. The class name and value are stored in the
appropriate locations of the target array ITD. For multiple and
Individual targets, the first 29 items of data then are read into column
IT of array ITAR, and the value (VAL) is set at a minimum of I X 10- 12.
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